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“The universe is not only queerer than we suppose, but queerer than we can suppose.”
– J.B.S. Haldane in Possible Worlds.
Abstract
The inference of massive neutrino states through the observation of flavor oscillations
boosted the importance of direct and indirect mass searches, including the search for the
hypothesized neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ-decay). Nowadays, the search for this
ultra-rare nuclear transition is one of the most active research fields at the intersection
of nuclear, particle and astroparticle physics. Its main and evident feature is the explicit
violation of the total lepton number, which is an accidentally conserved quantity in the
Standard Model of particle physics, and would prove the Majorana nature of neutrinos.
This, in turn, would support the theoretical explanation of the origin of the observed
baryon asymmetry in the universe through the process of leptogenisis and could shed
light on the role of neutrinos in the early universe’s structure formation.
For the theoretical description of the 0νββ-decay, nuclear structure effects play an
important role as they may affect considerably the decay rate. These nuclear effects are
summarized as the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs), containing information about the
initial and final states of the involved atomic nuclei and the decay mechanism. Under
the assumption of light Majorana neutrino exchange, the inverse half-life is proportional
to the effective Majorana neutrino mass, a kinematic phase-space factor, the involved
NMEs and the fourth power of the weak axial-vector coupling gA. The search for the
0νββ-decay is driven by experiments and an accurate description of the nuclear structure
effects is essential to estimate the required sensitivity to cover a certain mass range. In
order to match theoretical calculations and the results of β-decay and ββ-decay studies,
there is a scientific discussion regarding quenching effects of gA in nuclear media.
Different methods are being investigated to determine an effective gA at the energy
scale of nuclear transitions. One of those recently proposed methods exploits the depen-
dency of the spectrum-shape of highly forbidden β-decays on gA. An ideal candidate
for such an investigation is the fourfold forbidden non-unique β-decay of 113Cd, which
is the most prominent signal in the current stage of the COBRA experiment searching
for 0νββ-decays with cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) solid state detectors. The detector
material CZT acts as a semiconductor at room temperature and contains intrinsically
several candidates for rare nuclear transitions. The experiment is located at the LNGS
underground facility in Italy, which is shielded against cosmic rays by a mean rock cov-
erage of about 1400m. In the present demonstrator phase, it consists of 64 coplanar
grid (CPG) detectors that are arranged in four layers of 4ˆ 4 crystals.
In the scope of this thesis, conventional and novel prototype CPG-CZT detectors,
which are the basis for an anticipated large-scale experiment, are characterized by eval-
uating homogeneous and localized γ-ray irradiation measurements. Moreover, a novel
pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) technique is established, optimized and applied in the
analysis of the physics data obtained with the demonstrator array. The PSD optimization
is complemented by dedicated laboratory measurements with the aim to create a pulse-
shape library of signal-like single-site events and high-energy cosmic muon interactions
for which an analytic reconstruction model has been developed.
For the first time, the COBRA demonstrator’s full exposure from Sept.’11 to Nov.’19
is analyzed, including a detailed background characterization as well as an automatized
data partitioning to identify periods with increased backgrounds. The main subject is
the study of the 113Cd β-decay’s spectrum-shape to address the quenching of gA in low-
momentum exchange nuclear processes. The analysis of the experimental data is carried
out in the context of three nuclear frameworks and confirms the idea of a significantly
quenched gA. Furthermore, the data are analyzed with respect to the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd
and the long-lived α-decay of 190Pt as a localized contaminant in the CZT detectors’
electrode metalization. Finally, the prospects of a search for excited state transitions
of the ββ-nuclides 116Cd and 130Te are studied with elaborate Monte-Carlo simulations.
The analysis section is concluded with an estimate of the achievable 0νββ-decay half-life
sensitivity for multiple ββ-nuclides given the full exposure of the COBRA demonstrator
and the recently achieved upgrade to the COBRA eXtended DEMonstrator (XDEM).
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Kurzdarstellung
Der Beweis der Existenz von massiven Neutrinos durch die Beobachtung von Flavour-
Oszillationen bestätigt die Wichtigkeit direkter und indirekter Massen-Studien, wie der
Suche nach dem bisher unbeobachteten neutrinolosen Doppelbetazerfall (0νββ-Zerfall).
Die Beobachtung dieses Prozesses hat weitreichende Folgen und bedingt die Verletzung
der Leptonzahl, welche im Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik eine zufällige Erhaltungs-
größe ist. Des Weiteren würde der Nachweis bestätigen, dass es sich bei Neutrinos um
Majorana-Fermionen handelt. Dies wiederum stützt die These zur Erlärung des Materie-
Antimaterie-Ungleichgewichts im Universum durch den Prozess der Leptogenese und die
Bedeutung von Neutrinos bezüglich der Strukturbildung im frühen Universum.
In der theoretischen Beschreibung des 0νββ-Zerfalls spielen Kernstruktureffekte eine
wesentliche Rolle. Diese werden in Form von Kernmatrixelementen, welche Informa-
tionen über die Ausgangs- und Endzustände der involvierten Atomkerne beinhalten,
zusammengefasst. Unter der Annahme des Austauschs von leichten Majorana-Neutrinos,
ist die invertierte Halbwertszeit proportional zur effektiven Majorana-Neutrinomasse,
einem kinematischen Phasenraumfaktor, den involvierten Kernmatrixelementen sowie zur
vierten Potenz der axialen Vektorkopplungsstärke gA. Um experimentelle Ergebnisse von
β- und ββ-Zerfallstudien in Einklang mit theoretischen Modellrechnungen zu bringen,
besteht eine wissenschaftliche Diskussion bezüglich sogenannter Quenching-Effekte und
dem damit verbundenen effektiven Wert von gA in kernphysikalischen Prozessen.
Hierbei werden verschiedene Methoden untersucht, um einen effektiven Wert von
gA zu bestimmen. Eine der kürzlich vorgeschlagenen Methoden basiert auf der gA-
Abhängigkeit der spektralen Form von speziellen β-Zerfällen. Ein idealer Kandidat für
eine derartige Untersuchung ist der vierfach verbotene β-Zerfall von 113Cd. Dieser Zerfall
dominiert den niederenergetischen Teil des Energiespektrums der aktuellen Ausführung
des COBRA Experimentes, welches sich mit der Suche nach 0νββ-Zerfällen basierend auf
Cadmium-Zink-Tellurid (CZT) Detektoren befasst. Hierfür befindet sich das Experiment
im italienischen Untergrundlabor LNGS, wo es durch eine mittlere Gesteinüberdeckung
von etwa 1400m vor kosmischer Strahlung abgeschirmt wird. Das verwendete Detektor-
material agiert als Halbleiter bei Raumtemperatur und beinhaltet mehrere Kandidaten
für seltene Kernumwandlungen entsprechend der natürlichen Isotopenzusammensetzung
von CZT. In der aktuellen Demonstrator-Phase umfasst es 64 CPG-CZT Detektoren,
welche in vier Lagen von jeweils 4ˆ 4 Kristallen angeordnet sind.
Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit werden konventionelle, sowie neuartige Proto-
typen von CPG-CZT Detektoren, welche der Grundstein für ein zukünftiges Großexperi-
ment sind, in umfassenden Gammabestrahlungsreihen charakterisiert. Des Weiteren wird
eine neuartige Form der Pulsformanalyse etabliert, optimiert und in der Datenanalyse des
COBRA Demonstrators angewendet. Um tiefere Einblicke in die Möglichkeiten zur Un-
terscheidung zwischen signal- und untergrundartigen Pulsformen zu gewinnen, werden
dedizierte Labormessungen durchgeführt. Das Ziel dieser Messungen ist, eine Pulsform-
Bibliothek von signalartigen Einzelwechselwirkungen mit Hilfe von koinzidenter Comp-
tonstreuung, sowie von hochenergetischen Myon-Interaktionen anzulegen, wodurch die
Formulierung eines analytischen Modells der Ereignisrekonstruktion möglich wird.
Weiterhin erfolgt erstmalig eine Analyse des kompletten Datensatzes des COBRA
Demonstrators, inklusive einer genauen Charakterisierung des Untergrundes. Dabei liegt
das Hauptaugenmerk auf der Untersuchung der spektralen Form des 113Cd β-Zerfalls und
der damit einhergehenden gA-Abhängigkeit. Zudem beschäftigt sich die Arbeit mit der
Datenanalyse hinsichtlich des 2νββ-Zerfalls von 116Cd, sowie des langlebigen α-Zerfalls
von 190Pt als einer der prominentesten Untergrundbeiträge. Schließlich werden die Per-
spektiven der Suche nach Kernübergängen in angeregte Zustände für die vielversprechend-
sten Kandidaten 116Cd und 130Te mit Hilfe von detaillierten Monte-Carlo Simulationen
untersucht. Den Abschluss des Analysekapitels bildet eine Abschätzung der erreichbaren
Halbwertszeit-Sensitivität bezüglich verschiedener 0νββ-Zerfälle in Anbetracht des voll-
ständigen Datensatzes des COBRA Demonstrators und dem jüngst erfolgten Upgrade des
Experimentes zum erweiterten Demonstrator COBRA XDEM.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The first chapter of this thesis is a brief introduction into the key concepts of modern particle
and nuclear physics. This includes a summary of the theoretical aspects of the so-called
Standard Model of elementary particle physics as well as the classification of its particle
content according to the properties of those particles with respect to the underlying funda-
mental interactions. Moreover, the phenomenon of radioactive decays of atomic nuclei and
their modeling in nuclear physics will be discussed. Finally, the most common interaction
processes between elementary particles and matter will be summarized in the last section of
the introduction, focusing on the description of the energy regime of nuclear decays.
1
2 Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 The Standard Model of particle physics
The development of the theory known today as the Standard Model (SM) of elementary
particle physics is driven by many theoretical and experimental physicists since more than
60 years. Its modern formulation is based on the original works of S. Glashow [Gla61],
S. Weinberg [Wei67] and A. Salam [Sal68], who were jointly awarded with the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1979 [Nob79]. In their honor, the electroweak SM is also referred to as the GWS
model. The complete SM makes it possible to describe three of the four known fundamental
forces in nature within a general framework based on local gauge theories. This includes
the electromagnetic, weak and strong interaction, while only gravity remains unexplained.
Moreover, it allows for a classification of all known elementary particles given their quantum
numbers and predicts their interactions with each other.
The following section will introduce the fundamental concept of the SM – relying on
quantum mechanics, special relativity and local gauge invariance – based on the Lagrangian
of quantum electrodynamics (QED) [Fey85]. Furthermore, the general aspects of a quantum
field theory will be addressed briefly. In the end, an overview of the SM’s particle content
and its connection to the fundamental interactions will be given.
1.1.1 Lagrange formalism in QED
QED refers to the relativistic quantum field theory (QFT) of electrodynamics. It is the first
theory achieving a full agreement between quantum mechanics and special relativity, which
are two of the three fundamental concepts used for the formulation of the SM. Moreover,
it served as the template for all subsequent QFTs including the description of the weak
interaction (quantum flavordynamics, QFD) and the strong interaction (quantum chromody-
namics, QCD). For their works in this area the Nobel Prize of Physics was awarded jointly
to S. Tomonaga, J. Schwinger and R. Feynman in 1965 [Nob65]. The essence of QED will be
summarized in the following based on the introduction of [Zat14].
In conventional one-particle quantum mechanics, the location x of a quantum state has
to be treated as an operator while, on the other hand, the time t is usually treated as a
parameter. This does not conform with the concept of special relativity as time and space are
treated equally in relativistic theories. One solution to combine both concepts is to interpret
x as a parameter as well, which leads to local observables expressed as Opt, xq. Such objects
can be treated in classical field theories using Lagrangian mechanics based on generalized
coordinates in mathematical functions called the Lagrangian Lpt, xq. The quantization of
such fields results in so-called Feynman rules which can be used to construct all possible
scalar kinematic and interaction terms of the related QFT. In the lowest order of QED there
is only one interaction vertex as can be seen in Fig. 1.1 in form of a Feynman diagram.
Figure 1.1: Fundamental vertex in lowest order QED (adapted from [Zat14]). The vector field Aµ represents
the photon which couples to an incident fermion field ψ with a coupling strength given by the vertex factor. The
outgoing fermion field is labeled as ψ. By combining this fundamental vertex with additional propagators and
vertices, all possible Lagrangian terms can be produced to calculate e.g. cross sections for QED interactions.
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The photon as mediator of the electromagnetic interaction is represented by the vector
field Aµ and interacts with massive fermions represented as so-called spinor fields ψ. With
the help of the Feynman rules depicted in Fig. 1.2, it is possible to derive all terms of the
QED Lagrangian with respect to the Feynman diagrams.
Figure 1.2: Feynman rules of the QED (taken from [Zat14]). Outer fermion lines are replaced with wave
functions uppq. Inner lines connecting two vertices are referred to as propagators and get replaced by the
corresponding terms. All QED interactions can be expressed in the form of such Feynman diagrams by
combining inner and outer fermion lines with the fundamental vertex shown in Fig. 1.1.
The Lagrangian terms associated with a Feynman diagram are obtained by multiplying
all the contributions according to the Feynman rules against the direction of the arrows for
all outer fermion lines. The full QED Lagrangian can then be written as
LQED “ ψpi{B ´mqψ ´
1
4F
µνFµν ´ eQA
µψγµψ̄ (1.1)
with Fµν representing the electromagnetic field strength tensor. Moreover, the commonly
used short notation {B “ γµBµ is applied. The first term in Eqn. (1.1) corresponds to the
gauge invariant equation of motion for fermions of mass m and is referred to as the free
Dirac equation [Dir28]. The last term represents the interaction of the massive fermions with
the photon field coupled by their electric charge Q. Demanding invariance of the free Dirac
equation under the following local gauge transformations
ψpxq ÝÑ eiQΘpxqψpxq, Θpxq P R (hom. transf.) (1.2)
Aµpxq ÝÑ Aµpxq ´ 1eB
µΘpxq (inhom. transf.) (1.3)
requires to adjust the covariant derivative such as shown in Eqn. (1.4) – (1.5).
Bµ ÝÑ Bµ ` ieQAµ (1.4)
ñ Dµ ” Bµ ` ieQAµ. (1.5)
The demand for local gauge invariance directly leads to the existence of a so-called gauge
field, which can be identified as the vector field Aµ representing the photon in QED. Because
of the structure of Eqn. (1.5), connecting the original covariant derivative Bµ with the elec-
tric charge Q, the procedure is also referred to as minimal coupling. The respective gauge
transformation of the kinematic term Dµψpxq can be expressed as
Dµψpxq ÝÑ eiQΘpxqDµψpxq, (1.6)
leading to the absorption of the additional term introduced by the inhomogeneous transfor-
mation shown in Eqn. (1.3). Moreover, with the gauge invariant formulation of the covariant
derivative, the electromagnetic field strength tensor can be expressed via the following com-
mutator relation
rDµ, Dνs “ rBµ ` ieQAµ, Bν ` ieQAνs (1.7)
“ ieQpBµAν ´ BνAµq (1.8)
” ieQF µν . (1.9)
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All together, the QED Lagrangian can be expressed with purely covariant terms repre-
senting the immanent gauge invariance.
LQED “ ψ
`
i {D ´m
˘
ψ ´
1
4F
µνFµν (1.10)
Note that the structure of all QED interactions was solely fixed by the demand for gauge
invariance, which is an arbitrary choice, but proven to be very effective in the theoretical
description of fundamental processes on the basis of quantum field theories.
The unification of the electromagnetic and the weak interaction was firstly demonstrated
by S. Glashow in 1961 [Gla61]. Shortly afterwards the so-called Brout-Englert-Higgs mecha-
nism (see e.g. [EB64], [Hig64]) was added to the unified interaction by S. Weinberg [Wei67]
and A. Salam [Sal68], completing the GWS model of electroweak interaction. This mecha-
nism, often simply referred to as the Higgs mechanism, makes it possible to introduce gauge
invariant mass terms in the description of the electroweak interaction for the involved parti-
cles. A more detailed summary of the Standard Model’s interactions and its particle content
is given in section 1.1.3. Before that, the concept of gauge invariance will be addressed in
a more general sense in the following section with the aim to highlight the similarities of
nature’s fundamental interactions and mathematical description in the framework of the SM.
1.1.2 General aspects of QFTs and the SM
The concept of the SM relies on the interplay of several ingredients as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
Its fundamental principle is based on symmetry groups that determine the overall structure
of the Lagrangians by demanding gauge invariance as demonstrated in the previous section.
Moreover, the interplay is based on the famous theorem of E. Noether (see [Noe71], originally
published in 1918), which states essentially that any continuous symmetry of a physical
system leads to a conserved quantity, respectively. According to this statement, there are
fundamental conservation laws (besides energy, momentum and spin conservation) due to
the construction of QFTs based on symmetry groups. Those conservation laws involve scalar
quantities that are invariant under Lorentz transformation, which are usually referred to
as charges. By demanding gauge invariance, gauge bosons as mediators of the interaction
between the fermions are introduced into the theory via the minimal coupling concept.
Figure 1.3: Concept of the Standard Model of particle physics (inspired by the “Nuclear and particle physics”
lecture, IKTP, TU Dresden). The central element is the SM symmetry group representing the structure of
the strong and electroweak interactions. Based on this, gauge invariant Lagrangian terms can be constructed,
leading to the usual equations of motions. Moreover, the concept of gauge invariance leads to conserved
quantities, referred to as charges, and the existence of gauge bosons acting as mediators of the interactions.
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Finally, the usual equations of motions can be derived from the full Lagrangian of the
QFT via the generalized Euler-Lagrange equations as known from classical mechanics. The
full Lagrangian can be derived by following the steps outlined in the next paragraph.
The starting point is usually a Lagrangian describing the kinematics of a massive fermion
field ψ based on the fundamental Dirac notation
LDirac “ ψ piγµBµ ´mqψ. (1.11)
The demand for gauge invariance requires a transformation of the covariant derivative
following the minimal coupling concept
Bµ ÝÑ Dµ “ Bµ ` igTaW
a
µ . (1.12)
This way, a connection between the generalized gauge fields W aµ and the so-called gen-
erators Ta is introduced. Moreover, the coupling ig determines the coupling strength of the
bosons to the matter particles. The structure of the interaction is determined by the so-called
structure constant fabc, fulfilling the following algebraic commutator relation
rTa, Tbs “ ifabcTc (1.13)
of the generators Ta. Finally, the field strength tensor can be defined as
iqW µν ” rDµ, Dνs “ DµDν ´DνDµ. (1.14)
In the case of the weak interaction, associated with the symmetry group SU(2)L, the
generators are given by the three Pauli 2ˆ 2 spin matrices σ1 ´ σ3 fulfilling
rσi, σjs “ 2i
3
ÿ
k“1
εijkσk (1.15)
with fabc corresponding to the Levi-Civita symbol εijk. The mediators of the electroweak
interaction result as superpositions of the vector fields W aµ . In the low-energy limit of the
SM those superpositions form the electrically neutral and massless photon, denoted as γ, as
well as the heavy gauge bosons Z0 and W˘. All of them acquire their mass through the
electroweak symmetry breaking introduced by the Higgs mechanism.
For the strong interaction, which is associated with the symmetry group SU(3)c, the
structure constant is much more complicated and related to eight complex 3ˆ 3 Gell-Mann
matrices as the respective generators. The SU(3)c symmetry group results in a multiplet
structure in three dimensions with eight mediator vector bosons known as gluons. Moreover,
according to the Noether theorem a new conserved, additive quantity results from the funda-
mental symmetry referred to as color charge. Because of this association, the quantum field
theory is known as quantum chromodynamics (QCD) using the Greek expression for color.
For non-abelian gauge theories, such as QCD, there is also a self-interaction of the involved
gauge bosons as some of them are charged under the respective interaction.
Regarding the previously discussed QED, which is an example of an abelian gauge theory,
the corresponding symmetry group is U(1)Q, with the index referring to the electric charge
Q as the associated conserved quantity. Similarly, a new conserved charge Y w is found for
the unified electroweak interaction described by the non-abelian SU(2)LˆU(1)Y symmetry
group. As electroweak interactions are flavor changing, the corresponding quantum field
theory is known as quantum flavordynamics. The so-called weak hypercharge Y w is a linear
combination of the electric charge Q and the third component of the weak isospin Iw3 , which
will be discussed in the next section. Its definition can be expressed as
Y w “ 2pQ´ Iw3 q. (1.16)
Moreover, the isospin singlet and doublet character of the SU(2)LˆU(1)Y symmetry group
determines the general structure of the SM (see e.g. Tab. 1.1).
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1.1.3 Particle content and classifications
The SM includes several classes of elementary particles as depicted in Fig. 1.4, which can
be distinguished according to their quantum numbers. The first classification can be done
based on the fundamental behavior in a many-body system. According to the spin-statistics
theorem (see e.g. [TD35]), fermions respect the Pauli exclusion principle [Pau80] and obey
the Fermi-Dirac statistics. While they carry per definition a half-integer spin s, all elementary
fermions of the SM can be described with s “ 12 . On the other hand, bosons carry an integer
spin and obey the Bose-Einstein statistics. They act as the mediators of the fundamental
interactions. The previously introduced vector bosons are characterized by s “ 1 and consist
of the photon as the mediator of the electromagnetism, the weak gauge bosons Z0 and W˘
and the gluons mediating the strong interaction.
Figure 1.4: Overview of the particle content of the Standard Model [Wika]. Firstly, the elementary particles
are divided according to the spin-statistics theorem into fermions and bosons. Each generation of the fermions
is divided into pairs of particles that exhibit a similar physical behavior. Moreover, they are classified as
leptons and quarks depending on the charges they carry. The gauge bosons act as mediators of the fundamental
interactions, whereas the Higgs boson is related to the standard mass generation mechanism.
The Higgs boson is a scalar particle with s “ 0, highlighting its unique role in the
SM. It is related to the standard mass generation process, which is introduced via the
Higgs mechanism. In 2012, the LHC experiments ATLAS and CMS at CERN announced
independently the discovery of a SM-like Higgs boson, which was subsequently confirmed to
match the expected properties within the SM over the following years. Shortly afterwards,
the Nobel Prize of Physics was awarded to F. Englert and P. Higgs in 2013 [Nob13] for their
theoretical work and the prediction of this new type of boson. In particular, the Higgs boson
explains why the photon has no mass, while theW˘ and Z0 bosons are very heavy. Moreover,
it connects several SM parameters that allow for a precise prediction of those masses in a self-
consistent way. However, the generation of fermion masses can only be described by so-called
Yukawa couplings, whereas the coupling strengths and thus the masses remain essentially as
free parameters. This leaves room for potential new physics phenomena.
The class of fermions can be divided into quarks and leptons according to the charges that
they carry. Each fermion has a corresponding antiparticle of the same mass but with opposite
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charges. An overview of the fundamental charges with respect to the unified electroweak
interaction is given in Tab. 1.1.
Table 1.1: Summary of the particle content of the SM with respect to the fundamental SU(2)LˆU(1)Y
symmetry group of the unified electroweak interaction. Apart from the spin s, the electric charge Q, and the
weak isospin Iw3 (only third component), the weak hypercharge Y w according to Eqn. (1.16) is conserved in
all Standard Model interactions. Regarding the gauge bosons, only the electrically charged W˘ bosons and
the Higgs boson carry a non-zero isospin: Iw3 pW˘q “ ˘1, Iw3 phq “ ´ 12 . The weak hypercharge of those bosons
results in Y wpW˘q “ 0 and Y wphq “ `1.
fermions ps “ 12q Q ¨ e I
w
3 Y
w gauge bosons ps “ 1q
leptons
ˆ
νe
e´
˙
L
ˆ
νµ
µ´
˙
L
ˆ
ντ
τ´
˙
L
0 `12 ´1 W
˘, Z0
´1 ´12 ´1 γ, W
˘, Z0
e´R µ
´
R τ
´
R ´1 0 ´2 γ, Z0
quarks
ˆ
u
d1
˙
L
ˆ
c
s1
˙
L
ˆ
t
b1
˙
L
`23 `
1
2 `
1
3 γ, W
˘, Z0, g
´13 ´
1
2 `
1
3 γ, W
˘, Z0, g
uR cR tR `
2
3 0 `
4
3 γ, Z
0, g
dR sR bR ´
1
3 0 ´
2
3 γ, Z
0, g
Both quarks and leptons exist in three generations that exhibit a similar physical behavior,
whereas only the first generation is able to form stable bound states. This is why all ordinary
(so-called baryonic) matter is made of those first generation particles. Specifically, all atoms
consist of electrons orbiting around atomic nuclei, ultimately constituted of up and down
quarks. On the other hand, second- and third-generation electrically charged particles decay
with very short half-lives and are observed only in very high-energy environments.
The defining property of quarks is their color charge, while they come in six different
so-called flavors: up, down, charm, strange, top, bottom. Because of the phenomenon of
color confinement in the strong interaction, quarks are bound very strongly to one another,
forming color-neutral composite particles called hadrons. Hadrons can be further character-
ized according to their particle content: baryons are formed by three quarks, while a quark
and an antiquark form a meson. The lightest baryons are the proton and the neutron, which
contain quarks of the first generation, and form atomic nuclei for their part.
The remaining fermions that do not carry a color charge are called leptons. Thus, the
electrically charged leptons referred to as the electron, muon and tau interact with other
fermions via electromagnetism and the weak interaction. The neutral leptons, referred to as
neutrinos only interact via the weak interaction, which makes them notoriously difficult to
detect. Furthermore, the early experimental data and its theoretical interpretation seemed
to suggest that neutrinos, unlike the other fermions, were massless. Because of this, the
original founders of the SM did not include right-handed neutrino states, which prevents the
formulation of valid neutrino mass terms within the SM. However, the observation of flavor
oscillations in the neutrino sector proves the existence of non-vanishing neutrino masses. Its
discovery was awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2015 [Nob15]. Neutrinos of all
generations are assumed to be stable, hence, do not decay and pervade the universe, while
rarely interacting with baryonic matter. This makes them challenging to detect as will be
further elaborated in chapter 2 dedicated to the subject of neutrino physics.
The structure within a fermion generation is determined by the electroweak interaction
and its isospin algebra that couples the weak gauge bosons to left-handed doublets and
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right-handed singlet states. It is related to the conservation of the third component of the
weak isospin Iw3 by all interactions described in the SM. This structure is also referred to
as V ´ A (vector – axial-vector) and was first proposed by R. Feynman and M. Gell-Mann
[FGM58] to explain the observed parity violation in weak interactions. Furthermore, the
unified electroweak interaction leads to the conservation of the weak hypercharge Y w which
relates Iw3 and the electric charge Q via Eqn. (1.16).
Fermions with a negative chirality are called left-handed and can be grouped into doublets
with Iw3 “ ˘12 (see Tab. 1.1). This way, the conversion of an up-type quark (u, c, t) into a
down-type quark (d1, s1, b1) is accompanied by the exchange of W˘ bosons. The same applies
to the lepton sector for the conversion of a charged lepton into a corresponding neutrino and
vice versa. On the other hand, right-handed fermions with a positive chirality, form singlets
with Iw3 “ 0. The W˘ bosons only couple to the isospin doublets, while Z0 couples to both
singlet and doublet states, but with different coupling strengths.
In the standard picture of neutrinos in the SM, remaining exactly massless, there would
be no participation of right-handed neutrinos in the weak interaction. This leaves them as
potentially sterile fields without any known interaction in the SM.
The focus of the present thesis is on phenomena of the weak interaction, especially on
rare nuclear decays as will be briefly introduced in the next section. The investigation of
such nuclear transitions could help to gain knowledge about the role of neutrinos in the
early universe and general aspects of the weak interaction in the context of low-momentum
exchange processes and rare radioactive decays.
1.2 Radioactivity and masses of atomic nuclei
Radioactivity describes the phenomenon of the spontaneous disintegration of an atomic nu-
cleus and was already discovered in 1896 by H. Becquerel. Further research by M. and P. Curie
coined the term radioactivity and provided the basis for modern nuclear physics. All three
were jointly awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1903 [Nob03].
The statistical aspect of radioactivity can be expressed as the universal decay law
Nptq “ N0 ¨ e
´λt (1.17)
connecting the number of active nuclei Nptq with the initial amount N0 “ Npt “ 0q and the
decay constant λ. The latter parameter is related to the half-life via T1{2 “ ln 2λ . While the
majority of the elementary particles discussed in the previous section only exist for a tiny
fraction of a second after their creation in high-energy reactions, the half-lives of radioactive
atomic nuclei feature a huge range from nearly instantaneous decay to far longer than the
age of the universe. This section introduces the basic concepts of nuclear physics following
Ref. [PRSZ97] and [Roh94] with an emphasis on the description of radioactive decays. The
starting point is the so-called droplet model of atomic nuclei, followed by a short discussion
of the three most common types of radioactive decays.
1.2.1 Droplet model of atomic nuclei
The characterization of the structure of an atomic nucleus in analogy to a liquid droplet was
first proposed by G. Gamow in 1930 [Gam30]. The corresponding droplet model of atomic
nuclei was further elaborated by the works of N. Bohr and J. A. Wheeler by incorporating
quantum mechanical effects (see e.g. Ref. [PRSZ97]). It relies on the attraction of nucleons,
referring to protons and neutrons that form the nucleus, through the residual effect of the
strong interaction binding the quarks to hadrons. Because of the short range of the strong
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interaction, the attraction is effectively limited to neighboring nucleons, which is similar to
the hydrogen bounds in almost spherical water droplets. However, the density of an atomic
nucleus, while treated as an incompressible fluid, is about 1014 times higher than for water.
Following this rather simple model, C. F. v. Weizsäcker developed a semi-empirical for-
mula to estimate the mass of an atom MpA,Zq based on its number of protons, electrons and
neutrons [Wei35]. The original formula was further improved by H. Bethe in 1936 [BB36],
which is why it is often referred to as the Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula. Essentially, it
relates the single proton, neutron and electron masses with the respective number of those
particles in an atom and its binding energy EBpA,Zq according to Eqn. (1.18).
MpA,Zq “ pA´ Zq ¨mn ` Z ¨ pmp `meq ´ EBpA,Zq, (1.18)
EBpA,Zq “ aVA´ aSA
2{3 ´ aC
ZpZ ´ 1q
A1{3
´ aA
pA´ 2Zq2
A
´
δ
A1{2
. (1.19)
An illustration of the five terms contributing to the binding energy in Eqn. (1.19) is
depicted in Fig. 1.5. The origin and motivation of the terms with respect to the droplet
model is outlined in Tab. 1.2.
Figure 1.5: Illustration of the connection between the Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula and the droplet
model of atomic nuclei. The nucleus is made of protons (red) and neutrons (white) which are attracted by the
residuum of the strong interaction. Its short range only attracts next neighbors, whereas the binding energy
scales with the number of nuclei, thus, the atomic mass number A. Because there are less neighboring nucleons
close to the surface, the binding energy gets reduced. The same results from the Coulomb repulsion of the
positively charged protons. Lastly, quantum mechanical effects lead to a reduction of the binding energy for
an asymmetry of the number of protons and neutrons as well as unpaired nucleons.
The empirical motivation of the terms in the approximation of the nuclear binding energy
based on the droplet model of atomic nuclei is complemented by the determination of the
corresponding parameters based on experimental surveys. This is why the mass formula
is referred to as semi-empirically. Fig. 1.6 illustrates the binding energy per nucleon with
respect to a schematic representation of the chart of nuclei. While the area of experimentally
observed nuclei is in good agreement with the predictions according to the semi-empirical
mass formula, deviations occur far away from the line of stable nuclei. Moreover, it fails
to explain the existence of observed lines of greater binding energy at certain numbers of
protons and neutrons. These numbers, known as magic numbers (e.g. 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and
126), are the foundation of more elaborate nuclear models such as the nuclear shell model.
Nuclei whose proton and neutron numbers are found to be equal to one of the magic numbers
are especially stable against radioactive decay. Furthermore, if both Z and N match with a
magic number, such as for 42He and 5628Ni, the nuclide is referred to as doubly magic.
The probability for the occurrence of a radioactive decay is given by the Q-value of a
nuclear reaction which is defined as the mass defect between an initial and final state. If
the Q-value is negative, the corresponding reaction is endothermic and indicates a threshold
energy that needs to be provided in order to accomplish the reaction. On the other hand,
nuclear reactions with a positive Q-value can occur spontaneously, whereas radioactive decays
are characterized by their half-life and the universal decay law according to Eqn. (1.17).
Usually, there are empiric relations between the Q-value and the half-life with respect to the
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Table 1.2: Explanation of the terms contained in the semi-empirical Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula and
their origin in the droplet model of atomic nuclei. By assuming an almost spherical shape and a universal
nuclear density, the radius of a nucleus can be approximated as r « r0 ¨A1{3 with r0 “ 1.25 fm. This motivates
the overall dependency of the binding energy on the atomic mass number A. The values of the parameters in
Eqn. (1.19) are taken from Ref. [Roh94] and results from experimental surveys.
parameter value description
aV 15.75 MeV volume term: under the assumptions of the
droplet model, the volume of a nucleus is pro-
portional to the atomic mass number.
aS 17.80 MeV surface term: fewer neighboring nucleons at
the surface lead to a reduction of the binding
energy proportional to the surface.
aC 0.711 MeV Coulomb term: the electrostatic repulsion of
protons reduces the binding energy propor-
tional to the radius of the assumed sphere.
aA 23.70 MeV asymmetry term: takes into account a quan-
tum mechanical effect that reduces EB for un-
equal numbers of protons and neutrons.
δ
$
’
&
’
%
´11.18 MeV for even-even
0 for even-odd/odd-even
`11.18 MeV for odd-odd
pairing term: as protons and neutrons obey
the Pauli principle, an even number of both
results in the most stable configuration.
Figure 1.6: Illustration of the binding energy per nucleon for a schematic representation of the chart of nuclei
[Wikc]. The illustration makes use of the expression in Eqn. (1.19) and the parameters listed in Tab. 1.2. The
dashed lines indicate the area of experimentally observed nuclei. While the maximum of the approximated
binding energy agrees well with the observed area of stable nuclei, more elaborate features such as the magic
numbers indicating especially stable nuclei cannot be described by the simple droplet model.
decay mode. However, as the Q-value is equal to the mass defect of the mother and daughter
nuclei, its exact value depends also on the actual nuclear transition. For the most common
decay modes as discussed in the following sections, the mass defect is tabulated in nuclear
databases such as provided by the atomic mass evaluation (AME) [AME17].
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1.2.2 α-decay
The process of α-decay was first described in the investigation of radioactivity by E. Ruther-
ford by the end of the 19th century. Its physical explanation was formulated by G. Gamow
in 1928, making use of the newly discovered principles of quantum mechanics (see e.g.
Ref. [Stu86]). While the α-particle is trapped in a potential well of the nucleus, there is
a tiny but non-zero probability for tunneling through the Coulomb barrier. Moreover, by
solving a model potential for the nucleus analytically, the previously found empirical relation
between T1{2 and the Qα-value, known as the Geiger-Nuttal law [GN11], could be derived
from first principles by G. Gamow.
An α-decay is characterized by the emission of a doubly magic 42He nucleus, which is
referred to as the α-particle. At the same time, the original nucleus loses four atomic mass
units and gets transformed into another nucleus according to
A
ZX ÝÑ A´4Z´2Y` α. (1.20)
Because of the simple kinematics, the emitted α-particle is mono-energetic, while the
actually carried kinetic energy Eα is usually a few keV below Qα due to the nuclear recoil
in order to fulfill the momentum conservation. An exemplary half-life analysis involving the
long-lived α-decay of 190Pt will be presented in section 8.5 of the present thesis.
1.2.3 β-decay
The process of β-decay is triggered by the weak interaction and involves three common decay
modes such as shown in Eqn. (1.21) – (1.23).
β´-decay: AZX ÝÑ AZ`1Y` e´ ` νe, (1.21)
β`-decay: AZX ÝÑ AZ´1Y` e` ` νe, (1.22)
electron capture: AZX` e´ ÝÑ AZ´1Y` νe. (1.23)
The first two processes involve the emission of leptons of the first generation, namely an
electron or positron accompanied by the respective neutrinos in order to conserve the so-called
lepton number. As the respective final states involve three constituents, whereas the daughter
nuclei are usually immobile, the Q-value is shared between the emitted leptons. While the
charged leptons can be easily observed with suitable radiation detectors, the neutrino usually
escapes unnoticed because of their tiny interaction probability. Historically, the continuous
spectrum of the e´{e` momentum distribution resulted in the postulation of the neutrino as
an additionally released particle to ensure the energy and angular momentum conservation
in nuclear β-decays. This subject will be further elaborated in chapter 2.
In general, the β`-decay competes with the electron capture (EC) from electron orbitals
near the atomic nucleus as both processes result in the same nuclear final state. While the
Q-value of the EC is usually larger, the decay rate depends also on the probability to capture
an electron from the atomic shell. In case of the β`-decay mode, two times the electron rest
mass me “ 511 keV needs to be provided by the respective Q-value of the transition.
On the level of Feynman diagrams involving the elementary particles, the processes
Eqn. (1.21) – (1.23) can be depicted as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. The explanation for a β´-decay
is the conversion of a down quark into an up quark, causing the conversion of a bound
neutron into a proton, through the emission of a W´ boson that decays into an e´ and
electron-antineutrino νe. Similarly the other β-decay modes can be explained.
In contrast to the previously discussed α-decay, which does not carry any angular mo-
mentum, a wide variety of potential nuclear spin states can be accessed directly via β-decay
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Figure 1.7: Feynman diagrams illustrating the three common forms of nuclear β-decay (taken from [Zat14]).
Left: β´-decay with an electron and electron-antineutrino in the final state. Middle: β`-decay with a positron
and an electron-neutrino in the final state. Right: EC with a mono-energetic electron-neutrino in the final
state. Typically, the latter two decay modes compete with each other.
transitions. According to the coupled spin S of the emitted leptons, β-decay transitions are
either classified as Fermi transitions with S “ 0 or, respectively, as Gamow-Teller transitions
involving a coupling to S “ 1. Moreover, the internal structure of atomic nuclei results in
a total angular momentum J , which is a conserved quantity and determines the combined
angular momentum L of the emitted particles. Furthermore, the classification of β-decay
transitions involves the angular momentum change ∆J between the initial and final nuclear
state. While Fermi transitions result in ∆J “ 0, Gamow-Teller transitions are possible for
∆J P r0,˘1s (under the assumption of a so-called allowed transition).
If the leptons carry no angular momentum, indicated by L “ 0, the respective β-decay
is referred to as allowed, while it is otherwise called forbidden. More explicitly, L ą 0
corresponds to a suppression of the decay rate as a result of the involved quantum mechanics.
The degree of suppression can be expressed with the help of the following nuclear selection
rules based on the total angular momentum change ∆J and the change of parity ∆π.
∆J “
$
’
&
’
%
L´ 1
L
L` 1
, ∆π “ p´1qL (1.24)
A change of parity is indicated by ∆π “ ´1, which is referred to as a unique transition. On
the other hand, so-called non-unique transitions conserve the parity indicated by ∆π “ `1
between the initial and final state. An overview of the corresponding classification is given
in Tab. 1.3. The typical β-decay half-life increases with each order of forbiddenness, whereas
allowed and super-allowed transitions proceed very quickly and highly forbidden transitions
can involve half-lives that surpass the age of the universe of about 13.8 billion years [Pla19].
Table 1.3: Classification of nuclear β-decays with respect to the involved change of the angular momentum
∆J and parity ∆π between the initial and final states. The examples are taken from [ESZ19] and [NDS20].
classification ∆J ∆π example transitions (Jπ)
super-allowed (Fermi) 0 + 3H
´
1
2
`
¯
Ñ 3He
´
1
2
`
¯
allowed (Gamow-Teller) 0, 1 + 14C p0`q Ñ 14N p1`q
1st-forbidden, unique 0, 1, 2 ´ 210Bi p1´q Ñ 210Po p0`q
2nd-forbidden, non-unique 1, 2, 3 ` 99Tc
´
9
2
`
¯
Ñ 99Ru
´
5
2
`
¯
3rd-forbidden, unique 2, 3, 4 ´ 87Rb
´
3
2
´
¯
Ñ 87Sr
´
9
2
`
¯
4th-forbidden, non-unique 3, 4, 5 ` 113Cd
´
1
2
`
¯
Ñ 113In
´
9
2
`
¯
One of the main topics in the analysis section of the present thesis is the study of the elec-
tron momentum distribution, usually referred to as the β-spectrum, of the highly forbidden
β-decay of 113Cd. This subject will be discussed in section 8.3.
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1.2.4 De-excitation via γ-ray emission
As the daughter nucleus of a preceding radioactive decay usually remains in an excited state,
a fraction of the originally released energy is not directly transferred to the emitted α- and
β-radiation. In fact, α-radiation is characterized as Jπpαq “ 0`, thus cannot alter the nuclear
angular momentum between the initial and final state. Instead, the daughter nucleus needs
to undergo internal transitions to reach its ground-state. This can proceed by releasing
characteristic electromagnetic γ-rays or by transferring the energy of the excited state to
a shell electron. This way, so-called mono-energetic conversion electrons and x-rays are
produced (see e.g. [PRSZ97]). The labeling of the previously discussed radiation types is
based on their typical penetration power, which increases accordingly from α over β to γ for
the same energy regime as has been studied by E. Rutherford and others.
Because of the internal nuclear structure, the characteristic γ-rays released in a radioactive
decay carry rather unique energies for each nuclide and allow for very precise analytical
methods such as γ-spectroscopy. Moreover, artificially produced radionuclides of known
γ-ray energies Eγ and intensities can be used in the calibration of radiation detectors as
demonstrated in section 8.1.2 and related sections.
The typical interaction processes between the most frequently encountered particles in
the course of this thesis, while focusing on the typical energy region of radioactive decays,
will be briefly discussed in the next section.
1.3 Interaction between particles and matter
The observation and study of elementary particles requires substantial knowledge of the pos-
sible interaction mechanisms between those particles and matter. Moreover, the respective
detector concept needs to be optimized by a suitable material selection and by considering
the expected energy regime as most interaction processes feature a non-trivial energy de-
pendence. The first part of the following section is dedicated to the interactions of γ-rays,
focusing on the energy region covered by typical nuclear reactions. In the second part, the
interaction of charged particles, which differs fundamentally from the neutral electromagnetic
γ-ray interactions, will be discussed.
1.3.1 γ-ray interactions
The term γ-rays refers to the characteristic de-excitation radiation of atomic nuclei, which
usually originates in the aftermath of a nuclear transition. As the excitation energies are
specific for each isotope, the observation of characteristic γ-rays can be used for the identifi-
cation of radioactive nuclides. Furthermore, highly energetic particles, such as cosmic muons
produced in primary cosmic ray interactions in the upper atmosphere of the Earth, or neu-
trons originating from e.g. pα, nq reactions can generate γ-rays with energies up to several
MeV via inelastic scattering processes. The most common types of γ-ray interactions in this
energy regime will be covered in the following.
In general, the probability for an interaction can be expressed with the so-called cross
section σ as a measure for the effective area taking part in the interaction. Because particle
physics involves interactions on very short length scales at the order of only a few femtometer
(1 fm “ 10´15 m), a suitable cross section unit is referred to as barn with 1 barn “ 10´28 m2.
The main processes contributing to the total γ-ray cross section are photoelectric absorp-
tion (PA), Compton scattering (CS) and electromagnetic e´ ´ e` pair creation. Thus, the
total interaction cross section can be expressed as the sum of the single contributions such
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as shown in Eqn. (1.25).
σtot “ σPA ` σCS ` σpair (1.25)
The single processes dependent strongly on the energy of the involved γ-rays as illustrated
in Fig. 1.8 for the γ-ray attenuation within the semiconductor material cadmium zinc telluride
(CZT), which is the basis of the radiation detectors investigated by the COBRA experiment
for the search for the neutrinoless double beta decay (see e.g. chapter 3 and 4).
Figure 1.8: Attenuation of γ-rays in CZT based on the NIST database for photon cross sections [BHS`10]
(taken from [Zat14]). CZT is treated as a compound of cadmium (45%), zinc (5%) and tellurium (50%). The
low energy region is dominated by photoelectric absorption whereas the characteristic discontinuities indicate
prominent absorption edges. For higher γ-ray energies, the process of Compton scattering and electromagnetic
pair creation get more and more dominant.
The excitation of an atom by the absorption of a photon is referred to as the photoelectric
effect, which is the dominant interaction process of γ-rays at low energies. Its explanation
based on the quantized character of electromagnetic radiation was formulated by A. Einstein
in 1905 [Ein05] and marked one of the most remarkable discoveries leading to the development
of the concept of quantum mechanics as one of the basic principles of the SM.
The related γ-ray cross section (see e.g. Ref. [PRSZ97]) can be expressed in dependence
on the nuclear charge Z of the target material and the incident energy Eγ according
σPA „
Z5
E
7{2
γ
for Eγ ă me, (1.26)
σPA „
Zn
Eγ
for Eγ " me, with n “ 3.0´ 3.6. (1.27)
Regarding the example depicted in Fig. 1.8, the σPA cross section features prominent
discontinuities as a consequence of the characteristic thresholds for atomic ionization in CZT.
For increasing γ-ray energies, the contribution of the incoherent scattering on loosely
bound shell electrons, which is usually referred to as Compton scattering [Com23], becomes
more dominant as the probability of PA decreases (see Fig. 1.8). As the binding energy of the
outer electrons of an atom is small compared to γ-ray energies on the order of me “ 511 keV,
the Compton scattering process can be described as an elastic collision with a resting electron.
The kinematics can be expressed depending on the scattering angle ϑ between the initial and
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outgoing γ-rays such as shown in Eqn. (1.28) – (1.29) using the relativistic energy-momentum-
relation and the four-momentum conservation.
E1γ “
Eγ
Eγ
me
p1´ cosϑq ` 1
, (1.28)
Ee “ Eγ ´ E
1
γ . (1.29)
The energy of the scattered γ-ray is labeled as E1γ and makes it possible to calculate the
energy transfer to the electron as the difference of the initial energy Eγ and E1γ . In the lowest
order of quantum electrodynamics as discussed in section 1.1.1, the differential cross section
of the Compton scattering process can be expressed according to the Klein-Nishina formula
ˆ
dσ
dΩ
˙
KN
“
r2e
2
ˆ
E1γ
Eγ
˙2 ˆ
Eγ
E1γ
`
E1γ
Eγ
` µ2 ´ 1
˙
(1.30)
with µ “ cosϑ being the direction cosine and re « 2.818 fm the classical electron radius. An
illustration of the energy dependency of the Compton kinematics and the Klein-Nishina cross
section is exemplarily shown in Fig. 7.22 of section 7.3.2. Using the differential cross section
Eqn. (1.30) makes it possible to estimate the contribution of Compton scattering to the total
photon cross section for energies Eγ ą me, which leads to
σCS „
Z
Eγ
. (1.31)
Finally, the high-energy region above 10 MeV for the example depicted in Fig. 1.8 is
dominated by the γ-ray induced electromagnetic pair creation. This process requires at least
an energy of Eγ ą 2me in order to produce an electron-positron pair at rest. Furthermore, the
conversion can only appear in the vicinity of an interaction partner, such as provided by the
Coulomb potential of a nucleus, to ensure momentum conservation. This requirement leads
to an approximately quadratic dependence of the pair production cross section regarding the
nuclear charge of the target material, while the energy dependence follows a logarithm as
shown in Eqn. (1.32).
σpair „ Z
2 lnEγ (1.32)
Alternative processes such as coherent γ-ray scattering, which is also referred to as
Rayleigh scattering, are usually negligible at the typical energy scales of interest in nuclear
physics applications.
1.3.2 Charged particles
The dominant interaction processes of charged particles passing through matter can be de-
scribed by two phenomena of the electromagnetic interaction – ionization loss and radiative
processes such as bremsstrahlung [PRSZ97]. Typically, the energy loss is referred to as the
average energy loss per path length, denoted as dE{dx and depends on the actual particle
species as well as the target material.
Incident particles of charge z and rest mass m0, which are more massive than electrons
with me “ 511 keV, are usually referred to as heavy particles. While this specification applies
essentially to all elementary particles of the SM, it separates the first generation of charged
leptons including electrons and positrons. This categorization is motivated by the analytic
treatment of the energy loss via ionization using approximations that are not valid for elec-
trons and positrons. In fact, the description of electron interactions requires to account
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for spin-spin correlations and the identical mass of the projectiles and the target electrons.
Moreover, additional corrections are needed to account for e` ´ e´ interactions and the an-
nihilation process at sufficiently low energies. An overview of the different contributions for
the energy loss of e´ and e` in lead with a nuclear charge of Z “ 82 is depicted in Fig. 1.9.
Figure 1.9: Illustration of the energy loss of electrons and positrons in lead with Z “ 82 (adapted from
[PDG18]). The low-energy regime is dominated by the ionization loss and differs only slightly for e` and e´.
The differences are mainly caused by the underlying scattering processes such as Bhabha (e`´e´) and Møller
scattering (e´ ´ e´). For increasing particle energies, the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung increases and
surpasses the continuously decreasing contribution of the ionization loss at a critical energy of about 7MeV.
By using the common particle physics notation of natural units with
~ “ c “ kB “ 1, (1.33)
the momentum p of a relativistic particle can be expressed in terms of the Lorentz boost
β “ v{c, referring to the particle’s velocity in units of the speed of light c, and the so-called
Lorentz factor denoted as γ.
p “ mv “ γm0β, γ “
1
a
1´ β2
(1.34)
ñ βγ “ p{m0. (1.35)
With this notation, the material specific mean energy loss of moderately relativistic heavy
charged particles can be well-described with the Bethe-Bloch formula (see e.g. [PRSZ97]) as
shown in Eqn. (1.36).
´
1
%
B
dE
dx
F
“ Kz2
Z
A
1
β2
„
1
2 ln
ˆ
2meβ2γ2Tmax
I2
˙
´ β2 ´
δpβγq
2

(1.36)
Besides the kinematic variables β and γ, the energy loss according to Eqn. (1.36) depends
on the material properties of the target medium such as the nuclear charge Z and the atomic
mass A, as well as the mean excitation energy I in units of eV. Moreover, there is a dependence
on the characteristics of the incident particle including its charge z in units of the elementary
charge e and a maximum kinetic energy transfer Tmax, which is the momentum transfer
that can be transferred to a target electron in a single collision. The value of Tmax can be
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calculated from the underlying kinematics according to Eqn. (1.37) using the mass m0 of the
incident particle.
Tmax “
2meβ2γ2
1` 2γme{m0 ` pme{m0q2
(1.37)
The constant K in Eqn. (1.36) can be expressed as
K “ 4πNAr2eme « 0.3071 MeV mol´1 cm2 (1.38)
and depends on the Avogadro number NA “ 6.022ˆ 1023 mol´1, the classical electron radius
re and the electron rest mass me.
The last term in the Bethe-Bloch formula incorporates a correction of density effects
labeled as δpβγq. As the particle energy increases, the electric field is deformed due to
relativistic effects and flattens progressively. This leads to an increase of the mean energy
loss per path length, which is roughly proportional to lnpβγq. At even higher energy scales,
radiative processes become dominant for all charged particles. Because of this, it is convenient
to express the energy loss of e.g. atmospheric muons as produced by cosmic ray interactions
in the following form
´
1
%
B
dE
dx
F
“ apEq ` bpEqE. (1.39)
In the present case apEq, denotes the ionization according to the Bethe-Bloch approxi-
mation and bpEq comprises the sum of high-energy effects including e´´ e` pair production,
bremsstrahlung and photonuclear reactions. Exemplarily, the energy loss of muons as pro-
totypes for heavy charged particle is shown in Fig. 1.10 as a function of the momentum
expressed in units of βγ. A more detailed discussion of the approximation for the low and
high energy range can be found in Ref. [PDG18].
Figure 1.10: Illustration of the muon stopping power in copper with Z “ 29 as a function of the momentum
in units of βγ (taken from [PDG18]). A wide range of the depicted nine order of magnitudes of the muon
momentum can be approximated with the Bethe-Bloch formula according to Eqn. (1.36). Muons with βγ «
3´ 4 are referred to as minimum-ionizing because of the associated global minimum in the stopping power.

Chapter 2
Neutrino physics
Neutrinos are elementary particles in the family of leptons and play an important role in
many research fields of modern particle, astroparticle and nuclear physics. As they carry
no electric charge and only interact via the weak interaction, they are able to traverse large
quantity of matter like the Sun or the Earth without interacting. Moreover, neutrinos are
produced in vast amounts in a variety of processes such as radioactive decays in the Earth’s
crust and mantle, nuclear reactors (about 1020 per second) or cosmic ray interactions and the
fusion processes in the core of the Sun. The latter produces about 2 ¨ 1038 electron-neutrinos
νe per second, corresponding to a solar neutrino flux of about 65 ¨ 109 cm´2s´1 on Earth.
However, one of the main sources of neutrinos is the universe itself as the relic density of
neutrinos from the Big Bang is about 330 per cm3, which makes neutrinos after photons the
second most abundant particles in the known universe.
The study of neutrino properties, from the discovery over the determination of its helicity
to the long-awaited proof of flavor oscillations, had an important impact on the development
of the particle theory resulting in the SM. In 2015, the Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded
to T. Kajita and A. McDonald “for the discovery of neutrino oscillations, which shows that
neutrinos have mass” [Nob15]. Moreover, “new discoveries about the deepest neutrino secrets
are expected to change our current understanding of the history, structure and future fate of
the universe” [Nob15], which shows the central role of neutrinos in elementary physics.
While the discovery of neutrino oscillations established that neutrinos are massive, they
were introduced as massless particles in the SM due to the absence of any direct indication for
their mass available at the time. Moreover, it is not possible to construct a gauge invariant,
renormizable neutrino mass term without adding additional particle states to the theory. This
is also why there is neither a flavor mixing nor so-called CP-violation (charge conjugation
parity violation) in the lepton sector of the conventional formulation of the SM. Therefore,
the observation of neutrino oscillations and the required non-zero masses imply the first
known departure from the SM of particle physics.
The present chapter introduces the key aspects of neutrino physics, starting with a brief
summary of the neutrino’s history and discovery. A more complete overview of the subject
of neutrino physics can be found in several dedicated textbooks such as [Sch97], [Zub11] and
[OO19], as well as in recent review articles involving [MAB`07] (theory of neutrinos), [GLZ18]
(in-depth review of the PMNS mixing matrix), [SGM`18] (review of neutrino oscillation) and
[EGGHC`19] (latest NuFIT results).
In the course of a conference on the “History of the Neutrino”, a very informative website
was created [IN220], which is dedicated to the historical development of the field of neutrino
physics and the elusive role of the neutrino over the past 90 years since its postulation.
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2.1 Neutrino discovery and characteristics
The history of the neutrino is closely connected to the description of nuclear β-decays as
will be discussed in the first part of this section. Moreover, the discovery that neutrinos can
oscillate between different flavors (νe, νµ, ντ ) marked a turning point in the understanding
of particle physics and represents the first hard evidence for the existence of new physics
beyond the well-established SM. An overview of the flavor mixing and the neutrino oscillation
phenomenon is given in section 2.1.3. Finally, open questions related to the neutrino sector
will be summarized in the last paragraph of the present section.
2.1.1 Theoretical prediction and experimental discovery
The existence of a new neutral particle was first postulated by W. Pauli in 1930 [Pau30] in
order to explain how the fundamental conservation laws of energy, momentum and angu-
lar momentum can be fulfilled in nuclear β-decays. Alternative explanations suggested by
N. Bohr and others involved the proposal of a statistical version of the conservation laws,
whereas Pauli hypothesized an undetected particle referred to as a “neutron”. First spectro-
scopic studies of β-decays were already performed by J. Chadwick and H. Geiger in 1913.
They were able to confirm a systematic deviation of the detected energy release from the
expected mass difference between the initial and final nuclear states. In contrast to the
previously known phenomena of α-decay and the observation of characteristic de-excitation
radiation in form of γ-rays, resulting in a narrow energy distribution, the momentum distri-
bution of the emitted β-particles was found to be continuous (see e.g. Ref. [EW27]).
By assuming that an additional particle is emitted from an atomic nucleus together with
the β-particle (e´ or e`), all conservation laws under question could be fulfilled. Moreover, it
was found that the newly proposed particle must obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics, thus, carry
an half-integer spin. The spin concept was introduced in 1928 by P. Dirac [Dir28] as a direct
consequence of the unification of quantum mechanics and special relativity in an attempt to
find a universal description of massive fermions.
The term neutrino appeared firstly in the scientific discussion of a new theory of weak
interactions proposed by E. Fermi in 1934 [Fer34]. After J. Chadwick discovered a much
more massive neutral nuclear particle in 1932 [Cha32], which was also referred to as neutron
in analogy to the already known proton, the Italian term for “little neutron” was proposed
for Pauli’s neutral particle. Fermi’s theory of the weak interaction unified Pauli’s neutrino
and Chadwick’s neutron together with the idea of antiparticles postulated by P. Dirac and
the newly developed model of the atomic nucleus consisting of nucleons (see e.g. [FGM58]
and [Wil68]). According to this model, the β´-decay could be interpreted as the conversion
of a neutron into a proton with the emission of an electron and an electron-antineutrino
n ÝÑ p` e´ ` νe. (2.1)
Although Fermi’s model provided a solid basis for future experiments, it took more than
twenty years until the neutrino could be discovered. An important milestone is marked
by the calculations of B. Pontecorvo, who suggested in 1946 that nuclear reactors and the
Sun are copious sources of neutrinos. A decade later, C. Cowan and F. Reines established
the neutrino’s existence by performing a reactor neutrino experiment following Pontecorvo’s
proposal of a radiochemical detection method based on an inverse β-decay process [CRH`56].
Because of the neutron excess in heavy nuclei, the majority of the radioactive fission products
in nuclear reactors undergo β´-decays according to Eqn. (2.1) and provide an enormous flux
of νe. The typical neutrino release is on the order of 1020 per second and makes it possible to
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counter the low interaction cross sections. The discovery experiment consisted of a water tank
surrounded by two scintillator detectors and took advantage of the inverse β-decay reaction
νe ` p ÝÑ e
` ` n, (2.2)
producing a positron and neutron in the final state. The signature of such a neutrino in-
teraction consists of a prompt and a delayed signal due to the reactions of the positron and
neutron with the target material. At first, the positron annihilates with an electron of the
surrounding water producing two monoenergetic γ-rays with Eγ “ 511 keV. Secondly, the
neutron is moderated down to thermal energies within a few microseconds and ultimately
captured in a pn, γq-reaction. The capture cross section was increased by dissolving cadmium
in the water tank in form of CdCl2. Natural cadmium contains about 12.2% of the isotope
113Cd which is known for a very high cross section for thermal neutron capture reactions such
as 113Cd(n, γ)114Cd with σ « 20 kbarn. The excited 113Cd nucleus relaxes under γ-rays emis-
sion, thus, provides a delayed signal. The detection of two γ-ray signals, separated in time
by a few microseconds, is a distinct signature of the inverse beta decay reaction in Eqn. (2.2)
and confirmed the existence of neutrinos by observing the reactor νe flux [CRH`56].
Soon after its discovery, the search for astrophysical neutrinos began. The early exper-
iments aimed to observe the solar neutrino flux by applying once again the radiochemical
methods as originally suggested by Pontecorvo. The first ambitious experiment was per-
formed by R. Davis and collaborators in 1968 [DHH68] in the Homestake mine. However,
the reported flux turned out to be significantly smaller than predicted by the most sophis-
ticated solar models provided by J. Bahcall (see e.g. [Bah64] and the review [BP92]). The
solution to this famous “solar-neutrino puzzle” could eventually be explained in terms of
so-called neutrino oscillations as originally proposed by B. Pontecorvo (see e.g. Ref. [Pon58]
and [Pon60]). Inspired by the discovery of the muon-neutrino νµ in 1962 [DGG`62], the
Japanese theoretical physicists Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa and S. Sakata predicted that there
exists mixing between flavor and massive neutrino states within the same year [MNS62]. The
idea was applied to solar neutrinos in 1968 by B. Pontecorvo [Pon68].
An overview of the standard neutrino oscillation mechanism based on three neutrino
flavors as observed in the SM will be given in section 2.1.3. The following section is dedicated
to a brief summary of the experimental innovations that lead to the confirmation of the three
flavor picture of neutrinos within the SM.
2.1.2 Verification of neutrino properties
Soon after the discovery of the neutrino by Cowan and Reines based on the νe flux from a
nuclear reactor, accelerator based experiments started their search for neutrino interactions.
This is how the second neutrino flavor νµ, which is associated to muon interactions, was
found in 1962 at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [DGG`62]. A summary of further
experimental milestones that ultimately confirmed the three flavor neutrino picture in the
SM is given in Tab. 2.1.
After the first observation of weak neutral currents in the elastic scattering of νµ on e´
interactions in the Gargamelle experiment at CERN, proving the existence of the Z0 boson
as predicted by the GWS model (see e.g. section 1.1), the number of active neutrino flavors
could be determined in e`e´ collisions for the resonance production of Z0 with a center-of-
mass energy of
?
s « MZ “ 91.2GeV [PDG18]. This measurement relies on the so-called
invisible partial width, denoted as Γinv, which is the residuum after subtracting the measured
visible widths corresponding to Z0 decays into quarks and charged leptons from the total
width ΓZ [PDG18]. The invisible width is assumed to be due to the universal coupling of
Nν light neutrino species, whereas each contributes the partial width Γν as given by the
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Table 2.1: Timeline of important experimental milestones with respect to the role of neutrinos within the
SM (inspired by [IN220]). Since the discovery of the neutrino with the help of nuclear reactors, the three
flavor picture could be proven in a wide range of astroparticle and accelerator based experiments. Most of
those breakthroughs were awarded with the prestigious Nobel Prize in Physics.
year subject experiment and reference Nobel Prize
1956 first experimental evidence for
neutrinos (reactor νe)
C. Cowan and F. Reines
[CRH`56]
1995
1962 discovery of νµ flavor L. Lederman, M. Schwartz
and J. Steinberger [DGG`62]
1988
1968 first radiochemical observation
of solar neutrinos (νe)
R. Davis [DHH68] 2002
1973 discovery of leptonic and
hadronic neutral currents
Gargamelle at CERN
[Gar73a], [Gar73b]
1975 discovery of τ lepton implying
existence of ντ flavor
M. Perl at SLAC [PAB`75],
[PFA`77]
1995
1987 observation of the neutrinos
from the supernova SN1987A
Kamiokande [Kam87], IMB
[IMB87], Baksan [Bak88]
(2002)
1989 proof for only three neutrino
generations
LEP at CERN [ALE89],
[OPA89], [DEL89]
1998 discovery of atmospheric neu-
trino oscillations
Super-Kamiokande [Sup98] 2015
2001 observation of ντ interactions DONUT [DON01]
2001 discovery of solar neutrino os-
cillations and MSW effect
SNO [SNO01] 2015
2013 first observation of high-energy
astrophysical neutrinos
IceCube [Ice13]
SM. Furthermore, in order to reduce the model dependency, the ratio of the neutrino to
the charged leptonic partial widths is compared between the experimental data and the SM
prediction. This leads to the following expression
Nν “
Γinv
Γl
ˆ
Γl
Γν
˙
SM
(2.3)
with the first ratio arising from the experimental observation. The combined analysis of the
four LEP experiments (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL) resulted in Nν “ 2.984 ˘ 0.008
[ALE06] and confirmed the three flavor neutrino picture of the SM, even before the direct
observation of the ντ neutrino in 2001 [DON01] (see also Tab. 2.1).
Finally, after about 30 years of experimental innovation, the momentous discovery of
atmospheric neutrino oscillations was announced by the Super-Kamiokande collaboration in
1998 [Sup98]. The experiment could show that νµ, induced by cosmic ray interactions in the
upper atmosphere, disappear as a function of the distance traveled. Moreover, only a few
years later, the SNO experiment confirmed that solar neutrinos can transform from νe into
νµ and ντ by measurements of the total solar-neutrino flux [SNO01]. These two milestones
were awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2015 [Nob15]. The key aspects of neutrino
oscillations will be summarized in the subsequent section.
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2.1.3 Flavor mixing and neutrino oscillation
The phenomenon of neutrino oscillation refers to the transformation of a neutrino from one
flavor into another as it propagates. It is a fundamentally quantum-mechanical process arising
from a misalignment of the flavor states (νe, νµ, ντ ) which take part in weak interaction
processes, compared to the so-called mass eigenstates (ν1, ν2, ν3). At the source, a neutrino
of a well-defined flavor is produced as the coherent superposition of the three mass eigenstates,
which propagate with different phases due to their different masses. While weak interactions
are described in the flavor eigenstates, the propagation through space is described in the
mass eigenstates. As neutrinos travel, the shift in phase results in a change of the flavor
composition, depending on the distance between the source and their detection, as well as on
the neutrino’s energy. The existence of neutrino oscillations necessarily requires neutrinos to
be massive fermions and to mix in a defined way. Both effects are beyond the prediction of
the SM in its original formulation. This is why it is widely believed that neutrino oscillations
are the first and so far only hard evidence for new physics beyond the SM [Sil16].
The concept of neutrino mixing is a natural outcome of gauge theories with massive
neutrinos (see e.g. [Sch97] and [GLZ18]) and can be characterized by a unitary transformation
relating the flavor and mass eigenbasis according to
|ναy “
ÿ
i
U‹αi |νiy or |νiy “
ÿ
α
Uαi |ναy . (2.4)
The term Uαi and its complex conjugate represents the neutrino mixing matrix. Following
e.g. Ref. [Sch97], the evolution of the mass eigenstates |νiy and their propagation can be
described by plane wave functions of the form
|νiptqy “ e
´ipEit´~pi¨~xq |νip0qy , (2.5)
where Ei is the energy of |νiy that can be approximated in the relativistic limit to
Ei “
b
p2i `m
2
i » pi `
m2i
2pi
mi!pi
« E `
m2i
2E (2.6)
with E being the total energy of the neutrino. By using the equity of time and space under
the choice of natural units referring to Eqn. (1.33), Eqn. (2.5) results in
|νipLqy “ e
´i
m2
i
L
2E |νip0qy , (2.7)
neglecting the additional phase factor introduced by the first term in Eqn. (2.6). In this form,
it gets obvious that eigenstates of different masses mi propagate with different frequencies,
whereas heavier ones oscillate faster than lighter states over the traveled distance L. As the
mass eigenstates are a superposition of the flavor eigenstates according to Eqn. (2.4), the
frequency differences cause interference between the corresponding flavor components. The
probability that the original neutrino flavor state |ναy will be observed as |νβy in dependence
on L can be expressed as
PαÑβ “ |xvβpLq|ναy|
2
“
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ÿ
i
U˚αiUβie
´i
m2
i
L
2E
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
2
. (2.8)
Eqn. (2.8) can be written in the more convenient form of
PαÑβ “ δαβ ´ 4
ÿ
iąj
Re
`
U˚αiUβiUαjU
˚
βj
˘
sin2
˜
∆m2ijL
4E
¸
(2.9)
` 2
ÿ
iąj
Im
`
U˚αiUβiUαjU
˚
βj
˘
sin
˜
∆m2ijL
2E
¸
, (2.10)
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following Ref. [Sch97]. The phase factor in Eqn. (2.10), which is responsible for the actual
occurrence of the flavor oscillation, is often expressed as
∆m2ijL
4E « 1.27
∆m2ij
reV2s
L
rkms
rGeVs
E
(2.11)
using the natural unit convention according to Eqn. (1.33). The term ∆m2ij “ m2i ´ m2j
describes the squared mass difference of two mass eigenstates. For the conventional three
flavor neutrino picture as highlighted in the previous section, the mixing is given by the so-
called Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix, denoted as UPMNS. This complex
unitary 3ˆ 3 matrix connects the flavor and mass eigenstates via the following expression.
¨
˝
νe
νµ
ντ
˛
‚ “
¨
˝
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3
Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3
˛
‚
looooooooooomooooooooooon
UPMNS
¨
˝
ν1
ν2
ν3
˛
‚ (2.12)
The PMNS matrix is the analogue of the CKM matrix describing the mixing of quarks
and can be parametrized by three Euler angles (θ12, θ23, θ13) and one CP-violating phase δCP
(see e.g. [PDG18] and [GLZ18]). However, its numerical structure is very different from the
almost diagonal form of the CKM matrix and implies much stronger mixing in the neutrino
sector. By using the short notation of sij ” sin θij , cij ” cos θij and δ ” δCP, it can be
expressed as shown in Eqn. (2.13) – (2.14).
UPMNS “
¨
˝
c12c23 s12c13 s13e
´iδ
´s12c23 ´ c12s23s13e
iδ pc12c23 ´ s12s23s13e
iδqeiα1 s23c13
s12s23 ´ c12c23s13e
iδ ´c12s23 ´ s12c23s13e
iδ c23c13e
iα2
˛
‚ (2.13)
“
¨
˝
1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 ´s23 c23
˛
‚
looooooooomooooooooon
atmospheric
¨
˝
c13 0 s13e´iδ
0 1 0
´s13e
iδ 0 c13
˛
‚
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
reactor
¨
˝
c12 s12 0
´s12 c12 0
0 0 1
˛
‚
looooooooomooooooooon
solar
¨
˝
1 0 0
0 eiα1 0
0 0 eiα2
˛
‚
looooooooomooooooooon
Majorana
(2.14)
The first part of Eqn. (2.14) can be studied with atmospheric neutrino experiments involv-
ing a typical energy scale of Eν „ 1GeV. The corresponding parameters are the mixing angle
θatm ” θ23 and the atmospheric mass splitting ∆m2atm ” |∆m232| « |∆m231|, whereas the sign
of ∆m2atm is currently unknown. On the contrary, the sign of ∆m2sol ” ∆m221 is known due to
the imprints of matter effects inside the Sun for the high energy regime (Eν ą 2MeV) of solar
neutrino oscillations. This effect is referred to as the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW)
effect and was first described in [Wol78] and [MS86]. Furthermore, the solar mixing is de-
scribed by the mixing angle θsol ” θ12. Finally, reactor neutrino experiments are sensitive to
the third mixing angle θ13 and the CP-violating phase δCP.
The last part of Eqn. (2.14), containing the additional phase factors α1,2, is only relevant if
neutrinos are so-called Majorana fermions – meaning that one cannot distinguish between the
particle and the corresponding antiparticle state – and does not affect the actual oscillation
phenomena regardless of the underlying nature of neutrinos. A more detailed discussion of
Majorana particles and their implication will be covered in the following sections (see e.g.
section 2.2.1). However, if experiments should show that UPMNS is not unitary, an additional
sterile neutrino or some other new physics would be required. In this case, the matrix would
be extended to 4ˆ 4 and higher, introducing new mixing angles and parameters.
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Because of the unknown sign of the atmospheric mass splitting ∆m2atm, there are two
possible neutrino mass orderings referred to as the normal ordering with m1 ă m2 ! m3 and
the inverted ordering indicated by m3 ! m1 ă m2. This way, the mass eigenstate ν3 could
be associated with the heaviest or lightest mass, whereas the lightest neutrino mass could be
exactly zero, without contradicting the experimental observations. An illustration of the two
possible neutrino mass orderings is depicted in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the two possible neutrino mass orderings resulting from the three flavor PMNS
parametrization. The two scenarios depend on the mass eigenstate ν3 being associated to either the lightest or
heaviest neutrino. Moreover, while each of the three mass eigenstates can be expressed as a superposition of
the flavor eigenstates according to Eqn. (2.4), the quantum mechanical interference could result in a neutrino
state with exactly zero mass.
The current knowledge about the PMNS parameters is summarized in Tab. 2.2 based on
the most recent global data analysis by the NuFIT initiative [NuF20]. The global analysis
includes the experimental data of reactor, solar, atmospheric and astrophysical neutrino
experiments worldwide [EGGHC`19].
Table 2.2: Summary of the PMNS parameters as determined in a global analysis of the available neutrino
oscillation data (see e.g. Ref. [EGGHC`19]). The latest status is referred to as NuFIT 4.1 (2019) and
provided by an online database [NuF20]. The present best-fit values were obtained without the inclusion
of the tabulated χ2 data on atmospheric neutrinos provided by the Super-Kamiokande collaboration. The
assigned uncertainties correspond to ˘1σ (68% C.L.).
parameter osc. process normal ordering inverted ordering
θ23 {
˝ atmospheric 48.3`1.1´1.9 48.6`1.1´1.5
θ13 {
˝ reactor 8.61`0.13´0.13 8.65`0.13´0.12
θ12 {
˝ solar 33.82`0.78´0.76 33.82`0.78´0.76
δCP {
˝ several 222`38´28 285`24´26
∆m221 { 10´5 eV2 solar 7.39`0.21´0.20 7.39`0.21´0.20
∆m23l { 10´3 eV
2 atmospheric `2.523`0.032´0.030 ´2.509`0.032´0.030
Although the understanding of the neutrino flavor mixing has tremendously improved
over the last years, reaching almost sub-percent precision on all mixing angles (see e.g.
Ref. [EGGHC`19]), fundamental questions need still to be answered by the current and
future generation of experiments. A short overview will be given in the next section.
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2.1.4 Pending questions in the neutrino sector
Despite the precision reached by the current generation of neutrino experiments, still many
neutrino properties remain unknown (see e.g. Ref. [Sil16]). This leads to a couple of funda-
mental pending questions including:
• What is the nature of neutrinos? (Dirac versus Majorana fermion)
• Which mass ordering is realized in nature? (normal versus inverted ordering)
• What is the absolute mass scale of neutrinos?
• Why are neutrinos so much lighter than the charged leptons?
• Could there be additional sterile neutrinos?
• Is there CP-violation in the neutrino sector?
The answer to those open questions requires input of future laboratory, accelerator and
reactor experiments as well as astrophysical probes and cosmological surveys. A positive
signal in any of those searches would reinforce the evidence for physics beyond the SM. The
simplest SM extension comprises the adding of sterile neutrinos, which do not take part in
the SM interactions. The corresponding sterile neutrino mass could take any value, from the
very small up to the scale of so-called Grand Unified Theories (GUT) with MGUT „ 1016 GeV
(see e.g. [Lee80]). A large fraction of the model space could be probed in e.g. short-baseline
neutrino oscillation experiments.
Moreover, direct mass searches could identify the absolute mass scale and help to deter-
mine the respective mass ordering. An overview of the interplay and complementary of the
searches for different neutrino mass observables will be summarized in section 2.3. The mass
ordering and scale directly affects the prediction of the oscillation patterns as it modifies the
way in which neutrinos propagate over long distances in media such as the Earth. Because
of the MSW effect, which describes the matter effect via weak interactions of neutrinos with
electrons and nucleons, neutrinos acquire an effective mass that modifies their energy and
the mixing. In the case of the normal ordering, the neutrino flavor oscillations are enhanced,
while they are suppressed for the inverted ordering. The opposite effect would be observed
for the case of antineutrinos.
Furthermore, the neutrino mass ordering determines the rate of the hypothesized neu-
trinoless double beta decay (0νββ-decay), which is an ultra-rare nuclear transition that has
not yet been observed experimentally. Nonetheless, it provides a unique tool to probe the
Majorana character of neutrinos as will be discussed in chapter 3.
However, even knowing the neutrino mass ordering still leaves open the question of the
overall neutrino mass scale (see section 2.3). The absolute mass scale affects the structure
formation in the early universe, whereas heavier neutrinos would result in the suppression of
the growth of large-scale structures. This is why cosmological surveys are sensitive to the
overall sum of all neutrino mass eigenstates.
Within the next decade, it is expected that proposed and upcoming large-scale neutrino
experiments such as DUNE (U.S.) [DUN20], Hyper-Kamiokande (Japan) [Hyp18] and JUNO
(China) [JUN15], as well as the upgrades of the neutrino telescopes KM3NeT [KM316] in
the Mediterranean Sea and IceCube/PINGU [Ice17] at the south pole will resolve the issue
of the mass ordering.
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2.2 Neutrino mass generation
As pointed out in the previous section, neutrinos have always played the role of an elu-
sive particle. Based on the interpretation of the early experiments’ data, it was suggested
that neutrinos, unlike other fermions, were massless. This conclusion was supported by the
measurement of the neutrino’s helicity in the famous Goldhaber experiment in 1958, which
confirmed that neutrinos are always left-handed [GGS58], and the formerly performed Wu
experiment providing proof for parity violation in weak interactions [LY56]. Because of this,
the founders of the SM (see section 1.1) did not include right-handed neutrinos in their theory
of the electroweak interaction, which is why neutrinos remained massless.
By proving the existence of flavor oscillations in the neutrino sector, corresponding to
at least two non-zero mass eigenstates, one of the most important question about neutrinos
concerns the type of masses they have. So far, all of the fundamental fermions of the SM are
referred to as Dirac particles, with particles and antiparticles being distinguished by opposite
charges. The associated Dirac masses arise from the coupling to the SM Higgs field. This gen-
eral model could apply to neutrinos as well, but as they are electrically neutral, it is possible
that they acquire their mass via a different mechanism. Indeed, neutrinos and antineutrinos
might be fundamentally indistinguishable, constituting what is called a Majorana particle
as proposed by E. Majorana already in 1937 [Maj37]. Unlike Dirac fields, which have four
components, Majorana fields are characterized by only two degrees of freedom. Moreover,
Majorana particles cannot possess any charge, not even a lepton number, which is why their
existence is usually associated with sterile neutrinos.
As the origin of neutrino masses is still unresolved, an extension of the SM is required. In
its minimal formulation, it has various global symmetries, including the conservation of the
baryon number B and the lepton number L, which are referred to as accidental symmetries
(see e.g. Ref. [DMVV16]). However, those accidental symmetries are only an artifact of the
specific particle content of the SM and the hypothesis of the renormalizability of the theory.
On the other hand, some combinations such as the “B ´ L symmetry” are conserved also
non-perturbatively. While this forbids i.e. the existence of the hypothesized 0νββ-decay,
which violates the lepton number conservation by ∆L “ 2 (see chapter 3), an evidence for
such a transition would directly imply physics beyond the SM. At the same time, the minimal
formulation of the SM prevents the construction of gauge invariant neutrino mass terms in
contradiction to the experimental observation of flavor oscillations. Therefore, the question
of how to modify the SM arises, particularly concerning the underlying nature of neutrinos
and the related mass generating mechanism.
2.2.1 Origin of neutrino masses
The simplest extension of the SM assumes the existence of right-handed neutrinos, which
behave as singlets with respect to the gauge group of the electroweak interaction (see sec-
tion 1.1.3). This way, Yukawa couplings with the left-handed lepton doublets and the Higgs
field will be allowed, while the lepton number is preserved. This allows for the construction
of gauge invariant Dirac mass terms as for all the other fundamental SM fermions. However,
this mechanism provides no insight into why neutrino masses are so small. Regarding the
Yukawa coupling, it would need to be more than five orders of magnitude smaller than for
the electron as the lightest of the charged leptons.
On the one hand, one could simply accept such an extreme fine-tuning, while it is deeply
unsatisfactory, as a fundamental aspect of nature. On the contrary, by following this sim-
plest implementation of neutrino masses, one could naively expect a similar flavor mixing as
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observed in the quark sector, leading to a strong hierarchy in the respective mass ordering,
whereas neither of which is observed.
One well-motivated alternative option is that neutrinos are Majorana particles. The idea
was first proposed by E. Majorana [Maj37] as shortly addressed in the previous section.
In contrast to the case of Dirac fermions, Majorana neutrinos will have a mass term in
the Lagrangian that breaks lepton number conservation. Although such a mass term is
forbidden by the gauge group of the SM, it could arise as the low-energy realization of a more
fundamental theory. Several of such GUTs were developed in the 1970s by G. Glashow and
others (see e.g. Ref. [Gla80]). In this case, the SM would be supplemented by additional
interaction terms related to higher-dimensional operators, which are suppressed by powers of
an energy scale Λ, that is characteristic for the scope of the applied framework.
One prominent example is the so-calledWeinberg operator as introduced by S. Weinberg in
1979 [Wei79]. This operator involves two lepton and two Higgs doublets and breaks the lepton
number conservation, while it generates Majorana neutrino masses according toMν „M2W {Λ.
By assuming a Majorana neutrino mass on the order of 50meV in combination with the mass
of theW˘ bosonsMW “ 80.4GeV [PDG18] in the SM, the characteristic energy scale results
in Λ „ 1.3 ¨ 1014 GeV, which is close to the previously quoted GUT scale MGUT „ 1016 GeV.
Similarly, GUTs based on the SO(10) gauge group were found to be able to explain
light neutrino masses compatible with the SM, while they predict at the same time heavy
Majorana neutrino states (see e.g. [GMRS79], [Gla80] and [MS80]). The coupling of the
heavy Majorana neutrinos to the lepton and Higgs fields induces the Weinberg operator via
the so-called seesaw mechanism (see e.g. [Min77] and [Yan80]). An overview of different
seesaw implementations will be discussed in section 2.2.3. The key aspect of this mechanism
is that the heavy neutrino states are typically found a few orders of magnitude below the
GUT scale, causing the SM neutrino masses to appear in the sub-eV range. In this way, the
existence of heavy Majorana neutrinos can be viewed as a prediction of the seesaw mechanism
and, more generally, of GUTs with the SM being a low-energy limit.
Unfortunately, it is very challenging to confirm this appealing model for the generation of
neutrino masses experimentally. A first necessary – but not sufficient – step would be to prove
the nature of neutrinos, which could be done by observing the 0νββ-decay as an unambiguous
indication for the Majorana character. Moreover, it should be noted that the observation of
other processes like the proton decay, which is assumed to be absolutely stable in the SM,
would strongly support the GUT hypothesis (see e.g. [GG74] and [CEG77]). While the GUTs’
typical reunification scales predict a proton lifetime on the order of τp „ 1034 yr, experiments
such as Super-Kamiokande can already exclude a wide range of 9.2ˆ 1033 ´ 3.4ˆ 1034 yr at
90% C.L. depending on the assumed final state [Sup20].
Finally, the ultimate theory behind neutrino masses must also explain the observed struc-
ture of the flavor mixing, containing large mixing angles with respect to the quark section, as
well as the potential presence of CP-violation. Many approaches have been proposed in the
past, e.g. the use of continuous or discrete flavor symmetries, but no unique underlying prin-
ciple has yet been identified (see Ref. [MAB`07]). This is why there is a strong experimental
effort involving the search for the 0νββ-decay in a variety of experiments or the search for
charged-lepton flavor-violating processes involving muon transitions (see e.g. [BGK`18]).
2.2.2 Dirac versus Majorana mass terms
The fact that neutrinos carry no U(1) charge endow them with certain properties that are
not shared by the charged fermions of the SM. Regarding a generic approach to construct
Lorentz invariant mass terms, it is possible to introduce both Dirac and Majorana mass terms
for the neutrino, whereas for the charged fermions, the conservation of the electric charge
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allows only Dirac-type mass terms. In the usual four component spinor notation as used for
the QED expression in section 1.1.1, the Dirac mass term has the form mψψ, whereas the
sign with respect to the Dirac equation will be neglected in the following. The combination of
the outgoing ψ and incoming fermion spinor ψ is Hermitian and Lorentz invariant, hence, the
mass m cannot be complex to ensure the scalar character of the Lagrangian. Furthermore,
the fermion field can be separated into its chiral components by using the projection operators
PL,R as defined in Eqn. (2.15).
PL “
1
2
`
1´ γ5
˘
, PR “
1
2p1` γ
5q. (2.15)
The chiral partitioning reveals the underlying V ´ A structure of weak interactions as
it leads to terms proportional to γµ (vector) and γ5γµ (axial-vector). The definitions in
Eqn. (2.15) make use of the Dirac representation of the γ-matrices according to
γ5 ” iγ0γ1γ2γ3 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
, (2.16)
`
γ5
˘2
“ 1,
 
γ5; γi
(
“ 0. (2.17)
In this way, a generic fermion field can be expressed as
ψ “ ψL ` ψR, with ψL,R “ PL,Rψ. (2.18)
Consequently, the respective Dirac mass term associated with the mass mD results in
LDirac “ mDψψ (2.19)
“ mDpψL ` ψRqpψL ` ψRq (2.20)
“ mDpψLψL
lomon
“0
`ψLψR ` ψRψL ` ψRψR
lomon
“0
q (2.21)
“ mDψLψR ` h.c., (2.22)
with h.c. referring to the Hermitian conjugate of the written term. The zero-identity in
Eqn. (2.21) results from the definition of the algebra according to Eqn. (2.17) leading to
ψLψL “ ψ
:PLγ
0PLψ “ ψ
:γ0 PRPL
lomon
“0
ψ “ 0, (2.23)
and vice versa for the combination ψRψR. The general Dirac notation makes use of four
fermion states, involving left- and right-handed particle states ψL,R and the corresponding
antiparticle states ψcL,R using the charge conjugation of the fermion field. As the mass term
Eqn. (2.22) connects fields of opposite chirality, while right-handed neutrinos νR (respectively
left-handed antineutrinos νcL) are not part of the minimal formulation of the SM, the cor-
responding Dirac mass of neutrinos has to be zero to ensure the Lorentz invariance of the
Lagrangian. Moreover, in the case of mD “ 0 only two of the four possible Dirac states,
indicating left-handed neutrinos νL and right-handed antineutrinos νcR, participate in weak
interactions while the others remain as sterile neutrinos.
By considering that the neutrino is a Majorana particle, the four Dirac spinors get reduced
to two Majorana spinors combining the states of the same chirality
ν “ νm ”
νL ` ν
c
L?
2
and N “ Nm ”
νR ` ν
c
R?
2
. (2.24)
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Because Majorana fermions do not carry a U(1) charge, it is usually claimed that they
are identical to their antiparticle state. The respective Lagrangian can be constructed from
four Lorentz invariant combinations such as
LMajorana “ mνννc `m˚ννcν `mNNN c `m˚NN cN (2.25)
“ mννν
c `mNNN
c ` h.c. (2.26)
By using the partition into chiral components according to the definitions of the Majorana
spinors given in Eqn. (2.24), the Lagrangian in Eqn. (2.26) can be expressed as
LMajorana “
1
2mννLν
c
R `
1
2mNν
c
LνR ` h.c. (2.27)
Finally, the Dirac mass term Eqn. (2.22) and the Majorana mass term Eqn. (2.27) can be
combined, yielding the most general Lagrangian with respect to the gauge invariant expression
of neutrino masses. The combination results in
Lν “ LDirac ` LMajorana (2.28)
“
1
2mD pνLνR ` ν
c
LνcRq `
1
2mννLν
c
R `
1
2mNν
c
LνR ` h.c. (2.29)
“
1
2 pνL, ν
c
LqM
ˆ
νcR
νR
˙
` h.c. with M “
ˆ
mν mD
mD mN
˙
. (2.30)
The corresponding effective neutrino mass for an active, dominantly left-handed neutrino,
as well as for a sterile, dominantly right-handed neutrino can be expressed as the eigenvalues
of the mass matrixM in Eqn. (2.30). These eigenvalues are referred to as mL,R and can be
evaluated by further assumptions involving the seesaw mechanism. One of the most common
approaches is to assume that one of the Majorana fields is very massive, while the other
features only a small mass. This way, both light and heavy Majorana neutrinos are predicted
by the seesaw mechanism. Moreover, the Dirac mass involved in neutrino oscillation remains
unaffected by the generalized procedure outlined above. By assuming mν « 0 andmN " mD,
the eigenvalues ofM can be derived analytically as
mL “
m2D
mN
! mD, mR “ mN
ˆ
1` m
2
D
m2N
˙
« mN . (2.31)
In this way, the left-handed neutrino mass gets the smaller, the higher the mass of the
right-handed neutrino turns out to be, which is the essential feature of the seesaw mechanism.
An overview of alternative seesaw realizations will be addressed in the next section.
In conclusion, Majorana neutrino masses can appear on the sub-eV scale up to MGUT.
Both heavy and light Majorana neutrinos are linked to the Weinberg operator as one of the
simplest non-trivial extensions of the SM Lagrangian, which makes them strongly motivated
from the theoretical and phenomenological point of view. For charged fermions, such as the
electron, muon and tau leptons, Majorana mass terms are forbidden by the U(1) invariance
of the SM. Hence, all electrically charged fermions are Dirac particles. On the other hand, a
Lagrangian with both Majorana and Dirac masses describes, necessarily, a pair of Majorana
fermions, irrespective of how small the Majorana mass might be. Because of this, Majorana
mass terms are only forbidden if there is an additional global symmetry under which the
respective particle species has a non-zero charge. Consequently, it seems only natural to
predict that neutrinos are Majorana fermions, meaning that the Majorana case relies on fewer
assumptions than a pure Dirac scenario. The proof of its Majorana nature could potentially
shed light on the connection between particle physics and cosmological observations explained
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by the presence of dark matter. Heavy right-handed neutrinos are possible candidates for
cold dark matter and could explain simultaneously the baryon asymmetry of the universe
as discussed e.g. in Ref. [AS05]. Finally, the presence of Majorana neutrinos would not
contradict with the experimental observation of neutrino oscillation, but could provide a
natural explanation for the smallness of neutrino masses by means of the seesaw mechanism.
2.2.3 Overview of seesaw mechanisms
As mentioned in the previous section, the seesaw mechanism can be implemented based on
different approaches such as summarized in Ref. [CHLR18]. The simplest and most stud-
ied extension beyond the SM regarding neutrino masses is referred to as the seesaw type-I
mechanism. Essentially, this implementation has been addressed in the previous section and
produces a light neutrino for each of the three known neutrino flavors, accompanied by a
corresponding very heavy neutrino, which has yet to be observed. Because right-handed
neutrinos are completely neutral with respect to the SM gauge symmetries, they could be
much heavier than the other fundamental fermions. The Lagrangian associated with the
type-I seesaw contains both a Yukawa coupling with the Higgs boson, as for the quarks and
charged leptons, as well as a Majorana neutrino mass term for the right-handed neutrinos
with mR « mN . By the process of electroweak symmetry breaking, the neutral Higgs boson
gets a vacuum expectation value, generating a left-handed light neutrino mass mL which is
proportional to the square of the respective Yukawa coupling. By assuming the Yukawa cou-
pling to be of order Op1q and mN „ 1014 GeV, a sub-eV neutrino mass scale can be ensured
in compliance with the oscillation data and the observed mass splittings.
However, this is, by no means, the only way to provide an explanation for the origin of
neutrino masses. First of all, since there are no restrictions on the right-handed neutrino
masses, they can take any value. In fact, there are seesaw models that extend mN even
below the electroweak scale, allowing some of them to be tested at the LHC. Typical final
state signatures are same-sign dileptons with no missing energy, indicating a violation of the
lepton number, as well as flavor-violating multi-lepton events. Even though several searches
have been conducted by the LHC’s ATLAS and CMS collaborations (see e.g. Ref. [ATL15]
and [CMS17]), so far no positive hint has been found [Sil16]. Furthermore, the heavy fermion
state triggering the seesaw mechanism could also be inferred from a different perspective
involving e.g. a fermion triplet (seesaw type-III ) or a scalar triplet (seesaw type-II ) [CHLR18].
Finally, some models providing heavy Majorana particles, such as radiative and R-parity
violating supersymmetric models (see Ref. [Moh15] for an overview), do not invoke the seesaw
mechanism at all.
With so many possibilities for the theoretical description of the origin of neutrino masses
and their phenomenology, one needs to hunt for other beyond-SM signatures to try to iden-
tify the dominant mass mechanism. One of those is referred to as leptogenisis in physical
cosmology (see e.g. [PR81]) and offers a way to generate dynamically a baryon asymmetry in
the early universe. In several theoretical works (see e.g. [FY86]) it could be shown that the
three so-called Sakharov conditions (see e.g. [Sak91]) – lepton or baryon number violation,
C- and CP-violation, and an out-of-equilibrium state (e.g. by the expansion of the universe)
– can be satisfied by the seesaw mechanism. The key concept is based on the freeze-out of
right-handed neutrino states as the temperature of the expanding universe drops below their
mass. Because of the heavy neutrinos being potentially unstable, decays into leptons and
Higgs bosons could proceed, producing a net lepton asymmetry given a sufficiently strong
CP-violation. This asymmetry in the lepton sector could then be converted into a baryon
asymmetry by non-perturbative SM effects.
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Future neutrino oscillation experiments might be able to shed light on the CP-violation
in the lepton sector, while the search for the 0νββ-decay could ultimately confirm the non-
conservation of the total lepton number. Moreover, as both search strategies are strongly
complementary, any positive signature would already be a strong hint that leptogenesis is at
the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the universe.
An overview of the research field dedicated to direct and indirect neutrino mass searches
is given in the next section.
2.3 Neutrino mass searches
As neutrino masses and their unknown origin provide a window to address physics beyond
the SM, there is a large variety of research activity in this field. This includes laboratory
experiments aiming to investigate the endpoint of β-decay transitions with unprecedented
precision, the search for the hypothesized 0νββ-decay, as well as cosmological surveys and
astroparticle experiments observing the neutrino outburst in supernova explosions. The first
and last approach make use of the pure kinematics of the interactions to probe the absolute
neutrino mass in a rather model independent way. An overview of such direct mass searches
will be given in the first part of this section. Following this, the sensitivity of cosmological
surveys and the search for the 0νββ-decay will be discussed. Finally, a summary and com-
parison of the different mass observables will be presented in the concluding section. More
information can be found in recent review articles such as [SGM`18] and [DMVV16].
2.3.1 Direct kinematic approaches
Historically, the observation of the neutrino outburst of the supernova SN1987A provided
the first direct information on neutrino masses. By analyzing the observed time and energy
distribution of the diffuse neutrino flux on Earth, an upper limit of about 6 eV could be set on
the electron-antineutrino mass (see Ref. [LL02] and [PRTV10]). Nowadays, the perspectives
of future observations are connected to improved detector systems that are organized in
the Supernovae Early Warning System (SNEWS) [AFF`04]. The current list of SNEWS
participants consists of Borexino [Bor19], Daya Bay [Day19], KamLAND [Kam16a], HALO
[HAL08], IceCube [Ice13], LVD [LVD15], and Super-Kamiokande [Sup98].
Furthermore, a model-independent, direct method for probing the neutrino mass scale is
provided by kinematic studies of weak-interaction processes such as the β-decay of tritium
3H or the EC on the holmium isotope 163Ho. The tritium β-decay is under investigation by
the KATRIN experiment [KAT19] using a large-scale spectrometer based on the magnetic
adiabatic collimation with an electrostatic (MAC-E) filter approach. Alternatively, the same
decay can be probed by using the cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy (CRES) technique
as investigated in the course of Project 8 [Pro17]. Similarly, the EC on 163Ho is sensitive to
the same mass observable and currently studied by the ECHo collaboration [ECH17].
All these experiments search for the small, characteristic shape distortions close to the
endpoint of the respective β-spectra caused by a non-zero neutrino mass. However, the
sensitivity is typically limited to the quasi-degenerated regime, where the mass eigenvalues
mi are about the same (see also Fig. 2.2 in section 2.3.4). The actual mass observable is the
incoherent sum of the squared mass eigenvalues and the absolute square of the electron-flavor
matrix elements given by Eqn. (2.32).
m2β “
3
ÿ
i“1
|Uei|
2m2i , with mi À 0.2 eV. (2.32)
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In the quasi-degenerated regime, the measured neutrino mass is usually associated as
mβ « mi. While the experimental advances have steadily increased over the last decades,
the most strictest limit has been set by the first four-week science run by the KATRIN
experiment [KAT19]. The reported upper limit of mβ ă 1.1 eV at 90% C.L. coincides with the
current experimental sensitivity, whereas the collaboration is confident to reach an ultimate
sensitivity on the order of 0.2 eV in five years of operation. Moreover, searches for physics
beyond the SM involving sterile neutrino admixtures with masses from the eV to the keV
scale are part of KATRIN’s science program.
2.3.2 Cosmological surveys
Because of the unique role of primordial neutrinos in the formation of large-scale structures
in the universe, observations of matter clustering in different epochs of the universe allow one
to probe the sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates according to
Mν “
3
ÿ
i“1
mi ă 0.12 eV rPla19s. (2.33)
While the indications for neutrino masses from cosmology has kept changing for the last
two decades (see e.g. Ref. [LMMP13] for a comprehensive review), the latest data release of
the Planck collaboration includes new tight limits on Mν as shown in Eqn. (2.33). However,
those cosmological bounds depend on the selection of the data included in the analyses and
are only valid within the ΛCDM concordance model (see e.g. Ref. [LCA`19] and [Pla19]).
2.3.3 Neutrinoless double beta decay
Finally, the observation of the hypothesized 0νββ-decay would not only proof the Majorana
nature of neutrinos, but allow for the determination of the so-called effective Majorana mass,
denoted as mββ , by measuring its half-life. Details on the conversion will be discussed in
chapter 3. The accessible mass observable in 0νββ-decay searches is the coherent sum
m2ββ “
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
3
ÿ
i“1
U2eimi
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
2
, (2.34)
where the index i runs over the three neutrino mass eigenstates. In contrast to the observable
mβ in Eqn. (2.32), which can be accessed in single β-decay experiments, Eqn. (2.34) might
lead to cancellation effects depending on the neutrino mass ordering (see also Fig. 2.2).
While in the extreme this could lead to mββ Ñ 0, it also provides some sensitivity to fix the
mass ordering by observing the decay in multiple nuclides within a matching neutrino mass
range. Furthermore, even though both mβ and mββ contain only the electron-flavor matrix
elements, connecting the mass observables with the electron flavor, they have a different
physical interpretation. However, both can be seen as the respective electron-type neutrino
mass that rules the nuclear transition, accordingly.
Regarding the seesaw mechanisms discussed in section 2.2.3, it should be noted that
the approximation mν « 0 for the light Majorana neutrino mass term in Eqn. (2.30) and the
general mass matrixM does not necessarily lead tomββ « 0. In fact, in type-I seesaw models,
the left-handed neutrino mass can be expressed as mL “ m2D{mN as shown in Eqn. (2.31).
This well-known result can be converted into
mββ “ mL
ˆ
1` xq
2y
m2N
˙
(2.35)
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as discussed in Ref. [MSV12] and [DMVV16]. The quantity xq2y in the second part depends on
the actual nuclear structure of an atomic nuclei and is on the order of p100 MeVq2. Moreover,
the heavy neutrino mass mN enters Eqn. (2.35) and suppresses the term in compliance with
the seesaw mechanism. In this way, Eqn. (2.35) is valid formL ! 100 MeV ! mR « mN . More
information can be found in various review articles on this subject such as e.g. [DMVV16].
2.3.4 Interplay of neutrino mass observables
A summary of the mass observables discussed in the previous section is given in Tab. 2.3.
Cosmological surveys as well as the precise study of β-decay endpoints have the potential to
place strong bounds on the lightest neutrino mass eigenstate. The interplay and complemen-
tarity of those approaches with respect to the effective Majorana neutrino mass that could
be assessed via the observation of the hypothesized 0νββ-decay is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
Table 2.3: Comparison of the neutrino mass observables in cosmology, β-decay investigations and the search
for the hypothesized 0νββ-decay. All three approaches have the potential to improve the current experimental
upper limits by about one order of magnitude in future iterations (see e.g. [LCA`19] and [DMVV16]).
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Figure 2.2: Interplay of different neutrino mass observables (adapted from [Sil16]). The direct mass searches
as performed by KATRIN and the cosmological bound on the sum of the neutrino mass eigenstate exclude the
parameter space of the lightest neutrino mass from the righthand side. While the search for the 0νββ-decay
depends critically on the ordering of the neutrino masses, the current generation of experiments is about to
touch the top of the band indicating the parameter space of the inverted mass ordering. Future experiments
are expected to reach sensitivities that allow to probe the full band, while it will be rather challenging to reach
the predicted mass regime of the normal ordering.
Chapter 3
Double beta decay
The discovery of neutrino masses through the observation of flavor oscillations boosted the
importance of direct and indirect mass searches including the search for the hypothesized
neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ-decay). Nowadays, the search for this ultra-rare nuclear
transition is one of the most active research field at the intersection of nuclear, particle and
astroparticle physics. Its main and evident feature is the explicit violation of the total lepton
number, which is an accidentally conserved quantity in the SM. Furthermore, its observation
would demonstrate that the lepton number is not protected by a fundamental symmetry
of nature, while neutrinos would be identified as Majorana fermions. This, in turn, would
support the exciting theoretical explanation of the origin of the observed baryon asymmetry
in the universe through the process of leptogenisis and, potentially, the role of neutrinos
in the early universe’s structure formation. For these reasons, besides being an outmost
interesting nuclear process, 0νββ-decay provides a key tool for studying neutrinos, probing
their fundamental nature, and could shed light on their unknown mass scale and ordering.
The possibility of a second order weak nuclear ββ-transition with two neutrinos in the
final state was already discussed in 1935 by M. Goeppert-Mayer [GM35]. After E. Majorana
proposed a novel model to describe fermions in a relativistic quantum field theory in 1937
[Maj37], W. Furry studied this scenario in the context of the formerly discussed ββ-transitions
[Fur39] and proposed the existence of a process with a rather simple form such as
pA,Zq ÝÑ pA,Z ` 2q ` 2e´. (3.1)
This process is referred to as 0νββ-decay due to the absence of any neutrinos. The con-
ventional double beta decay is analogously referred to as 2νββ-decay. An overview of the
different ββ-decay modes will be given in the first section of this chapter.
It took more than 50 years of experimental advance until the ordinary 2νββ-decay could
be observed in a direct counting experiment by M. Moe and colleagues in 1987 [EHM87].
This group could not only confirm the existence of this process but determined the corre-
sponding half-life of 82Se to T 2ν1{2 „ 10
20 yr. On the contrary, several false-positive results of
previously performed geochemical and radiometric experiments could not be confirmed by
later experiments. Since then, the ordinary 2νββ-decay was observed in a total of eleven
different nuclides [Bar19a]. However, none of those experiments found an indication for the
neutrinoless process, raising the half-life lower bound to approximately T 0ν1{2 ą 10
25 years.
This chapter covers both the theoretical as well as the experimental aspects of the search
for the 0νββ-decay. Even though the half-life predictions still suffer from numerous uncer-
tainties, great progress in assessing the expectations for this process has been made, which
will be briefly addressed in the course of the following sections.
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3.1 Classification of double beta decays
At first, the classification of double beta decay transitions with respect to the nuclear and
leptonic final states will be discussed. The underlying procedure is closely related to the
single β-decay of radioactive atomic nuclei as discussed before in section 1.2.3.
3.1.1 Double beta decay modes
The conventional 2νββ-decay with two neutrinos in the final state involves the following
processes summarized in Eqn. (3.2) – (3.5).
2νβ´β´ : AZX ÝÑ AZ`2Y` 2e´ ` 2νe, (3.2)
2νβ`β` : AZX ÝÑ AZ´2Y` 2e` ` 2νe, (3.3)
2νβ`EC : AZX` e´ ÝÑ AZ´2Y` e` ` 2νe, (3.4)
2νECEC : AZX` 2e´ ÝÑ AZ´2Y` 2νe. (3.5)
In all of those processes, two nucleons of the atomic nuclei undergo simultaneously a
single β-decay transition. This is why most of the characteristics as discussed for the single
β-decay modes apply also for the case of ββ-decays. In particular, there is a competition
between the β`β` modes due to the equity of the nuclear final state, which results in three
possibilities – β`β`, β`EC and ECEC. Again, the Q-value of those transitions depends on
the number of involved positrons and gets reduced by two times the electron mass for each
involved positron, yielding the highest Q-value for the 2νECEC process.
By combining the single β-decay processes depicted in the Feynman diagrams shown in
Fig. 1.7, the corresponding diagrams for the double beta decay modes can be constructed.
Exemplarily, Fig. 3.1 illustrates the conventional and neutrinoless β´β´ transition on the
nucleon level. The latter case involves the exchange of a Majorana neutrino νm, which is the
default scenario leading to the sensitivity to the mass observablemββ as defined in Eqn. (2.34).
However, this is by no means the only way to provide an explanation for the existence of 0νββ-
decay in nature as will be further elaborated in section 3.2.2. The experimental signatures
of both decay modes will be discussed in the subsequent section.
Figure 3.1: Feynman diagrams of double beta transitions with two electrons in the final state (adapted from
[Zat14]). Left: 2νββ-decay. Right: 0νββ-decay. While the ordinary double beta decay with two electron-
antineutrinos νe in the final state is an allowed, second order weak process in the SM, the neutrinoless version
violates the lepton number conservation by ∆L “ 2. Moreover, the exchange of the Majorana neutrino νm
requires a flip of the neutrino’s helicity, which can only be explained if the neutrino is its own antiparticle.
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3.1.2 Experimental signature
An illustration of the expected double beta decay signatures, as observed by a suitable detec-
tor system, is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The example is based on the β´β´ decay of 116Cd with
Qββ “ 2.8MeV. In the case of the 2νββ-decay, a continuous spectrum of the sum energy of
the two electrons, similar to the momentum distribution of the β-electrons resulting from a
conventional single β´-decay, is expected. As the emitted neutrinos carry away a fraction
of the released energy, the electrons will only very rarely carry the full Q-value, while the
maximum rate is found at approximately one third of the Q-value. On the contrary, the
spectrum of the 0νββ-decay would result in a sharp peak at Qββ because of the two electrons
carrying the full transition energy.
Figure 3.2: Expected experimental signatures of the double beta decay modes of 116Cd (adapted from
[Zat14]). The modeling of the continuous 2νββ-spectrum (blue) is based on the analytic expressions presented
in Ref. [TZ95]. The intensity of the 0νββ-peak (red) in the main frame is increased by about 105 times
for a better visibility. The inlet shows a realistic ratio between the two decay modes, assuming an effective
Majorana mass of 50meV and an energy resolution of 2.0% FWHM at Qββ “ 2.8MeV.
One of the crucial experimental parameters is the energy resolution in terms of the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) for a given discrete energy. The depicted example applies
a Gaussian energy resolution of 2.0% relative FWHM at Qββ , which is sufficient to discrim-
inate the high-energy tail of the 2νββ-spectrum from the 0νββ-peak region. The worse the
energy resolution, the stronger the overlap will become, providing an intrinsic, irreducible
background in the search for the 0νββ-peak feature. While the intensity of the expected
0νββ-peak has been enhanced by about a factor of 105 in the main frame of Fig. 3.2, the
inlet shows a realistic scaling of the two decay modes. The respective scaling makes use of
an effective Majorana neutrino mass of mββ “ 50meV, which corresponds to the top of the
inverted ordering (see Fig. 2.2), and the known 2νββ-decay half-life (see section 8.4).
An overview of different experimental techniques that are used for the search for the
0νββ-decay will be given in section 3.3.2. However, one prerequisite for the potential obser-
vation is that a single nuclear β-decay of the ββ-nuclide of interest needs to be energetically
forbidden or otherwise strongly suppressed by e.g. angular momentum conservation. If this is
not the case, the sought signal is likely to be hidden by the much more frequent single β-decay.
This statement applies to both the neutrino-accompanied as well as the neutrinoless decay
mode and is the reason why double beta decays can only be observed for a couple of known
nuclides in nature. The theoretical description of the decay mechanism and its connection
to the previously discussed model of atomic nuclei as well as to the involved particle physics
will be discussed in the next section.
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3.2 Theoretical description
Even though the observation of the 0νββ-decay would prove the Majorana nature of neutrinos
as stated by the Schechter-Valle theorem (see section 3.2.2), the extraction of the associated
effective Majorana mass, assuming the default case of light Majorana neutrino exchange as the
dominant decay mechanism, is highly non-trivial. Since the process occurs in atomic nuclei,
nuclear structure effects play an important role and may affect the decay rate considerably.
Those nuclear effects are summarized as the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) and contain
information about the initial and final states of the involved nuclei and the dynamic of the
transition. Moreover, due to the complexity of the nuclear physics in combination with the
unknown properties of the neutrino, such as the mass ordering, its not possible to disentangle
the effects experimentally. Thus, the evaluation of the NMEs needs to be assessed with the
help of numerical methods based on nuclear theory frameworks that are suitable for the nuclei
under consideration. The successively increasing sensitivity of double beta decay experiments
is driving the nuclear structure calculations towards better performance. Nowadays, various
nuclear models have been proposed, whereas none of which has proven to be superior yet. A
brief overview based on Ref. [EM17] is presented in section 3.2.4.
Before turning to the nuclear structure theory, the connection between the previously
presented droplet model of atomic nuclei (see section 1.2.1) and the origin of ββ-decays will be
presented. Following this, the interplay of the nuclear physics and the new physics parameter,
e.g. the effective Majorana neutrino mass, are discussed. Both are needed to interpret an
experiment’s result in terms of an eventually determined 0νββ-decay half-life. Furthermore,
there is the long-standing question of potential quenching effects that alter the coupling
strength of the weak interaction in nuclear processes as briefly reviewed in section 3.2.5.
On the other hand, the theoretical prediction of the sought 0νββ-decay’s half-life range is
required for the planning of future experiments as will be addressed in section 3.3.
3.2.1 Connection to droplet model
The occurrence of ββ-transitions can be explained in the simple droplet model of atomic nuclei
as introduced in section 1.2.1. According to the Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula presented
in Eqn. (1.18) and (1.19), the dependency of MpA,Zq on the nuclear charge Z results in a
parabola, assuming a fixed mass A. Moreover, for even-even and odd-odd nuclei, there is a
separation of the mass parabolas due to the pairing term (see Tab. 1.2). As a fundamental
principle of nature, atomic nuclei undergo radioactive decays in order to reach the state of
maximum binding energy, which is found near the minimum of the respective mass parabola.
In principle, all nuclei that gain binding energy in the process can undergo ββ-transitions.
However, if the same nuclide could decay by single β-decay, the branching ratio of the cor-
responding double beta transitions would be too difficult to be observed due to the over-
whelming background rate from the more frequent single decay mode. As a matter of fact,
experimentally observable ββ-transitions need to coincide with a transition to the minimum
along the even-even parabola, whereas the intermediate transition involving the odd-odd
parabola needs to be strongly suppressed. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 for the case
of A “ 116 involving the β´β´ transition of 116Cd, which is one of the main ββ-nuclides of
interest for the COBRA experiment (see chapter 4). It is worthwhile to point out that, since
ββ-candidates are even-even nuclei, it follows immediately that their angular momentum is
always zero, thus, their ground-state can be expressed as Jπ “ 0`.
In total, 69 of all known nuclides in nature are expected to provide a kind of ββ-decay
signature (see Ref. [Bar19a] for a complete review). Regarding the decay modes with electrons
in the final state, 35 nuclides have been identified, whereas the 2νβ´β´ decay has been
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the mass parabolas according to the Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula for atomic
nuclei with A “ 116 (taken from [Zat14]). The upper parabola corresponds to nuclei with an odd number
of protons and neutrons and the lower, respectively, to the cases of even numbers. As the parabolas are
calculated with the semi-empirical formula given in Eqn. (1.19) and the parameters listed in Tab. 1.2, while
the actual masses of the atomic nuclei are taken from [AME17], some small discrepancies occur in the plot.
All nuclei undergo radioactive decays to reach the minimum of the parabolas, whereas β-decay transitions
result in a alternating change between them. As a single β-decay is energetically forbidden for 116Cd, it can
only convert to the minimum state corresponding to 116Sn via a β´β´ transition.
confirmed in only nine nuclides with a direct counting approach: 48Ca, 76Ge, 82Se, 96Zr,
100Mo, 116Cd, 130Te, 136Xe and 150Nd. Additionally, there have been indirect observations of
this decay mode in 128Te and 238U using geochemical and radiochemical methods.
The remaining 34 out of 69 ββ-candidates are expected to undergo β`β`, β`EC or ECEC
transitions, whereas only the 2νECEC has been observed experimentally in three nuclides.
This involves one geochemical measurement for 130Ba and two direct measurements for 78Kr
and 124Xe, respectively. The latter finding was only published very recently by the XENON1T
collaboration [XEN19b] using a dual-phase liquid xenon TPC, while the actual research field
of this experiment is the search for dark matter interactions.
3.2.2 Schechter-Valle theorem
In 1982, J. Schechter and J. Valle postulated what is today known as the black box or
Schechter-Valle theorem [SV82]. It states, essentially, that the observation of 0νββ-decay
confirms the Majorana nature of neutrinos, while generating Majorana neutrino masses ra-
diatively at the four-loop level. However, the corresponding black box operator could also
result from other lepton number violating new physics, which are not directly connected
to neutrino masses. Moreover, although the black box operator guarantees finite Majorana
neutrino masses, a quantitatively evaluation of the theorem revealed that the smallness of
its contribution implies that additional neutrino mass terms (Dirac or Majorana) must exist
[DLM11]. If other beyond SM processes would dominate the 0νββ-decay, neutrinos might
also be predominantly Dirac fermions, while the principal statement of the Schechter-Valle
theorem would still remain valid.
An illustration of the black box operator that contributes to the Majorana neutrino mass
is depicted in the Feynman diagram in Fig. 3.4. At its core, the process of neutrinoless double
beta decay can be treated as a νe-to-νe transition that involves two ud pairs and two electrons,
independently of the underlying mechanism that triggers the decay. This statement holds
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under the assumption that the weak interaction can be described by a local gauge theory
(see section 1.1.2) and the validity of the imposed crossing symmetries [DLM11]. Further
information can be found in the original article [SV82] and following works such as [Tak84]
and [DLM11] or the review on 0νββ-decay published in [DMVV16].
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the Schechter-Valle theorem in form of a black box Feynman diagram (see [SV82]
and [DLM11]). The corresponding black box operator arises from some underlying new physics that violates
lepton number conservation and induces a generic νe-to-νe transition.
3.2.3 Half-life prediction
By assuming the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos as the dominant mechanism triggering
the process of 0νββ-decay, the inverse half-life can be predicted via
´
T 0ν1{2
¯´1
“ pgAq
4 ¨ G0νpQββ , Zq ¨
ˇ
ˇM0νpA,Zq
ˇ
ˇ
2
¨
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
mββ
me
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
2
. (3.6)
This factorization involves the weak axial-vector coupling gA, the kinematic phase-space
factor G0νpQββ , Zq, the nuclear matrix elementM0νpA,Zq as well as the effective Majorana
neutrino mass mββ as defined in Eqn. (2.34). While G0νpQββ , Zq is given in units of yr´1,
M0νpA,Zq is a dimensionless quantity on the order of 1´10. The last term is usually scaled by
the electron massme to express the new physics parameter in a dimensionless way as well. For
alternative 0νββ-decay mechanisms, the term would be replaced by a generic dimensionless
function fpmi, Ueiq containing the particle physics beyond the SM, while depending on the
neutrino masses mi and the mixing matrix elements Uei (see e.g. Ref. [DMVV16]).
A similar factorization into an atomic and a nuclear part can be done to predict the
inverse half-life for 2νββ-decays resulting in
´
T 2ν1{2
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ˇ
2
, (3.7)
whereas the term indicating new physics remains left out. It should be noted that the
phase-space factors and nuclear matrix elements in Eqn. (3.6) and Eqn. (3.7) are numerically
different, but rely usually on similar model assumptions.
Nowadays, there is a scientific discussion regarding quenching effects that lead to signif-
icantly smaller values of gA in low-momentum exchange nuclear processes, involving single
and double beta transitions, compared to free nucleon interactions (see section 8.3). Because
of the strong gA dependency in Eqn. (3.6), already a small change of gA by about 20% would
result in a deviation of more than a factor of two with respect to the corresponding half-life.
As large-scale experiments aim to reach a certain half-life sensitivity in order to probe the
corresponding neutrino mass range (see e.g. Fig. 2.2), the potential quenching of gA needs to
be addressed both theoretically and experimentally. More on this subject will be discussed
in section 3.2.5. Before getting to this, some details about the atomic and nuclear physics
input parameters will be discussed in the following.
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Phase-space factors
The first calculations of phase-space factors (PSFs) were performed in the late 1950s using
simplified expressions of the involved leptonic wave functions and potentials. Since then,
more accurate descriptions and numerical evaluation methods became available which made
it possible to calculate PSFs very accurately for both single and double beta decays. A
detailed review can be found in Ref. [SM19].
The key ingredients of the evaluation of the PSFs are the lepton wave functions and the
modeling of the nuclear potential. This is why GpQββ , Zq depends on the Q-value of the
transition, predetermining the kinematics of the involved leptons and the decay rate, as well
as on the nuclear charge Z. The dependence of the decay rate on the Q-value is different for
the neutrino accompanied and the neutrinoless decay mode and can be expressed as
G2νpQββ , Zq „ Q7...11ββ , G0νpQββ , Zq „ Q5ββ rSM19s. (3.8)
Recent PSF calculations for ββ-transitions can be found in Ref. [KI12] and [SM13], with
an update in [MPS14]. The results obtained in these references are quite similar, although the
numerical methods are not exactly the same. However, this can be seen as a good consensus.
In contrast to previous approaches, the present calculations include relativistic corrections
for the Dirac wave functions and account for the finite size of the nucleus (modification of
r « r0 ¨ A
1{3, see section 1.2.1), as well as the effect of the atomic screening regarding the
emitted charged leptons and a realistic model of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus.
Nuclear matrix elements
As mentioned before, the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) refer to the nuclear structure
of the involved initial and final states as well as the dynamic of the transition. Compared
to the PSFs, an analytic evaluation is not as straight forward due to the complex, usually
not well-known structure of open-shell nuclei. Although the initial state is always an even-
even nuclei with Jπ “ 0` (see section 3.2.1), the combinations of intermediate, ground and
excited states of the daughter nuclei are rather unique for each transition. While this makes
the calculation of the corresponding NMEs a difficult task, the challenge is faced by using
different approaches, whereas especially in the last few years, the reliability of the calculations
improved a lot (see e.g. Ref. [DMVV16]). An impression of the NME results for different
theory frameworks is shown in Fig. 3.5. In section 3.2.4, a brief overview of the respective
nuclear models will be presented.
One particular difference in the description of the 2νββ-decay and its neutrinoless counter-
part is related to the particle physics contribution in the latter case. Because of the required
short-range interplay between the two simultaneously decaying nucleons on the femtometer
scale, assuming the exchange of e.g. a Majorana neutrino (see Fig. 3.1), the momentum
transfer in 0νββ-decay turns out to be on the order of „ 100MeV. This energy scale results
from a simple numerical estimate based on the Heisenberg uncertainty principle of quantum
mechanics. This is why all intermediate and final states up to this energy scale have to be
considered in the calculation of the respective NMEs. Moreover, the actual matrix element
M0νpA,Zq is a combination of Gamow-Teller (GT) contributions (spin-spin interactions),
Fermi contributions (spin independent interaction) and a tensor operator matrix element,
while in case of the 2νββ-decay only transitions of GT type up to Qββ have to be considered
(see also the classification of β-decays in section 1.2.3).
A convenient parametrization of the NME related to the 0νββ-decay (see e.g. [SM19]) is
M0ν “M0νGT ´
ˆ
gV
gA
˙2
¨M0νF ´M0νT , (3.9)
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where gV and gA are the vector and axial-vector couplings. The form of Eqn. (3.9) emphasizes
the role of gA and reveals that the matrix elementM0ν itself depends on the ratio of gV and
gA. However, if the same quenching for gV and gA would be assumed, the dependency
vanishes. An overview of this subject is presented in section 3.2.5.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of nuclear matrix elements, Q-values and natural isotopic abundance for the most
promising 0νββ-decay candidates. Left: NMEs as calculated in different theory frameworks (adapted from
[EM17]). The spread of the NMEs for the same atomic mass and different nuclear models is an indication
for the uncertainty arising from the modeling of the nuclear structure effects. All results are obtained by
assuming that gA is unquenched, highlighting the plain spread of the NMEs. An overview of the respective
nuclear models is given in section 3.2.4. Right: Qββ versus natural abundance (values taken from [AME17]
and [IUP16]. Both a large Q-value and isotopic abundance are beneficial with respect to the experimental
half-life sensitivity as discussed in section 3.3. Because there is no clearly superior nuclide, a large variety of
different experimental techniques is applied in the search for 0νββ-decay.
By comparing the NME results of different nuclear model frameworks for the most promis-
ing ββ-candidates (see Fig. 3.5), no clearly superior nuclide can be identified. The same ap-
plies, essentially, to the other characteristics such as the Q-value and the natural abundance
of the isotope of interest. From an experimental point of view, nuclides with Qββ ą 2.0MeV
provide an advanced signal-to-background ratio, while benefiting from the large phase-space.
Moreover, the isotopic abundance affects the experimental sensitivity in a linear way, which
will be further elaborated in section 3.3.
The list of the most promising ββ-candidates coincides largely with those nuclides for
which the 2νββ-decay has already been confirmed experimentally (see section 3.2.1). How-
ever, this is only due to the applied selection of nuclides with large Q-values, resulting in
comparably low T 2ν1{2 half-lives. In order to gain deeper insights into the relevant nuclear
physics, the investigation of multiple double beta decay processes, especially for isotopes of
the same element, are requested from the theory community. Those measurements could help
to resolve discrepancies between the models and to improve the theory frameworks. This is
why the search for 2νββ-decays via excited state transitions gained more attention in the
last few years. An overview is presented in the course of section 8.6. Moreover, the pending
question of gA quenching needs to be addressed experimentally. One way, as will be pointed
out in section 3.2.5, is to investigate strongly forbidden β-decays. This subject is one of the
main topics of the present thesis and discussed in section 8.3 of the analysis section.
Apart from treating the PSFs and NMEs separately, there are also first attempts to
determine them in combination using a general framework such as discussed in Ref. [Sto19].
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3.2.4 Overview of nuclear models
The following brief overview of the main theoretical models for the description of double beta
decay processes is based on the review articles [DMVV16] and [EM17]. For each of the nuclear
models, only some of the relevant features will be addressed, while further information can
be found in the highlighted references.
Interacting shell model
The interacting shell model (ISM) (also simply referred to as nuclear shell model) is a well-
established many-body method in the description of ββ-decays (see e.g. [CMPN`05] and
[MPCN09]). Moreover, the ISM is applied successfully in a broad range of nuclear physics
applications. It is based on the idea that the nucleons near the Fermi level dominate the
low-energy nuclear properties, while all correlations between these nucleons are considered
important. This motivates that instead of solving the Schrödinger equation for the full nuclear
interaction in the complete many-body Hilbert space, it is possible to restrict the dynamics
to a limited so-called configuration space (also denoted as valence space). This configuration
space comprises usually only a relatively small number of active nucleons outside a core of
nucleons that are frozen in the lowest-energy orbitals. Furthermore, the active nucleons can
occupy only a limited set of single-particle levels around the Fermi surface, which are referred
to as orbitals or shells. Referring to the resulting NMEs as shown in Fig. 3.5, the ISM results
(labeled as SM) are usually smaller than the other nuclear model predictions.
Quasiparticle random phase approximation
The second major theoretical framework that has been developed over the last 30 years is
referred to as the quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) (see [ŠRFV13] and
[HS15]). It is a generalization of the ordinary random phase approximation and has several
variants (see Fig. 3.5). In contrast to the ISM, the QRPA uses a large valence space without
an inert core, but at the price of a restricted set of correlations. Moreover, it takes into account
proton-proton and neutron-neutron pairing similar to the BCS theory of superconductivity in
solid state physics [BCS57]. The original nucleon-nucleon interaction is typically modeled as
a realistic potential, which is then adapted to the QRPA configuration space through many-
body perturbation theory. However, the interaction is modified more severely than in the ISM,
which results in several variations of this model depending on the applied renormalization
procedure. With respect to the 0νββ-decay NMEs, the QRPA results are almost uniformly
larger than the ISM values, whether or not a renormalized QRPA calculation is used.
Interacting boson model
In the interacting boson model (IBM) [BKI15], the low-lying states of the nucleus are modeled
in terms of bosons. The bosons interact through one- and two-body forces giving rise to
bosonic wave functions. The IBM aims to share the strength of the ISM, being able to include
all correlations around the Fermi surface, while describing electromagnetic transitions up to
heavy nuclei. It leverages the algebra of boson creation and annihilation operators to provide
simple Hamiltonians that provide a more phenomenological approach to the description of
the nuclear structure and more abstract degrees of freedom than nucleons. In this way,
the bosons represent on the one hand nucleon pairs and on the other quadrupole phonons.
The NMEs produced by the IBM are close to the QRPA values for several isotopes and are
generally larger than the ISM results (see Fig. 3.5).
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Projected Hartree-Fock Bogoliubov method
The projected Hartree-Fock Bogoliubov (PHFB) method [RCC`13] makes use of projected
wave functions in a valence space of between one and two shells. Those PHFB wave functions
are eigenvectors of four different parametrizations of a Hamilton involving a schematic pairing
and multipolar effective two-body interactions. The resulting 0νββ-decay NMEs are usually
larger than the results obtained by the ISM.
Energy density functional method
The energy density functional (EDF) method [RMP10] is considered to be an improvement
with respect to the PHFB approach. Essentially, it refers to the process of minimizing
an energy functional with respect to local densities such as the number density, the spin
density or the current density. The functional represents the minimum possible value for the
expectation value of the Hamiltonian under certain constraints placed on the local densities.
Once the functional is found, its minimization with respect to its arguments provides the
exact ground-state energy level and density values. This minimization can be expressed in
a way that is similar to a mean-field theory with only one-body potentials and orbitals.
However, compared to the well-established ISM and QRPA approaches, the applications of
the EDF method in the context of 0νββ-decay have been relatively few. The resulting NMEs
are generally larger than the ISM results and usually also larger than the QRPA values.
3.2.5 Quenching of gA in nuclear β-decay
The potential quenching of the weak axial-vector coupling strength gA in nuclei is of general
interest, e.g. in nuclear astrophysics, the understanding of rare single β-decays as well as
the search for ββ-decays. The predicted rate for the 0νββ-decay, in particular in the case
of light Majorana neutrino exchange, depends strongly on the numerical value of gA through
the leading Gamow-Teller part of theM0ν matrix element (see section 3.2.3). This statement
applies as well to the case of 2νββ-decays and GT-dominated single β-decays. A wide set
of nuclear theory frameworks has been adopted to calculate the corresponding NMEs as
discussed in the previous section (see in particular the review articles [EM17] and [ESZ19]),
but the associated quenching of gA is usually not addressed quantitatively.
However, it is somewhat disconcerting to find that the predicted half-lives for these pro-
cesses are almost always shorter than determined experimentally. As the PSFs can nowadays
be calculated very precisely (see section 3.2.3), the mismatch is found to be caused by the
treatment of the NMEs. Moreover, the PSFs are quantities which do not depend on gA,
while the NMEs feature a direct dependency through the gV/gA ratio of the GT part (see
e.g. [SM19]). In fact, the single-β Gamow-Teller and 2νββ-decay matrix elements are rou-
tinely found to be too large to reproduce the experimental half-life results. This issue is
usually “cured” by reducing the strength of the spin-isospin GT transition operator artifi-
cially. One of the common approaches is to introduce an effective value of gA that multiplies
this operator in place of the free value of gfreeA “ 1.276p4q [UCN10]. This phenomenological
modification is usually referred to as the quenching or renormalization of the axial-vector cou-
pling gA. Recently, systematic studies of the gA quenching were addressed in low-momentum
exchange processes such as single β- and 2νββ-decays (see e.g. [Suh17]).
However, as the 0νββ-decay is a high-momentum exchange process involving states up
to „ 100MeV, it is not clear how the results obtained for the quenching of gA in the low-
momentum exchange processes can be translated to this case. This is why it is important
to study the quenching of gA in as many ways as possible, even in low-energy processes,
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like single β-decays. The quenching of gA at low energies has several different sources: non-
nucleonic degrees of freedom (e.g. delta resonances) and giant multipole resonances (like
the GT giant resonance) removing transition strength from low excitation energies. Further
sources of quenching (or sometimes also enhancement, see Ref. [KS18]) are nuclear processes
beyond the impulse approximation (in-medium meson-exchange or two-body weak currents)
and deficiencies in the handling of the nuclear many-body problem (too small single-particle
valence spaces, lacking many-body configurations, omission of three-body nucleon-nucleon
interactions, etc.). Different methods have been introduced to quantify the quenching effect
in decay processes of low momentum exchange (see the review in [Suh17]).
One method recently proposed exploits the dependence of the β-spectrum shape of highly-
forbidden non-unique decays on gA. The experimental verification of gA quenching in the
context of strongly forbidden β-decays is one of the main topics of the present thesis and is
extensively discussed in section 8.3 of the analysis part.
3.3 Experimental aspects
This section is dedicated to the experimental aspects of the search for double beta decay
transitions. The first part introduces the half-life sensitivity of an experiment and its depen-
dency on characteristic parameters. Following this, a brief overview of the most promising
experimental techniques is given in section 3.3.2. In the end, recent results obtained by the
world-leading 0νββ-decay experiments will be summarized in section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Sensitivity approximation
One of the central quantities in the search for rare nuclear decays is the achievable half-
life sensitivity of the corresponding experiment. Depending on the statistical interpretation
and scientific questioning, the term sensitivity refers either to the discovery potential or the
median ability to put a limit on the sought decay mode in case of the absence of a statistically
significant signal at a certain confidence level.
In general, the experimental half-life sensitivity scales with the exposure gained by an
experiment, which is usually quoted as the product of the sensitive detector mass M and
the live-time t in units of kg yr or similar units. For the case of a quasi background-free
experiment, the scaling of the sensitivity with the accumulated exposure would be linear.
However, 0νββ-decay experiments are often dominated by the presence of background in the
region of interest (ROI) around Qββ , which is why the sensitivity only scales with the square
root of the exposure to take into account the Poisson variation of the background counts.
The background B is usually quoted in form of the so-called background index (BI) in units
of cts/(kg keVyr) or similar. Furthermore, the width ∆E of the ROI enters the sensitivity,
whereas it is usually associated with the energy resolution in terms of FWHM at Qββ . Finally,
the number of available source nuclei N per kg, the abundance of the ββ-nuclide of interest, as
well as the total efficiency ε to detect the 0νββ-decay as a full-energy event in the experiment
need to be considered. This leads to an analytic expression of the following form
T̃ 0ν1{2 ď
ln 2
kα
¨ a ¨ ε ¨N ¨
c
M ¨ t
∆E ¨B . (3.10)
The first term in Eqn. (3.10) results from the statistical interpretation of the sensitivity
approximation and contains the coverage factor kα. This factor refers to the statistical signif-
icance that is involved in the limit setting procedure, respectively, of the presumed discovery
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potential. More information on the statistical aspects of Eqn. (3.10) and a derivation of the
parameter kα can be found in section C.2 of the appendix.
In order to reach the required half-life sensitivity to explore the Majorana neutrino mass
scale close to the top of the inverted mass ordering (see Fig. 2.2), a typical background
rate of less than 10´3 cts/(kg keVyr) is required, while maintaining a high efficiency and
energy resolution. The energy resolution is also of key importance to minimize the irreducible
background of the 2νββ-decay with respect to the 0νββ-peak region (see e.g. Fig. 3.2).
3.3.2 Experimental techniques
During the past 30 years, several promising experimental techniques were developed in order
to address the requirements to search for the existence of 0νββ-decay with ever increasing
detector masses and sensitivities. An overview of the recently applied techniques is given in
Tab. 3.1, highlighting the characteristic advantages as well as the typically faced challenges
of the most promising experimental approaches. Those characteristics are evaluated with
respect to the parameters that enter the approximation formula of the half-life sensitivity
given in Eqn. (3.10) of the previous section.
Table 3.1: Overview of recently applied experimental techniques and their associated advantages (`) and
challenges (´) regarding the search for the hypothesized 0νββ-decay in different nuclides. The characteristics
are evaluated with respect to the parameters entering the half-life sensitivity according to Eqn. (3.10).
exp. technique advantages and challenges experiment (nuclide)
calorimeters
solid state ` excellent resolution (∆E) GERDA/LEGEND
`76Ge
˘
` high efficiency (ε) MAJORANA
`76Ge
˘
` pulse-shape discrimination (B)
´ operation at cryogenic temp.
bolometer ` excellent resolution (∆E) CUORE
`130Te
˘
` high efficiency (ε)
´ operation at cryogenic temp.
´ surface contaminations (B)
scintillator ` high efficiency (ε) SNO+
`130Te
˘
` scalability (M) KamLAND-Zen
`136Xe
˘
´ low resolution (∆E) CANDLES-III
`48Ca
˘
´ known contaminations (B)
tracking detectors
tracking-calorimeter ` excellent background suppression (B) NEMO-3/SuperNEMO
` topological measurements (several nuclides)
´ scalability (M)
liquid xenon TPC ` good resolution (∆E) EXO-200/nEXO
`136Xe
˘
` high efficiency (ε)
` scalability (M)
´ operation at cryogenic temp.
´ known contaminations (B)
The variety of the applied techniques is partly motivated by the fact that, from several
points of view, there is no superior candidate nuclide for the search for the 0νββ-decay (see
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e.g. section 3.2.3). Most importantly, the magnitude of the expected decay rate is predeter-
mined by the Q-value, rather independently from the actual nuclear physics incorporated by
the NMEs (see Fig. 3.5). While 48Ca offers by far the highest Q-value with Qββ “ 4.3MeV
[AME17], its natural isotopic abundance is far below one percent. On the contrary, 130Te fea-
tures a rather high abundance of more than 30% while providing a Q-value of Qββ “ 2.5MeV.
All the other previously highlighted ββ-candidates with Qββ ą 2.0MeV feature typically a
natural abundance of about 5´12%. This is why large-scale experiments usually enrich their
target material in the nuclide of interest in order to boost the half-life sensitivity according to
Eqn. (3.10) proportional to the enrichment factor. Under those considerations, experimental
aspects such as the energy resolution, known contaminants as well as the total detection
efficiency have to be taken into account.
Based on the fundamental detection technique, 0νββ-decay experiments can be classified
into calorimetric detector systems, measuring the deposited energy of the charged leptons
via e.g. ionization or scintillation light, and tracking detectors, which are able to resolve the
two charged leptons spatially. Usually, such a spatial discrimination is not possible in the
case of classical calorimeters as they are only sensitive to the total deposited energy. On the
other hand, the tracking detector approach infers the energy of the charged leptons from the
reconstructed path length and orientation, which usually comes at the cost of a worsened
energy resolution compared to e.g. solid state calorimeters. Furthermore, classical tracking
detectors apply thin source foils, that are usually enriched in the ββ-nuclide of interest,
in between sensitive detector elements. This approach, however, results in a rather poor
full-energy detection efficiency on the level of only a few percent.
Calorimetric detector systems, on the contrary, usually apply the detector equals source
principle, which ensures a high intrinsic detection efficiency (50 ´ 90%) depending on the
detector size. Such calorimeters can be divided into solid state detectors, bolometers and
scintillators. Among those, high-purity germanium detectors and bolometers achieve the
best energy resolution, while they have to be operated at cryogenic temperatures. This
requirement comes with the need for a complex cryogenic infrastructure made of potentially
weakly radioactive materials, affecting the achievable background index. However, dedicated
techniques have been developed by most of those experiments to discriminate background-like
and signal-like events with the help of pulse-shape discrimination (see chapter 7).
Experiments based on liquid scintillators or scintillating crystals feature also a high in-
trinsic efficiency but achieve usually a worse energy resolution. Especially in the case of liquid
scintillators, the scaling of an experiment towards higher masses is rather easy and cost effi-
cient. On the other hand, a large homogeneous volume potentially worsens the granularity,
which is in general a very efficient way to suppress coincident events, which are typically
induced by external and internal backgrounds.
An excellent background suppression is achieved by tracking calorimeters and liquid noble
gas time projection chambers (TPCs). In the latter case, scintillation light is used as a
prompt signal, while the charge signal through ionization provides a second, delayed signal.
For both tracking approaches, it is possible to perform topological measurements providing
a deeper insight into the decay mechanism of double beta transitions. Additional hybrid
detector designs that use more than one signal channel (e.g. scintillation light + charge or
scintillation light + heat) are currently under development.
The presently running or soon to be finished experiments include GERDA [GER18a]
and the MAJORANA demonstrator [MAJ16]
`76Ge
˘
, NEMO-3 [NEM04, NEM10, NEM15,
NEM17a]
`82Se, 96Zr, 100Mo, 116Cd
˘
, CUORE [CUO19b]
`130Te
˘
, EXO-200 [EXO18a] and
KamLAND-Zen [Kam16c]
`136Xe
˘
. Future experiments aiming to probe the full range of
the inverted neutrino mass ordering or to establish novel techniques are LEGEND [LEG17]
`76Ge
˘
, SuperNEMO [Sup10], AMoRE [AMo19] and LUMINEU [LUM16]
`100Mo
˘
, MOON
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[MOO10]
`82Se, 100Mo
˘
, Aurora [Aur18]
`116Cd
˘
, SNO+ [SNO15] and CUPID [CUP17]
`130Te
˘
,
NEXT-100 [NEX16] as well as nEXO [nEX18] and PandaX-III [Pan17]
`136Xe
˘
.
The present thesis is related to the COBRA experiment [COB16b] aiming to search for
the 0νββ-decay in 116Cd and 130Te. The detector concept of COBRA and its experimental
infrastructure will be introduced in chapter 4. Before getting to this, an overview of recent
experimental results of the world-leading experiments will be presented in the next section.
3.3.3 Overview of recent results
Although there was the claim of a positive 0νββ-decay signal by a subgroup of the former
Heidelberg-Moscow (HdM) experiment in 2001 [KKDHK01], this claim was strongly doubted
by the physics community and could never be confirmed, not even by a reanalysis of the
same data set. Follow-up experiments such as GERDA were able to disprove the claim
for the same ββ-nuclide 76Ge and placed strong bounds on the associated T 0ν1{2 half-life.
Tab. 3.2 contains a compilation of the most recent experimental results of the world-leading
experiments GERDA, CUORE, EXO-200 and KamLAND-Zen. For completeness, the present
limits for the most promising ββ-nuclides that are accessible with the COBRA experiment
are listed as well. A complete review of recent double beta decay results can be found in
Ref. [Bar19a] (2νββ-decay) and Ref. [Bar19b] (0νββ-decay).
Table 3.2: Compilation of experimental results of the most recent double beta decay surveys. The list of
experiments is ordered according to the atomic mass of the respective ββ-nuclides. The originally quoted
statistical and systematic uncertainties were added in quadrature, if quoted separately, and the values in the
third and fifth columns were rounded to two digits. The conversion of the lower half-life limit on T 0ν1{2 at 90%
C.L. into an upper limit on the effective Majorana neutrino mass is done via Eqn. (3.6). The spread of the
available NMEs for the respective transitions (see e.g. Fig. 3.5) results in the quoted mββ mass ranges.
nuclide experiment T 2ν1{2 [yr] T
0ν
1{2 [yr] mββ [eV] reference
(90% C.L.) (90% C.L.)
76Ge GERDA p1.93˘ 0.09q ˆ 1021 ą 5.3ˆ 1025 ă 0.15´ 0.33 [GER15b, GER17]
116Cd NEMO-3 p2.74˘ 0.22q ˆ 1019 ą 1.0ˆ 1023 ă 1.40´ 2.50 [NEM17a]
Aurora p2.63˘ 0.12q ˆ 1019 ą 2.2ˆ 1023 ă 1.00´ 1.70 [Aur18]
130Te CUORE p7.90˘ 0.22q ˆ 1020 ą 1.5ˆ 1025 ă 0.11´ 0.52 [CUO19b, CUO18]
136Xe EXO-200 p2.17˘ 0.06q ˆ 1021 ą 1.1ˆ 1025 ă 0.19´ 0.45 [EXO14, EXO18a]
KamLAND-Zen p2.21˘ 0.07q ˆ 1021 ą 1.1ˆ 1026 ă 0.06´ 0.17 [Kam16c]
Nowadays, there is also a scientific discussion regarding the possibility of a so-called
quadruple beta decay, which would in its neutrinoless version also be possible for the case
of Dirac neutrinos (see e.g. Ref. [HR13]), and other more exotic ββ-decay modes involving
positron emission. A first experimental search for the quadruple beta decay was performed by
the NEMO-3 collaboration based on the most promising candidate nuclide 150Nd [NEM17b].
However, no signal could be reported for any of the expected decay modes.
This is why, in general, novel detector concepts are needed to overcome the present
experimental challenges and to reach half-life sensitivities that allow for the probing of the
complete Majorana neutrino mass regime of the inverted ordering in the next generation of
0νββ-decay experiments.
Chapter 4
The COBRA experiment
The Cadmium Zinc Telluride 0-Neutrino Double Beta Research Apparatus (COBRA) is a
next-generation experiment aiming to search for the existence of the 0νββ-decay with CZT
semiconductor detectors. In the present demonstrator phase, the detectors are of natural
isotopic composition and allow for the investigation of several ultra rare nuclear processes
of different isotopes of cadmium, zinc and tellurium. In the first part of this chapter, the
detector material and its unique properties as a semiconductor will be discussed. Moreover,
the typical challenges with respect to the crystal growth of CZT and the detector fabrication
will be addressed. Following this, the most common detector technologies will be presented
and evaluated according to their suitability to search for 0νββ-decays. Finally, the first part
is concluded with a brief review of the Shockley-Ramo theorem and its application towards
the signal reconstruction and interpretation.
The second part is dedicated to the various nuclear transitions that are accessible with
CZT detectors, involving all kinds of double beta decay transitions as presented in the pre-
vious chapter, as well as strongly forbidden single β-decay and EC processes.
Finally, the current status of the COBRA experiment at the Italian underground facility
LNGS will be discussed, starting with an overview of the underground infrastructure and
its variety of hosted experiments in section 4.3.1. Until very recently, the main stage of
the COBRA experiment at the LNGS comprised the so-called COBRA demonstrator array
consisting of four layers of 4 ˆ 4 CZT crystals. This chapter contains a detailed description
of the design of the demonstrator setup as well as its data acquisition and electronics. In
March 2018, an additional layer of 3ˆ 3 prototype CZT detectors was added to the existing
infrastructure, marking the start of the so-called eXtended DEMonstrator (XDEM) phase.
An overview of the XDEM upgrade and some of the contributions related to the present thesis
will be given in section 4.3.4. In the end, the current version of a proposal for a potential
large-scale COBRA experiment will be presented, including a projection of the achievable
half-life sensitivity for the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd as the main ββ-nuclide of interest.
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4.1 CZT as semiconductor material
The first section of this chapter introduces the detector material CZT (cadmium zinc telluride,
CdZnTe) which is a commercially available room temperature semiconductor and investigated
by the COBRA collaboration regarding its application in a future large-scale 0νββ-decay
experiment. Its unique material properties makes CZT a suitable radiation detector in a wide
range of applications such as environmental control, γ-ray spectroscopy, medical imaging,
security screening and non-destructive testing procedures [Red20].
However, the crystal growth and detector fabrication are complex processes as will be
shortly addressed in the following section. Moreover, the charge carrier’s properties are very
different for electrons and holes, requiring special readout designs in order to overcome this
issue. This subject is closely related to the key aspects of the Shockley-Ramo theorem of the
charge carrier transport in semiconductors and will be further elaborated in section 4.1.4.
4.1.1 Material properties
As discussed in section 3.3, there are several aspects that directly affect the achievable half-
life sensitivity of a 0νββ-decay experiment. One of the most promising approaches is the use
of solid state devices, especially semiconductor detectors, as they feature an excellent energy
resolution and full-energy detection efficiency for intrinsically present ββ-nuclides. In contrast
to the extensive cooling infrastructure needed for the operation of e.g. high-purity germanium
detectors as used for the GERDA and Majorana experiments, CZT allows for the operation
at room temperature, reducing the amount of potentially radioactive construction materials
and additional shielding. A comparison of characteristic properties of several conventional
semiconductor materials with respect to CZT and CdTe can be found in Tab. 4.1.
Table 4.1: Properties of CZT compared to other well known semiconductor materials (adapted from [Köt12]
and [Zat14]). Because of its high nuclear charge of Z « 50 and density, CZT provides very good prospects
as radiation detector. In contrast to Ge and Si, CZT and CdTe feature a very high electric resistivity. In
fact, radiation detectors made of the latter two materials are operated as resistors and not in the reversed
bias mode as e.g. germanium diodes. Moreover, the typical lifetime of the created charge carriers (electrons,
holes) is orders of magnitude lower than compared to the conventional semiconductors. While this effect can
be compensated in principle by the applied bias voltage, the difference in the mobility-lifetime product for
electrons and holes in CZT requires a more complex readout design as discussed in section 4.1.3.
property Cd0.9Zn0.1Te CdTe Ge Si
nuclear charge Z 48, 30, 52 48, 52 32 14
density % [g{cm3] 5.78 5.85 5.33 2.33
band gap Eg [eV] 1.57 1.50 0.67 1.12
pair creation energy Epair [eV] 4.64 4.43 2.95 3.63
resistivity R [Ω cm] 3ˆ 1010 109 50 ă 104
electron mobility µe [cm2{Vs] 1000 1100 3900 1400
electron lifetime τe [s] 3ˆ 10´6 3ˆ 10´6 ą 10´3 ą 10´3
hole mobility µh [cm2{Vs] 50 - 80 100 1900 480
hole lifetime τh [s] 10´6 2ˆ 10´6 10´3 2ˆ 10´3
pµτqe [cm2{V] p3´ 10q ˆ 10´3 3.3ˆ 10´3 ą 1 ą 1
pµτqh [cm2{V] 5ˆ 10´5 2ˆ 10´4 ą 1 « 1
One particular challenge of the manufacturing process of CZT is that the three con-
stituents cadmium, zinc and tellurium need to be provided in a liquid phase close to the
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boiling point of cadmium at „ 1040K. Moreover, the three phases have to be well mixed in
order to prevent defects in the crystallization process. One way to meet those requirements
is to apply a high pressure as further discussed in section 4.1.2. However, this makes the
crystal fabrication quite challenging. Furthermore, the compound elements cadmium and
zinc are of the same period in the periodic table, which is why the actual zinc content in
the crystal structure of CZT is hard to monitor. In fact, the II-VI semiconductor material
is often referred to as Cd1´xZnxTe with x « 0.1 being the usual stoichiometric factor in the
structure formula. Nonetheless, it is a well-known phenomenon that there is a zinc gradient
along the direction of the crystal growth, causing a significant variation of x across a crystal
boule. A very brief summary of the attempts to characterize the potential zinc gradient
experimentally is given in the first part of section 8.5.2.
As discussed in section 1.3.1, the probability of γ-ray interactions depends strongly on
the nuclear charge of the target material, which is why CdTe and CZT with Z « 50 and their
high densities are very promising radiation detector materials. Compared to germanium,
the band gap of CdTe results in a sufficiently high electric resistivity that allows for the
operation as semiconductor at room temperature. The band gap energy Eg can be further
increased by inserting a small fraction of zinc into the crystal structure, which also improves
the mechanical resistance of the raw crystal material. Nonetheless, it has been shown in past
studies that a mild cooling to about 10˝C leads to a slightly improved detector performance
(see e.g. section 8.3.3 and linked references). The disadvantage of the higher band gap is
that an increased amount of energy is needed in order to create an electron-hole pair in a
particle interaction, which ultimately affects the achievable energy resolution.
From a particle point of view, ionizing radiation excites electrons from the so-called valence
band (VB) into the conductive band (CB), causing a positively charged hole in the former
state. In solid state physics, materials can be characterized by the Fermi energy EF , which
describes the energy level up to which the quantum states are filled with electrons at the
absolute temperature minimum. In the case of semiconductors, EF lies in between the VB
and the CB. The temperature dependency of the likelihood of a state being filled with an
electron of energy E is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution shown in equation (4.1)
fpE, T q “
1
1` exp
´
E´EF
kBT
¯ (4.1)
with kB as the Boltzmann constant of thermodynamics. This way, the underlying Pauli
exclusion principle for fermions is taken into account. An entirely filled VB is inert, which
means that it does not conduct any current. On the other hand, if electrons are excited into
the higher energetic CB, the formerly fully occupied VB is missing a charge. From another
point of view one can interpret this as a completely empty band containing only one positively
charged particle moving in the same way as an electron – a so-called hole.
The typical concentration of electrons in the CB and holes in the VB turns out to be rather
dilute, which motivates the treatment of the charge carriers’ drift based on the treatment of
a classical, ideal gas in thermodynamics. In this context, the charge carriers are assumed to
move rather freely without being subject to the Pauli principle in the CB, while they could
be manipulated by an outer electric field. With the help of such a model, it is possible to
assign the typical properties such as the mobility, lifetime and mobility-lifetime product to
the charge carriers (see Tab. 4.1). By comparing those values for the case of CZT, it is found
that they differ between electrons and holes by several orders of magnitude. Consequently,
holes would be trapped within a very short drift path of far less than 1mm, independently
of the applied bias voltage. Because of this, the expected signal height will depend on the
distance between the primary particle’s interaction and the electrode collecting the amount
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of produced charges. This is why a special signal readout is required to compensate the effect
as discussed in section 4.1.3. It is noteworthy to mention that some of those characteristics,
such as the electron mobility-lifetime product, can be determined via calibration data in
laboratory experiments such as discussed in detail in [Zat14].
For the application of the half-life sensitivity approximation formula given in Eqn. (3.10),
the weighted molar mass of CZT based on the known stoichiometry of the crystal structure
is needed. The resulting values can be found in Tab. 4.2.
Table 4.2: Molar masses of CZT compound elements and their respective stoichiometry factor s in the II-VI
crystal structure. The mass values are based on the isotopic composition of the elements according to [IUP16]
and the atomic masses reported in [AME17]. The uncertainty on the last digit is shown in parentheses.
element s atomic mass [g/mol]
Cd 0.9 112.414(4)
Zn 0.1 65.38(2)
Te 1.0 127.60(3)
CZT - 235.31(4)
Regarding the CZT crystal fabrication, there are ever ongoing improvements of various
production processes to increase the crystal’s quality and size, while continuously raising
the fraction of recyclable material in the initial crystal growth process. These developments
provide excellent prospects for the construction of a future large-scale experiment based on
the results obtained in COBRA’s R&D phase (see e.g. section 4.3.5). While an improved
crystal quality has a direct impact on the expected half-life sensitivity in terms of energy
resolution and full-energy efficiency, which scales with the crystal size, the usage of radiopure
base materials minimizes the amount of intrinsic contaminations. Furthermore, the crystal
growing involves a form of self-purification as only the three compound elements can be
grouped into the typical CZT crystal structure. This is why the contaminants are expected
to concentrate in the so-called spent solvent. The results of a dedicated investigation of the
radiopurity of CZT spent solvent material based on a technique referred to as inductively
coupled plasma - mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is presented in Tab. 4.3.
Table 4.3: CZT impurities as reported by Redlen Technologies [Red20] using ICP-MS on material samples
from a spent solvent. The unit parts per billion (ppb) refers to a mass fraction of 10´9 g per gram sample
mass. All contamination levels are below the experimental detection limit of the applied ICP-MS method.
element concentration in ppb
Pb < 3.0
Th < 0.5
U < 0.5
Pt < 3.0
Ag < 6.0
Co < 2.0
K < 200
The results confirm the excellent radiopurity of CZT, which is one of the key requirements
to construct a low-background experiment with the aim to search for the existence of the
0νββ-decay such as COBRA. The unit parts per billion (ppb) refers to a mass fraction of
10´9 with respect to a foreign element and the entire sample, meaning that 1 ppb translates
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to 10´9 g per gram samples mass. Under certain assumptions it is possible to convert the
concentration of foreign elements in ppb into a specific activity in units of mBq/kg. This is
exemplarily shown in section 8.3.7, where the steps towards a low-energy background model
for the COBRA demonstrator are described.
4.1.2 Crystal fabrication and detector technologies
The main difficulties with CZT are related to the complex fabrication process which involves
a number of critical steps. The primary step is the growth of defect-free, high-resistivity
CZT in form of a boule or ingot. Following steps include typically the slicing and polishing of
the device volume, the application of metal contacts (including photolithographic processes),
the passivation of the surface in order to limit surface leakage currents, and finally the
bonding to external electronics. In the beginning of the COBRA project there was the plan
to develop dedicated growth procedures taking into account the experiment’s needs such as a
high detector yield, especially in the case of isotopic enrichment in future iterations. However,
due to the complexity of the process, this undertaking had to be postponed and commercially
available crystals with marginally adapted lithography designs were investigated instead. The
current aim is to prove the feasibility of the concept in a demonstrator phase.
The crystal growth starts from a melt of the compound elements at about 1000˝C. In
this phase, a complex mixing reaction of the melted elements takes place which is strongly
exothermic. Following this, a number of methods have been successfully employed in the
growth of Cd1´xZnxTe crystals with quite good control of the zinc-to-cadmium ratio x.
Details on the various crystal growing methods can be found in e.g. Ref. [STY`01]. Two of
the most commonly used procedures will be discussed in the following.
High-pressure Bridgman method
The basic Bridgman method involves the movement of a crucible containing the melt of
nearly equal quantities of cadmium and tellurium through a furnace that is designed to
provide a suitable temperature profile. There are different approaches to realize a relative
movement of the crucible and the either vertically or horizontally orientated furnace (see
e.g. Ref. [CCC`97]). The horizontal Bridgman technique offers a potential advantage over
vertical designs as the crystal growth does not need to overcome the gravitational field along
the growth axis. Furthermore, it is also possible that both the furnace and the crucible are
stationary, while the temperature profile is altered by a programmable temperature controller.
Due to the different vapor pressures of the melt components, with cadmium having the
highest, the melt is enriched in tellurium during the crystal growth. The corresponding loss of
cadmium can be partly compensated by the advanced high-pressure Bridgman (HPB) method
using a melt with a small excess of cadmium (see e.g. Ref. [SCS`04]). The excess generates
a high vapor pressure which is stabilized with an additional inert gas such as typically argon
to maintain a constant overpressure. This way, the loss of volatile components is suppressed.
While on the one hand, the HPB procedure requires specialized furnaces that can handle the
high pressure, the elevated pressure reduces the loss of cadmium and the risk of crystal defects
such as tellurium inclusions. Typically, the CZT crystals grow at a rate of 0.1´ 1.0mm/h at
temperatures on the order of 1100˝C. In the post-growth annealing, which helps to resolve
crystal defects such as tellurium inclusions, the temperature is kept between 600´ 850˝C for
about 2´ 3 weeks. In practice, the constituent elements undergo multiple purification steps
and are weighed to stoichiometric proportions prior to the melting in the crucibles. Following
the growth and annealing phase, the raw crystals are gradually brought to room temperature
and ambient pressure.
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Traveling heater method
Another approach that has been developed based on the standard Bridgman technique is
referred to as the traveling heater method (THM) [CAI`08]. Again, the basic principle
involves a relative movement between the crucible and the heater, whereas in THM the
crucible is stationary. Moreover, chlorine doped crystals are grown from a tellurium solution.
The ratio of cadmium to tellurium within the solution determines its melting point. This
allows for lower growing temperatures, that are usually adjusted to the range of 650´700˝C.
Although the low growth temperature limits the growth rate to typically a few millimeters
per day, it is nowadays the standard method to produce high quality crystals and detectors.
One practical issue is also that the failure rate of a furnace is reduced due to the absence of
a high overpressure and the reduced growth temperature.
Detector technologies
Over the past 20 years a small number of CZT detector configurations have proven to be
of particular interest in nuclear spectroscopy and radiation detection. This includes detec-
tor geometries and electrode configurations that function as so-called electron-only devices
[Luk94], detectors that exploit what has become known as the small pixel effect [EBB99], and
devices in which the size of the collecting electrode is adjusted for optimal performance for a
particular mobility-lifetime product [AL97]. Some generic device configurations as discussed
in the review [STY`01] are shown schematically in Fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing for the three most common CZT detector types (adapted from [STY`01]).
Left: simple planar device. Middle: coplanar grid detector (electron-only device). Right: pixelated array for
imaging applications. Based on the scientific application, different external electronics and lithography masks
are used, while the base geometry is typically cuboidal.
In general, each of these CZT detector types is optimized for a specific application. As
CZT is a rather fragile and brittle material, the usual base geometry is cuboidal as it involves
the least mechanical processing steps while the raw surfaces can be finished via different
polishing techniques. The planar detector type is fairly easy to be instrumented and requires
only very simple readout electronics to detect e.g. x-rays. More advanced technologies such as
the coplanar grid approach offer a better energy resolution while it is also possible to detect γ-
rays in the MeV range with high efficiency. Details on this kind of detectors will be discussed
in section 4.1.3 as they are the default devices investigated in the course of the COBRA
experiment. The typical application of pixelated CZT devices are imaging systems, where
the position information is contained in the signals from individual pixels. However, due to
the comparably small source mass of such detector systems in combination with the need
to place the readout electronics very close to the sensitive volume without the opportunity
to apply any shielding in between, pixelated designs are not prioritized for an anticipated
large-scale experiment. Nonetheless, some results regarding the application of this technology
in 0νββ-decay searches can be found in Ref. [GAF`15].
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In each case, lithographic techniques are employed to define the geometry of the metal
electrodes, which are applied to the surface of the semiconductor material. The choice of
metal and the control of the deposition method (e.g. sputtering, evaporation, or electroless
deposition) can affect the quality of the device. Under operating conditions, a typical bulk
voltage on the order of 1000V/cm is applied to collect the charges created in a particle
interaction. The drift of the charges through the detector volume induces a current on
the readout electrodes as will be further elaborated in the next sections. This current is
typically integrated by external electronics resulting in the total charge which is proportional
to the initial energy deposition. By creating a histogram of the pulse-heights recorded in this
manner, an energy spectrum can be constructed. Details on COBRA’s data acquisition and
signal processing will be discussed in section 4.3.3 and 5.1.
4.1.3 Coplanar grid approach
As pointed out in the previous section, CZT detectors require a special readout concept
due to the characteristic properties of the charge carriers (see Tab. 4.1). By taking into
account the requirements of 0νββ-decay experiments, considering the parameters entering the
half-life sensitivity according to Eqn. (3.10), the COBRA collaboration identified monolithic
crystals as the most promising option. An overview of the detector types investigated by the
collaboration is given in section 6.1. In the following, the working principle of the electrode
configurations referred to as simple planar and coplanar grid will be discussed briefly.
In planar detectors, two opposing surfaces act as areal electrodes. Most CZT detectors’
electrode metalization consists of a thin layer of platinum in between the CZT surface and a
gold layer on the outside. The platinum layer ensures a long-term stability of the metalization
and prevents the diffusion of gold atoms into the detector bulk volume. More information on
the characterization of those layers based on COBRA data can be found in section 8.5.2. The
working principle of planar detectors is demonstrated in Fig. 4.2. An external bias, referred
to as bulk voltage (BV), forces a drift of the created charge carriers towards the electrodes.
CZT detectors are operated in resistor mode as they provide an electric resistivity on the
order of GΩ, in contrast to e.g. conventional HPGe detectors that are usually operated as
diodes in the reversed bias mode. The bulk voltage UBV is set to a negative potential on the
cathode side, while the anode side is kept at ground potential. This way, electrons (e´) drift
towards the anode side, respectively holes (h`) to the opposite cathode.
Figure 4.2: Working principle of planar electrode CZT detectors (adapted from [Arl16]). Left: schematic
drawing of the electrode configuration with a planar cathode at UBV and a grounded planar anode. Right:
expected relative signal contributions depending on the depth of interaction. As h` have a poor mobility in
CZT, the depicted signal model is limited to thin detectors where charge trapping can be neglected.
The normalized distance between the anode and cathode surface is referred to as interac-
tion depth and is usually orientated along the z-axis with z “ 0 being the cathode and z “ 1
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the anode surface. The larger the distance between the planar electrodes, the more severe is
the effect of charge trapping, especially for the case of holes. If holes get trapped, their signal
component is drastically decreased, which introduces a depth dependency of the total signal
amplitude. This is why the application of planar CZT detectors is limited to thin devices in
practice. The correlation between the charge carrier’s drift and the induced current signals
will be further elaborated in section 4.1.4 by using the Shockley-Ramo theorem.
In order to overcome the problem of hole trapping, the so-called coplanar grid (CPG)
approach was developed by P. Luke [Luk94]. It involves a special anode electrode design
consisting of two interleaved, comb-shaped electrodes as depicted in Fig. 4.3. One of those
is grounded and acts as the collecting anode (CA) for electrons, while the other is kept at
a small negative potential referred to as grid bias (GB). Consequently, the electrode acts
as a non-collecting anode (NCA). By using this special configuration, the signal amplitude
of the detector relies only on the signal induced by the electrons drifting towards the anode
side. During the drift through the detector bulk, they induce the same charge on the CA
and NCA. Only in the vicinity of the anode, the electrode at the higher potential is expected
to collect the electrons, providing a depth independent information on the initially created
amount of charge. A more detailed explanation of the signal formation process in the context
of the Shockley-Ramo theorem will be presented in the following section.
Figure 4.3: Working principle of CPG-CZT detectors (adapted from [Arl16]). Left: schematic drawing of
the electrode configuration with a planar cathode at UBV, a non-collecting anode at UGB and a grounded
collecting anode. Right: expected relative signal contributions depending on the depth of interaction. The
CPG approach allows to resolve the dependency of the signal strength on the interaction depth by only using
the induced signal of the electrons. This way, the difference signal of CA and NCA only depends on the
induced current in the near-grid region, while it is flat in the detector bulk.
4.1.4 Shockley-Ramo theorem
The Shockley-Ramo theorem allows for the prediction and explanation of the signal shapes
recorded by specific electrode configurations based on classical electrodynamics. While it was
firstly formulated by W. Shockley in 1938 [Sho38], it was independently derived and proven
shortly afterwards by S. Ramo [Ram39]. A review on the application of the theorem in the
context of γ-ray semiconductor detectors can be found in Ref. [He01].
Essentially, it states that the recorded signal on an electrode is the induced charge caused
by the drift of charge carriers through the bulk volume in response to an externally applied
electric potential. Furthermore, it provides a general concept on how to calculate the induced
charge with the help of a so-called weighting potential ϕw. Although the weighting potential
depends on the electrode configuration, it is only a unitless, mathematical tool rather than
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a physical potential. In this sense, it can be interpreted as the normalized potential that
represents the charge induced on an electrode caused by the drift of a test charge.
As an example, it can be assumed that a point charge q moves along a velocity vector
~vp~rq inside a generic detector volume that is surrounded by an arbitrary number of electrodes
with fixed potentials. According to the Shockley-Ramo theorem, the fact that the charge is
moving provides enough information to access the weighting potential, without the need to
calculate the electric forces explicitly. In order to assess ϕw, the electric field Ew that appears
within the detector for the i-th electrode of interest is set to ϕi “ 1, while all the other n
electrodes are kept at ground potential ϕn‰i “ 0. In this way, the induced current on the
electrode i caused by the drift of the charge q for each point ~r can be expressed as
Iip~rq “ q ¨ ~vp~rq ¨ ~Ewp~rq. (4.2)
Similarly, the integrated electrode signal si, providing a measure of the actual charge q,
can be defined by means of an assumed weighting potential ϕw to calculate the net charge
building up while q drifts from ~r1 to ~r2
si “ q ¨ rϕw,ip~r2q ´ ϕw,ip~r1qs (4.3)
“ q ¨∆ϕw,i. (4.4)
The correlation presented in Eqn. (4.4) is the usual compact version of the Shockley-
Ramo theorem [He01]. In the following, this form of the theorem will be derived from basic
electrodynamics following the procedure outlined in Ref. [Zat14] and [EBB99].
The first step is to calculate the induced charge on the electrode i, whereas all other
electrodes are held at ground potential. Because of the presence of the test charge q, a
virtual electrostatic potential ϕ can be defined throughout the detector volume with the
constraint that the potential is zero at all electrodes. Furthermore, this potential has to
satisfy the Laplace equation in Eqn. (4.5) for the charge-free region between the electrodes.
∆ϕ “ 0, with ∆f “ ~∇2f “
3
ÿ
n“1
B2f
Bx2n
. (4.5)
Within a small sphere Sq around the test charge q, the potential ϕq is realized. By
considering this, the relation between the enclosed charge and the potential can be derived
by using Gauss’s divergence theorem in two dimensions as shown in Eqn. (4.6).
¿
Sq
~∇ϕq d2r “ 4π ¨ q (4.6)
In a second step, the charge q is removed, while the potential of the electrode i is raised
to ϕi “ 1. This step indicates the charge collection at this electrode and results in new
potentials on the surface of the former sphere, labeled as ϕ1q, as well as within the detector
of volume V , labeled as ϕ1. By using Green’s theorem, the potentials are connected in the
following way
¿
V
`
ϕ1∆ϕ´ ϕ∆ϕ1
˘
d3r “ ´
¿
Sq
´
ϕ1~∇ϕ´ ϕ~∇ϕ1
¯
d2r. (4.7)
As both potentials ϕ and ϕ1 have to fulfill the Laplace equation given in Eqn. (4.5), the
left side of Eqn. (4.7) is equal to zero. This leaves only the integration over the right-hand
side, which can be separated into the following three parts.
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i) The surface integral over all electrodes except of electrode i. All these terms are zero
due to the initial constraints of ϕ “ ϕ1 “ 0.
ii) The surface integral over the electrode i. The boundary conditions given by ϕn‰j “ 0
and ϕi “ 1 result in a non-zero contribution of the surface integral over the sphere Si
surrounding the electrode i according to
´
¿
Si
~∇ϕi d2r. (4.8)
iii) The surface integrals over the original sphere Sq around the former test charge q
´ϕ1q ¨
¿
Sq
~∇ϕd2r ` ϕq ¨
¿
Sq
~∇ϕ1 d2r. (4.9)
The second term in Eqn. (4.9) turns out to be zero using Gauss’s theorem as there is
no charge enclosed in this integral. The remaining terms can be evaluated by using Gauss’s
theorem to reduce the surface integrals according to Eqn. (4.6). This leads to
0 “ ´
¿
Si
~∇ϕi d2r ´ ϕ1q ¨
¿
Sq
~∇ϕd2r (4.10)
“ 4π ¨Qi ´ 4π ¨ q ¨ ϕ1q. (4.11)
The first term in Eqn. (4.11) contains the induced charge Qi on electrode i. Finally,
Eqn. (4.11) can be rewritten as Qi “ q ¨ ϕ1q, resulting in the known form of the Shockley-
Ramo theorem for a point charge q. For the more general case of a moving charge distribution
ρp~rq, the theorem can be expresses as
Qi “
ż
ρp~rq ¨ ϕw d
3r, (4.12)
taking into account the respective weighting potential ϕw. The induced current measured on
the electrode of interest for the case of the drifting test charge q results from
Ii “
dQi
dt
“ q ¨
dϕ1qp~rq
dt
“ q ¨ ~∇ϕ1q ¨
B~r
Bt
. (4.13)
By defining the weighting field Ew corresponding to ϕw as Ew “ ~∇ϕw and the velocity as
~vp~rq “ B~r
Bt , the initial starting point of Eqn. (4.2) can be recovered. For the case that ~Ew and
~vp~rq point into the same direction, the induced current on electrode i can be expressed as
Ii “ q ¨ vprq ¨ Ewprq (4.14)
“ q ¨ µ ¨ Eprq ¨ Ewprq. (4.15)
In the last step, the velocity has been replaced by vprq “ µ ¨ Eprq, introducing the
material specific mobility µ of the charge carriers. It is noteworthy to mention that the actual
trajectory and velocity of the charge carriers depend on the outer electric field Eprq, while the
weighting field Ewprq just depends on the electrode configuration. Moreover, Ewprq can be
seen as the way the charge movement is coupled to the electrodes. This makes it possible to
derive the weighting potential ϕw for complex electrode designs, like the previously discussed
CPG approach, by using Monte-Carlo methods such as the finite-element technique and
commercial software tools like e.g. COMSOL multiphysics (see section 5.1.1 and 5.3.4).
The application of the Shockley-Ramo theorem in the context of COBRA’s CPG-CZT
event reconstruction will be discussed in section 5.2.
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4.2 CZT as source material for rare decays
According to its naturally occurring isotopic composition, CZT contains several particularly
interesting isotopes of zinc, cadmium and tellurium that are candidates for rare and exotic
nuclear decays. A summary of the nuclides of interest is shown in Tab. 4.4.
Table 4.4: List of nuclides contained in CZT that are known for rare nuclear transitions. The natural
abundances are taken from [IUP16] with the respective uncertainties quoted in parentheses. The Q-values
are either taken from recent Penning trap mass spectrometer measurements or follow from the mass excess
values that are listed in the recent AME database. For the latter case, the uncertainty refers to the combined
standard deviations of the involved database entries according to Eqn. (C.3) of the appendix.
isotope decay mode nat. abund. Q-value [keV]
64Zn β`EC, ECEC 49.17(75)% 1094.9(8) [AME17]
70Zn β´β´ 0.61(10)% 997.2(21) [AME17]
106Cd β`β`, β`EC, ECEC 1.245(22)% 2775.01(56) [SBB`12]
108Cd ECEC 0.888(11)% 272.04(55) [SBB`12]
113Cd β´ (4th-forbidden) 12.227(7)% 323.83(27) [AME17]
114Cd β´β´ 28.754(81)% 544.79(28) [AME17]
116Cd β´β´ 7.512(54)% 2813.50(13) [REE`11]
120Te β`EC, ECEC 0.09(1)% 1714.81(125) [SCS`09]
123Te EC (2nd-forbidden) 0.89(3)% 51.91(7) [AME17]
128Te β´β´ 31.74(8)% 865.87(131) [SCS`09]
130Te β´β´ 34.08(62)% 2526.97(23) [REE`11]
Among the list of potential double beta emitters are five out of only 35 nuclides in na-
ture, which are capable of double beta decays with two electrons in the final state (β´β´).
Furthermore, there are four candidates for double beta decays involving double positron
emission (β`β`), double electron capture (ECEC) and a mixed mode of both (β`EC). An
overview of the different decay modes can be found in section 3.1.1. The most promising of
the ββ-nuclides listed in Tab 4.4 are 116Cd, 130Te and 106Cd in order of importance.
One of the key parameters is the Q-value of the nuclear transitions as it predetermines
not only the expected decay rate, but helps discriminate the sought signal from potential
background events. In fact, the cadmium isotopes 116Cd and 106Cd feature Q-values that
are well above the highest, prominent γ-line (208Tl, Eγ “ 2614.533 keV) originating from
the natural decay chains of uranium and thorium (see also section D.2.1 in the appendix).
Although the Q-value of 130Te is below this, it is still favored due to its comparably high
natural abundance and the fact that its Q-value lies between the 208Tl γ-line and the expected
Compton edge at Eepϑ “ πq “ 2381.8 keV according to Eqn. (1.28) – (1.29). Naturally, the
γ-ray interaction probability is reduced in the Compton valley as only multiple interactions
of the initial high-energy γ-ray, without an photoelectric absorption in the end, or primary
Compton scattering outside the detector can deposit enough energy in this region. The
latest results obtained with the COBRA demonstrator with respect to the five accessible
β´β´ decay modes are discussed in [COB16a] and will be shortly addressed in section 8.7.2.
For the more exotic decay modes involving positron emission, 106Cd is the most interest-
ing and promising one. Its high Q-value allows for all three positron modes to exist, but with
decreasing probability according to the number of involved positrons (see e.g. section 3.1.1).
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Nonetheless, positron annihilation processes provide a unique signature in the detector in-
volving energy depositions in coincidence of several crystals. Such a distinct signature of up
to four annihilation γ-rays in coincidence with the initial β`β` decay, is very unlikely to be
mimicked by any background. Unfortunately, the natural abundance of 106Cd is very low.
Of particular interest is the ordinary, but highly forbidden, single β-decay of 113Cd. De-
spite its low Q-value and long half-life of about 8 ˆ 1015 years, the COBRA project is in
the unique position to contribute to the decay’s investigation without inferring with the aim
to search for the hypothesized 0νββ-decay at typically higher energy scales. Recently, the
investigation of the 113Cd has become one of the most important parts of COBRA’s physics
program as will be pointed out in section 8.3.
4.3 The COBRA demonstrator at LNGS
The Cadmium Zinc Telluride 0-Neutrino Double Beta Research Apparatus (COBRA) is an
experiment aiming to search for the hypothesized 0νββ-decay by using CZT detectors. It
was proposed by K. Zuber in 2001 [Zub01] and involves several stages until today. After
the limitations of surface laboratories with artificial shallow depth overburden were reached,
a request to the LNGS scientific committee was made asking for experimental space in the
underground laboratory. Shortly afterwards, consecutive R&D setups were deployed at the
Italian underground facility starting in 2003 [Mün07]. In 2011, the experiment moved to
its current location in the former housing of the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment [Hei01].
Following this, the construction of the so-called COBRA demonstrator started in Sept.’11
and was finalized in Nov.’13 with its full commissioning.
An overview of the LNGS infrastructure will be given in section 4.3.1, followed by a
description of the COBRA demonstrator and its hardware, the recent upgrade to the extended
demonstrator and possible future steps towards a large-scale experiment.
4.3.1 Overview of the LNGS underground laboratory
The Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) [INF20] is one of the four national labo-
ratories of Italy’s Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN). The surface structures are
located next to the village of Assergi, near the city of L’Aquila, about 120 km to the north-
east of Rome in central Italy. Below an average rock overburden of 1400m, the underground
complex is at one side of the 10 km long highway tunnel between L’Aquila and Teramo which
crosses the Gran Sasso mountain massif as a part of the Abruzzo region. The access to the
underground via the highway is very convenient and a big advantage over the majority of
underground laboratories worldwide. A comparison of existing and proposed facilities, which
will become available in the next few years, indicating their location, available laboratory
volume and natural coverage against cosmic rays, is shown in Fig. 4.4. For further informa-
tion and a detailed description of a compilation of major underground laboratories see the
review articles [Bet12] and [Bet14].
One measure to compare the shielding capabilities against cosmic rays of different under-
ground facilities is the effective depth, which is usually referred to in units of meter of water
equivalent (m.w.e.), taking into account the density of the surrounding rock and coverage.
The average overburden of the LNGS translates to about 3400 m.w.e. and provides a reduc-
tion of the cosmic muon flux by more than one million times. Moreover, the flux of neutrons
in the underground is reduced by three orders of magnitude compared to the surface level.
This reduction is also due to the very small amount of uranium and thorium of the dolomite
calcareous rock of the surrounding mountain.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of underground laboratories around the world (adapted from [Les10]). The spheres
represent the relative volumes of the laboratories’ space and their effective depth. In the near future, proposed
facilities like the Deep Underground Science and Engineering Laboratory (DUSEL) [Nat12] in the U.S. and
the China JinPing underground Laboratory (CJPL) [CKL`17] will surpass the size and depth of the LNGS
and provide promising experimental sites to broaden the field of ultra low-background physics.
A schematic map of the LNGS underground complex is shown in Fig. 4.5. The laboratory
consists of three huge experimental halls (each 100m long, 20m wide and 18m high) and
bypass tunnels resulting in an overall volume of about 180 000m3. As one of the biggest
underground facilities in the world, the LNGS provides a splendidly constructed infrastructure
for low-background experiments in a wide range of science.
Figure 4.5: Schematic map of the LNGS underground complex (adapted from [HBB`11]). A variety of low-
background experiments searching for the existence of the 0νββ-decay, dark matter or neutrino interactions
are located inside the three experimental main halls. Since 2011, the COBRA experiment is located in one of
the connecting tunnels between Hall A and B.
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The list of projects includes world’s leading experiments searching for the 0νββ-decay
such as GERDA (76Ge) [GER18a] and CUORE (130Te) [CUO18] as well as their planned
successors LEGEND [LEG17] and CUPID (82Se) [CUP15]. Running neutrino experiments are
Borexino [Bor19], which is exploring the interior of the Sun by investigating solar neutrinos,
and LVD [LVD15], which is dedicated to the observation of the neutrino signal of a core
collapse supernova within our galaxy. Both experiments are part of the SNEWS initiative
[AFF`04]. Additionally, past experiments like OPERA [OPE18] and ICARUS (LAr TPC)
[ICA15] studied neutrinos from the former CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso (CNGS) beam.
Another strong field of activity at the LNGS is the direct search for dark matter inter-
actions involving the experiments XENON1T (dual-phase xenon TPC) [XEN19a], Darkside
(dual-phase argon TPC) [Dar18] and CRESST (CaWO4 scintillators) [CRE19] as well as a
couple of experiments using sodium iodide (NaI) detectors including COSINUS [COS16] and
SABRE [SAB19]. The latter NaI based experiments aim to crosscheck the long-standing
claim of annual modulations induced by a potential dark matter halo as reported by the
DAMA/LIBRA collaboration [DAM18].
As the majority of the nuclear reactions in stars and other astrophysical environments
proceed at very low energies, thus, with very low cross sections, their study can only be done
with ion beam accelerators underground. One of the world’s leading experiments in the field
of nuclear astrophysics is the LUNA project [LUN18]. It is hosted at the LNGS for more
than two decades and currently in the upgrade phase to LUNA-MV.
Moreover, the LNGS hosts experiments testing fundamental principles like the GINGER
project [GIN17] (terrestrial test of Einstein’s general relativity) or the VIP experiment [VIP17]
(Pauli principle). Since a couple of years there is also an increasing activity in environmen-
tal studies such as ERMES [ERM13] as well as in low-dose radiobiology experiments in the
context of the Cosmic Silence initiative [Cos09] and the FLYINGLOW program [MII`18].
4.3.2 Design of detector array
The present main stage of the COBRA experiment is referred to as the COBRA demonstrator
and consists of an array of 64 CPG-CZT detectors that are arranged in four layers of 4 ˆ 4
crystals. Each crystal has a cuboidal volume of about 1 cm3 and a mass of 5.9 g. All of them
were produced by eV Products (now Kromek) [Kro20] and thoroughly characterized prior
their installation into the LNGS setup (see e.g. chapter 6). Details on the CPG lithography
mask will be discussed in section 6.1. An overview of the experimental infrastructure and the
shielding concept is shown in Fig. 4.6. Recently, the setup has been upgraded to the COBRA
eXtended DEMonstrator (XDEM) stage as reported in section 4.3.4.
In order to prevent the CZT crystals from degrading, e.g. to prevent an increase of the
surface leakage current due to the presence of moisture or dust, they have to be protected
with an encapsulation coating. Moreover, the coating improves the mechanical strength. All
of the demonstrator’s detectors are coated with a clear encapsulation, referred to as Glyptal,
which is known to have a good radiopurity (see section 8.3.7). Although the coating is usually
only a few tens of micrometers thick, while it covers all sides except the planar cathode, it can
contribute significantly to the background level. In previous iterations of the experiment, it
was found that the formerly applied encapsulation lacquer contained intrinsic contaminants
on the order of 1Bq/kg for the long-lived radionuclides 238U, 232Th and 40K. The radiopurity
of the present encapsulation lacquer has been investigated with ICP-MS at the LNGS. The
recent measurements could confirm that the specific activities are much lower, namely on the
order of 1mBq/kg for 238U and 232Th and about 10mBq/kg for 40K (see section 8.3.7).
The detector layers are framed by polyoxymethylene (POM) holders that are installed
in a support structure made of electroformed oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic drawing of the COBRA demonstrator setup at the LNGS (taken from [Hei14]). The
outer layer of 7 cm thick boron-loaded polyethylene serves as a shield against neutrons, followed by a shield
against EMI made of 2mm thick iron sheets. The inner shield consists of an air-tight acrylic box, which is
constantly flushed with evaporated dry nitrogen, and a multi-layered lead castle as a shield against γ-rays.
The inner-most layer is made from ULA lead with a specific 210Pb activity of less than 3Bq/kg. Inside,
the four layers of 4ˆ4 CPG-CZT detectors are housed in the so-called nest made from OFHC copper. The
EMI shield also contains the first stage of the custom-made electronics used for the signal amplification and
transmission to the main electronics that are located outside the shielded detector setup.
POM is a widely used thermoplastic material in industry and also known under the label
Delrin. Moreover, it is know for its good radiopurity and stability. Nonetheless, the detec-
tor layers’ design and material budget were improved in the stage-wise construction of the
demonstrator array as illustrated in Fig. A.3 of the appendix. An illustration of the general
structure of the POM holder and the layer layout is depicted in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Schematic side view of a 4 ˆ 4 CPG-CZT detector holder (adapted from [Raj10]). The beige-
colored parts indicate the four plates that form the POM holder structure. The CPG electrodes are contacted
from the top side via manually glued 50µm thin gold wires using a conductive silver lacquer. Those gold wires
are attached to a flexible PCB Kapton cable, which is used for the signal transmission to the pre-amplifier
stage. The bottom plate acts also as a low-Z shield against the residual radioactivity of the HV cables, whereas
the cable routing and design has been improved over time (see e.g. Fig. A.3 in the appendix). The horizontal
spacing between the CZT crystals is about 4mm and the vertical between the layers is about 12mm.
The electrical contacting of each detector’s CPG electrode is achieved with two 50 µm
thin gold wires – one for the CA and one for the NCA – which are fixed to each of the
electrode’s contact pads with a conductive silver lacquer (referred to as LS200 ). As the
conductive lacquer provides only low mechanical strength, an additional fixation using a
conventional industrial glue is needed to reduce the gold wires’ tension and to ensure the
long-term stability of the wire contacting. The anode signals are connected to a flexible
Kapton printed circuit board (PCB), which is also used to supply the grid bias for each
detector individually. On the opposite side, there is another gold wire contacting the planar
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cathode electrode, connecting each detector to its own high voltage (HV) channel. As the
demonstrator array has been commissioned in stages, each layer has its own PCB signal
readout and routing for the HV cables, which are then connected to the pre-amplifier boxes
outside the lead castle and radon shield. The signal transmission from the pre-amplifier stage
towards the digitization is described in the next section. More information on the electrode
contacting can be found in the PhD thesis of T. Köttig [Köt12].
The inner housing containing the four detector layers is surrounded by 5 cm of electro-
formed OFHC copper, followed by 5 cm of ultra low-activity (ULA) lead (ă 3Bq/kg of 210Pb)
and 15 cm of standard lead. Additionally, the inner part is enclosed in an air-tight sealed
acrylic box, which is constantly flushed with evaporated dry nitrogen to suppress radon-
induced backgrounds. The complete detector setup, including the first stage of the readout
electronics, is enclosed by a construction of iron sheets with a thickness of 2mm, which acts
as a shield against EMI. The last part of the shielding is a layer of 7 cm borated polyethylene
with 2.7wt.-% of boron to effectively suppress the external neutron flux.
Some pictures of the LNGS setup can be found in section A.1 of the appendix. A com-
plete review of COBRA’s data acquisition system and hardware equipment can be found in
Ref. [COB16b] and the PhD thesis of J. Tebrügge [Teb16]. In the following, the key aspects
of the data acquisition (DAQ) system will be summarized.
4.3.3 DAQ and electronics
An overview of COBRA’s DAQ system is shown in Fig. 4.8. In operating mode, each CPG-
CZT detector is supplied with a negative BV on the order of 1 kV and a negative GB of about
40 – 110V. The optimal bias voltages have been determined in the crystal characterization
as will be summarized in section 6.2.1 of the present thesis. A compilation of the optimal
operation settings for the demonstrator array can be found in Tab. E.1 –E.4 in the appendix.
Figure 4.8: Block scheme of COBRA’s DAQ chain (adapted from [Zat14] and [Sch11]). Each detector’s CA
and NCA signals are transmitted and amplified in several stages. Finally, both of them are digitized by an
FADC device (Struck SIS3300 ) with a sampling frequency of 100MHz. The raw data are stored in Root files
and need to be processed to extract information about the recorded events like e.g. the deposited energy. The
COBRA processing tool is referred to as MAnTiCORE and will be discussed in section 5.1.3.
Inside the EMI shield, but outside the lead castle and about 50 cm away from the detector
array, four custom-made pre-amplifier boxes are located (see Fig. 4.6). Each of those is
connected to one of the four detector layers via a flexible PCB readout cable and the respective
single channel HV cables. Furthermore, in between the boxes there are cooling plates through
which a liquid coolant gets circulated. This way, the waste heat produced by the pre-amplifier
stage can be effectively dissipated. Even though the CZT detectors are not cooled directly,
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they are in a thermal equilibrium with the shielding. More information on the pre-amplifier
cooling and its effect on the detector performance will be discussed in section 8.3.3.
Every pre-amplifier box is equipped with 32 charge-sensitive pre-amplifier modules (Cre-
mat CR-110 ) that integrate the current pulses coming from the 16 connected CPG-CZT
detectors. Moreover, the single-ended (SE) detector signals are converted into differential
signals in order to minimize the effect of electronic noise during the transmission. The work-
ing principle of the differential signaling is depicted in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Working principle of differential signaling (adapted from [Zat14] and [Teb11]). At first, an
incoming SE signal gets duplicated and, secondly, inverted using a differential transmitter. For the transmission
towards the differential receiver, preferably twisted wire pairs are used (such as CAT6 Ethernet cables). This
way, electromagnetic disturbances affecting the signals during the transmission are most likely very similar
for the two differential channels. At the receiver, the two signals are subtracted from each other, resulting
again in a SE signal. The advantage is that most of the noise gets very much reduced while the amplitude is
doubled. Even in the case that only one of the differential channels would be affected by noise, an effective
improvement of the signal-to-background ratio can be achieved by using this technique.
The differential signaling of the 128 pre-amplifier channels via twisted wire pairs requires
in total 32 CAT6 Ethernet cables with eight signal channels each. One of those cables trans-
mits the differential CA and NCA signals of two physical detectors. The distance between
the pre-amplifiers and the differential receiver, which also acts as an additional linear signal
amplifier, is about 10m. The reason for such a rather unconventional concept is that the
COBRA experiment is situated on two floors at the LNGS underground laboratory. While
the lower floor hosts the detector setup including the shielding and the corresponding opera-
tion infrastructure, the main DAQ electronics are located in a different cabinet on the upper
floor. This separation became necessary in the stage-wise construction of the demonstra-
tor array as the waste heat production increased with each installed layer and its required
NIM and VME electronics. However, by using the differential signaling there is hardly any
disadvantage regarding the successful long-term operation of the demonstrator.
The differential signaling ends at the custom-made linear amplifier NIM modules, which
act at the same time as the differential receivers and convert the signals back to single-ended.
Each of the 16 modules provides two Ethernet inputs and eight SE outputs, while eight of
them are hosted within a NIM crate. The SE outputs are connected one-to-one via standard
coaxial RG174 LEMO cables to the input channels of 16 Struck SIS3300 fast analog-to-
digital converters (FADCs) covering all 128 detector signals. The linear signal amplification
ensures an optimal usage of the fixed input range of the applied FADCs and can be adapted
depending on the physics application (see e.g. the first part of section 7.4.3). Finally, the
pulse-shapes are digitized using a sampling frequency of 100MHz, a sampling length of 10 µs
and a resolution of 12 bit, which is equal to 4096 FADC channels.
The entire data acquisition system can be accessed via COBRA’s Data-Acquisition and
Control Environment (DAQCorE). This software package is written in Scala, which is a gen-
eral purpose programming language providing support for functional programming, and has
been founded by O. Schulz in the course of his PhD thesis [Sch11]. It allows to run executable
code on a Java virtual machine, even in interactive sessions, and supports the Root software
package developed at CERN [BR97]. DAQCorE takes care of the communication and instan-
tiation of different hardware components. Moreover, it controls the data flow of the FADCs
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by using a VME server protocol including the writing of the Root data structure based on
TTree objects. Those objects contain general run information such as the DAQ settings, the
duration and unix timestamps for each triggered event, as well as the full pulse traces.
In order to validate the functionality of the DAQ chain, a pulse generator (BNC PB-5 )
injects periodically artificial signal into the pre-amplifier stage. This way, the injected pulses
undergo the same signal transmission and amplification as real detector signals. This makes it
possible to identify potential hardware problems on-the-fly. The artificial signals are flagged
by a TTL signal of the pulse generator and provide well-defined synchronization points for an
offline synchronization of the single FADCs, which are usually delayed by several ten seconds
in the initialization of a physics run (see e.g. section 7.1.5).
The full pulse-shape sampling allows for a complex offline analysis and is one of the key
instruments to discriminate signal from background events. More information on the subject
of COBRA’s pulse-shape discrimination can be found in chapter 7. One of those methods
is the reconstruction of the interaction depth making use of the previously discussed depth
dependency of the signal heights due to charge trapping effects. The event reconstruction
and data processing will be discussed in chapter 5.1.
4.3.4 Upgrade to COBRA XDEM
In March 2018, the LNGS setup has been upgraded to the COBRA eXtended DEMonstrator
(XDEM) by adding an additional layer consisting of 3ˆ 3 prototype CZT detectors with an
increased volume of 6 cm3. An overview of the detector technology is given in section 6.1.
The implementation of the XDEM layer into the existing demonstrator setup required
modifications on both the hardware and software level, whereas the Technische Universität
Dresden (TUD) group took care of the manufacturing of the additional shielding components
and detector housing made of ULA lead and OFHC copper. The conception, character-
ization and commissioning of the XDEM setup is well-documented in the PhD thesis of
R. Temminghoff [Tem19]. In preparation of the installation, the necessary additional shield-
ing components were designed in the Master thesis of L. Bodenstein-Dresler [BD18]. Some
illustrations can be found in Fig. 4.10.
All of the depicted parts were manufactured in the workshop of the physics department at
TUD. Special care was taken in the material selection and manufacturing process to prevent
any contamination (e.g. dry machining, minimum storage time on surface level, removal of
all potentially radon-exposed outer surfaces). Moreover, a large sample of the initial 500 kg
OFHC copper block was produced to perform a radiopurity measurement of the raw material
in the Modane underground laboratory LSM [CNR20] (see section 8.3.7). The raw material
has been stored at the Dresden Felsenkeller providing a shielding of about 140 m.w.e. for more
than five years, which reduced the amount of cosmogenic activation products significantly.
Finally, all copper parts were electro-polished providing much cleaner surfaces than available
for the construction of the demonstrator setup at that time.
The first step of the preparation towards COBRA XDEM was to transfer the CZT crystal
characterization routines as developed at TUD to the new prototype detector geometries. The
very first characterization results are reported in the Diploma thesis of K. Rohatsch [Roh16]
and will be briefly summarized in the course of chapter 6. Based on the collaboratively
developed test procedure, all XDEM detectors were characterized by R. Temminghoff [Tem19]
prior to their installation at the LNGS. In all commissioning steps, a more careful detector
handling was ensured to avoid the exposure of the crystals’ surfaces to air and radon, which
was found to be the dominant background for the COBRA demonstrator (see section 8.2).
This included the operation and storage under strict nitrogen atmosphere, starting already
at the manufacture’s side. Moreover, a more reliable contacting scheme was applied to
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the XDEM shielding components using autodesk inventor professional [Aut20].
Top: base assembly of the lead and copper shield highlighting the routing for the calibration tube. The copper
housing containing the POM holder with the new prototype detectors is located in the center of the lead castle
on top of the existing demonstrator setup. Bottom: HV and signal cable feed-through made of lead (left) and
copper (right). The HV and flexible PCB signal cables are separated into a lower and upper signal lane. The
middle picture is an inside view of the copper nest, which consists of five separate parts.
connect the detector electrodes to the flexible PCB readout. The former silver lacquer was
exchanged with a silver-based epoxy that is well suited for low-background applications (see
e.g. [MAJ16]) and referred to as TRA-DUCT 2902 (Tra-Con Inc.). Its mechanical strength
does not require an additional glue as it was the case for the demonstrator’s detectors.
In summary, the overall procedure could be significantly improved by applying a more
careful material selection, an improved handling during the crystal characterization and, last
but not least, the availability of high-quality CZT detectors with additional veto capabilities
(see e.g. section 6.1) and a more reliable contacting scheme. Some impressions of the im-
plementation of the XDEM layer into the LNGS setup can be found in section A.2 of the
appendix. In parallel, there have been efforts to develop a large-scale concept as will be
briefly summarized in the next section.
4.3.5 Proposal for large-scale experiment
The ultimate goal of the COBRA collaboration is to prove the feasibility of a large-scale
experiment based on CZT detectors. According to the relation between the predicted half-
life T 0ν1{2 and the effective Majorana neutrino mass mββ in Eqn. (3.6), a sensitivity on the
order of T̃ 0ν1{2 „ 2 ˆ 10
26 yr is required to explore the top of the inverted mass ordering at
mββ “ 50meV using the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd. Based on the sensitivity approximation given
in Eqn. (3.10), the required source mass, background level and other experimental parameters
can be estimated such as shown in Fig. 4.11 for several scenarios.
A design proposal for a potential King-COBRA experiment can be found in Fig. 4.12. The
development of a Monte-Carlo based optimized shielding and background estimate can be
found in the PhD thesis of N. Heidrich [Hei14]. The proposal makes use of the detector layer
concept of the demonstrator array. Each layer of the design consists of eight so-called detector
module carriers (DMCs), whereas each DMC consists of eight detector modules (DMs) based
on the 3ˆ3 crystal design of the XDEM layer. Because of the large number of required readout
channels, an upgrade of the complete DAQ system is necessary. However, a first R&D project
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Figure 4.11: Projected half-life sensitivity of a large-scale COBRA experiment. The three studied scenarios
are rather independent from the actual design and correspond to an up-scaled version of the demonstrator
array (dotted green), the current XDEM approach (solid blue) and the same approach but assuming a more
efficient background discrimination (dashed red). In each case, a background index of 10´3 cts/(kg keVyr) has
been assumed. The efficiency values are derived in section 8.7 of the analysis part of the present thesis.
in the context of the XDEM upgrade had to be postponed because of unresolvable technical
issues with the documentation of the already purchased ASIC and FPGA system (see e.g.
[Tem19]). Each DMC is connected to an ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit), which
would need to provide at least 9 ¨ 9 ¨ 8 “ 648 readout channels to record the data of the 72
detectors per DMC using the currently favored electrode design. The design is referred to as
quad coplanar-grid (qCPG) with an instrumented guard-ring electrode and will be discussed
in section 6.1. For the proposed design of 20 layers, a total number of 11 520 crystals would
be needed. There are a lot of open questions regarding the construction and commissioning
of such an experiment that need to be addressed thoroughly in future studies.
Figure 4.12: Design proposal for a potential King-COBRA large-scale experiment (based on [Raj13] and
[Hei14]). Left: schematic detector layer consisting of eight DMCs. Each DMC supports eight DMs and is
assumed to be readout via an ASIC module. Right: concept drawing of a DM based on the XDEM prototype
layer. Each DM is equipped with 3 ˆ 3 qCPG-CZT detectors. In a first iteration, a large-scale array would
consist of 20 layers corresponding to 11 520 crystals with a total mass of about 415 kg and a volume of roughly
1m3. By assuming an enrichment of 90% in 116Cd, this corresponds to an isotopic mass of about 180 kg.
Chapter 5
Data processing and Monte-Carlo
simulation tools
The evaluation of COBRA’s pulse-shape data involves elaborate software tools and processing
routines, which will be introduced in the following chapter. As most of the tools are subject to
rather frequent changes, introducing new features and improvements for the present routines,
the overview given in the course of this chapter should be seen as a snapshot of the current
status. The aim of COBRA’s software development is to provide multi-purpose tools that
allow for the data evaluation of small-scale laboratory setups, involving usually only a single
or up to a few detectors, and the full COBRA demonstrator. Recently, the support of the
new detector types applied in the XDEM setup at the LNGS has been implemented.
In the first part of this chapter, the basics of the signal processing will be discussed.
This includes a review of the Shockley-Ramo theorem in the context of the signal forming
process in CPG-CZT detectors as applied in the COBRA demonstrator and the involved
weighting potentials. Furthermore, the general concept of the data processing starting at the
pulse-shape level and the related software tools will be presented.
The second part is dedicated to the actual reconstruction methods. This part includes a
review on the zeroth-order reconstruction of the deposited energy and interaction depth, as
well as the incorporation of electron trapping corrections for both of those quantities. This
summary is also meant as an introduction for the analytic derivation of a novel approach to
assess the trapping effect for holes based on long-term laboratory measurements as will be
further elaborated in section 7.4. Finally, an overview of COBRA’s Monte-Carlo simulation
framework, which is based on Geant4, and some of the related packages will be given.
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5.1 Basics of signal processing
The signal processing refers to the task of evaluating the recorded pulse-shapes and is the very
first step of any advanced data analysis. It involves multiple steps as will be summarized in the
following. The first part of this section introduces the weighting potentials as derived from the
Shockley-Ramo theorem for COBRA’s default coplanar grid electrode design which is used for
the 1 cm3 detectors of the demonstrator array. Following this, the standard procedures of the
weighting factor optimization and the so-called gain-balancing correction will be discussed.
Finally, an overview of the data processing procedure itself and the respective software tools
developed by the COBRA collaboration is given in section 5.1.3.
5.1.1 Weighting potentials in CPG-CZT detectors
As has been discussed in the general context of the signal forming process based on the
Shockley-Ramo theorem in section 4.1.4, the weighting potential ϕw depends only on a given
electrode configuration. A schematic drawing of the CPG-CZT detector design applied for
the COBRA demonstrator array is depicted in Fig. 5.1. The electrode design consists of a
planar cathode at a negative BV on the order of 1 kV and two interleaved anode grids held
at slightly different potentials with respect to the ground potential. The distance between
the cathode and anode side is referred to as the normalized interaction depth. However, the
reconstructed depth z defines the cathode side as z “ 1 and the anode side as z “ 0, in
contrast to the terminology introduced before in section 4.1.3. In the far-grid region, the BV
potential forces the charge carriers (e´ and h`) to drift, while the holes are trapped in less
than one millimeter, which introduces a depth dependency of the induced charge signal on
the electrodes. In order to overcome this problem, the CPG design was found as discussed
previously. It acts as a virtual steering grid for the charge carriers, while the induced charge
on the CA and NCA is the same for the charge drift through the bulk of the detector volume.
Consequently, the difference signal of CA and NCA is insensitive to the bulk drift. Only in
the near-grid region, the effect of the applied GB results in a collection of the electrons at
the CA, which leads to a sharp rise of the difference signal as depicted in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 5.1: Schematic electrode layout of the CPG-CZT detectors deployed in the COBRA demonstrator
(adapted from [Zat14]). The anode side at the top is equipped with a CPG electrode consisting of two
interleaved grids that are held at slightly different potentials. This way, electrons drifting in the bulk potential
between the anode and the planar cathode electrode get collected at the anode held at the higher potential
referred to as collecting anode (CA), while the second grid acts as a non-collecting anode (NCA). The
normalized distance between the anode and the cathode is referred to as the interaction depth.
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While the previous illustration in Fig. 4.3 only includes the projection of ϕwpzq for one
pair of anode rails, the weighting potential is a complex three-dimensional object that can
only by assessed by numerical methods. A more elaborated representation of the weighting
potentials is depicted in Fig. 5.2, making use of COBRA’s terminology for the orientation of
the interaction depth. Those potentials are the results of field line calculations using the com-
mercial COMSOL multiphysics package. An overview is given in section 5.3.4. The respective
ϕwpy, zq in Fig. 5.2 follow as the projection of a plane that is orientated perpendicularly to
the grids through the center of a CPG-CZT detector at x “ 0.5 (see e.g. Fig. 5.1).
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the projected weighting potentials for the raw signals of the CA (red) and NCA
(blue) and the corresponding difference signal (green) in the bulk region of a CPG-CZT detector (updated
version of [Zat14]). As the induced charge signal measured by an electrode is proportional to the weighting
potential as stated by the Shockley-Ramo theorem in Eqn. (4.4), the amplitudes of the raw signals depend on
the origin of the charge cloud with respect to the z coordinate. By subtracting the CA from the NCA potential,
a flat uniform difference weighting potential is achieved. In this case, the induced charge is proportional to
the amount of created charges in a particle interaction, thus, the actually deposited energy.
The two-dimensional representations of the weighting potentials confirm the general fea-
tures such as the rising slope of the CA and NCA from ϕwpz “ 1q “ 0 to ϕwpz “ 0q “ 1{2
and the resulting flat distribution of the difference signal’s potential. At most positions in the
bulk region of the detector, the weighting potentials of the CA and NCA are nearly equal.
According to the prediction of the Shockley-Ramo theorem, they approach ϕwpCAq “ 1 and
ϕwpNCAq “ 0 at z “ 0 for the position of a CA rail and vice versa for the position of a NCA
rail. The same pattern in the near-grid region is observed for the difference signal, which
causes some distortions in the event reconstruction for this region. A detailed discussion of the
effect and its implication for the efficiency of the reconstruction is presented in section 7.1.2.
Moreover, the imprints of the distortions for interactions close to the surfaces can be used
to discriminate surface and central events by means of the respective pulse-shapes. This
subject will be covered in section 7.1 summarizing the pulse-shape discrimination techniques
developed in the course of the COBRA experiment.
In reality, the weighting potentials are not realized perfectly due to small variations of
the applied lithography masks and imperfections of the underlying crystal structure. This
includes microscopic defects such as tellurium inclusions, which act as trapping zones for
electrons and holes. While holes are trapped anyhow, the trapping of electrons affects the
signal reconstruction and the achievable energy resolution significantly. However, it can be
compensated by introducing a so-called weighting factor as discussed in the following section.
5.1.2 Weighting factor optimization and gain-balancing
The standard procedure to optimize the weighting factor w is documented in [Zat14] and
will be briefly reviewed in the following. It is based on the so-called differential-gain method
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introduced by P. Luke to address the effect of electron trapping and provide a measure to
account for it analytically [LE96]. The optimization of the weighting factor belongs to the
pre-processing of COBRA data and provides important input parameters for the processing
tools, which are usually extracted from dedicated calibration measurements.
The idea is to optimized the energy resolution as one of the parameters entering the
half-life sensitivity approximation by modifying the simple difference signal to
Diffris “ CAris ´ w ¨NCAris (5.1)
for each of the sample indices i P r0, 1023s. However, the optimal value of w needs either to
be already known to perform the processing of the raw data or needs to be assumed to find
the optimum value in an iterative way. As the iterative processing is rather slow, especially
in the light of a full calibration of the COBRA demonstrator with up to 64 detectors, the
optimization involves quantities that are already accessible after a single processing run with
e.g. default parameters (see also section 5.1.3). Instead of constructing the actual difference
signal for every event based on the 1024 samples of the CA and NCA pulses, Eqn. (5.1) can
be modified to
PHpDiffq “ PHpCAq ´ w ¨ PHpNCAq (5.2)
using the pulse-heights (PHs) of the corresponding signals. The determination of the PHs is
described in section 5.2.1. This simplification makes it possible to assume different values of
w without the need to perform the time consuming processing step for each of those values.
The next step is to construct a histogram of the PHs for the virtual difference signal in
Eqn. (5.2) for each of the assumed weighting factors. An example of a laboratory measurement
with a single CPG-CZT detector using a 137Cs calibration source is shown in Fig. 5.3. The
radionuclide 137Cs provides a single prominent de-excitation γ-ray of Eγ “ 661.7 keV [NDS20].
In order to assess the energy resolution of the observed γ-line, a modified Gaussian fit as
introduced in Eqn. (5.7) of section 5.2.2 is applied. The resulting fit parameters can be used
to determine the FWHM of the full-energy peak for each assumed value of w.
Finally, the correlation of FWHM and w can be approximated with an empirical polyno-
mial function. It is found that the correlation can be well described with a parabola, whereas
the optimum value of the weighting factor is found at the minimum of the analytic FWHMpwq
expression such as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Impressions of the weighting factor optimization using laboratory data of a single CPG-CZT
detector for a calibration with 137Cs (taken from [Zat14]). Left: example energy spectra for different assumed
weighting factors. For both too high or too low values of w, the achievable energy resolution in terms of
FWHM is worsened significantly. In the present example, the optimized value results in a relative FWHM of
1.9% at 661.7 keV, whereas the other cases lead to about 4.7%. Right: Example of the FWHMpwq correlation
for different applied bias voltages. The optimal w is determined via a parabola fit around the minimum.
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As the weighting factor is expected to depend on the applied bias voltages, especially the
BV, the optimum value has to be determined for each detector and bias setting separately.
This circumstance is one of the main challenges in the CZT crystal characterization as dis-
cussed in section 6.2.1. The higher the applied BV, the less dominant should the electron
trapping appear as the electron mobility increases with the bulk voltage as well. This is why
the weighting factor is expected to increase towards unity for sufficiently high values of the
applied BV. However in practice, the applicable BV is limited by the occurrence of leakage
currents, which worsen the energy resolution again (see e.g. section 6.2.1).
The same procedure as outline above is part of the calibration of the LNGS detector
array and used to monitor the detectors’ stability. More information on this subject can be
found in section 8.1.2. At this point it should be mentioned that there are also alternative
procedures to perform the weighting factor optimization such as described in the Diploma
thesis of T. Wester [Wes12] (step-wise approximation of the CA-versus-NCA full-energy peak)
and the PhD thesis of R. Temminghoff [Tem19] (adapted procedure for the working point
determination of qCPG-CZT detectors). However, the present method was found to be
the most robust for the evaluation of the demonstrator’s physics data. Moreover, there
are alternative event reconstruction approaches other than the differential-gain method just
discussed. For an overview see e.g. the Master thesis of J.-H. Arling [Arl16].
One particular correction to the above procedure is required because of the design of
COBRA’s DAQ system. While all signals are amplified by essentially the same hardware,
the different components are subject to variations, e.g. due to the manufacturing process and
the manufacturer’s specifications. In case of the energy reconstruction via the differential-gain
method, the differences are already absorbed in the weighting factor. However, a potential
imbalance of the amplification of the paired CA and NCA signals would affect the recon-
struction of the interaction depth (see section 5.2.3). In order to achieve an independent
gain-balancing, an additional parameter gb is introduced to correct the NCA’s amplification
with respect to the CA signal. The currently best option to determine this correction factor
is based on the ratio of the initial slopes of the CA and NCA signals (see e.g. Fig. 7.1) under
certain selection criteria. Alternatively, there have been efforts to use the periodically injected
signals of the pulse generator for this matter. However, there are a couple of challenges that
could not be resolved. This includes the rather unknown stability of the pulse generator,
the necessary splitting of the initial signal in order to distribute it to all 128 pre-amplifier
channels and the different thermal environments regarding the location of the detector array
on the lower floor and the pulse generator in the cabinet of the DAQ electronics.
All of the above can be avoided by utilizing the actual detector signals such as described
in detail in [Zat14]. Because of the gain-balancing being independent of the optimization of
the energy resolution, while gb appears as an additional parameter in the construction of the
difference pulse, the optimized weighting factor in Eqn. (5.1) and (5.2) can be replaced by
w “ gb ¨wg. This way, the gain-balancing correction only alters the value of w to wg without
interfering with the independently optimized energy reconstruction.
5.1.3 Processing tools
The full pulse-shape sampling applied by COBRA allows for a complex offline analysis and
reconstruction. However, the raw data need to be processed in order to access the derived
quantities such as the interaction depth and deposited energy. For this purpose, there were
several software tools developed by the COBRA collaboration. The main project is referred
to as the Multiple-Analysis Toolkit for the COBRA Experiment (MAnTiCORE) and acts
as the interface between the raw data at the pulse-shape level and the so-called processed
data containing derived information about the recorded events. MAnTiCORE is based on
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the analysis framework Root and thus written in C++. Like the DAQ software DAQCorE,
it makes use of STL vectors, providing an effective way to organize multi-detector events.
Fig. 5.4 illustrates schematically the data flow and processing steps realized by MAnTiCORE.
Figure 5.4: Block scheme of the signal processing with MAnTiCORE (adapted from [Zat14] and [Sch11]).
After the pre-processing steps dithering (default) and deconvolution (optional), there are two possible ways to
obtain the weighted difference signal from the raw CA and NCA signals. The red path applies a moving window
average (MWA) to determine the pulse-height of the difference signal directly, but requires the optimized value
of the weighting factor w. The pulse-height is taken as the maximum returned by the MWA and found to be
robust against noise. The green path is based on a simpler reconstruction using the amplitudes of the CA and
NCA signals, but makes it possible to determine the weighting factor as described in section 5.1.2.
The first step in the processing chain is a correction of quantization errors, which is
referred to as dithering and involves the adding of triangular noise to both signals. In an
optional step, a deconvolution of the pulse-shapes can be performed to correct the exponential
decay of the charge signal over the RC element of the DAQ. However, the deconvolution
requires additional input parameters such as the decay constant, which usually differs between
the single channels. Regarding the actual pulse-heights, especially of the weighted difference
signal PH(Diff), there are two different methods implemented into MAnTiCORE. The first
makes use of a fixed window approach, which is the same method as used for the quantities
PH(CA) and PH(NCA) appearing in Eqn. (5.2). The second, more advanced method is based
on a moving window average (MWA), but requires the optimized weighting factor in order to
reach its full potential in terms of achievable energy resolution. Some details of both methods
will be discussed in section 5.2.1. An introduction into how to provide MAnTiCORE with the
required configuration and calibration parameters to process a set of raw data can be found
in [Zat14]. Some of MAnTiCORE’s original routines have been outsourced into more general
software packages, namely FROASt (Functional ROOT-oriented Analysis and Settings) and
SigProCxx (Signal Processing Classes for C++), which are both maintained by a former
collaboration member (O. Schulz, MPI Munich, formerly TU Dortmund).
More recently, an additional module has been added to MAnTiCORE with the aim to
synchronize the unix timestamps provided by the 16 FADCs and their internal clocks. As
the clock speed differs slightly between the single devices, a noticeable drift over time can
be observed. More information on this subject can be found in section 7.1.5. The out-
put of MAnTiCORE, especially the number of output variables, can be customized by user
commands in order to adapt and limit the output of meta data for certain analysis tasks.
The maintenance and improvement of MAnTiCORE is a collaborative effort and an ever
ongoing process. Usually, all software projects of the COBRA collaboration are maintained
via the free and open source distributed version control system git [Git20a]. The main
repositories were hosted centrally at TU Dortmund, but recently the policy has changed and
more and more projects are moved to the online platform GitHub [Git20b]. GitHub provides
the functionality to share the source code between the collaborating institutes without the
need of local computing accounts of external members. Furthermore, role models such as
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administrator, contributor or user can easily by assigned by granting the according access
rights. Moreover, it is possible to define teams for certain tasks and discuss changes directly
online before pushing them into the main repository.
In addition to the actual processing programs, there a couple of specialized tools developed
in the course of the present thesis. One of those is a standalone pulse-viewer that allows for the
visualization of the raw data in a user-friendly and standardized way (see e.g. Fig. 7.7 – 7.9
and Fig. 7.25 in chapter 7). Moreover, all necessary processing steps for the evaluation of a
LNGS calibration run, requiring the determination of the parameters listed in Tab. 8.1 for
each detector, were combined in a collection of several macro routines. In the following, the
basics of the event reconstruction will be summarized.
5.2 Event reconstruction
The event reconstruction of CPG-CZT detectors is closely related to the Shockley-Ramo
theorem as derived in section 4.1.4. Referring to Fig. 5.2, the subtraction of the raw signals
results in a very uniform weighting potential, which is almost independent of the interaction
depth. By using the Shockley-Ramo theorem, the final amplitudes of the two anode charge
signals caused by the electrons’ drift in an ideal model case can be expressed as
QCA “
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ pz0 ` 1q, (5.3)
QNCA “
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ pz0 ´ 1q. (5.4)
The initial amount of charge produced in ionization processes induced by incoming radi-
ation is indicated as q0, while z0 represents the zeroth-order reconstruction of the interaction
depth. By subtracting the raw signals in Eqn. (5.3) –Eqn. (5.4) from each other, the induced
charge of the difference signal is obtained.
QDiff “ QCA ´QNCA “ q0 „ E (5.5)
It is found that the difference signal yields the initially created amount of charge and
therefore, by performing an energy calibration, the deposited energy E. It should be noted
that the actual amplitude of the NCA signal is expected to be almost always close to zero or
negative as the electrons are forced to drift to the nearest CA rail in the near-grid region, thus,
away from the NCA rails. Details about the calibration procedure, involving radionuclides
with well-known γ-lines, will be discussed in section 5.2.2 and related sections. Moreover,
the achievable energy resolution can be improved by introducing a weighting factor w as
discussed before in section 5.1.2.
The zeroth-order interaction depth z0 can be expressed as the ratio of the amplitude of
the reconstructed cathode signal, which scales as QCath „ z0 ¨ E, and QDiff. By assuming
charge conservation, the cathode signal can be derived as the sum of the CA and NCA signals
(see e.g. Fig. 4.3 in section 4.1.3). This leads to the following expression
z0 “
QCath
QDiff
“
QCA `QNCA
QCA ´QNCA
. (5.6)
In Ref. [FDG`13], a subgroup of the COBRA collaboration published an analytic model
of the event reconstruction incorporating a correction of electron trapping effects. The impact
on the interaction depth will be briefly reviewed in section 5.2.3. In practice, the basis of
COBRA’s event reconstruction relies on the determination of the pulse-heights of the raw
signals using MAnTiCORE as presented in the next section.
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5.2.1 Pulse-height determination
As highlighted in Fig. 5.4, there are two options to determine the pulse-height using COBRA’s
processing tool. The first method, referred to as the fixed window approach, determines a
simple sample average for a fixed window size of nw “ 128 for the first and last samples of a
given pulse. The position of those sample averages are referred to as the pre- and post-baseline
with respect to the trigger point, which is usually set to Diff[i=640], while i P r0, 1023s, in
the configuration of DAQCorE (see also the example in Fig. 7.1).
Both baseline regions are also used to determine characteristic properties such as the root
mean square (RMS) for the application of COBRA’s data-cleaning cuts (see section 7.1.1).
Finally, the corresponding pulse-height follows as the difference of the sample averages of the
post- and pre-baseline levels. This method is used to determine the quantities PH(CA) and
PH(NCA) in Eqn. (5.2), which are used in the optimization of the weighting factor based on
the virtual difference signal’s amplitude.
The second and more advanced approach highlighted in Fig. 5.4 makes use of a moving
window average (MWA) using two windows of nw “ 256 samples that are separated by a
gap comprising the same number of samples. For each sample of the actual difference pulse
according to Eqn. (5.1), the difference between both of the MWA windows is calculated,
whereas the maximum difference yields the weighted pulse-height PH(Diff). The application
of the MWA method improves the achievable energy resolution by about 20%, due to the
fact that the respective sample averages are closer to the signal rise than in the previous
case. This way, the effect of the exponential signal decay is very much reduced, while the
MWA method is found to be also very robust against noise. Moreover, the actual weighted
difference signal is expected to be much cleaner than the raw CA and NCA signals due to
the cancellation of in-phase baseline fluctuations in the subtraction process.
5.2.2 Energy calibration
The first step of an energy calibration involving COBRA data is the optimization of the
weighting factor according to section 5.1.2. This is usually achieved by using suitable ra-
dionuclides with prominent γ-lines close to the respective region of interest. In the course of
the present thesis, a standardized way to approximate γ-lines for various kind of analyses has
been developed and optimized. Its key feature is a universal fit model involving a modified
Gaussian function and a polynomial description of the usually present Compton background.
fpxq “ A ¨ e
´ 12
´
x´µ
σLR
¯2
` a ¨ x` b, with σL,R “
#
σL for x ă µ,
σR for x ą µ.
(5.7)
The first term in Eqn. (5.7) describes a two-sided Gaussian including a normalization
factor A, the mean of the distribution µ and the standard deviation σLR with two separate
values depending on the mean µ. With this parametrization, a tailing towards lower values
can be modeled very accurately without requiring an arbitrary number of additional param-
eters. The Compton background in the peak region is assumed to be linear, expressed by
the fit parameters a and b, which is in most cases a valid approximation. An impression of
the linearity between the determined peak positions in FADC units using Eqn. (5.7) and the
tabulated γ-ray energies is presented in Fig. 8.1 of section 8.1.2.
Another quantity that can be derived from the Gaussian approximation is the energy
resolution, which is usually quoted in terms of
FWHM “ 2
?
2 ln 2 ¨ σ « 2.3548σ, (5.8)
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using σ “ 12pσL ` σRq as an average of the resulting fit parameters. A typical example for
the energy dependence of the resolution FWHMpEq is depicted in Fig. 8.19 of section 8.3.4.
The usage of the modified two-sided Gaussian was firstly proposed in the Diploma thesis
of T. Wester [Wes12]. In Ref. [Zat14], it was successfully implemented into the weighting
factor optimization routine as described in section 5.1.2. Based on the observed robustness
and reliability of the obtained results, Eqn. (5.7) became the default fit model for most
of the data evaluation steps involving γ-ray calibration data of the COBRA demonstrator
array. Furthermore, the developed procedure includes an automatized fit range optimization
based on the χ2 of the two-sided Gaussian. It is applied in the energy calibration of all
laboratory measurements presented in this thesis, as well as for the regular calibration of the
COBRA demonstrator (see section 8.1.2) and the optimization of pulse-shape discrimination
techniques (see section 7.2.3). For the latter case, a short summary of alternative fit models,
which were investigated in the Master thesis of J. Küttler [Küt19], will be presented.
5.2.3 Trapping correction of interaction depth
As has been mentioned in the introduction to this section, a subgroup of the collaboration
developed an analytic model for the CPG-CZT event reconstruction taking into account the
effect of electron trapping for both the energy and the interaction depth (see Ref. [FDG`13]).
While in the case of the energy reconstruction, a linear correction factor could be introduced
to account of the trapping and to improve the achievable energy resolution (see section 5.1.2),
the electron trapping correction of the interaction depth is more complex.
As a starting point, a mean trapping length λ for the electrons’ drift through the detector
can be introduced. Consequently, the reduced charge q after a drift distance d with respect
to the initial charge q0 can be expressed as
q “ q0 ¨ e
´λ
d . (5.9)
Because of the dependence on d, the expected anode signal’s amplitudes have to be
calculated with an integral form of the Shockley-Ramo theorem. The respective integration
can be split into two parts assuming an ideal weighting potential as explained in the following.
The first part of the electron drift is through the uniform bulk of the weighting potential with
a slope of dϕwdz “ ´
1
2 for CA and NCA (see e.g. Fig. 5.2). The corresponding integral using
Eqn. (5.9) results in
sq1 “
ż z0
0
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ e
´pz0´zq{λ dz (5.10)
“
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ λ ¨
´
1´ e´z0{λ
¯
. (5.11)
This result is valid for both the CA and NCA. In the second part of the drift, the abrupt
change of the ideal potential ϕw at the position of the anodes needs to be taken into account.
∆ϕwpz “ 0q “
#
`1{2 for CA,
´1{2 for NCA.
(5.12)
This leads to the following terms after the integration
sq2pCAq “ `
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ e
´z0{λ, (5.13)
sq2pNCAq “ ´
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ e
´z0{λ. (5.14)
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The combination of both drift parts results in Eqn. (5.15) – (5.16).
sqpCAq “
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨
”
λ ¨
´
1´ e´z0{λ
¯
` e´z0{λ
ı
λÑ8
ÝÑ
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ pz0 ` 1q, (5.15)
sqpNCAq “
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨
”
λ ¨
´
1´ e´z0{λ
¯
´ e´z0{λ
ı
λÑ8
ÝÑ
1
2 ¨ q0 ¨ pz0 ´ 1q. (5.16)
In the limit of λÑ8, indicating the absence of electron trapping, the exponential terms
can be approximated in a Taylor series using e´z0{λ « 1 ´ z0λ . This results in the former
zeroth-order formulas Eqn. (5.3) – (5.4) as stated in the introduction to section 5.2. As in the
zeroth-order case, the position dependency can be removed by a linear combination of the
full expressions. In the present case, the exponential terms can be absorbed in a combination
of the following form (see Ref. [FDG`13])
sqpCAq ´
ˆ
λ´ 1
λ` 1
˙
¨ sqpNCAq “
λ
λ` 1 ¨ q0 „ E. (5.17)
The constant factor on the right-hand side of Eqn. (5.17) will be absorbed in the energy
calibration. By comparing the previous result for the weighted difference signal given in
Eqn. (5.1) with the trapping corrected formula, the following relation between the empirically
introduced weighting factor w and the mean trapping length λ can be derived
λ “
w ` 1
w ´ 1 . (5.18)
Furthermore, the zeroth-order interaction depth according to Eqn. (5.6) can be modified
by using the results derived in Eqn. (5.15) – (5.16). This leads to the following expressions
for the sum and difference of the anode signals
sqpCAq ` sqpNCAq “ q0 ¨ λ ¨
´
1´ e´z0{λ
¯
, (5.19)
sqpCAq ´ sqpNCAq “ q0 ¨ e´z0{λ. (5.20)
Finally, the initial charge q0 in Eqn. (5.19) can be eliminated by converting Eqn. (5.20)
accordingly. Finally, the result can be resolved for the interaction depth leading to
ztc “ λ ¨ ln
ˆ
1` 1
λ
¨
QCA `QNCA
QCA ´QNCA
˙
. (5.21)
This is the trapping corrected version of the reconstructed interaction depth, whereas
the default depth will be referred to as z ” ztc in all following sections. It should be noted
that Eqn. (5.21) follows the original notation with sqpCA{NCAq “ QCA/NCA and that the
zeroth-order formula can be derived in the limit of large λ, which would indicate a negligible
electron trapping as discussed before. Regarding the event reconstruction with MAnTiCORE,
the parameter λ in Eqn. (5.21) can be expressed with the help of Eqn. (5.18) using the same
weighting factor as introduced in the context of the energy reconstruction.
Based on the presently discussed procedure to account for electron trapping, a similar
approach will be introduced in section 7.4.4 for the trapping of holes. This novel approach
makes use of dedicated long-term laboratory measurements and the present cosmic muon flux
at sea level. Moreover, the effect will be evaluated for three different CZT detector types
that are under investigation by the COBRA collaboration.
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5.2.4 Threshold definition
In order to discriminate between physical signals and e.g. thermal noise at low energies, a
so-called threshold energy Eth needs to be defined. In practice, the value of Eth depends on
the trigger mode of the DAQ system and the chosen trigger settings. The trigger condition
is optimized based on the typical decay rate that is encountered in a certain application and
the scientific questioning – e.g. laboratory experiment, calibration measurement or physics
data-taking at the LNGS. For the latter case, the trigger rate is optimized based on the
intrinsic β-decay of 113Cd, which dominates the low-energy range (see section 8.3).
In the light of the analytic reconstruction model discussed in the previous section, the
minimum energy Emin that can be recorded by the readout electronics for a fixed trigger
setting will depend on the interaction depth. The effect of the depth-dependent trigger
is depicted in Fig. 5.5 for the example of a laboratory measurement using a single CPG-
CZT detector and the radionuclide 137Cs with Eγ “ 661.7 keV. In the respective plot, the
reconstructed interaction depth versus the corresponding energy of an interaction is shown,
with the observed number of counts encoded in color.
Figure 5.5: Characteristics of the analytic event reconstruction for CPG-CZT detectors. The non-uniformity
of the low-energy threshold is an artifact of the applied trigger mode based on the CA signal. Above 100 keV,
the Compton continuum of the 137Cs de-excitation γ-line – up to the Compton edge at 477.4 keV – can be seen.
As expected for the applied homogeneous irradiation of the detector volume, a uniform depth distribution is
achieved in this energy range. While the same can be reported for most of the area covered by the full-energy
peak, there are characteristic distortions near the position of the electrodes. For the cathode at z “ 1, there
is a small kink due to the collection of holes. On the opposite side, the distortions of the weighting potentials
in the near-grid region result in a worsened energy resolution. Both areas are usually discarded by a cut
on the interaction depth as discussed in section 7.1.2. Events that appear at z ą 1 in the Compton region
are typically caused by the charge-sharing effect. In those cases, the GB potential is not able to collect all
the electrons at the CA, leading to a subdominant collection of electrons at a NCA rail. This leads to an
overestimation of the interaction depth caused by an underestimation of the deposited energy.
The depth dependency can be resolved by choosing Eth as the minimum energy, for which
the full z-range is sensitive. Depending on the actual trigger mode – dual versus single anode
trigger – the following definitions are applied in the signal processing
Eth “
#
1.05 ¨ pc0 ` c1 ¨ PHpDiffqq for CA/NCA trigger,
c0 ` c1 ¨ p1` wq ¨ PHpCAq for CA-only trigger.
(5.22)
The parameters c0 and c1 refer to the linear conversion of the pulse-heights from FADC
units into the calibrated energy (see e.g. Tab. 8.1 in section 8.1.2). The numerical values
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according to Eqn. (5.22) enter the so-called below-threshold cut, which ensures a uniform
exposure in the physics data-taking. In the course of the present thesis and the operation of
the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS, it was found that the CA-only trigger is more robust
against noise compared to the dual electrode trigger (see also the discussion in section 7.4.2
and 8.3.3). Moreover, as the typical NCA trigger settings are usually significantly higher than
for the corresponding CA channels, it was found that there is hardly any benefit of applying
the dual mode in the physics data-taking. Consequently, the CA-only trigger is chosen as the
default trigger mode in most of the COBRA measurements.
A general description of low-energy features close to Eth can be found in section 7.1.1 (re-
view of data-cleaning cuts) and 8.2.2 (LNGS data-taking). Moreover, a detailed investigation
of the threshold evolution of the COBRA demonstrator and applied measures to optimize
the detector performance at low energies for the study of the fourfold forbidden β-decay of
113Cd will be presented in section 8.3.3.
5.3 Monte-Carlo simulation tools
Besides the data processing tools described in section 5.1.3, the COBRA collaboration uses
Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations to study the characteristics of rare nuclear decays and the
detector response of different kinds of CZT detectors. Usually, important experimental pa-
rameters such as the detection efficiency or the expected background contribution cannot
be measured directly. Moreover, the analytical treatment of those effects is in most cases
not possible due to the complexity of the underlying physics. That is why MC simulation
techniques are often the only way to obtain information on these parameters. An overview of
the MC tools and methods used by the COBRA collaboration will be given in the following
sections, starting with the COBRA Geant4 simulation toolkit (Venom).
5.3.1 VENOM
Venom is a Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) application designed for the simulation of
semiconductor detectors with its focus on different kinds of CZT geometries and their appli-
cation for the search for intrinsically present double beta decay candidates. The underlying
simulation framework Geant4 [GEA03] has been developed at CERN and provides validated
MC models for the passage and transport of particles through matter. It is applied by many
high energy particle physics experiments, such as ATLAS and CMS, but also in space-based
astroparticle physics (e.g. several ESA projects), in a wide range of nuclear and accelerator
physics, as well as in medical and biological research, e.g. radiation dosimetry and ion-beam
radiation therapy (see examples in Ref. [GEA16]). Due to its toolkit character, it is possi-
ble to simulate a variety of particle interactions with matter at energy scales that differ by
several orders of magnitude. This includes the interactions of hadrons such as protons and
α-particles, as well as the electromagnetic (EM) interactions of electrons, muons and γ-rays.
At high energy scales, it is possible to calculate the cross section of such EM processes an-
alytically. However, at the energy scale of interest for the search for rare nuclear decays or
dark matter interactions at a few keV up to several MeV, those analytic calculations become
unreliable. That is why there are several low-energy extensions to Geant4, which consist
in most cases of an optimized physics list and dedicated models of the EM physics at low
energies such as the Livermore model (validation down to about 250 eV).
The physics list applied by Venom is referred to as the shielding list and is recommended
especially for low-background experiments in underground environments. For Venom it
is combined with Geant4’s underground physics example, whereby both are part of the
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Geant4 software release since version 9.4. The default version of Geant4 in use by the
COBRA collaboration at the time of this thesis is geant4-10.04.p02.
The development and distribution of Venom is carried out using the version control
system git. By the end of Jan.’20, the main project was moved to GitHub, an online host
for git repositories, in order to achieve a more convenient way to distribute and maintain the
code. The private GitHub repository is hosted by the collaboration members at TUD.
Like Geant4, the Venom source code is written in C++ with a close incorporation of
Root and its distinct file format. Moreover, due to its close connection to the CERN software,
it makes use of a parser for so-called Geometry Description Markup Language (GDML) files.
The GDML format has also been developed at CERN and is supported by both Geant4
and Root. It allows for the encoding of the experiment’s geometry in a both human and
machine readable data format as discussed in section 5.3.3.
Another feature of Venom is the confining of radioactive decays within parts of the
experiment’s geometry such as volumes, surfaces or thin coatings. For each of these there is
an optimized position generator to ensure uniformly distributed random variables as pointed
out in [Köt12]. Furthermore, the generation of a primary vertex is divided into two parts,
whereby the position generator is only the second step. At first, the primary particles with
their characteristic energies and momenta according to the nuclear decay or physics process
have to be generated. This is either done by Geant4’s internal particle gun, Venom’s single
isotope (bkggen) or decay chain generator (chaingen), or by providing the initial kinematics
externally. One of the key features of Venom is its support of the decay0 event generator,
which will be discussed in the next section. After the generation of the primary particles’
kinematics, the positions of the initial vertices within the setup are generated and assigned to
the particles. Both random generators can be supplied with their own seed to avoid artifacts
by reusing the same initials, especially in parallel computing on multiple cores.
Further information and an in-depth description of Venom’s key features can be found
in the PhD theses of T. Köttig [Köt12] and N. Heidrich [Hei14].
5.3.2 Decay0 event generator
Although written more than 20 years ago, Decay0 (originally referred to as Decay4 [PTZ00])
is the most developed event generator available today for the simulation of a variety of dou-
ble beta decay processes. It was originally written in FORTRAN, but nowadays there exist
several derivative versions based on C++. A recent overview regarding the key features of
Decay0 is given in [Tre15]. As it was written at a time when Geant4 and its internal event
generators for nuclear decays did not exist, it also contains a number of α- and β-decays that
are known backgrounds which might mimic the sought double beta decay signal, or are used
as prominent calibration sources. The primary conditions provided by Decay0 include the
initial energies, decay times, directions and the angular distribution of the emitted particles.
In total, 40 out of 69 nuclides that are candidates for the double beta decay modes
presented in section 3.1.1, including β´β´, ECEC, β`EC and β`β`, can be simulated with
Decay0. The user interface makes it possible to choose between several options such as 0νββ-
decay and 2νββ-decay assuming light Majorana neutrino exchange, right-handed currents,
different Majoron exchange modes and other decay mechanisms. Moreover, Decay0 is the
only known tool to provide the initial kinematics for excited state transitions involving a few
excited 2` and 0` levels of the respective daughter nuclei.
The theoretical basis for the decays’ analytical treatment is documented in Ref. [TZ95]
and [TZ02], whereas the latter ones is an update by the same authors.
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5.3.3 COBRA GDML
COBRA’s Venom simulation tool supports the encoding of the experiment’s geometry in
form of the GDML data format [CMPS06]. This includes not only the construction of the
volumes composing the physical geometry, but also the definition of the applied materials as
well as their properties. The syntax of a GDML file follows the XML (extensible markup
language) document structure rules and contains five sections.
In the first define section it is possible to declare global variables such as constants,
position coordinates, rotations and scales. This section is followed by either an internal
material list or the inclusion of an external material.xml file. The material list contains
the properties and the structure of all user-specific materials such as their densities or the
chemical, respectively isotopic, compositions. This way, it is possible to define e.g. isotopically
enriched CZT made from elements of cadmium, zinc and tellurium according to a fixed isotope
mix. This is especially important when studying neutron interactions since the cross sections
are usually strongly dependent on the isotope. Furthermore, chemical compounds such as
the encapsulation lacquer can be defined by quoting the respective elements’ fractions and its
known density. The next solids section contains a list of the actual geometry parts according
to the possible basic definitions following the GDML manual [CER17]. More advanced solids
of the same material can be defined by so-called unions and subtraction blocks. The second
to last structure section combines the solids and materials to form the nested geometry
tree. Usually, the position of a solid is taken as its center. Furthermore, it is possible to
construct physical volumes out of several daughter volumes before they are placed into the
top geometry. Finally, the setup section specifies which volume is the top volume including
the nested geometry tree.
One of the advantages of using GDML files for the description of the MC geometry is the
easy implementation of new features without having to know the details of the source code
of the underlying simulation framework. Moreover, it allows for a very flexible application
of the same geometry for different simulation frameworks (e.g. different Geant4 versions)
or user projects. Similarly beneficial is the close connection between the two CERN software
projects Root and GDML, which allows for an easy and quick visualization of complex
detector geometries. However, there are several open source alternatives for the visualization
of GDML files such as e.g. FreeWRL. An impression of the MC geometry implementation of
the COBRA demonstrator is shown in Fig. 5.6.
The simulations of the COBRA demonstrator in the present thesis are based on an im-
proved version of the GDML implementation developed by T. Quante (formerly TU Dort-
mund) in the course of COBRA’s latest 0νββ-peak search analysis [COB16a]. Following this
work, a review of the geometry has been performed to ensure the correct treatment of detec-
tor coincidences. Moreover, a model of a generic calibration source as shown in Fig. 5.6 has
been added. The source can be placed in any of the five calibration tubes in order to compare
simulated and experimental calibration data of different radionuclides that are available at
the LNGS. The updated GDML files have been used in the Master thesis of J. Volkmer
for the investigation of β`EC decays of 106Cd. Part of this work were the evaluation of the
updated MC geometry and the optimization of the FADC’s synchronization.
In parallel, the GDML description of the XDEM 3ˆ3 layer and its implementation into the
existing framework was achieved in the course of the Master thesis of C. Herrmann [Her18].
In a collaborative effort, Venom’s default material list was updated in 2018. This includes
the isotopic composition of the elements following [IUP16], the atomic masses according to
[AME17] and the related physical properties using recent material databases.
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Figure 5.6: Visualization of the GDML implementation of the COBRA demonstrator using the FreeWRL
viewer (version 4.3.0). Left: overview of the complete detector array within the inner shield made from lead
and copper. Top right: zoom into the center of the detector array. The scene includes a calibration source,
which is placed in the middle of the central calibration tube. Bottom right: bottom view of the first detector
layer. The current modeling of the demonstrator setup includes the cathode wiring of L1 and L2. The layers
installed later feature an improved HV cabling with their routing hidden inside the Delrin frames. Some
pictures of the design evolution of the demonstrator layers can be found in section A.1 of the appendix.
5.3.4 COMSOL multiphysics
The COMSOL multiphysics package is a commercial software for the simulation and analy-
sis of complex phenomena in physics [COM19]. Moreover, it is possible to couple different
physics phenomena and to define non-standard materials such as CZT. The physics sim-
ulation is based on solving differential equations numerically using finite element methods.
These methods require to apply a solving mesh on the defined electrode geometry, which can
be directly imported from a CAD file or be defined with the internal CAD builder.
The first COMSOL simulations of COBRA’s 1 cm3 single CPG detector’s weighting po-
tential and electric potential were done by J. Durst in 2011 based on the outcome of his
PhD thesis [Dur08]. The results of the simulation were used to develop the analytic model of
COBRA’s event reconstruction (see e.g. section 5.2) and have been obtained with version 4.1
of COMSOL using the AC/DC Module. In the Master thesis of H. Rebber, those weighting
potential calculations were repeated to use the outcome as input for a pulse-shape simulation
with the aim to investigate the discrimination of α- and β-interactions [Reb15]. The ap-
plied version of COMSOL v5.0 included an additional Semiconductor Module to incorporate
commonly used electric components of the signal readout and to offer more control over the
involved microphysics. Even though COBRA’s CPG design features a guard-ring (GR) elec-
trode, it has never been instrumented in the demonstrator phase. In fact, it remained on a
floating potential in all previous simulation and experimental studies. The simulation study
of weighting potentials was continued by J.-H. Arling including an instrumentation of the GR
electrode for both single CPG detectors as well as for several prototypes of qCPG detectors
using COMSOL v5.2 [Arl16]. Both of the more recent studies applied the physics-steered
solving mesh using the extra-fine configuration. An overview of the investigated electrode
configurations can be found in section 6.1.

Chapter 6
Characterization of CPG-CZT
detectors
In order to identify and account for the potential presence of microscopic defects in monolithic
CZT crystals, an extensive detector characterization procedure has been developed by the
COBRA collaboration. Such defects lead to a degradation of the detector performance and
cause device-specific variations, which need to be taken into account during the data analysis.
The general scope of the crystal characterization is to gain knowledge about the spatial
distribution of the defects and to determine the optimal working point settings for each
detector in a reliable way, while maintaining a clean and contamination-free handling under
laboratory conditions. Furthermore, the laboratory measurements offer the opportunity to
determine important input variables as a guideline for the data evaluation and analysis,
which might not be directly accessible in the final detector configuration. Moreover, the
recorded data allow for a crosscheck of the event reconstruction algorithms and pulse-shape
discrimination techniques. Based on the results of the characterization measurements, the
best-performing detectors can be identified and selected for the installation at the LNGS.
The development of COBRA’s CZT crystal characterization has been strongly driven by
the TUD group and was improved continuously in multiple theses in the past. The following
chapter contains a summary of the general characterization procedures with an emphasis on
the improvements achieved in the course of the present thesis. As has been already pointed
out before, the currently favored detector technology is based on the CPG electrode readout.
An overview of the available design options is given in the first part of this chapter. Following
this, the working point determination procedure and related measurement campaigns will be
discussed. Finally, the last section contains a compilation of results obtained by localized
γ-ray measurements in order to probe the uniformity of the crystals’ quality and to validate
the interaction depth reconstruction quantitatively.
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6.1 Overview of COBRA’s detector technology
As has been pointed out in section 4.1.2, monolithic CZT detector designs provide the best
prospects for the search for the hypothesized 0νββ-decay with respect to the experimen-
tal parameters that appear in the half-life sensitivity approximation given in Eqn. (3.10).
An overview of the design options investigated by the COBRA collaboration is given in
Fig. 6.1. One of the main objectives regarding the construction of a large-scale experiment
(see section 4.3.5) is to achieve the instrumentation of a sufficiently large source mass, while
maintaining a reasonable number of readout channels. An earlier design of the current large-
scale proposal comprised about 64 000 crystals with a size of 1 cm3 as applied in the COBRA
demonstrator. However, as larger CZT crystals became available commercially in recent
years, the number of crystals could be reduced to 11 520 in the current design, whereas the
up-scaled single CPG lithography mask would be beneficial in terms of the required readout
channels. Details on the different design options will be discussed in the following sections.
In general, the large volume crystals do not only provide an improved surface-to-volume
ratio, which directly reduces the contribution of potential surface contaminants, but feature
a higher intrinsic full-energy detection efficiency, which is one of the parameters affecting
the achievable half-life sensitivity linearly. A comparison of the intrinsic efficiencies based on
MC simulations can be found in section 8.7.1 of the analysis part. Because of those recent
developments and the good prospects for eventually even larger crystals in the future, the
monolithic crystal technology is clearly favored over pixelated designs.
Figure 6.1: Overview of monolithic CPG-CZT detector designs investigated by the COBRA collaboration
(adapted from [Geh17]). The size of the crystal in the front is 1.0ˆ 1.0ˆ 1.0 cm3 and applied in the COBRA
demonstrator array. The other two prototype crystals have an increased volume of 2.0ˆ 2.0ˆ 1.5 cm3. Both
the up-scaled version of the single CPG as well as the so-called quad coplanar-grid (qCPG) design have been
investigated in the course of the present thesis.
As per supplier information, CZT detectors are usually provided in two different quality
categories. Based on the pre-characterization by the manufacturer using standardized oper-
ation settings, some key parameters such as the energy resolution in terms of the FWHM at
Eγ “ 661.7 keV for 137Cs and the leakage currents are evaluated. The devices that achieve
a better resolution than 4% FWHM are referred to as spectrometer grade detectors, while
worse performing detectors with reasonable low leakage currents are simply label as detector
grade quality. The better the reported energy resolution, the higher is the price per detector
unit, whereas other parameters such as the full-energy efficiency are usually not monitored
on the manufacturer’s side. This is why the COBRA collaboration developed its own testing
procedure as will reported later in this chapter.
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6.1.1 Conventional CPG-CZT detectors
The term conventional CPG-CZT detector refers to a device with a single coplanar grid
electrode consisting of a CA and NCA as discussed previously in section 4.1.3. The design of
the COBRA demonstrator detectors is depicted in Fig. 6.2. The outer electrode is referred to
as guard-ring (GR) and usually kept at a floating potential. However, it could be shown that
the instrumentation of this electrode is beneficial in terms of suppression of surface events
as will be briefly addressed in section 6.1.3. Both CA and NCA grids consist of nine anode
rails, whereas most of the demonstrator detectors feature a preferred CA/NCA assignment.
The determination of which of the grids is kept at the ground potential, indicating the CA
electrode, is the first step of the characterization procedure.
Figure 6.2: Overview of the CPG-CZT detector concept of the COBRA demonstrator. Left: picture of a
1 cm3 crystal with the coplanar grid anode on top. Right: schematic drawing of the CPG pattern with the CA
(red), NCA (dark blue) and the surrounding GR electrode (cyan) (adapted from [Arl16]). The outer wider
strips as well as the GR landing pad in the lower left corner are used for the electrodes’ contacting. In the
demonstrator phase, the GR electrode is left on a floating potential and is not instrumented.
All crystals deployed in the demonstrator array are graded as detector quality, which is a
compromise between the affordable number of crystals and their individual performance in
the early funding phase of the experiment. However, by optimizing the operation settings and
the elaborate signal processing involving a correction of electron trapping effects as discussed
before, the performance could be improved tremendously and is found to be on the level of
spectrometer graded devices (see also section 6.2.1).
One of the limiting factors regarding the performance of a CZT detector is the occur-
rence of leakage currents. As the leakage currents scale with the instrumented area and the
applied bulk voltage, they limit in practice the maximum dimension of the CPG design. In
fact, as larger CZT crystals became available through several suppliers, the usage of different
up-scaled versions of the conventional CPG design confirmed largely those limitations. This
triggered the development of a novel approach referred to as the quad coplanar-grid (qCPG)
technology, which will be discussed in section 6.1.2. In the collaborative development process
with Redlen technologies, several prototype detectors with different lithography masks were
produced. Among those unique prototypes were several devices that failed some of the manu-
facture’s pre-selection criteria, which is why they were labeled as sample quality. Nonetheless,
one large crystal of sample quality was equipped with an up-scaled version of COBRA’s con-
ventional CPG design. This unique prototype device will be denoted as sample-CPG (sCPG)
detector in the following. Its up-scaled CPG pattern consists of 14 CA and NCA rails with
slightly increased widths and gaps and does not included a surrounding GR electrode. The
results of its characterization will be reported in section 6.2.1.
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6.1.2 Prototype qCPG-CZT detectors
The design of the qCPG electrode is depicted in Fig. 6.3. It consists of four individual CPG
electrodes that are rotated against each other by 90˝. This way, it is possible to keep the
inner, respectively outer electrodes at the same potential resulting in a rather homogeneous
weighting potential in the bulk region. The preferred option is to keep the inner electrodes
at the NCA potential, providing a virtual steering grid that minimizes the effect of charge
sharing close to the border of two neighboring coplanar grids. The four CPG electrodes
are usually referred to as sectors. The grid pattern of a sector is similar to the lithography
mask of the small CPG-CZT detectors, but involves smaller gaps and wider stripes in the
final design. Those adjustments became necessary to make room for the implementation of
the surrounding GR electrode. By dividing the anode’s instrumentation into four individual
sectors, the limiting leakage current problem can be resolved as the currents can be drained
more efficiently. Furthermore, it allows for additional veto approaches making it possible to
identify multiple-scattered γ-rays between different sectors as background for the search for
the point-like energy deposition of intrinsic double beta decays. The first characterization
of a qCPG-CZT detector, focusing on its electric properties as well as the spectrometric
performance, has been published in [COB16c].
Figure 6.3: Overview of the qCPG-CZT detector concept for the COBRA XDEM upgrade. Left: picture of a
6 cm3 crystal inside a PCB holder used for laboratory measurements (taken from [COB16c]). Right: schematic
drawing of the qCPG pattern with the CAs (red), NCAs (dark blue) and the surrounding GR electrode (cyan)
(adapted from [Arl16]). The outer wider strips as well as the GR landing pad in the lower middle are used for
the electrodes’ contacting. The GR electrode is connected to the ground potential as done for the CA.
In parallel, the investigation of the GR instrumentation (see section 6.1.3) as well as the
transfer of the crystal characterization procedure from the single CPG to the qCPG concept
were pushed forward. An overview of the results achieved in the characterization of the first
prototype qCPG detectors based on the outcome of the Diploma thesis of K. Rohatsch [Roh16]
will be given in the following sections. The collaborative work served well in the planning
of the XDEM upgrade and the development of an optimized test procedure. For the actual
XDEM upgrade, spectrometer graded detectors of two different suppliers were applied (Redlen
technologies, eV Products). The adapted qCPG-CZT crystal characterization focuses solely
on the optimization of the detector performance and was performed at the TU Dortmund.
The result are documented in the PhD thesis of R. Temminghoff [Tem19].
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6.1.3 Instrumentation of guard-ring electrode
The instrumentation of the GR electrode was found to be a very promising tool to veto
surface events appearing in the vicinity of to the so-called lateral detector walls. While the
depth reconstruction is sensitive to the distance between the planar cathode and the CPG
electrode, there is no sensitivity with respect to the other two spatial dimensions. Although
the characteristic distortions of the weighting potential near the detector walls can be used
to discriminate between central and lateral surface events by means of the respective pulse-
shapes, such as discussed in section 7.1.3, the instrumentation of the GR electrode results in
an actual fidualization of the detector volume.
The effect of the GR instrumentation was both studied with COMSOL multiphysics sim-
ulations and suitable charge diffusion models as well as in dedicated laboratory experiments
in the Master thesis of J.-H. Arling [Arl16]. It could be confirmed that setting the GR elec-
trode to ground potential, defining it as an additional CA electrode, results in the collection of
charge clouds created close to the lateral detector surfaces. Experimentally, those near surface
interactions were created with the help of a pre-collimated 241Am α-source (Eα “ 5.5MeV).
On the contrary, a 232Th source was used to monitor the overall γ-ray detection efficiency εγ
for the case of an instrumented and floating GR. It was found that α-particle interactions
close to the surfaces can be suppressed by a factor of Sα “ 5300`2660´1380, while maintaining an
acceptance of bulk events induced by the γ-ray interactions of about εγ “ 85.3˘ 0.1%. The
results have also been published in [COB17].
It should be noted that the GR electrode only needs to be instrumented in the sense
that the respective potential needs to be applied, while the readout of the charge signal is
not necessary for the veto to work as intended. However, additional information about the
vetoed events such as the deposited energy can only by accessed by recording the GR signals.
This subject remains as an open topic in the qCPG event reconstruction. For the XDEM
setup, the GR are recorded but have not yet been taken into account in the event processing.
6.2 Homogeneous γ-ray measurements
The following section is a brief summary of the CZT crystal characterization procedure de-
veloped at TUD in the preparation of the COBRA demonstrator and the XDEM upgrade.
The first and mandatory step is the determination of the optimal combination of the applied
biases BV and GB, which is referred to as the working point setting. In order to achieve
a trustworthy and reliable statement for each crystal, independent from local performance
variations, a uniform irradiation of the detector volume with a 137Cs γ-ray source is ensured.
Following this, dedicated measurements at the working point are performed to access the
absolute full-energy detection efficiency. Besides those mandatory measurement campaigns,
several specialized laboratory experiments have been performed at TUD, which will be shortly
discussed in the last part of the present section.
6.2.1 Working point determination
The aim of the working point determination is to find the optimal combination of the applied
bulk voltage (BV) and grid bias (GB). This way, the individual detectors’ performance
can be improved significantly, whereas the specifications quoted by the manufacturer of the
demonstrator crystals have been surpassed for the majority of the investigated devices. The
general procedure has been developed in the Diploma theses of A. Sörensen [Sör11] and
T. Wester [Wes12]. In the follow-up work reported in [Zat14], the determination of the
weighting factor has been revised (see e.g. section 5.1.2). A detailed review of the hardware
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aspects of the developed laboratory infrastructure at TUD can be found in the PhD thesis
of D. Gehre [Geh17]. In the following, the general experimental procedure will be briefly
summarized with an emphasis on the results obtained in the course of the present thesis.
Experimental procedure
As there is an interplay of multiple effects related to the applied BV and GB, the working
point needs to be determined experimentally by varying both biases in a given range and step
size. For each BV-GB combination, the γ-ray spectrum of a 137Cs source of about 250 kBq
activity is taken to determine several detector-specific quantities such as the energy resolution
and the charge collection efficiency (CCE). As the procedure is not only time but storage
consuming, all experimental parameters such as the bias steps, the energy threshold, the
distance between source and crystal and the required irradiation time per bias combination
have been thoroughly optimized in previous theses. Details can be found in e.g. [Geh17].
Regarding the data evaluation and processing, the same routines as presented in sec-
tion 5.1.2 and 5.2 are applied. This includes an optimization of the weighting factor for each
bias combination and the use of the standard event selections which will be discussed in
section 7.1. Some of the experimental results will be discussed in the following.
Conventional CPG-CZT detectors
The original procedure of the working point determination was developed in the construction
phase of the COBRA demonstrator array based on the available CPG-CZT detector pool at
that time. In Fig. 6.4, the bias range applied for the characterization of those 1 cm3 volume
crystals and some of the results obtained for a single detector are shown. The BV is usually
varied between 900´1500V in steps of 100V and the GB between 40´100V in steps of 10V.
In the beginning, the main quantity considered for the determination of the working point
was the energy resolution in terms of FWHM that was achieved for the 137Cs full-energy
peak (FEP). Furthermore, the CCE as derived from the position of the FEP and the integral
over the peak range were taken as secondary criteria.
Figure 6.4: Illustration of the working point determination for a CPG-CZT detector (Det102) using 137Cs.
Left: dependency of the energy resolution in terms of FWHM at 661.7 keV on the applied BV and GB. The
optimum performance is found for the combination BV{GB “ 1200{70V. Right: dependency of the optimal
weighting factor. The weighting factor is optimized for each BV-GB separately. The observed distribution
confirms the expected dependence on the applied BV, whereas the GB causes only small variations.
With respect to the BV, there are two mainly opposite effects that dominate the detector
performance (see e.g. Ref. [AAGI14]). For an increasing BV, the CCE and FWHM are
expected to improve as they are affected by the mean drift length which scales linearly with
the applied potential. At the same time, a tailing of the FEP towards lower energies is
expected to be reduced. The positive effects related to an increase of the applied BV is
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highlighted in Fig. 6.4 for the example of the optimal weighting factor and its observed BV
dependency. For higher BV, the weighting factor tends to approach the ideal case of w “ 1.
On the other hand, the leakage current between the cathode and the anodes increases with
BV as well, although not linearly or in an easily predictable way. In general, a higher leakage
current leads to an increase of signal noise, which might worsen the energy resolution such
as observed in the example depicted in Fig. 6.4. Because of the interplay of those two effects,
the optimal BV has to be determined experimentally.
A similar relationship exists for the GB. It needs to be high enough to provide a sufficient
definition of the CA and NCA potentials to avoid a charge sharing between both electrodes,
but is usually limited by the occurrence of inter-grid leakage currents. Although charge
sharing is expected to only marginally affect the achievable energy resolution, causing a
tailing of the FEP towards lower energies, it can alter the full-energy detection efficiency
significantly. Moreover, there is a certain interplay between the BV and GB as the strength
of the charge sharing depends also on the ratio of both biases. This is why the optimization
of the operation settings cannot be done separately but needs to be done for a set of BV-
GB combinations. A complete compilation of the working point optimization results for the
detectors of the COBRA demonstrator array is given in Tab. E.1 –E.4 in the appendix.
Characterization of prototype detectors
Based on the same procedure, the characterizations of the first prototype 6 cm3 detectors
were performed at TUD. In the course of the Diploma thesis of K. Rohatsch, the original
laboratory infrastructure and data processing scheme was upgraded with respect to the re-
quirements for the operation of qCPG-CZT detectors. This work has been carried out in close
cooperation with the author of the present thesis. Furthermore, several additional quantities
were introduced to complement the working point determination. Exemplarily, some of the
combined results for a fully functional prototype detector are shown in Fig. 6.5. The single
sector results can be found in Fig. D.10 –D.13 in the appendix.
Figure 6.5: Results of the working point determination measurements for a 6 cm3 prototype qCPG-CZT
detector (Redlen-33556). The depicted results are a combination of the single sector results that can be found
in Fig. D.10 –D.13 in the appendix. In the present case, the global working point has been determined as
BV{GB “ 1300{100V as a good compromise of the individual sectors’ preferences.
One of the main objectives of the early studies was to investigate whether all outer
electrodes should be operated as either CA or NCA. Essentially, no significant differences
could be reported, which is why the preferred option as indicated in Fig. 6.3 was chosen as
the default. This requirement was added to the list of mandatory functionality checks that
were performed by the manufacturers of the XDEM detectors prior to the shipment of the
devices. Furthermore, it was found that the majority of the investigated qCPG-CZT detectors
were not benefiting from the opportunity of applying an individual GB to the single sectors,
which entered the design planning of the XDEM setup. However, one particular problem
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that occurred during the characterization of the first prototype detectors was the limitation
of the BV to about 1.6 kV due to the insufficient certification of parts of the DAQ electronics.
Consequently, new pre-amplifier boxes and updated HV board designs were developed at the
electronics workshop of the TU Dortmund. Moreover, a more robust contacting scheme was
developed in the course of [Tem19] at the same institute, which is why the characterization of
the final XDEM detector pool has been carried out at the TU Dortmund as well. This way,
the contamination risk could be kept at an absolute minimum, while the updated working
point procedure served as a guideline for the work reported in [Tem19].
Finally and for the sake of completeness, the characterization of the unique sCPG detector
has been performed in the course of the present thesis. The procedure makes use of an even
more extended parameter space, while an upgrade of the DAQ electronics allows to extend the
BV range to a maximum of 2300V. However, because of the poor crystal quality, the results
are partly inconclusive as reported in Fig. 6.6 and can only be evaluated quantitatively.
Figure 6.6: Results of the working point determination measurements for the 6 cm3 sCPG-CZT detector.
Because of its rather poor performance, the evaluation of the data can only be done quantitatively. The
point of best performance is found for BV{GB “ 2100{90V, whereas the actually determined FWHM is likely
caused by a fluctuation with respect to the surrounding points in the BV-GB parameter space. However,
the distribution of the χ2red values of the FEP fit is rather flat. The same applies to the distribution of the
weighting factor, whereas the usually constant gain-balancing correction seems to depend on the applied BV.
The latter two observations contradict with the expectation for a fully functional detector. On the other hand,
the distribution of the integral count rate in the FEP and the dependence of the peak position in FADC units
as a measure of the charge collection efficiency agrees well with the expected behavior.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that the up-scaled single CPG detector design might still
be of interest for a future large-scale COBRA experiment as most of the reconstruction steps
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can be directly transferred from the well-understood detector concept of the demonstrator
array and the fabrication of high-quality large volume CZT crystals is progressing very fast.
Moreover, while the readout of a qCPG-CZT detector requires eight anode channels (neglect-
ing the optional GR readout), the single CPG design only requires a fourth of the readout
channels for the same instrumented volume. This can help to keep the number of readout
channels reasonably low. Last but not least, there are excellent prospects to transfer the
pulse-shape discrimination techniques that were developed for the background suppression
in the COBRA demonstrator to larger CPG-CZT detectors, whereas their application for
qCPG-CZT detectors needs to be investigated thoroughly in future studies.
6.2.2 Absolute full-energy efficiency
Following the working point measurements, the second step of the detector characterization
is the determination of the absolute full-energy efficiency εFEp137Csq. This quantity is a
measure for the efficiency to observe a full-energy deposition of the de-excitation γ-ray of
Eγ “ 661.7 keV within the detector. Its determination is based on the following relation
between the observed FEP entries NFEP, the source activity A and irradiation time t, the
relative emission probability of the de-excitation γ-ray Ir, the effectively irradiated area Feff,
as well as the distance r between the center of the source and the CPG-CZT detector.
NFEP “
εFE ¨A ¨ t ¨ Ir ¨ Feff
4π ¨ r2 (6.1)
The denominator in Eqn. (6.1) denotes the spherical surface that is irradiated by the
source in dependence on the distance. The actual source activity is calculated from the
initial value for each date of the respective measurements to account for the fading activity
over the course of the characterization of all 64 crystals of the demonstrator array. The
intensity of the 137Cs γ-line is Ir “ 85.1p2q% [NDS20]. The effective area Feff refers to the
side of the crystal that faces the source. It is estimated as 1 cm2 and corrected by a factor
taking into account the known crystal mass and density of CZT. A direct measurement of
the crystal dimensions is avoided to prevent the danger of damaging the device. Moreover,
the measurable dimension would need to be corrected for the thickness of the encapsulation.
In order to remove events that are affected by the distortions of the weighting potential
in the vicinity of the CPG anode and the hole contribution close to the cathode, a cut on
the interaction depth is applied before determining the peak entries in the 137Cs FEP. The
usual standard-z cut is defined as 0.2 ă z ď 0.97 and will be motivated in more detail in
section 7.1.2. By using the two-sided Gaussian fit as presented in Eqn. (5.7), the number of
peak entries can be determined from the integral over a ˘3σ range around the mean of the
peak position. This range corresponds to a Gaussian coverage of 99.73% (see section C.2 in
the appendix). The peak integral is corrected by a simple background projection over the
range of r´6σ,´3σs and r`3σ,`6σs, which finally results in NFEP.
As all parameters in Eqn. (6.1) besides the efficiency εFE can be determined independently,
the value of εFE can be derived from a 1{r2 fit such as illustrated in Fig. 6.7. Usually, each
crystal is irradiated for three to five different distances between detector and source, which
is sufficient for the simple fit model to converge. A complete compilation of the individual
results obtained for the demonstrator’s detector pool in the course of the present thesis can
be found in Tab. E.1 –E.4 of the appendix. The observed variations can be used as prior
knowledge in the analysis of the COBRA data such as briefly discussed in section 8.7. The
same approach was applied in the latest 0νββ-peak search analysis reported in Ref. [COB16a].
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Figure 6.7: Determination of the absolute full-energy efficiency for homogeneous 137Cs irradiation measure-
ments at different distances. Left: fit results for two single detector examples. The resulting efficiencies are
εFEp
137Csq “ 5.42 ˘ 0.26% for Det37 (L1-P03) and εFEp137Csq “ 5.74 ˘ 0.29% for Det43 (L1-P16). Right:
distribution of all single detector results. The mean of the distribution is εFEp137Csq “ 5.17˘ 0.03%.
6.2.3 Additional laboratory studies
Besides the working point determination, several specialized measurement campaigns were
performed for a subset of the available CPG-CZT detector pool during the commissioning
of the COBRA demonstrator. The following section is a very brief summary with the focus
on laboratory studies performed at TUD. Further investigations have been performed at the
University of Hamburg (operation of CZT detectors in liquid scintillator [Old15]) and at the
TU Dortmund (localized α-irradiation [Teb16]).
Temperature studies
The temperature behavior and its effect on the working point settings was originally studied
in the Bachelor thesis of L. Schröder [Sch12] in 2012. The main focus was set on the detector
technology and electronics planned to be used for the demonstrator array. In 2017, a reeval-
uation of the data was performed in the Bachelor thesis of T. Kreße [Kre17] by using the
updated signal processing routines and evaluation steps developed in the course of [Zat14]
and the present thesis. A compilation of the results can also be found in [Geh17].
The temperature studies provided valuable input for the investigation of the low-energy
β-decay of 113Cd and the optimization of the demonstrator setup towards minimum threshold
operation as will be presented in section 8.3 of the analysis chapter.
Discrimination of α- and β-interactions
In order to investigate the discrimination of α- and β-interactions by means of the associated
pulse-shapes, several small-scale laboratory experiments were performed in the past. One of
those involved the irradiation of a CPG-CZT detector with quasi monoenergetic neutrons that
were produced in a D-T generator (deuterium-tritium fusion), while the detector was actively
read out. The original motivation was to search for intrinsic pn, αq and pn, pq reactions and
to select a statistical sample for those intrinsic events on the pulse-shape level. However,
the neutron-induced background turned out to dominate the recorded energy spectra, which
prevented the identification of clear shape features. The results of these investigations can
be found in the Diploma thesis of F. Kandzia [Kan14].
After the crystal characterization and selection of the best-performing detectors for the
demonstrator setup were finished, the existing laboratory infrastructure and remaining CPG-
CZT detector pool were used for several special calibration runs. In contrast to the previous
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attempt, a simpler experimental approach was chosen. Instead of producing intrinsic α- or
β-interactions over the complete crystal volume, only the case of near-cathode events was
investigated. This idealization is expected to produce the most severe differences as the
created charge clouds need to drift through the entire bulk. The applied radioactive sources
were a mixed 239Pu/241Am/244Cm α-source and a 90Sr-90Y β-source of a few kBq activity.
The evaluation of the recorded data revealed a rather weak statistical separation between α-
and β-interactions as reported in the Master thesis of H. Rebber [Reb15] and in [Geh17].
Lastly, the monitoring of an active nitrogen flushing system to prevent the build-up of
radon and its radioactive daughters on the crystal surfaces and its effect on the performance
of CPG-CZT detectors has been studied in the Bachelor thesis of A. Hemmetter [Hem16].
Pulse-shape studies
In Ref. [Zat14], an additional laboratory setup was developed to collect a pulse-shape library
of interactions that are topologically similar to the expected signatures of double beta decays.
An overview of the developed setup and the collected data will be presented in section 7.3.
Furthermore, several special calibration runs with a natural 232Th sample were performed
in the course of the present thesis that served as guideline in the development of a new
pulse-shape discrimination approach (see section 7.2.2). Finally, the existing laboratory in-
frastructure was used to perform multiple long-term background measurements with three
different CZT detector designs with the aim to study the characteristics of interactions in-
duced by cosmic muons. The interpretation of the collected data culminated in an analytic
model of the event reconstruction which could also be transferred to the LNGS setup. This
subject will be discussed in detail in section 7.4.
6.3 Localized γ-ray measurements
Besides the previously discussed investigations involving a homogeneous irradiation of the
CZT detectors, a scanning device with a highly collimated 137Cs γ-ray source of about
100MBq activity was developed at TUD to probe the uniformity of the detector response. As
for the working point measurements, the emitted de-excitation γ-rays can penetrate deeply
into the detector bulk, while providing a high probability for photoelectric absorption in
CZT. Moreover, it is possible to construct a reasonably sized source container to achieve a
good collimation. Some pictures of the laboratory setup and the collimtator can be found in
section B.1 of the appendix. The collimation allows for a localized irradiation on the scale of
1mm2, while the source container is mounted on a computer-controlled x-y-table with two
stepper motors with micrometer precision. The CZT detector mount as well as the x-y-table
can be rotated in multiple ways giving access to four detector sides. Details on the scanning
setup can be found in past theses such as [Sör11], [Wes12] and [Geh17].
In the course of the present thesis, a detailed review of the collected scanning data of
the COBRA demonstrator detectors was performed. This includes a pre-selection on the
raw data level to improve the fraction of full-energy events with respect to the dominating
Compton background and the noise induced by the electronics of the stepper motors, as well
as the processing of the complete data set with MAnTiCORE. This way, the scanning data
is well prepared for future studies that might affect the analysis of the LNGS physics data.
Furthermore, the scanning procedure could be transferred to the novel qCPG-CZT de-
tector approach in [Roh16] and the present work. Some results of the localized investigations
will be presented in section 6.3.2. One particular application of the scanning data is the
experimental validation of the zeroth-order and trapping corrected depth reconstruction. A
brief summary on this subject is given in the final section.
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6.3.1 Review of COBRA demonstrator data
For the spatially resolved mapping of the detector response of the demonstrator crystals with
a nominal surface area of 10ˆ10mm2, a default raster of 12ˆ12 scanning points with a step
width of 1mm is applied. For each scanning point, an irradiation time of 10min is chosen,
resulting in a total acquisition time of about 24 h per side. The raster size and acquisition time
ensure a sufficient coverage of the sensitive volume and good statistics of full-energy events.
For most of the demonstrator detectors, two scans were performed – one from a lateral side
and one from the anode, whereas the detector is operated at the point of best performance as
determined in the previous working point measurements. The combined information allows
for a three-dimensional projection of the detector response as demonstrated in [Wes12] and
[Geh17]. Although the scan from the anode side could already be used for a three-dimensional
projection by making use of the depth reconstruction, the additional side scan allows for an
independent crosscheck of the linearity of the depth reconstruction for each detector (see also
section 6.3.3). For some devices, there exist complete mappings of all four accessible sides,
which were used for intense analyses of local performance variations in the past.
The main objective of the localized performance studies is the mapping of the local charge
collection efficiency (CCE). This quantity can be derived from an approximation of the 137Cs
FEP using the procedure described above in the determination of the optimal working point
settings. As most of the derived quantities that are of interest in the localized performance
study are related to the FEP, while in practice the recorded data are dominated by a strong
Compton background as a result of the applied collimation of the highly active γ-ray source,
a pre-selection of the scanning data has been performed in the course of the present thesis.
This measure aims to improve the fraction of full-energy events by introducing an increased
energy threshold that is based on the analytic threshold definition as discussed in section 5.2.4.
It is chosen as Eth ě 300 keV so that the Compton edge at ECp137Csq “ 477.4 keV (see e.g.
Fig. 5.5) is still contained in the pre-selected data. For most of the data sets, this corresponds
to an increase of the original threshold by about a factor of two. This way, the energy range
that is dominated by the noise originating from the electronics of the stepper motors can be
effectively discriminated. For higher signal amplitudes, the noise influence gets reduced by the
usage of the robust MWA energy reconstruction (see section 5.2.1). By using the mapping
between the processed data and the raw data, it is possible to discard all recorded pulse-
shapes that belong to below-threshold events. It was found that the pre-selection rejects
about half of the originally recorded data without limiting the information content with
respect to full-energy events. A summary is presented in Tab. 6.1.
Table 6.1: Summary of the pre-selection results for the entire two-dimensional scanning data recorded in
the course of the characterization of the COBRA demonstrator detectors. For most of the installed detectors,
there have been scans of at least two sides. By applying the pre-selection with a threshold of Eth ě 300 keV on
the pulse-shape level, about half of the original raw data turn out to be below threshold and can be excluded
from the data processing and evaluation. The differences in the below threshold fraction for L1/L2 and L3/L4
are the result of higher initial threshold settings for the latter measurement campaigns.
2d-scans sides raw data pre-selection below threshold fraction
L1 40 1961GB 736GB 62.5%
L2 29 1343GB 467GB 65.2%
L3 32 692GB 526GB 24.0%
L4 32 490GB 361GB 26.3%
additional 11 391GB 171GB 56.3%
total 144 4877GB 2261GB 53.6%
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After finalizing the pre-selection of the raw data, all data sets were processed with the
most recent version of MAnTiCORE to provide the basis for future analyses. Exemplarily,
some impressions of the updated evaluation of the two-dimensional mapping of the detector
response are depicted in Fig. 6.8. The peak position of the FEP is a measure of the CCE. In
the present example, the absolute variation of the peak position of about 10 keV is compatible
with the mean energy resolution of FWHM “ 1.87% at the working point (see Fig. 6.4),
which corresponds to an absolute FWHM of 12.4 keV. The two-dimensional mapping of the
relative FWHM is affected by the noise introduced by the electronics of the stepper motors,
but confirms nonetheless the uniformity of the crystal. The same applies to the observed
variation of the FEP fraction, referring to the integral over the FEP divided by the total
integral, which is also compatible with statistical fluctuations.
Figure 6.8: Exemplary results of the two-dimensional γ-ray scanning of a side wall of a 1 cm3 CPG-CZT
detector (Det102). Left: mapping of the peak position of the 137Cs FEP as a measure of the local CCE.
Middle: mapping of the relative FWHM. Right: mapping of the FEP fraction based on a ˘3σ integral of
the peak region. The determination of all parameters is based on the two-sided Gaussian approximation as
presented in Eqn. (5.7) and the processed data after the pre-selection step.
6.3.2 Localized characterization of qCPG-CZT detectors
As soon as the working point settings were determined for the first qCPG-CZT detectors,
their local detector response was studied extensively. This section is a brief summary of the
characterization results obtained in the Diploma thesis of K. Rohatsch [Roh16]. First of all,
it should be noted that due to the increased crystal size, the raster of the localized γ-ray
scanning had to be increased to 17 ˆ 22 for a side wall scan and to 22 ˆ 22 for the anode
side. In order to achieve similar statistics per sector as for the previous 1 cm3 crystals, the
same acquisition time of 10min per scanning point is chosen. However, this increases the
total scanning time per side to about 60´80 h depending on the actual raster. Moreover, the
study of the crosstalk between the different sectors requires to record all anode signals for a
single sector trigger, which increases the number of recorded pulse-shapes by at least a factor
of four. Because of this, it is not possible to implement a meaningful pre-selection of the raw
data as the crosstalk is expected to appear below the typical trigger threshold. This is why in
practice a complete two-dimensional scan of a 6 cm3 crystal requires the long-term storage of
several hundred GB of raw data. In the preparation phase of the COBRA XDEM upgrade,
most of the available prototype qCPG-CZT detectors were characterized thoroughly, whereas
none of the final XDEM detectors has been scanned at TUD to prevent any contamination
during the comparably long operation time in the scanning setup. This step might be caught
up on as soon as the XDEM phase is completed.
Some impressions of the localized characterization of the previously highlighted prototype
labeled as Redlen-33556 (see Fig. 6.5) can be found in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10. In both cases,
the results of a side wall scan are compared for two different processing methods. The first
approach is to apply a global weighting factor for each of the four independent sectors as
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determined in the global working point measurements. Alternatively, the weighting factor is
optimized locally for each scanning point using the same procedure as for the global analysis.
Figure 6.9: Localized 137Cs γ-ray scanning of one side of a qCPG-CZT prototype detector (Redlen-33556).
Top: characterization results using a global optimized weighting factor for each sector. Bottom: characteri-
zation results based on a local optimization of the weighting factor for each sector and scanning point. The
latter approach results in a slightly more homogeneous distribution of the parameters of interest. However, the
observed near-grid features such as a worsened energy resolution remain. On the other hand, the very small
variation of the FEP peak position and the uniform distribution of the integral count rate of the FEP indicate
a very homogeneous charge collection efficiency, independently of the applied weighting factor optimization.
Independently of the applied weighting factor optimization, a worsening of the energy
resolution in the near-grid region is observed. This is a general finding for all investigated
prototype detectors and can be interpreted as the limit of the current stage of the event
reconstruction based on the combination of the single sector results as presented in [Tem19].
Moreover, the effect seems not to be related to multi-sector events, where the full-energy is
shared between multiple sectors such as shown in Fig. 6.10. Instead, the stronger distortions
of the weighting potential are expected to be the root cause of it (see e.g. [Arl16]). As the final
qCPG layout of the XDEM detectors is slightly different from the investigated prototypes,
the effect might not be as severe in this case. Nonetheless, localized performance studies
should be performed after the XDEM operation at the LNGS is completed.
Figure 6.10: Distribution of multi-sector full-energy events for a localized 137Cs γ-ray scanning of one side of
a qCPG-CZT prototype detector (Redlen-33556). The plots show from left to right the distribution of single-
sector, two-sector and three-sector events for the case of a global (top) or local weighting factor (bottom).
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6.3.3 Validation of depth reconstruction
A particular application of the localized γ-ray scanning data is the quantitative validation of
the interaction depth reconstruction for the different kind of CZT detectors that are investi-
gated in the framework of the COBRA experiment. The concept of using collimated γ-ray
sources to probe the performance of the interaction depth reconstruction for conventional
CPG-CZT detector was already discussed and applied in some of the earliest publications re-
lated to the topic of depth-sensing devices (see e.g. [HKW`96] and [HKWM97]). Regarding
previous studies related to the 1 cm3 CPG-CZT detectors as applied in the COBRA demon-
strator, similar studies can be found in [Wes12] and [Teb16]. More recently, a quantitative
validation has been performed in [Tem17]. Some of the results are depicted in Fig. 6.11 and
will be discussed in the following.
Figure 6.11: Quantitative validation of the depth reconstruction for different kinds of CPG-CZT detectors
using the central γ-ray scanning data along the z-axis (taken from [Tem17]). Left: conventional 1 cm3 CPG-
CZT detector. Right: novel 6 cm3 qCPG-CZT detector. For both of the depicted examples, the conventional
zeroth-order depth reconstruction (red squares) and the respective trapping-corrected versions (blue triangles)
are shown. In all cases, a good linearity between the relative position of the collimator and the reconstructed
interaction depth can be observed, which is indicated by a linear approximation. The assigned uncertainties
on each data point are too small to be visible due to the high statistics achieved in the scanning measurements.
For the conventional CPG-CZT detectors, the zeroth-order and trapping corrected depth
reconstruction formulas have been derived in section 5.2.3. The quantitative validation of
those formulas is based on a subset of the two-dimensional scanning data. In the present
example, the data were selected as the line corresponding to the central position along the
z-axis. However, similar results are obtained for deviating positions from the arbitrarily
chosen central position. For each data point, the mean of the reconstructed depth spectrum is
approximated with a simple Gaussian plus a polynomial fit to account for a linear background
component due an imperfect collimation of the γ-ray beam. Furthermore, only events in a
˘3σ range around the FEP are considered. Following this, the reconstructed mean position
is plotted against the relative collimator position along the z-axis. The collimator position
has been normalized to the same range of values as obtained for the reconstructed quantity.
A linear approximation of the data points confirms a good linearity between the two position
parameters for both reconstruction formulas, whereas the trapping corrected version limits
the z-range to the physical detector dimensions and significantly improves the achievable
depth resolution (see e.g. Ref. [FDG`13]). The small deviations observed for the position
of the cathode at z “ 1 are caused by an increasing asymmetry of the z-peak for positions
close to the edges. Moreover, the depth resolution gets worse near the anode due to the
characteristic distortions of the weighting potential in the near-grid region.
In the case of the qCPG approach, the anode signals of all four sector pairs need to be
combined in order to obtain a realistic estimate of the magnitude of the cathode signal. This
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modifies the original zeroth-order formula given in Eqn. (5.6) to
z0pqCPGq “
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Furthermore, based on the original analytic model for the event reconstruction in COBRA-
like CPG detectors as reported in [FDG`13], a trapping corrected interaction depth for
qCPG-CZT detectors has been derived in [Tem17]. Again, all anode signals need to be taken
into account. This leads to the following expression for an interaction related to sector s
ztcpqCPGq “ λs ¨ ln
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A comparison of both reconstruction algorithms presented in Eqn. (6.2) and (6.3) is shown
in Fig. 6.11 for a scan along the z-axis in front of the third sector. The fitting procedure
of the z-peaks is the same as described before, with the additional restriction that the total
energy needs to be dominantly contained in a single sector. Although the deviations from a
perfectly linear behavior are stronger than for the conventional CPG example, the linearity is
still sufficient. Furthermore, the corrections introduced by the incorporation of the electron
trapping model have a similar effect on near-cathode events. A more detailed discussion of
the deviations can be found in Ref. [Tem17].
Finally, It should be noted that because of the poor performance of the only available
large single CPG detector, no localized γ-ray scanning has been performed with this device.
However, the depth reconstruction capabilities have been studied with the help of laboratory
long-term measurements and the characteristic imprints of muon-induced interactions as will
be discussed in section 7.4.
Regarding the characterization of future CZT detector generations, a complete localized
mapping might not be needed as the crystal fabrication and quality is continuously progress-
ing. Moreover, the current procedure is not compatible with the requirements of a potential
large-scale experiment comprising thousands of crystals. In that case, the best option would
be to consolidate the cooperation with the detector manufacturers to perform the crystal
characterization on-site on an industrial scale. In the mean time, the collected scanning data
sets might help to evaluate the prospects of establishing an x-y-reconstruction for the qCPG-
CZT detector approach, which could contribute to the discrimination of backgrounds for the
search for the 0νββ-decay or allow to perform topological measurements.
Chapter 7
Pulse-shape discrimination
Pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) techniques are well-established and powerful tools to dis-
tinguish signal- and background-like events by means of the respective signal traces in rare
event searches. Their application relies on the sampling of the full signal traces enabling
an offline signal processing and complex reconstruction algorithms. One requirement is a
sufficient timing resolution in order to resolve the imprints of particular characteristics that
are caused by the drift of charge carriers towards the readout electrodes.
Because of the wide range of detection techniques, different approaches are being followed
in nuclear physics applications such as the search for the neutrinoless double beta decay (see
e.g. GERDA [GER13a] and EXO-200 [EXO14]). Nowadays, the prospects of deep learning
and neural network algorithms are explored in order to further optimize the veto capabilities
using PSD (see e.g. Ref. [HHM`19] and [EXO18b]). Apart from the double beta decay
community, PSD methods are also applied in the field of γ-ray spectroscopy with complex
detector systems aiming to reach a full 4π coverage [LRB`19].
The first part of the following chapter is an overview of COBRA’s event classification
using different sets of PSD criteria that were developed during the operation of the COBRA
demonstrator. One of the main objectives of the present thesis is the determination of the
corresponding signal efficiencies, which are needed in the analysis of the physics data collected
with the demonstrator array. Furthermore, an improved PSD concept has been developed
with the aim to combine the previously available techniques into a single-parameter-based
approach. This concept allows for a calibration of the optimal cut value in order to simplify
the physics data analysis substantially.
Moreover, the optimization of the new PSD approach was complemented by the perfor-
mance of a dedicated laboratory experiment including the analysis of the collected data. By
using the Compton coincidence technique and a two-detector-system consisting of a COBRA
CPG-CZT detector and a conventional high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector, a pulse-
shape library of signal-like events has been collected. The concept of the constructed exper-
iment as well as the data analysis and results will be reported in this chapter.
Finally, several long-term laboratory measurements were performed with different CZT
detector types aiming to collect a statistical sample data set of cosmic muon interactions.
The outcome of the data evaluation and an analytical model for the reconstruction of muon-
induced events will be presented in the last section of this chapter.
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7.1 Event classification via PSD
The main objective of pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) is the differentiation of signal-like
and background-like events by means of characteristic features in the pulse-shapes. While
the exact definition of the term signal-like might vary for specific analyses, this signature
involves usually a point-like interaction within a single detector. The shape of the resulting
charge pulse carries information about the charge carriers’ drift through the detector bulk,
which can be interpreted with the help of the known weighting potentials (see section 5.1.1).
Point-like interactions are referred to as single-site events (SSEs) and provide prototypes for
the signatures of rare nuclear decays such as the potential decays of the ββ-nuclides present
in CZT or the highly forbidden β-decay of 113Cd (see Tab. 4.4 for an overview).
An example of a signal-like SSE as measured with the readout electronics developed by
the COBRA collaboration (see section 4.3.3) and its characteristic features is depicted in
Fig. 7.1. The labels CA and NCA refer to the collecting and non-collecting anode signals
(see section 4.1.3). The difference of both is referred to as the difference or charge pulse.
Figure 7.1: Typical pulse-shape of a single-site interaction from a calibration measurement with 228Th of
the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS (taken from [Zat17a]). The energy deposition is reconstructed from
the pulse-height of the charge pulse as the difference of the CA and NCA raw signals and results in about
2.2MeV. The general features are highlighted as: (1) pre-baseline before trigger, (2) common initial rise (drift
of charge in bulk potential), (3) splitting point (influence of localized grid potential), (4) charge collection
(electrons get collected at CA electrode), (5) Final pulse-height (decreases exponentially).
In the following sections the PSD techniques developed during the operation of the
COBRA demonstrator will be summarized. This includes the optimization of the respec-
tive cut values as well as performance studies based on LNGS calibration and physics data.
7.1.1 Data-cleaning and noise rejection
The first stage of COBRA’s PSD consists of a set of conditions that are meant to reject
noise and unphysical pulse traces, which occur dominantly at low energies. A complete list
of the recent implementation can be found in Tab. 7.1. Some of the relations are motivated
by the correlation of different quantities that are determined during the signal processing
via MAnTiCORE and their expected range according to the Shockley-Ramo theorem (see
section 4.1.4). The complete set of those conditions is referred to as the data-cleaning cuts
(DCCs) and was originally introduced by M. Fritts based on the evaluation of the COBRA
demonstrator’s L1 and L2 data in the two-layer period from Sept.’11 – Jun.’13 (see e.g.
section 8.1.4). An event is flagged by the DCCs, if at least one of the conditions reported in
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Tab. 7.1 is fulfilled. The overlap of the selection criteria and the corresponding impact on
the DCCs’ signal efficiency are discussed in the Bachelor thesis of R. Kantelberg [Kan17].
Table 7.1: Overview of MAnTiCORE’s data-cleaning conditions (taken from source code). The criteria used
in the definition of the single conditions are mainly based on the minimum/maximum values of the raw signals
CA and NCA and the corresponding pulse-heights (PHs) including the difference pulse. Furthermore, there
are conditions that contain the RMS of the CA’s post-baseline as well as the maximum change (MaxChange)
of the usually continuously increasing CA and difference signals. Some criteria are also based on multiple
conditions, whereas only one of those has to be fulfilled to veto an event by the DCCs. The constants and
factors were optimized based on the demonstrator’s L1 and L2 data in the two-layer period.
label definition
wrong trace length Nsamples ă 1024
CA range high Max(CA) - Min(CA) ą PH(CA) + 180
CA change low MaxChange(CA) ă 0.25 ¨ PH(CA)
CA RMS high RMS(postBL(CA)) ą 10.0 ¨ PH(CA)
ą 200
NCA range high Max(NCA) - Min(NCA) ą 1.03 ¨ PH(CA) + 130
NCA range low Max(NCA) - Min(NCA) ă 0.25 ¨ PH(CA) + 130
NCA amplitude low PH(NCA) ă ´1.05 ¨ PH(CA)
NCA amplitude high PH(NCA) ą 0.5 ¨ PH(CA)
Diff change high MaxChange(Diff) ą 4.0 ¨ PH(Diff)
Diff simple low PH(CA)´PH(NCA)PH(Diff) ă 0.93
ą 0.815` 1 ¨ 10´3¨ PH(Diff)
Diff simple high PH(CA)´PH(NCA)PH(Diff) ą 1.02
ą 1.06´ 2 ¨ 10´4¨ PH(Diff)
The key properties used in the construction of the DCCs are the pulse-heights (PHs) of the
raw signals recorded by the CA and NCA as well as of the derived difference signal and their
absolute minimum and maximum values. The determination of the different pulse-heights is
discussed in section 5.2.1
Secondly, there are criteria involving the maximum change along a pulse, which is referred
to as the maximum absolute value between two samples with a 15-sample-wide gap in be-
tween. Another quantity of interest is the RMS of the baselines. The baseline characteristics
are usually determined for the first and last 128-sample-average of each pulse trace.
Additionally, the standard data-cleaning procedure applies a cut to remove below-threshold
events as discussed in section 5.2.4, artificially injected pulses used for the monitoring of the
electronics’ stability and the synchronization of the FADCs (see section 7.1.5), as well as
low-z events, which are affected by distortions of the event reconstruction (see section 7.1.2).
Even though the artificially injected pulses can be usually identified by the presence of a
TTL flag, there are some periods in the beginning of the experiment for which the flagging
was not working perfectly. However, due to the distribution of the same signal amplitude
towards all channels, independently from the CA/NCA labeling, the reconstructed energy
and interaction depth are expected to be close to zero. Hence, the rejection of low-z events
with z ă 0.2 already takes care of potentially unflagged injected pulses.
In the original implementation of the DCCs, the present constants and factors in the
definition of the conditions have been optimized based on the data of the first two detector
layers. An in-depth review of the DCCs presented in [Kan17] revealed that some of the
criteria tend to flag a much larger event fraction for certain channels and data-taking periods
in more recent runs involving also L3 and L4. However, this preliminary impression could
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be resolved later on by performing a partitioning of the data as will be presented in the
course of section 8.4.2. Moreover, the evaluation of a dedicated low-threshold study of the
113Cd β-decay, which is one of the main parts of the present thesis (see e.g. section 8.3 and
following), could be used to perform a qualitative analysis of the DCCs’ efficiency.
Part of the mentioned low-threshold study is a special run of about one week with an
altered software trigger. Instead of only recording the signals of the channels fulfilling the
trigger condition, there is the option to readout all channels of a FADC device for a single-
channel trigger. While this option is usually not used in the standard data-taking mode, it
provides the opportunity to collect a sample of baseline pulses. By rejecting the triggered
events, only the baseline pulses remain. The effect on the reconstructed energy spectrum
as the combination of all detectors of the COBRA demonstrator for different steps of the
data-cleaning is depicted in Fig. 7.2.
Figure 7.2: Effect of the data-cleaning steps with respect to the combined energy spectrum for a special
trigger run of the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS. Left: triggered events. Right: untriggered events.
While the spectra of the triggered events are clearly dominated by the highly forbidden β-decay of 113Cd
with a Q-value of about 320 keV, there is no such feature in the continuously decreasing spectra based of the
untriggered events. As intended, the below-threshold cut affects only events near the threshold. In case of the
triggered events an acceptance of εsigDCC “ 87.5˘ 0.6% is found. At the same time, the removal of the baseline
pulses results in εbgDCC “ 99.8˘ 0.1% as a measure of the background rejection. The quoted uncertainties are
a measure for the observed spread between the single detectors of the demonstrator array.
By treating all events in the spectrum of the triggered events above the average threshold
of about 80 keV as signal, an acceptance of εsigDCC “ 87.5 ˘ 0.6% is found for the DCCs
over the 113Cd energy range. Furthermore, the identification of the baseline pulses taken
as proxy for noise-only events results in a background rejection of εbgDCC “ 99.8 ˘ 0.1%.
However, this is only a qualitative analysis as both the signal and background partitions
contain contaminations of the other category. Because of the unknown composition of the
partitions, the uncertainties on the efficiencies have been estimated conservatively as the
observed spread of the investigated detector pool (see also section 8.3.5).
The results obtained with the 113Cd physics data could be confirmed by the evaluation
of LNGS calibration data. The combination of several calibration runs with the radionuclide
228Th and the effect of the DCCs is presented in Fig. 7.3. The energy and intensity of the
γ-lines involved in the decay series of 228Th can be found in Tab. 8.6 of section 8.3.4.
Additionally, the variation of the signal acceptance has been checked with the low-energy
γ-lines of 152Eu (121.8 keV, 344.3 keV). The variation across the 113Cd energy range was
found to be compatible with the assigned uncertainties, hence, can be assume to be constant.
However, for higher γ-line energies the signal acceptance increases and yields 97.5˘ 0.3% at
583.2 keV, 99.9˘0.1% at 1592.5 keV and the same value for the full-energy peak at 2614.5 keV.
Besides of those data-driven approaches to characterize the efficiency of the DCCs, there
have been dedicated studies regarding the shielding concept of the COBRA experiment with
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Figure 7.3: Crosscheck of the data-cleaning cuts based on the combination of several calibration runs of the
COBRA demonstrator using the radionuclide 228Th. Due to the splitting of the calibration runs in high- and
low-threshold data there is an artificial step above the lowest energetic γ-line at Eγ “ 238.6 keV resulting from
the combination. The survival fraction for this line is found to be 89.3˘ 0.7%, which is on the same order as
the result obtained for the 113Cd average presented in Fig. 7.2.
respect to the reduction of electromagnetic disturbances in general. Exemplarily, a qualitative
investigation of COBRA’s EMI shielding concept, as presented in section 4.3.3, is documented
in the Bachelor thesis of Y. Bernau [Ber13]. It was found that the applied concept provides
excellent shielding properties, which is an indication for the origin of the residual noise to be
caused internally. A more detailed discussion of this subject can be found in section 8.2.2
and related sections.
7.1.2 Near anode and cathode events
The reconstruction of the interaction depth (see section 5.2.3) is a powerful tool to identify
surface events, which are typically caused by external α-decays due to their limited pene-
tration power. However, the depth information covers only one dimension of the cuboidal
CZT detectors, which is why only near-anode (z “ 0) and near-cathode (z “ 1) contamina-
tions can be suppressed efficiently with this method. Moreover, the z-reconstruction allows
for a detailed characterization of prominent background components such as discussed in
section 8.2. The analysis of the demonstrator’s physics data reveals that especially the cath-
ode electrode features long-lived α-contaminations, which originate from the decay of radon
and its daughter nuclei. Because of the applied negative bulk voltage of about 1 kV, ionized
daughter atoms get attracted and stick to the cathode surface. A more detailed discussion of
the identified nuclides contributing to the near-cathode background is given in section 8.2.4.
As already mentioned in the previous section, the near-anode region is affected by re-
construction artifacts due to the presence of the weighting potentials’ inhomogeneities in the
vicinity of the CPG electrode (see section 5.1.1). While it is in both cases – near-cathode
and near-anode – rather easily possible to identify the affected depth regions via a suitable
display of the data, the calculation of the corresponding efficiencies is much more challenging.
The determination of those efficiencies, regarding the actual selected sensitive CZT volume,
will be addressed in the following.
Fig. 7.4 illustrates the combined physics data of the COBRA demonstrator in form of
a depth spectra for events above the 113Cd energy region. A two-dimensional illustration
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representing a z-versus-E plot of the same data is shown in Fig. 8.4 of section 8.2. Because
of the overwhelming dominance of the 113Cd β-decay, it is necessary to restrict the energy
range to E ą 350 keV in order to investigate the imprints of backgrounds at higher energies
with respect to the interaction depth.
Figure 7.4: Distribution of the interaction depth above the 113Cd energy region for the total exposure of
the COBRA demonstrator. Besides the energy restriction, the DCCs are applied. The maximum of each
spectrum has been scaled to unity. It is found that each of the detector layers (L1 –L4) share common
features such as the rather symmetric double peak distribution close to the anode at z “ 0, which originates
mainly from the weighting potential distortions, and the increasing count rate towards the cathode at z “ 1.
The characterization of the so-called z-hump for z „ 0.6 ´ 0.9 will be discussed in section 8.2. The actual
near-cathode contaminations are found in the sharp peak around z “ 1.
The differences in the depth spectra of the four layers are mainly caused by the presence of
the so-called z-hump. An explanation of this feature and its distribution across the detector
array is given in section 8.2. The focus of the present section is on the near-surface regions
in the combined spectrum. The peak at the cathode side is caused by α-contaminants. It
can be characterized by a two-sided Gaussian fit according to Eqn. (5.7) around z “ 1. The
fit results in µz “ 1.0009˘ 0.0002 and σz “ 0.0095˘ 0.0003. This corresponds to an average
depth resolution of FWHMz = 2.22% at z “ 1, independently from the energy deposition. It
can be assumed that the depth resolution is almost constant for the bulk of the detector, but
gets worse in the near-anode region due to the weighting potential distortions. Based on the
Gaussian fit results a conservative z-cut results in an exclusion of z ą 0.97 at ˘3σ, whereas an
upper bound of the physical detector dimension is found for z ď 1.03. The Gaussian coverage
of the cathode’s z-peak selection corresponds to a 99.87% one-sided confidence interval (see
e.g. appendix C.2 for more information on the coverage).
Regarding the near-anode region, a cut of z Á 0.1 seems to be sufficient to exclude
the distorted depth region. However, the analytic description cannot be done with a single
Gaussian and the real extent cannot be assessed with the known to be localized features
discussed so far. Instead, a homogeneously distributed signal would be more suitable and
representative for the complete depth range. Such a signal is provided by the intrinsic β-decay
of 113Cd, which is the main analysis subject in the present thesis. The utilization of the 113Cd
β-decay is also advantageous with respect to other potential measures.
Previous attempts to determine the depth selection efficiency involved γ-ray characteriza-
tion measurements such as discussed in section 6.3. While the linearity of the z-reconstruction
has been verified with the spatially resolved γ-ray measurements along the z-dimension, the
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efficiency determination is corrupted by the typical depth resolution of the CZT detectors,
the collimation of the initial 137Cs γ-ray beam and the thickness-dependent absorption of it.
Because of the superposition of those effects, which leads to a broadening of the z-peak in the
corresponding depth spectrum, it is hardly possible to make a statement about the actually
irradiated detector volume to crosscheck the depth selection efficiency. The same applies to
an external α- or β-irradiation of a CZT detector. Because of the typical penetration depths,
it would only be possible to create events close to the surface, while the detector bulk could
not be probed in a reliable way (see also section 8.2.4).
Even though the 113Cd β-decay provides only a low-energetic signal, which is limited by
the Q-value of about 320 keV, leaving the problem to deal with threshold effects, it is the best
option to determine the depth selection efficiency. The depth spectrum of the 113Cd energy
range is depicted in Fig. 7.5 and includes the combined data of the dedicated 113Cd run as
well as a single detector example.
Figure 7.5: Distribution of the interaction depth in the 113Cd energy range based on the data of the COBRA
demonstrator. The maximum of the two example spectra for the combination of all detectors (blue) and Det50
(L4-P02) as a single detector reference (green) is set to unity. The highlighted physical depth range is defined
as 0 ă z ď 1.03 and limited by the standard z-cut according to 0.2 ă z ď 0.97. The exclusion of the low-z
range is motivated by the increase of the decay rate towards the rather flat plateau, indicating the expected
uniform distribution of the 113Cd source nuclei. The high-z range has been motivated before by the exclusion
of cathode contaminations (see also Fig. 7.4).
The 113Cd depth distribution allows to determine the actual selected physical volume
fraction given a certain z-restriction. In case of the near-anode region, the previous suggested
cut of z ą 0.1 is increased to z ą 0.2 in order to cover the rising edge of the depth spectrum
towards the expected plateau for the bulk of the detector volume. The slight slope towards the
cathode is assumed to be caused by the hole contribution to the signal amplitudes, which is not
taken into account in the trapping correction of the z-reconstruction (see section 5.2.3). An
elaborate discussion of the hole contribution can be found in the second part of section 7.4.4.
The combined standard z-cut of 0.2 ă z ď 0.97 is found to be optimal for most of the
detectors (see also the discussion in section 8.3.5 and Fig. D.20 in the appendix).
Moreover, by comparing the selected areas of the z-cuts to the total integral of the depth
distribution, it is possible to deduce the actually selected volume fractions which are taken
as the signal efficiency of the depth selections. The applied cut and counting approach
is independent of an analytic description of the 113Cd depth distribution, but requires a
dedicated iteration for each potential z-cut combination. The resulting efficiencies of the
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depth selections applied in the course of this thesis are summarized in Tab. 7.2.
Table 7.2: Deduced efficiencies of the physical volume selection via different z-cut definitions based on the
intrinsic 113Cd β-decay. The quoted uncertainties follow from the Poisson statistics of the selected number of
events. While the low-z cut removes less than half of the naively expected range, the high-z selection matches
well with the expectation regarding the actual physical volume (see also Fig. 7.5).
depth selection efficiency [%]
label definition Det50 (L4-P02) combined 113Cd data
low-z z ă 0.2 9.12˘ 0.13 7.73˘ 0.02
high-z z ą 0.97 6.35˘ 0.11 6.72˘ 0.02
standard-z 0.2 ă z ď 0.97 86.57˘ 0.41 87.52˘ 0.07
strict-z 0.2 ă z ď 0.60 43.79˘ 0.29 41.70˘ 0.05
A compilation of each detector’s εzp113Cdq for the standard-z selection can be found in
Tab. E.1 – E.4 of the appendix. The strict-z selection also covers the z-hump present in the
depth distributions above the 113Cd energy range (see Fig. 7.4). Although it reduces the
effective volume by more than 50%, it allows for an ultra-low background for the search for
double beta decays. The application of this cut is demonstrated explicitly in the search for
the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd in section 8.4.
7.1.3 Lateral surface events
Because of the limitations of the depth reconstruction, there is the need for complementary
techniques to cover background events appearing close to the remaining detector surfaces.
Such interactions are referred to as lateral surface events (LSEs). The development of the
techniques to identify LSEs marked the starting point of COBRA’s pulse-shape discrimina-
tion. Details can be found in [COB14]. The LSE identification makes use of the distortions
of the weighting potential close to the lateral walls. An illustration of the weighting potential
corresponding to the difference pulse of the raw signals CA and NCA is shown in Fig. 7.6.
Figure 7.6: Illustration of the difference signal’s weighting potential (adapted from [COB14]). The projection
of the weighting potential follows the procedure discussed before in section 5.1.1. Highlighted are the paths of
test charges, which are generated by a simple model assuming propagation directly towards the anode plane
through the detector bulk, followed by a straight path to the nearest CA strip of the CPG electrode. While
the variations for the depicted bulk paths (dashed blue) are only marginal, there are clear deviations for the
paths close to the lateral sides (solid red). Those features are used in the construction of the LSE cuts.
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Two examples for LSEs are depicted in Fig. 7.7, highlighting the differences in the pulse-
shapes for events of approximately the same energy deposition of about 2.5 – 3.5MeV. The
definitions of the LSE selection criteria and their parameter distributions for calibration data
of the demonstrator array can be found in Fig. D.1 and Fig. D.2 of the appendix.
Figure 7.7: Typical example pulse-shapes for lateral surface events as found in calibration measurements of
the COBRA demonstrator (taken from [Zat17b]). The imprints of the weighting potential’s distortions near
the lateral detector sides are enhanced for the difference pulse. Left: CA-side event leading to an early-rise of
the difference signal. Right: NCA-side event featuring a prominent dip below the baseline.
The signal acceptance of the two selection criteria can be tuned independently to about
90% by pre-selecting signal-like events from calibration measurements as discussed in sec-
tion 7.2.3. However, due to their disjunctive definitions and characteristics, the combined
efficiency is expected to be only about 80%. In fact, the signal efficiency has been deter-
mined to εsigLSE “ p76 ˘ 2q% in COBRA’s latest 0νββ-decay peak search analysis [COB16a].
As the combined signal efficiency enters the half-life sensitivity according to Eqn. (3.10) lin-
early, any improvement regarding the signal acceptance, while maintaining the background
suppression level, would have a direct impact on the experiment. Moreover, it was found
that the optimal cut values leading to an individual signal acceptance of 90% differ between
several evaluated calibration measurements, even for the same detector. While the usage of
average cut values, as done for the analysis presented in [COB16a], can be expected to even
out, it introduces a significant systematic uncertainty. Furthermore, the optimization of the
early rise time criterion (see Fig. D.1 in the appendix) can only be done in rather rough steps
as the quantity relies on integer values. This is why more robust and efficient techniques have
been explored as will be summarized in the following sections.
7.1.4 Single-site and multi-site events
All of the previous PSD methods have in common that they are supposed to reject near-
surface events. However, γ-rays can penetrate deeply into the sensitive volume unlike α- and
β-radiation. Although the natural γ-ray background of the primordial decay chains turns out
to be of minor concern for the ROI of the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd because of its high Q-value
(see Tab. 4.4) and is further suppressed by a careful material selection and the multi-layered
shielding against external radiation (see section 4.3.3), several processes can produce highly
energetic photons in the vicinity of the detector array.
While the rock overburden of the LNGS reduces the flux of relativistic muons by more
than six orders of magnitude compared to the surface, the remaining muons are able to trigger
nuclear reactions in the vicinity of the experiment. Besides those muon-induced reactions,
there are e.g. pα, nq reactions in the surrounding rock producing high-energetic neutrons.
The produced secondary particles typically scatter inelastically with any material creating
highly energetic γ-rays with energies up to several MeV. Those γ-ray interactions can mimic
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the 0νββ-decay by depositing energy in the region of interest. However, the chance of a full
energy deposition inside a 1 cm3 CZT crystal is relatively low. More often Compton scattering
or pair creation will happen, depending on the initial energy of the γ-ray (see e.g. Fig. 1.8
in section 1.3.1). A single Compton scatter event causes a single-site interaction, as there
is only one energy deposition. On the other hand, multiple Compton scattering within the
same crystal result typically in so-called multi-site events (MSEs) due to the localized energy
depositions in different spots. If the single energy depositions are spatially well-separated,
the collection of the disjunctive charge clouds provides a distinct signature on the pulse-
shape level. This way, there is the chance to identify MSE bulk interactions, potentially
depositing the same energy as expected from double beta decays, by means of the respective
pulse-shapes. A typical example is depicted in Fig. 7.8.
Figure 7.8: Typical example pulse-shapes for single-site (left) and multi-site interactions (right) as found in
calibration measurements of the COBRA demonstrator (taken from [Zat17b]). In the present MSE example
the plateau feature in the difference pulse is caused by the delayed collection of two separate charge clouds.
The delay is caused by the spatial separation of the charge clouds’ origins and their presumably constant drift
velocity. Thus, the imprints of MSEs only appear if the energy depositions are separated well enough with
respect to the interaction depth dimension of the CZT detectors.
The likelihood of observing a SSE or MSE in a γ-ray interaction depends on the initial
energy, affecting the cross section of the possible interaction mechanisms as discussed in
section 1.3.1, as well as on the size of the CZT crystals. As the COBRA collaboration is
currently upgrading to larger crystals with a volume of 6 cm3 (see e.g. section 4.3.4), the
chance for a second γ-ray interaction inside a single crystal is expected to increase, whereas
the sought double beta decay signals will dominantly appear as single-site events. Hence, to
be able to distinguish between both event categories is essential for an envisaged large-scale
experiment. An overview of the developed PSD techniques is given in section 7.2.
7.1.5 Coincident events
In the light of the presence of γ-ray induced background and the expected single-site signature
of potential ββ-decays, another rather natural choice of background suppression is to reject
coincident events between multiple detectors. Even for an intended large-scale experiment
as envisioned in section 4.3.5, the rate of random coincidences due to ββ-decays taking place
in different detectors within a certain coincidence time window is negligibly small. On the
contrary, γ-ray scattering is expected to deposit energy in multiple crystals, whereas the
event signature – SSE or MSE – is only secondary. This is why granular detector designs as
summarized in section 3.3.2 provide intrinsically an efficient way to reject γ-ray coincidences.
Moreover, there are search strategies that make explicitly use of detector coincidences
such as expected from ββ-decays involving excited state transitions or from the more exotic
β`β` modes. A feasibility study based on the COBRA demonstrator regarding the search
for excited state transitions of 116Cd and 130Te will be discussed in section 8.6.
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However, the identification of detector coincidences turns out to be non-trivial in the
current stage of the experiment and its electronics (see also section 4.3.3). This is mainly due
to the FADCs, which digitize the pulse-shapes of triggered events and assign the corresponding
unix timestamps. Each of the applied STRUCK SIS3300 modules has its own clock providing
the default sample frequency of 100MHz. It is found that there is an intrinsic spread of the
clocks’ speed causing a drift of the assigned timestamps over the typical run duration of
the experiment. As the drift is mainly linear, it can be corrected in an offline procedure
as part of the data processing with MAnTiCORE. The procedure makes use of artificially
injected pulses from a generator that provide a timestamp reference for all FADC devices
every 10min. More information can be found in section 4.3.3 and 8.1.1.
The synchronization tool was originally designed by O. Reinecke in 2012. Since its initial
implementation into MAnTiCORE it has been adapted by the COBRA analysis team sev-
eral times, e.g. M. Fritts (Oct.’13), S. Zatschler (Apr.’15, Nov.’15, Jan.’17) and J. Volkmer
(Sept.’18), in order to maintain its compatibility with the frequently changing data format
requirements. The first applications are documented in the Master thesis of M. Kleineberg
[Kle16] and the PhD thesis of J. Timm [Tim15]. The latter study aimed to estimate the intrin-
sic contamination level of the COBRA demonstrator detectors based on delayed coincidences
of the natural decay series (see Fig. D.8 in the appendix and Tab. 8.4 in section 8.2.4).
The recent status of the FADC synchronization tool and its application towards the search
for the EC/β` decays of the nuclides contained in CZT (see e.g. Tab. 4.4) is presented in
the Master thesis of J. Volkmer [Vol18]. The linear drift of the FADCs’ clocks is found
to be 0.1 ´ 1.0 s, depending on which FADC channels are compared to each other, for the
standard run duration of 4 h (see section 8.1.1). Furthermore, the accuracy of the offline
synchronization could be determined to about 0.1ms, which is about ten times the sampling
length of 10µs of a complete pulse trace. The limitations of the synchronization are non-linear
effects that cannot be addressed analytically at the moment.
In the present thesis only a weaker version of the full coincidence cut is available for
most of the data, as the synchronization has not yet been applied to the complete data
set. Nonetheless, as all detector channels that are connected to the same FADC unit receive
their timestamps from the same clock, they are perfectly synchronized on the raw data level.
Consequently, coincidences between up to four detectors of the same FADC (see section 4.3.3)
can be rejected without the need of the clock synchronization. The full coincidence cut is
applied in the course of the 113Cd β-decay analysis as explained in section 8.3.6.
7.2 Identification of multi-site events
As it has been motivated in section 7.1.4, the identification of MSEs provides a key instrument
to reduce the γ-ray background in the ββ-decay region of interest of the COBRA experiment.
An overview of the most promising approaches is given in the following sections. More
information can also be found in the previous works presented in [Zat14] and [Küt19].
7.2.1 Peak-search algorithm
The typical characteristic of a multi-site event is a plateau feature in the difference pulse,
whereas SSEs can be described by a single step function (compare the examples in Fig. 7.8).
Based on this feature, a software algorithm has been developed in [Zat14] to distinguish
between both event types. The key idea is to search for peaks above an empiric threshold in
a particularly constructed derivative of the difference pulse. As the difference pulse represents
the charge signal, its derivative is referred to as the current signal.
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The definition of the applied derivative makes use of a moving window to calculate the
pulse-height difference along the full trace using a 5-sample-wide gap. Details can be found
in [Zat14]. The resulting current pulse is then checked for peak structures that exceed a
threshold level as indicated in the example shown in Fig. 7.9. This is done by a specialized
peak-search algorithm (PSA), which is why the procedure is referred to as the PSA method.
Figure 7.9: Example of the derivative definition applied in the PSA method to identify multi-site interactions
(taken from [Zat17a]). Left: MSE pulse-shape. Right: corresponding derivative of the difference pulse. The
threshold of the peak-search is based on the RMS of the baseline and calculated on an event-by-event basis.
If the number of peaks that exceed the threshold is greater than one, the event is flagged
as a MSE. The determination of the threshold is based on a robust approach, using the
RMS of the pre-baseline of the current pulse. The baseline statistics are calculated for
a 256-sample-wide window on an event-by-event basis. In the end, the resulting RMS is
multiplied by an optimized constant factor, referred to as xrms. This constant is the only
free parameter in the optimization of the peak-search algorithm. The general optimization
procedure is described in section 7.2.3.
The application of the PSA towards the physics data of the COBRA demonstrator could
confirm that the main background is dominated by surface α-contaminants, while there are
only a few clearly identified γ-lines in the ββ-decay region of interest (see section 8.2.3). How-
ever, the combination with the LSE criteria revealed that there is a strong overlap between
the PSA and the early rise time (ERT) criterion. Due to the definition of the latter quantity
(see Fig. D.1 in the appendix), a rather high fraction of MSEs is also flagged by the ERT
criterion. This is a problem when it comes to the signal efficiency calculation. Furthermore,
by assuming no correlation between the combined selection, a signal acceptance of only about
72% would be expected by combining the LSE cut with the PSA method.
Although the PSA method’s optimization was found to be very robust in laboratory
measurements, its application towards the demonstrator array revealed severe performance
issues. The definition of the optimized single threshold parameter intrinsically assumes a
certain baseline behavior, which is not necessarily fulfilled by each of the LNGS detectors
in all physics runs. Moreover, the constant multiplication factor xrms needs to be fixed
before the processing with MAnTiCORE and can only be optimized via multiple processing
iterations. This makes the optimization very time consuming, especially in the light of an
intended detector-wise procedure as part of the standard detector calibration routines. While
such an attempt was never performed for the LSE cuts, it would have been possible after a
single processing step due to the LSE parameters being stored for each event. This allows to
investigate their distributions in a second analysis step (see also Fig. D.2 in the appendix).
In contrast to this, the PSA method provides a boolean decision whether an event is a
MSE according to the algorithm. Unfortunately, it turned out that this generic concept is
not suitable in case of the LNGS setup given the observed deviations in the demonstrator’s
detector performances. Consequently, the outcome of the previous work [Zat14] triggered
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the development of a completely new pulse-shape discrimination method for the COBRA
experiment and its CZT-CPG detectors.
7.2.2 A/E criterion
An alternative method to discriminate single-site and multi-site events has been developed
and applied successfully in the GERDA experiment searching for the 0νββ-decay in 76Ge
with HPGe detectors. The approach is based on a single quantity described by the A{E
parameter [GER13a]. It relies on the maximum amplitude of the current pulse, denoted as
A, and a scaling by the energy-equivalent pulse-height of the charge pulse, referred to as E.
An illustration of the common A{E definition can be found in Fig. D.3 of the appendix.
The application and optimization of the A{E approach towards COBRA’s detector tech-
nology has been developed in cooperation with J. Küttler. The aim was to combine the
background suppression of the well-established LSE criteria and the previous MSE algorithm
within a similar single parameter method. Furthermore, such an option offers the potential
to calibrate the respective method on the single detector level, making it possible to explore
the full potential of the COBRA demonstrator. Another benefit of a calibration would be
the convergence of the individual detectors’ optimal cut values to keep a certain level of the
signal acceptance. In the optimal case, an unique cut value could be used for all detectors,
while the signal efficiency would be the same for all channels at a predefined level.
After achieving promising first results with the help of dedicated laboratory measurements
as reported in section 7.3, a complete systematic study was performed in the Master thesis
of J. Küttler [Küt19] in order to identify the optimal combination of the parameters entering
the A{E criterion. In total six combinations of different current amplitudes A (with and
without weighting factor) and energy-equivalent amplitudes E of the charge pulse (with
and without weighting factor and optional energy calibration) were tested. The most robust
results, according to the optimization procedure discussed in section 7.2.3, were obtained with
the simplest version based on the plain charge pulse’s definition without using the weighting
factor (see section 5.1.2) and the actual energy calibration parameters (see section 8.1.2)
[Küt19]. A comparison of the A{E parameter distributions for the most promising options is
shown in Fig. D.4 of the appendix.
However, in the beginning of the A{E study it was found that the previous derivative
definition used for the PSA approach is not serving well in the case of A{E. In fact, the
special PSA derivative is optimized in the sense that the expected features should appear well-
distinguishable from the flat baseline and, even more importantly, allow for the resolution of
MSEs, where the derivative peaks are close to each other. Instead of smoothing the derivative
by averaging over a certain sample window, the applied 5-sample-gap emphasizes the peak
features. On the other hand, it was found that the maximum amplitude of such a derivative
is not a reliable indication to discriminate SSEs and MSEs.
Based on the original approach presented in [GER13b], a simple smoothing algorithm was
introduced in the course of [Küt19]. The final definition of the current pulse as the derivative
of the difference signal for each sample i of the pulse traces is shown in Eqn. (7.1).
Derivris “
i`nsm´1
ÿ
j“i´nsm
Diffrj ´ nsms ´Diffrj ` nsms
2 ¨ nsm
(7.1)
The smoothing window size nsm is one of the parameters that needs to be optimized in
the following section.
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7.2.3 Optimization procedure
The general optimization procedure for the MSE identification algorithms was developed in
the course of [Zat14]. Following the previous work, the concept could be refined and applied
to the A{E approach as well. Preliminary results for the PSA method using laboratory data
were presented in [Zat17a]. The first results of the automated A{E optimization routines
developed for the COBRA demonstrator can be found in [Küt19].
Concept and requirements
One of the key requirements regarding the optimization is an intended universal feasibility.
Even though dedicated laboratory measurements such as presented in section 7.3 could pro-
vide valuable input in the development process, it is not possible to provide those data for
all detectors of the COBRA demonstrator or in future stages of the experiment. However, in
order to probe and optimize the efficiency of the developed PSD techniques, a pure sample of
signal-like events is needed. The main quantity of interest is the signal acceptance or signal
survival fraction, which contributes to the combined signal efficiency that enters linearly into
the half-life sensitivity according to Eqn. (3.10). Moreover, in the optimal case, also a sample
of background-like events would be present, which could be used to address the background
suppression of a selection. Both type of events can be created in calibration measurements
using a radionuclide with a sufficiently high γ-ray energy and intensity.
Pair production via γ-ray interactions
For highly energetic γ-rays with Eγ ą 2me there is the chance to produce electron-positron
(e´e`) pairs in interactions with the CZT detectors. At this energy scale it is very unlikely
that γ-rays deposit their full energy via photoelectric absorption. According to the γ-ray
cross sections, Compton scattering is the dominant process (see Fig. 1.8 in section 1.3.1).
However, the full energy deposition of γ-rays at the MeV scale is typically a combination of
multiple processes, whereas the pair production inside the CZT detectors is accompanied by
particularly interesting kinematics (see Fig. 7.10).
Figure 7.10: Illustration of the kinematics involving pair production via γ-ray interactions inside CZT (taken
from [Küt19]). Initially, a highly energetic γ-ray such as from the de-excitation of 208Tl can create an e´e`
pair. Both of the leptons cause a localized energy deposition via ionization, which is indicated with the yellow
spot. The positron annihilates with an electron of the detector material and converts into two back-to-back
annihilation γ-rays with Eγ “ me each. If one of those γ-rays is absorbed within the initial CZT detector
(indicated with the yellow spot), while the other escapes undetected, the total energy deposition results in
an entry in the single-escape peak (SEP). SEP events are proxies for multi-site interactions (left). On the
contrary, if both γ-rays escape, leading to entries in the double-escape peak (DEP), the underlying kinematics
provide prototypes for ββ-decays, thus, single-site interactions (right).
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A suitable γ-ray energy being able to perform pair production in CZT is provided by the
de-excitation of 208Tl (Eγ “ 2.6MeV), which is part of the natural 232Th decay chain (see
Fig. D.8 in the appendix). The same γ-line is produced in the decay series of 228Th, which
is used as one of the standard radionuclides in the regularly performed energy calibrations of
the demonstrator array at the LNGS (see section 8.1.2).
The initial energy deposition of the e´e` pair is similar to the energy release of a ββ-decay,
thus, results in prototype single-site events. Ultimately, the positron will annihilate with a
shell electron of the surrounding detector material after both particles slowed down due to
the energy loss via ionization. In the annihilation process two back-to-back γ-rays with
Eγ “ me “ 511 keV are created inside the CZT crystal, leading to three interesting scenarios
with respect to the energy deposition of the annihilation radiation. The first option is that
both annihilation γ-rays deposit their total energy in the initial crystal. This case would
contribute to the full-energy peak (FEP) at Eγ “ 2.6MeV. Secondly, one or both γ-rays
could escape the initial crystal without an additional interaction. This causes the so-called
single-escape peak (SEP) at Eγ´me and the double-escape peak (DEP) at Eγ´2me. In the
latter case, the primary energy deposition is only due to the initial e´e` pair, thus, provides a
population of SSEs. On the other hand, a large fraction of events in the SEP can be expected
to show multi-site character due to the photoelectric absorption of one of the annihilation
γ-rays in a spot that is very likely separated from its origin. An overview of the kinematics
leading to the DEP and SEP is given in Fig. 7.10.
In the following, the optimization of the MSE identification algorithms will be discussed.
The procedure makes use of the expected SSE population for entries in the DEP and, respec-
tively, the MSEs expected for SEP entries.
Optimal A{E definition
As briefly discussed in section 7.2.2, there are several options to derive the A{E parameter.
While the simplest version based on the plain difference pulse without further corrections
produces the most promising results in the pre-characterization and fixes the general method,
the smoothing window size nsm remains a free parameter. For the laboratory data, which was
originally collected during the development of the PSA method, an optimal value of nsm “ 6
has been found for the first implementation of the A{E parameter. By applying the same
optimization routine to calibration data of the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS in [Küt19],
it was found that a slightly larger value of nsm “ 8 provides the highest sensitivity. However,
with respect to the intended calibration of the A{E parameter, a much wider window of
nsm “ 32 seems to be necessary. The reason is that for some channels the A{E distributions
could not be described well with the set of investigated fit functions. Fortunately, the average
sensitivity loss turns out to be acceptable and is not expected to limit the A{E approach
after its calibration as discussed in section 7.2.4. An example of the dependency of the A{E
distribution on the nsm parameter is shown in Fig. D.4 of the appendix.
Sensitivity and efficiency optimization
The optimization of both MSE identification algorithms makes use of the DEP and SEP
associated with the 208Tl γ-line at 2.6MeV. Moreover, the FEP is used as a control region
consisting of both SSE and MSE. Each of the corresponding region of interests (ROIs) is
defined as Eγ˘FWHMpEγq using the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) at the respective
γ-line energy. The resolution curve FWHMpEq is one of the parameters that is extracted
individually for each detector and each calibration run (see also section 8.1.2 and 8.3.4).
Fig. 7.11 illustrates the ROIs for the example of a laboratory measurement with a natural
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232Th sample. In comparison to the spectrum of the artificial 228Th calibration source at the
LNGS (see e.g. Fig. 8.2), there are some additional γ-lines originating from the extended
decay sequence (e.g. from 228Ac at 969 keV and 911 keV [NDS20]).
Figure 7.11: Laboratory measurement of the energy spectrum of a natural 232Th sample by a CPG-CZT
detector. The spectrum includes the DCCs discussed in section 7.1.1 and the standard z-cut motivated
in section 7.1.2. The ROIs and SBs highlight the DEP at 1.6MeV, the SEP at 2.1MeV and the FEP at
2.6MeV. The gap between a ROI and its SBs is found to be optimal for 30 keV. Each ROI covers a range of
Eγ ˘ FWHMpEγq corresponding to a Gaussian peak coverage of 98.15% (see section C.2 in the appendix).
The primarily developed optimization routine is based on a sensitivity maximization using
the number of peak entries NROI for different assumed cut values. The range and step size
of the cut values’ iterations were optimized for each method separately. In the course of
the optimization, the calibration data is split into two classes of spectra according to the
cut selection, which results in a signal-like spectrum and a background-like spectrum. All
events surviving a certain cut are treated as signal, while the rest is treated as background
in the iterative process. The aim is to maximize the sensitivity for DEP events in the signal
spectrum and for SEP events in the background spectrum.
Because of the presence of the underlying Compton continuum, especially for the DEP
and SEP regions, and its unknown composition regarding the SSE/MSE fraction, there is a
certain contamination of the previously discussed DEP and SEP event populations. This is
why the number of peak entries is corrected by an estimate of the Compton background using
so-called side-band (SB) regions. They are placed symmetrically around each ROI and cover
in combination the same area. An optimized offset ensures that there is no double counting
of events. The SB shift was varied between 2 – 100 keV and found to be optimal for 30 keV.
Another advantage of the SB approach is that the methods provides a robust tool against
single detector effects such as a varying resolution or shape of the Compton continuum due
to the position of the detector of interest in the demonstrator array. With the number of
counts in the ROI and the SBs, the sensitivity can be defined as the following figure of merit
s “
NROI ´NSB
?
NSB
. (7.2)
Eqn. (7.2) is used for the evaluation of the signal and background spectra corresponding
to the assumed cut values in order to determine the optimum values xoptrms (in case of the PSA
approach) and pA{Eqopt. The scaling by the square root of the SB counts is motivated by
the Poisson fluctuations of the Compton background.
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The results of the sensitivity optimization of the PSA method are depicted in Fig. 7.12.
Two optimum values of xoptrmspSSEq “ 2.4 and xoptrmspMSEq “ 4.6 are found. The sensitivity
curves suggest that sacrificing part of the signal acceptance could result in a higher back-
ground rejection. However, the optimization of both quantities at the same time requires
a different analysis scheme. Moreover, the application of the PSA optimization approach
towards the COBRA demonstrator revealed severe performance issues as mentioned before.
This is why an additional figure of merit has been explored in the optimization of the A{E
parameter, keeping in mind the use of A{E as the main PSD method in future analyses and
its potential calibration.
Figure 7.12: Results of the sensitivity optimization for the PSA method. The maximum of the sensitivity
with respect to the signal acceptance of the DEP is found for xoptrms “ 2.4. As the sensitivity for the MSE
identification in the SEP region is still increasing at that point, it is feasible to combine both quantities in
order to search for a compromise between signal acceptance and background rejection.
The alternative optimization procedure makes directly use of the signal acceptance εsigacc
and the background rejection εbgrej. Both are derived from the entries in the signal spectrum’s
DEP and the background spectrum’s SEP, but are set into relation to the corresponding
peak entries of the initial spectrum. As the entries without applying an A{E cut are taken as
reference, there is no need to estimate the Compton background for each ROI. The pA{Eqopt
cut value is found for the maximum of the product of both efficiencies.
An exemplary comparison of the sensitivity optimization and the approach based on the
efficiencies is depicted in Fig. 7.13. The latter option has the advantage that the signal
acceptance could also be fixed to a certain level, which simplifies the efficiency treatment in
later physics analyses of the LNGS data. In fact, this is what will be done in the calibration
of the A{E parameter described in section 7.2.4. It should be noted that the results presented
in Fig. 7.13 are based on the final definition of the current pulse using a smoothing window
of nsm “ 32 in order to determine the A{E quantity.
In general there is a good agreement between the two optimization approaches, whereas
the previous sensitivity optimization serves as a crosscheck. It was found that the efficiency
method proves more reliable when applied to the calibration data of single detectors instead
of using a combination as depicted in Fig. 7.13. A particular problem of the sensitivity
is its drop in the SEP background channel. For each ROI the optimum A{E, denoted as
pA{Eqopt, as well as the value corresponding to a signal acceptance of at least 90%, indicated
by pA{Eq90%, has been highlighted. It is found that the pA{Eq90% value is close to the
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Figure 7.13: Results of the A{E optimization based on the combined data of a single 228Th calibration
measurement of the COBRA demonstrator (adapted from [Küt19]). Top: default optimization via efficiencies.
Bottom: crosscheck optimization via sensitivities. The results of the two optimization approaches agree well
with each other for all three selected ROIs: DEP (left), SEP (middle), FEP (right). The vertical lines indicate
the pA{Eqopt parameter (red) corresponding to the maximum of the product εsigacc ¨εbgrej and the pA{Eq90% value
(green), which ensures a signal acceptance of at least 90%.
sensitivity maximum for the DEP’s signal spectrum and the SEP’s background spectrum.
Furthermore, there is a smoother transition of the efficiency curves towards the low and high
A{E values compared to the ones obtained by the sensitivity approach.
Determination of optimal efficiencies
Even though there are some flaws in the optimization of the PSA method using the sensitivity
as a figure of merit in combination with LNGS calibration data, it is still possible to compare
it to the A{E approach in terms of the achieved efficiencies. The achieved signal acceptance
and background rejection is summarized in Tab. 7.3.
Table 7.3: Summary of the PSA and the A{E optimization results with respect to the achieved signal ac-
ceptance εsigacc and background rejection εbgrej. The PSA results are based on the laboratory data reported in
[Zat17a]. The A{E optimization results involve the combined data of a single calibration run of the demon-
strator array and are taken from [Küt19]. Both MSE identification algorithms show a similar performance
with respect to the determined efficiencies based on the 208Tl single- and double escape peak.
method PSA A{E criterion
cut value xoptrms “ 2.4 pA{Eqopt “ 0.75 pA{Eq90% “ 0.70
efficiency εsigacc [%] ε
bg
rej [%] εsigacc [%] ε
bg
rej [%] εsigacc [%] ε
bg
rej [%]
DEP 94.8˘ 1.6 5.2˘ 0.6 77.3˘ 1.4 22.7˘ 0.7 90.7˘ 1.6 9.3˘ 0.5
SEP 37.6˘ 1.9 62.4˘ 2.4 22.0˘ 4.5 78.0˘ 6.4 37.0˘ 5.4 63.0˘ 5.0
By using the optimized PSA method with xoptrms “ 2.4 it is possible to investigate the
energy dependency of the MSE fraction. This is done by calculating the MSE fraction for
each energy bin of the input spectrum such as shown in Fig. 7.14.
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Figure 7.14: Energy dependency of the MSE fraction based on the optimized PSA approach and a single
detector laboratory measurement using a natural 232Th sample (updated version of [Zat17a]). For comparison,
the 232Th energy spectrum is shown in a logarithmic scale. The graph of the MSE fraction reveals a clear
dip for the DEP at 1.6MeV and a prominent increase at the position of the SEP at 2.1MeV. Moreover, the
MSE fraction is increased for the position of a γ-line, which perfectly agrees with the expectation of the
underlying kinematics. The initial γ-ray interaction is very likely a Compton scattering, reducing the energy
of the initial γ-ray, which increases the likelihood of a second interaction via photoelectric absorption in the
same crystal according to the cross section’s energy dependency. Furthermore, the MSE fraction is rather low
along the Compton continuum between 1.0 – 2.3MeV, which is also in agreement with the expectation from
the underlying kinematics and cross sections.
In agreement with the energy dependence of the γ-ray interaction cross sections there is a
very low fraction of MSEs below 200 keV (see Fig. 1.8 in section 1.3.1). This is due to the fact
that the low-energy range is dominated by the photoelectric absorption, featuring SSE-like
interactions. Furthermore, it is found that the MSE fraction increases for the position of the
γ-lines emitted in the decay series of 232Th. This behavior can be explained by the underlying
kinematics. The primary interaction is very likely a Compton scattering, because it is the
dominating process at those energies. However, by loosing energy in the scattering process,
the chance for a second interaction via photoelectric absorption within in the same CZT
crystal increases. On the contrary, the Compton continuum between 1.0 – 2.3MeV features a
rather low MSE fraction with a small increase towards higher energies. For the single-escape
peak at 2.1MeV there is a prominent increase of the MSE fraction, while the double-escape
peak features a clear dip below the level of the Compton background.
The energy dependence of the MSE fraction based on the A{E criterion is very similar to
the example depicted in Fig. 7.14 for the PSA method and needs no further discussion. An
application of both PSD algorithms in the analysis of the LNGS physics data is discussed in
section 8.2.3. Furthermore, the effect of the optimized pA{Eqopt and pA{Eq90% cut value will
be discussed in the course of the search for the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd in section 8.4.
Finally, in preparation of the intended calibration of the A{E parameter, the interplay of
the PSA and the A{E approach will be briefly discussed in the next section.
Interplay of PSA and A{E
The interplay of the MSE identification algorithms can be studied by taking a look at the
distribution of A{E values. This is done by using the laboratory data obtained with the
natural 232Th sample as depicted in Fig. 7.15. It should be noted that the data presented in
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the following is based on the optimization results obtained for the laboratory setup, including
a smoothing window of nsm “ 6 in the construction of the current pulse. Because of the
modified signal amplification of the COBRA demonstrator setup at the LNGS, the scale of
the optimum A{E values deviates with respect to the laboratory results. Furthermore, an
abnormal A{E distribution has been observed for some channels as reported in a previous
thesis [Küt19], which is why the smoothing window was increased to nsm “ 32 for all LNGS
data. In the end, only the absolute scale of the A{E parameter is affected by a change of nsm
(see e.g. Fig. D.4 in the appendix) while the overall shape is preserved.
Figure 7.15: Distribution of the A{E criterion for a single detector laboratory measurement using a natural
232Th sample. The distribution includes the DCCs and the standard z-cut, but no restriction of the energy
range. The A{E distribution of all events (blue) is crosschecked with the optimized PSA cut by dividing
the data into SSE-like (green) and MSE-like events (red). The shape of the SSE fraction is found to be
approximately Gaussian while the MSEs are dominantly found in the tail towards lower A{E values.
The crosscheck confirms that MSEs result in lower A{E values compared to SSEs. More-
over, the distribution of the SSE fraction is approximately Gaussian, which is an important
finding regarding the calibration of the A{E criterion with the help of the DEP as presented
in section 7.2.4. Before discussing the actual calibration procedure and the reasoning behind
this measure, some comments regarding the application of the MSE identification besides the
background suppression will be made in the final passage of this section.
Application of MSE identification
Primarily, the MSE identification is meant as a tool for the background suppression of γ-ray
induced events. However, besides its original application it is possible to apply the developed
algorithms in the background characterization with the aim to shed light on its composition.
Furthermore, they can help to identify present radionuclides by increasing the sensitivity
towards interactions leading to a full-energy deposition within a single CZT crystal. This
can be achieved by inverting the original cut, meaning that single-site events are rejected
as background. This way an effective reduction of the continuous Compton background is
reached, which enhances the intensity of potentially present weak γ-lines. An example as
a proof of concept is presented in Fig. 7.16 using the PSA approach and the laboratory
measurement with a natural 232Th sample.
The same approach is applied in the characterization of the γ-ray background of the
COBRA demonstrator (see section 8.2.3). It is found that in this specific scenario the PSA
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Figure 7.16: Application of the inverted PSA method to enhance the intensity of weak γ-lines in a single
detector laboratory measurement using a natural 232Th sample (adapted from [Zat17a]). As the Compton
continuum contains dominantly events with single-site character (see e.g. Fig. 7.14), the rejection of SSEs
results in an enhancement of the actual full-energy peaks. With this method it is possible to identify weak
γ-lines that were previously hidden by the Compton background. In particular, the presence of a subdominant
γ-line from 212Bi as part of the 232Th decay chain could be verified. The 212Bi γ-line at Eγ “ 1620.5 keV
[NDS20] is in the immediate vicinity of the DEP at 1.6MeV and contributes to the MSE contamination of the
SSE-like signal region. In the spectrum including all events, it is not possible to resolve both γ-lines.
method is superior to the A{E approach, as the A{E parameter is by definition also sensitive
to LSEs, while the inverted PSA cut selects primarily MSEs. In case of the A{E parameter,
the γ-line enhancement turns out to be weaker. A comparison of the effect is exemplarily
shown in Fig. 8.8 of section 8.2.3 for the full exposure of the COBRA demonstrator. The
enhancement of low-intensity γ-lines offers a wide range of potential applications not only in
nuclear physics, but also in medical imaging and environmental control where the signature of
weak radioactive nuclides is hidden under a strong Compton continuum or β-decay spectrum.
7.2.4 A/E calibration
The calibration of the A{E parameter has the aim to unify the optimum A{E cut values with
respect to the optimization of the selection efficiency of the demonstrator’s detectors. The
procedure was primarily developed in the course of the Master thesis of J. Küttler [Küt19]
and will be briefly summarized in the following.
In the previous section it was shown that the interplay of the PSA method and the A{E
criterion reveals an approximately Gaussian shape of the SSE-like part of the A{E distribution
using laboratory measurements with a natural 232Th sample. Because of this finding it can be
expected that the A{E distribution of DEP entries, which are taken as proxies for single-site
interactions, should also feature a Gaussian shape. Furthermore, it could be confirmed with
the same pre-characterization that the contamination of the SSE-like DEP population due
to MSE-like interactions in the Compton continuum and the present 212Bi γ-line is only a
minor effect (see e.g. Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.16). The same applies to the energy dependence
of the optimal A{E parameter, which is shown in Fig. 7.15.
As expected from the behavior of the MSE fraction depicted in Fig. 7.14, there is a
clear spread of the A{E parameter towards lower values for the energies corresponding to
the location of a γ-line. This is due to the increased probability of depositing the full γ-
ray energy via a multi-site interaction. Moreover, a rather flat A{E band is found for the
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Figure 7.17: Illustration of the energy dependence of the A{E parameter based on a single detector laboratory
measurement using a natural 232Th sample. The data selection consists of the DCCs (see section 7.1.1) and
the standard z-cut according to section 7.1.2. For the γ-line energies a spread towards lower A{E values is
found, which is caused by an increased MSE fraction. On the contrary, the Compton continuum between
1MeV– 2.3MeV results in a rather flat band. This applies also to the location of the DEP at 1.6MeV.
Compton continuum dominating the energy range between 1MeV– 2.3MeV. The position of
the DEP as proxy for SSE-like interactions is only slightly shifted towards higher A{E values
with respect to the surrounding Compton band. The A{E variation across the Compton
region is about 5.9% per MeV. Compared to its width and the extension of the DEP region
it can be concluded that the energy dependence of the A{E parameter is only a secondary
effect, which might be further elaborated in a future iteration of COBRA’s PSD.
The A{E calibration procedure developed in [Küt19] makes exclusively use of the A{E
distribution of DEP events. The aim is to find an analytic description of the approximately
Gaussian A{E distribution in order to determine its mean µA{E and width in terms of σA{E .
By using these two parameters it is possible to construct a calibrated A{E via fixing the
Gaussian parameters to µ “ 1.0 and σ “ 0.1 according to Eqn. (7.3) [Küt19].
pA{Eqcal “
σ
σA{E
¨
`
pA{Eq ´ µA{E
˘
` µ (7.3)
This way, a universal cut value based on the Gaussian coverage can be chosen which
corresponds by definition to a certain level of the signal acceptance and can be calculated
analytically. Exemplarily, the one-sided 90% quantile kα “ 1.282 of a Gaussian A{E distri-
bution with µ “ 1.0 and σ “ 0.1, which would correspond to a DEP signal acceptance of
90%, is achieved for pA{Eq90% “ 0.872 (see details given in section C.2 of the appendix).
For the analytic approximation of the DEP’s A{E distribution, several fit models were
considered in [Küt19]. The first approach was based on the original A{E publication by the
GERDA collaboration [GER13a] suggesting a tailed Gaussian to address the tailing towards
lower A{E values. However, the fit results were accompanied by a poor convergence and
description of the A{E distribution for same channels of the COBRA demonstrator. Thus,
alternative fit models were tested including an exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG), the
sum of a conventional Gaussian and an EMG, as well as the sum of two EMGs. While
some of the more elaborate models could describe most of the A{E distributions sufficiently,
there was only a poor match between the extracted width based on the fit parameters and
the plain observation. The observed discrepancy is caused by the superposition of several
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analytic expressions, which result in a sufficient convergence, but come at the cost that e.g.
the peak width cannot be derived directly from a single component of the combined fit.
In the end, the matching of the individual detectors’ A{E distributions could be improved
by increasing the smoothing window in the construction of the current signal as discussed
in section 7.2.3. Furthermore, an adequate description of the updated A{E distributions
could be achieved with the two-sided Gaussian according to Eqn. (5.7) including a linear
background component for the tailing. The usage of this fit model has the advantage that it
is already well-established in the standard calibration procedure of the COBRA demonstrator
and features a custom optimization routine of the fit range.
An impression of the initial A{E calibration performed in [Küt19] is shown in Fig. 7.18
for one example calibration run of the demonstrator array. The same procedure was applied
to 38 calibration runs performed between Sept.’11 and Sept.’16 in the same reference. In
the course of the present thesis, the original procedure was revised and finally implemented
into COBRA’s standard calibration procedure. Due to some minor changes of the procedure,
it was necessary to perform a re-evaluation of all 56 calibration runs performed during the
operation of the COBRA demonstrator (see also section 8.1.2)
Figure 7.18: Comparison of the optimized pA{Eq90% (left) and pA{Eqopt cut values (right) before and after
a calibration of the A{E parameter based on DEP events. Top: before calibration. Bottom: after calibration.
Although the results are based on a single calibration run, they are representative for the optimization and cal-
ibration of A{E on the individual detector level. For comparison, the DEP A{E distribution of Det23 (L2-P07)
is shown. After its calibration there is a sharp distribution of the single detectors’ pA{Eq90% cut value around
the analytically expected one-sided Gaussian 90% quantile corresponding to pA{Eq90% “ 0.872.
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For the example presented in Fig. 7.18 an average of pA{Eq90% “ 0.872 is found which
coincides perfectly with the one-sided 90% quantile of the Gaussian model quoted before.
This is an impressive confirmation of the feasibility of the A{E calibration and allows for the
usage of an universal A{E parameter for all detectors. For the analysis projects presented in
the course of the present thesis a value of pA{Eq90% “ 0.872 will be applied.
Using this pA{Eq90% cut criterion an averaged signal acceptance of εsigacc “ 90.0 ˘ 1.5%
is found for the data reported in Fig. 7.18 while a background suppression of about 65%
is achieved for events in the SEP (see also Tab. 7.3 in section 7.2.3). The latter value is
found to deviate up to 30% as a consequence of the varying intensity of the SEP in the
respective calibration spectra of the single detectors. The presence of the SEP depends on
the position of a detector in the demonstrator array with respect to the source position during
the calibration. For detectors that are farther away from the source, the rate of primary γ-
ray interactions is reduced, while the fraction of secondary interactions due to backscattering
from the surrounding shielding is significantly higher. The non-uniform distribution of full-
energy interactions across the detector array is also addressed in section 8.1.2 regarding the
effect on the overall calibration procedure.
7.3 Pulse-shape library via coincident Compton scattering
The development of the MSE identification algorithms has been accompanied by the con-
struction and commissioning of a laboratory experiment at TU Dresden with the aim to
create a pulse-shape library of single-site interactions. The construction of this setup and
a preliminary analysis of the data obtained in the commissioning process is documented in
[Zat14]. In the course of the present thesis, the data-taking was continued and further op-
timized. In the end, about ten times more data could be collected compared to the original
work. An update on the experimental progress and the data evaluation was presented at
the 2016 IEEE NSS/MIC/RTSD conference and has been published in the respective con-
ference proceedings [Zat17a]. A summary of the experimental results and an impression of
the pulse-shape library will be given in the following.
7.3.1 Experimental setup
The key idea of the dedicated laboratory experiment is based on the so-called Compton
coincidence technique (CCT), which is commonly used in a wide range of nuclear physics
applications such as high-precision γ-ray spectroscopy with nearly full 4π coverage (see e.g.
the AGATA and GRETINA projects [KL19]) or the characterization of scintillator materials
(see e.g. [RPH`09]). The present approach makes use of a two-detector-system consisting of a
single 1 cm3 CPG-CZT detector as applied for the COBRA demonstrator and a conventional
high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector. The CZT detector acts as a scatter device for a
preferably mono-energetic γ-ray source, while the second detector is used to detect scattered
γ-rays in a certain solid angle. The solid angle acceptance is limited by several passive
absorbers, the optimized distance between the pre-collimated γ-ray source and the scatter
detector, as well as the positioning of the secondary HPGe detector.
If both detector systems detect an interaction within a certain coincidence time window,
while the sum of the energy depositions matches the initially emitted γ-ray’s energy, it can
be concluded from the underlying kinematics that a single Compton scattering took place
inside the CZT detector. Moreover, the scattered γ-ray was fully absorbed in the HPGe
detector. A single Compton scattering provides a SSE-like signature, which was already
proven experimentally in the previous section in the characterization of the A{E parameter.
By limiting the solid angle acceptance to a certain mean scattering angle, it is possible to
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calculate the expected energy depositions of both detectors analytically. In the present case,
the general expressions in Eqn. (1.28) – (1.29) given in section 1.3.1 result in
EHPGe “
Eγ
Eγ
me
p1´ cosϑq ` 1
, (7.4)
ECZT “ Eγ ´ EHPGe. (7.5)
The energy deposits ECZT and EHPGe depend on the scattering angle ϑ between the
incoming and outgoing γ-ray as well as its initial energy Eγ and the electron rest mass
me “ 511 keV. The expected mean energies according to Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5) allow for an even
more restrictive selection as will be discussed in section 7.3.4. Its application reduces the
contribution of random coincidences depositing Eγ in sum of both detector interactions.
An overview of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 7.19. Its construction, charac-
terization and commissioning is described in [Zat14]. The well-shielded source container is
placed on rails connected to a goniometer device with the CZT detector at the pivot position
as shown in Fig. 7.20. This allows to adjust the distance between the scatter detector and the
source container, as well as the manipulation of the scattering angle ϑ. The pre-collimation
of the γ-ray source leads to a homogeneous irradiation of the CZT crystal. Furthermore, the
design of the setup ensures that both detector centers and the center of the γ-ray source share
the same elevation. For the accomplishment of the experiment one of the best-performing
CPG-CZT detectors from the L3/L4 batch was chosen. It is labeled as Det102 according to
TUD’s internal naming scheme. Because of its long-term operation in the Compton scatter-
ing experiment and its usage for other laboratory projects (see e.g. section 7.4.2), it was not
installed at the LNGS after finishing the measurement campaigns.
Figure 7.19: Schematic drawing of the Compton scattering setup developed at TUD (adapted from [Zat14]).
Details about the DAQ system and the detector characterizations can be found in Ref. [Zat14]. The key
concept of the experiment is based on coincident detector interactions as highlighted in the picture. The
initially emitted γ-ray (blue) is able to undergo a single Compton scattering at the CZT detector located at
the pivot position of the goniometer device. Consequently, the scattered γ-ray (red) could be absorbed by
the HPGe detector outside the EMI box housing the scatter experiment. If both energy depositions match
with the expectation from the underlying Compton kinematics according to Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5), the primary
interaction recorded by the CZT detector features a single-site character.
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Figure 7.20: Illustration of the goniometer device developed for the Compton scattering setup at TUD
(taken from [Zat14]). Both pictures are computer renderings of the CAD project sketch created via the
program autodesk inventor professional [Aut20]. The L-shaped structure holds the source container, which
can be moved along rails to adjust the distance between the pre-collimated γ-ray source and the CZT detector
at the pivot position. The complete part can be rotated along a teflon-coated indentation of the ground plate
in order to adjust the scattering angle. Details can be found in the appendix of [Zat14].
The CZT detector setup and part of the required readout electronics are placed inside a
light-tight steel box acting as a shield against electromagnetic interference (EMI). Outside
the EMI box, a multi-layer passive shield made of copper and lead limits the solid angle
acceptance of the HPGe detector to about ˘10˝ with respect to its sensitive volume of about
185 cm3 [Zat14]. Pictures of the setup can be found in section B.3 of the appendix.
The original concept of the experiment foresees the usage of a LAA type 137Cs source
of 2.8MBq activity, providing a monoenergetic prominent γ-line of Eγ “ 661.7 keV. The
distance between the source container acting as a pre-collimator and the CZT scatter detector
was found to be optimal at about 20 cm. As the maximum scattering angle is limited to
ϑ “ 90˝ (see e.g. Fig. 7.19), only the energy range up to ECZTpϑ “ 90˝q “ 373.4 keV can be
probed (see also Fig. 7.22). After the concept of the Compton scattering experiment could
be successfully proven in [Zat14], a survey of alternative γ-ray sources was performed in
order to access a higher energy scale for the investigation of single-site events. However, the
list of suitable candidates is rather short as the respective radionuclides are either short-
lived or feature complex γ-ray cascades. Such cascades would make it very challenging
to discriminate true coincidences fulfilling the Compton scattering conditions according to
Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5) from random coincidences caused by unrelated γ-ray interactions. Moreover,
the energy dependence of the Compton scattering process has to be taken into account. While
it dominates in the 0.5 – 3.0MeV region, indicating the double beta decay region of interest,
pair production becomes dominant around 10MeV, which would be the ultimate upper limit.
Out of the available γ-ray calibration sources at TUD, a suitable 60Co source with an
activity of about 5.0MBq could be used for an extension of the Compton scattering experi-
ment. Its geometric LAA type is the same as for the originally deployed 137Cs source, hence,
it fits perfectly into the same source container. Furthermore, the activity is found to be of
the same order. However, due to its increased γ-ray energies, which exceeds the 137Cs γ-line
by about two times, additional shielding material is required in order to maintain the angular
acceptance of the previous setup and to prevent random detector coincidences.
The decay scheme of the 60Co β-decay is depicted in Fig. 7.21. It involves a strongly
correlated cascade of two γ-rays of similar energies from the first two excited states of 60Ni.
The angular correlation function of the involved γ-rays can be expressed as
W pϑq “ 1` 18 cos
2 ϑ`
1
24 cos
4 ϑ, (7.6)
assuming a sequential 4` Ñ 2` Ñ 0` quadrupole-quadrupole transition. A comparison
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between the theoretical description of the angular distribution according to Eqn. (7.6) and a
dedicated experiment is shown in Fig. 7.21.
Figure 7.21: Characteristics of the 60Co β-decay via the first exited states of 60Ni and the involved de-
excitation γ-rays. Left: decay scheme with values from [NDS20] (adapted from [Zat14]). The intermediate
Jπ “ 2` state in 60Ni has a very short lifetime, which is why the emission of the two de-excitation γ-rays
is practically in coincidence. Right: angular distribution of the γ-ray cascade involving the first two excited
states of 60Ni (adapted from [Muh08]). The corresponding angular correlation function can be described by a
sequential 4` Ñ 2` Ñ 0` quadrupole-quadrupole transition according to Eqn. (7.6).
Even though the 60Co decay scheme involves a γ-ray cascade, there is a high probability
for a back-to-back correlation of the two γ-rays due to the spin states of the intermediate
levels in 60Ni. Consequently, an effective suppression of random coincidences can be achieved
for a sufficiently large distance between the pre-collimated γ-ray source and the two-detector-
system. This is why the source container was moved to the maximum distance of about 35 cm.
The positioning of the CZT scatter detector and the HPGe was improved as well. Moreover,
an additional layer of lead has been placed on the side between the source and the HPGe
detector in order to reduce the rate of direct hits (see also Fig. 7.19). Lastly, the software
trigger condition was changed so that only the secondary HPGe detector triggers the readout
of both detector systems. All of those measures aim to ensure that the same analysis strategy
as developed for the 137Cs measurements can be applied for the 60Co data, assuming that
the γ-ray cascade is virtually decoupled and can be treated as two separate decay branches.
A summary of the data-taking is reported in the next section.
7.3.2 Data-taking and pre-selection
In the course of the Compton scattering experiment two γ-ray sources were deployed into the
setup. The first campaign was performed using the radionuclide 137Cs with Eγ “ 661.7 keV.
Its single γ-ray emission allows for an optimization of the measuring time based solely on the
angular dependency of the Compton kinematics without the need to consider multiple γ-ray
energies. Fig. 7.22 illustrates the angular dependency of the expected energy transfer to the
electron (detected by the CZT scatter detector) and the scattered γ-ray (absorbed by the
HPGe detector) for the case of 137Cs. Furthermore, the differential cross section according
to the Klein-Nishina formula given in Eqn. (1.30) of section 1.3.1 is shown.
While the largest possible scattering angle of ϑ “ 90˝ provides the highest energy de-
position within the CZT detector, it features the minimal cross section. This is why the
irradiation time needs to be adjusted for each scattering angle in order to achieve sufficient
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Figure 7.22: Illustration of the angular dependency of the Compton kinematics and the differential cross
section for the example of Eγp137Csq “ 661.7 keV (taken from [Zat14]). The differential cross section (red)
follows the Klein-Nishina formula given in Eqn. (1.30). The energy transfer to the electron (green) is expected
to remain in the CZT detector acting as the scatter device, while the scattered γ-ray (blue) needs to be
fully absorbed by the HPGe detector in order to fulfill the required coincidence condition. The maximum
energy deposit in the CZT detector is achieved for a scattering angle of ϑ “ 90˝, which is accompanied by the
minimum of the cross section. For smaller scattering angles, a higher cross section is found, which allows for
an estimate of the measuring time to reach comparable statistics for each investigated scattering angle.
statistics. The aim of the experiment is to collect a minimum of 10 000 SSE-like pulse-shapes
representing the energy range that is predetermined by the choice of the scattering angle.
Independently from the chosen scattering angle, the angular acceptance of the two-detector-
system is found to be about ˘10˝. Based on this finding, an angular step width of ∆ϑ “ 10˝
is applied for most of the measurements. Moreover, there is a limitation of the minimum
scattering angle due to various experimental aspects. This includes the typical threshold of
the CZT detector setup, the maximum trigger rate that can be handled by the DAQ sys-
tem and the increasing chance of direct hits regarding the HPGe detector for decreasing ϑ.
Because of those experimental boundaries, a minimum scattering angle of ϑ “ 45˝ has been
chosen. An overview of the complete data-taking is given in Tab. 7.4.
Table 7.4: Summary of the data-taking with the Compton scattering experiment at TUD. As the Compton
scattering cross section (see Fig. 7.22) depends on the scattering angle ϑ, the irradiation time needs to be
adapted for each applied ϑ. The minimum cross section is found for ϑ “ 90˝, which is why the largest amount
of raw data has been recorded for this setting. In order to reduce the data amount, a pre-selection based on
the amplitudes of the raw pulses was performed. This measure reduces the initial data by about one third.
The final selection takes into account the coincidence conditions according to Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5), as well as the
angular acceptance of the two-detector-system. The true coincidences matching the single Compton scattering
hypothesis make up for about 0.3% of the total raw data.
data set irradiation time raw data pre-selection final selection
137Cs, ϑ “ 45˝ 4 days 83GB 58GB 0.5GB
137Cs, ϑ “ 50˝ 5 days 113GB 78GB 0.6GB
137Cs, ϑ “ 60˝ 7 days 239GB 166GB 0.9GB
137Cs, ϑ “ 70˝ 12 days 323GB 227GB 0.9GB
137Cs, ϑ “ 80˝ 16 days 396GB 275GB 0.8GB
137Cs, ϑ “ 90˝ 41 days 1658GB 1398GB 2.6GB
60Co, ϑ “ 60˝ 11 days 559GB 245GB 2.9GB
60Co, ϑ “ 90˝ 31 days 824GB 407GB 3.0GB
total 127 days 4295GB 2854GB 12.2GB
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As the default trigger of COBRA’s DAQ software is not able to explicitly trigger on
coincidences, the selection of two-detector-hits is only possible in an offline analysis. In order
to reduce the amount of raw data, which contains the full pulse traces of both detectors,
a pre-selection has been performed. For the 137Cs runs both detectors could trigger the
readout of the two-detector-system while in the case of 60Co only the HPGe was chosen
as the trigger. The true coincidences can be selected by requiring a minimum amount of
deposited energy in both detectors, similarly to the method applied for the pre-selection of
the two-dimensional γ-scans (see Tab. 6.1). As the pre-selection is performed on the raw data
level, without processing the entire data with MAnTiCORE, only the raw pulses’ amplitudes
in FADC units are available. In the present case, a threshold of 20 units is chosen, which
translates to about 30 keV for the CPG-CZT detector and to about 75 keV in case of the
HPGe detector. Both of those values are far below the expected energy depositions for the
coincident Compton scattering processes in the respective detectors, which ensures that none
of the interesting data is thrown out in the pre-selection. The achieved reduction is about one
third with respect to the initial amount of raw data. Compared to the final selection using
the Compton coincidence conditions formulated in Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5), revealing a fraction of
only about 0.3%, it can be confirmed that the pre-selection is a conservative measure. The
resulting coincident energy spectra for the measurement campaigns reported in Tab. 7.4 will
be presented in the following section.
7.3.3 Coincident energy spectra
The spectra of the pre-selected, coincident 137Cs events are depicted in Fig. 7.23. Each entry
in one of the spectra of the CZT detector has a counter part in the corresponding spectrum
of the HPGe detector. As the scattered γ-rays do not necessarily deposit their full energy in
the HPGe detector, the total count rate in the CZT detector’s scatter peaks is higher with
respect to the absorption peaks in the HPGe spectra. However, the integrals over the spectra
corresponding to the same scattering angle match each other.
Figure 7.23: Coincident energy spectra of the CPG-CZT detector (left) and the HPGe detector (right) for
various scattering angles ϑ using the Compton scatter setup with a pre-collimated 137Cs γ-ray source. The
count rate is normalized to the experimental live-time and the energy binning of 2 keV. Because of the pre-
selection there is a threshold of 30 keV in case of the CZT detector and a threshold of 75 keV for the HPGe
detector. The widths of the prominent scatter and absorption peaks indicate a constant angular acceptance of
about ˘10˝. The presence of the 137Cs full-energy peak at Eγ “ 661.7 keV is a measure for the occurrence of
random coincidences. The probability of random coincidences increases with smaller scattering angles, which
is perfectly in agreement with the expectation from the design of the experiment.
As expected from the underlying kinematics depicted in Fig. 7.22, the positions of the
scatter peaks are shifted towards higher energies for increasing scattering angles, while the
count rate decreases due to the angular dependence of the Compton scattering cross section.
The same trend of the count rate can be observed for the spectra of the HPGe detector,
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whereas the absorption peaks get shifted to lower energies for increasing values of ϑ. The
position of the peaks is consistent with the expectations following Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5).
Furthermore, the presence of the 137Cs full-energy peak at Eγ “ 661.7 keV, which is
due to random coincidences, depends on the choice of ϑ. For the applied thresholds in the
pre-selection process, it is found to be the more prominent, the lower the scattering angle.
Moreover, it provides a measure of the typical energy resolution of the two detector systems,
which is much better than indicated by the prominent scatter and absorption peaks.
The evaluation of the widths of the prominent scatter and absorption peaks confirms
an approximately constant angular acceptance of about ˘10˝ for the complete range of the
investigated scattering angles ϑ P r45˝, 90˝s. Consequently, the angular acceptance is used
to estimate the expected energy ranges for the selection of single-site events based on the
Compton coincidence conditions Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5). The corresponding energy ranges are
summarized in Tab. 7.5. For the 60Co runs, the angular acceptance was reduced to ˘5˝ in
order to lessen the overlap of the ROIs. The complete set of SSE selection criteria will be
discussed in the next section.
Table 7.5: List of the expected energy depositions corresponding to an applied scattering angle ϑ and its
angular acceptance of the two-detector-system. The expected mean energy depositions ECZT and EHPGe, as
well as their assigned asymmetric energy ranges follow from Eqn. (7.4) – (7.5). For the 137Cs runs there is
a good agreement of the assigned energy ranges and the widths of the scatter peaks illustrated in Fig. 7.23.
In the case of the 60Co irradiation there are two γ-rays released as a cascade (see Fig. 7.21). Although the
two γ-lines can be well distinguished given the energy resolution of both detectors, the Compton kinematics
lead to a strong overlap of the expected energy ranges, especially for the EHPGe values. In order to lessen the
effect, the angular acceptance has been reduced artificially to ˘5˝.
radionuclide scattering angle ϑ [˝] ECZT [keV] EHPGe [keV]
137Cs 45˘ 10 182`53´56 480
`56
´53
(Eγ “ 661.7 keV) 50˘ 10 209`51´55 452
`55
´51
60˘ 10 260`44´51 402
`51
´44
70˘ 10 304`38´44 357
`44
´38
80˘ 10 342`31´38 320
`38
´31
90˘ 10 373`26´31 288
`31
´26
60Co 60˘ 5 627`42´47 546
`47
´42
(Eγ “ 1173.2 keV) 90˘ 5 817`20´23 356
`23
´20
60Co 60˘ 5 754`47´53 578
`53
´47
(Eγ “ 1332.5 keV) 90˘ 5 963`22´25 369
`25
´22
7.3.4 Single-site event selection
The selection of single-site events makes use of several criteria. The first category only
concerns the CZT detector and consists of the standard DCCs (see section 7.1.1) and a
restriction of the interaction depth according to 0.1 ă z ď 1.03. Secondly, the time correlation
between the two detectors is used to reduce the amount of random coincidences. In the
original work [Zat14] the time delay was determined to τdelay “ 65 ˘ 10 ns with an external
pulse generator. As the trigger position of the CZT detector’s raw signals depends also on
the interaction depth (see e.g. Fig. 7.1), the position of the point, where the difference pulse’s
amplitude reaches 50% of its final pulse-height is used as a reference (see e.g. the definition
of the ERT criterion in Fig. D.1 of the appendix).
Finally, the energy restrictions according to the angular acceptance as reported in Tab. 7.5
of the previous section are applied. The signatures of the coincident Compton scattering
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processes with respect to the energy depositions in the two-detector-system are depicted
in Fig. 7.24. The energy spectra presented before in Fig. 7.23 would correspond to the
projections of the two-dimensional representations. The chosen examples illustrate the 137Cs
and 60Co irradiation for ϑ “ 90˝ under the selection criteria summarized above.
Figure 7.24: Examples of the two-dimensional representation of the coincident energy spectra obtained by
the Compton scattering experiment. Left: spectrum of the 137Cs irradiation for ϑ “ 90˝. Right: spectrum
of the 60Co irradiation for ϑ “ 90˝. Each axis features a binning of 2 keV with ECZT along the x-axis
and EHPGe along the y-axis, respectively. The areas of the highest intensity correspond to the coincident
Compton scattering events and indicate the region of interests (see also Tab. 7.5). For the case of the 60Co
irradiation, the two ROIs are well separated from each other, even though there would be a strong overlap in
the projected HPGe spectrum. The triangular region above the signal ROI is assumed to be dominated by
random coincidences of unrelated γ-ray interactions.
In both cases the coincident Compton events are found to be very prominent with re-
spect to the appearance of random coincidences. However, in case of the 60Co irradiation
the signal regions are much more smeared out, which is mainly caused by the increased
γ-ray energies. As the original setup and its shielding concept was designed explicitly for
Eγp
137Csq “ 661.7 keV, additional passive shielding and a change of the trigger mode were
necessary to perform the experiment with 60Co. The limiting factor was identified as the
maximum trigger rate that could be managed by the backplane of the VME-based DAQ
system. Nonetheless, it is easily possible to distinguish the signatures of the two 60Co γ-rays
by using the energy restrictions as reported in Tab. 7.5, despite featuring an overlap of the
expected EHPGe ranges.
7.3.5 Single-site pulse-shape library
The data evaluation and selection criteria discussed in the previous section allow to identify
true coincident events in an efficient way. Moreover, the coincident energy spectra illustrated
in Fig. 7.24 reveal that the data obtained by the Compton experiment are clearly dominated
by such true coincidences and that, hence, a library of single-site events can be build up
using the selected CZT detector’s pulse traces. An impression of the SSE pulse-shape library
is given in Fig. 7.25 for a subset of the total data. For all performed γ-ray irradiation
measurements and applied scattering angles more than 10 000 SSE-like pulse-shapes were
recorded, which was the declared goal of the Compton scattering experiment.
The illustration makes use of a density profile highlighting the most probable pulse-shapes
for the raw signals CA and NCA, and the derived difference signal of both. The latter signal
is the basis for COBRA’s past and current PSD techniques (see section 7.1.3 and 7.1.4).
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Figure 7.25: Illustration of some examples of the created SSE pulse-shape library based on the Compton
coincidence technique. The mean deposited energy in the CZT detector increases from top to bottom for the
depicted examples (see Tab. 7.5). Each row contains a density plot for the raw signals CA and NCA, as well
as for the corresponding difference pulse. For comparison, the mean pulse-shape as the average of all the
selected pulses is shown as a red graph for each kind of signal. First row: 137Cs, ϑ “ 45˝, ECZT “ 182 keV,
12 570 events. Second row: 137Cs, ϑ “ 90˝, ECZT “ 373 keV, 58 838 events. Third row: 60Co, ϑ “ 60˝,
ECZT “ 627 keV, 26 609 events. Fourth row: 60Co, ϑ “ 90˝, ECZT “ 963 keV, 13 145 events.
Furthermore, each density profile is complemented by the average of all selected pulse-shapes,
which is indicated by an overlay graph. While the observed widths of the pre-baselines before
the signal rise are dominated by random fluctuations, the post-baselines feature an additional
component due to the range of the energy restrictions.
For the case of the 137Cs examples, the average pulses agree very well with the expected
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shape of single-site interactions (see e.g. Fig. 7.1) and recover the typical characteristics such
as the common initial slope of the raw signals. On the contrary, the examples of the 60Co
irradiation do not show those features. Moreover, the spread observed for the position of the
prominent step in the difference pulse is much larger. It should be noted that the 60Co data
has been obtained with an alternative pre-amplifier module, which was one of the measures
aiming to handle higher trigger rates. This is also the reason for the different scales between
the pulse heights, which are not corrected for the intrinsic signal amplification. However,
the pre-amplifier module is expected to only affect the overall amplification and the intrinsic
width of the baselines, but not the position of the signal rise. A potential explanation could
be the altered trigger mode regarding the read-out of the two-detector-system, using solely
the HPGe detector as trigger. An optimization of the coincidence time window and the
application of more restrictive energy cuts using fixed energy windows between 5 – 60 keV
could not resolve this issue. Nonetheless, despite the non-optimal trigger time alignment,
also the 60Co data provides a valuable set of SSE examples.
The combination of the 137Cs and the 60Co data sets allows for the investigation of SSEs
for an energy range of a few hundred keV up to 1MeV. Moreover, due to the achieved statistics
it is possible to split the energy partitions into several depth slices to investigate a potential
z-dependency of the single-site characteristics. A preliminary survey is part of the original
work presented in [Zat14]. Compared to the previous study, about ten times more data has
been collected in the course of the present thesis. A short summary and outlook regarding
the usage of the available SSE library will be given in the concluding section of this chapter.
7.3.6 Summary and outlook
The outcome of the Compton scattering experiment proves that single-site interactions can
be created under laboratory conditions using the Compton coincidence technique. However,
the accessible energy range of the current approach is limited to about 1MeV and covers
only about one third of the ββ-decay region of interest. The access to higher energy scales
would require the realization of larger scattering angles and, more importantly, the usage
of radioactive sources providing γ-rays of higher energies. As no suitable candidate nuclide
could be identified, considering also the required activity of the order of several MBq and the
pre-collimation of the γ-ray source, the higher energy range might remain inaccessible.
An immediate application of the SSE library could be a cross check of the energy depen-
dence of the A{E parameter as discussed in section 7.2.4. Its current calibration relies solely
on the 208Tl DEP at 1.6MeV, which is the only reliable origin for a SSE-like event population
for the LNGS setup. However, it was already discussed that the laboratory results cannot
be transferred directly to the LNGS setup due to different settings of the DAQ readout.
Moreover, it is not clear how a single detector laboratory measurement would compare to the
demonstrator array, consisting of detectors of varying quality.
Nonetheless, the created pulse-shape library could serve well in future studies aiming
to improve the pulse-shape discrimination capabilities of COBRA’s detector approach for
the demonstrator array. Of special interest might be deep learning algorithms and neural
network applications such as already investigated for germanium detectors [HHM`19] or in
the framework of the EXO-200 experiment [EXO18b]. One common feature of those machine
learning techniques is the need for testing data, which could be provided by the collected
SSE library. The extraction of the single-site events could be improved by an optimization of
the two-dimensional ROI selection of the true coincidences. Possible options include a two-
dimensional Gaussian approximation of the signal region or a non-rectangular cut selection.
With respect to the recently upgraded detector technology for the COBRA XDEM setup
it would be advisable to repeat at least part of the measurements with one of the avail-
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able qCPG prototype detectors. Especially the efficiency of the data-cleaning cuts and the
interplay of the four assumed to be independent sectors could be studied with a follow-up
experiment. The required changes are only marginal as the homogeneous irradiation of a
6 cm3 CZT detector can already be achieved with the available equipment and optimization
of the distance between detector and source container. One potential issue could be the
increased absorption probability due the larger crystal volume and the related γ-ray interac-
tion rate. However, it could be shown in the present work that a sufficient triggering of the
two-detector-system can be achieved by the secondary HPGe alone.
7.4 Characterization of muon-induced interactions
Besides the natural decay chains of the primordial isotopes of uranium and thorium, one of
the most common background contributions for surface laboratories originates from cosmic
ray interactions in the upper atmosphere producing a constant flux of high-energy muons.
While performing the CZT detector characterizations as discussed in the previous sections,
it was found that the laboratory background at high energies is dominated by the interaction
of minimum-ionizing muons. The origin of the cosmic muon flux will be briefly described in
the first part of this section.
Because of the typical rates achieved in the artificial irradiation of CZT detectors un-
der laboratory conditions, the natural background contributions of both categories – radio-
nuclides and cosmic rays – are usually negligible. On the other hand, a statistical sample of
muon-induced interactions at the surface level could provide valuable insights with respect to
the operation of the COBRA experiment in an ultra low-background environment such as the
LNGS in Italy. Although the LNGS provides a shielding against cosmic rays of about 3400
m.w.e. (see section 4.3.1), reducing the cosmic muon flux by more than one million times,
there is still a measurable residual flux which contributes to the overall background. In the
extreme case, muon-induced interactions could mimic the energy signature expected from the
sought 0νββ-decay. As the current design of the COBRA demonstrator does not include an
active muon veto, the study of muon-induced interactions could help to develop veto criteria
for the search for double beta decays. Moreover, cosmic muons are usually highly energetic
and expected to interact as minimum-ionizing particles (see e.g. section 1.3.2). The typical
energy loss via ionization along their path through a detector creates distinct signatures that
are very different from the already discussed cases of particle interactions involving external
or internal α- and β-decays as well as accompanying γ-rays.
Based on an elaborate background characterization of the laboratory setups at TUD
and the observed high-energy features, an analytical model of the event reconstruction of
minimum-ionizing muon interactions for CPG-CZT detectors could be established in [Zat14].
The basis of the model relies on the general event reconstruction developed for such detectors
in the framework of the COBRA experiment [FDG`13]. The analytic muon reconstruction
model was found in cooperation with M. Fritts and will be introduced in the following.
Moreover, an update on the model’s experimental verification based on dedicated laboratory
measurements will be presented. This includes the application of the reconstruction model
to all three CZT detector types investigated by the collaboration during the last years.
7.4.1 Background contribution of cosmic muons
Highly energetic muons are created as the product of primary cosmic ray interactions in the
upper atmosphere of the Earth. Because of their origin, they are usually referred to as cosmic
or atmospheric muons. Primary cosmic rays originate mostly from outside the solar system
and consist primarily of protons and α-particles („ 99%), as well as a small fraction of heavier
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nuclei („ 1%) and an extremely minute amount of positrons and antiprotons [PDG18]. The
primary particles, with primary high-energy protons pp being the dominant species, create
secondary particles in deep inelastic scattering processes such as
pp ` p ÝÑ pp ` n` π
`,
pp ` n ÝÑ pp ` p` π
´.
The typical product of those interactions are light mesons such as charged and neutral
pions (π˘, π0), as well as other secondary hadrons including protons and neutrons. Pions are
the lightest mesons (mπ “ 140MeV [PDG18]), thus, provide the largest phase-space and are
created in vast amounts. On the level of Feynman diagrams the example processes above can
be illustrated as shown in Fig. 7.26.
Figure 7.26: Feynman diagrams of the production of charged pions π˘ in deep inelastic proton interactions
induced by primary cosmic rays (taken from [Zat14]). Left: pp-reaction creating a neutron and a positively
charged pion π` in the final state. Right: pn-reaction converting a neutron into a proton and a negatively
charged pion π´. Beside the depicted weak processes, light mesons are also produced in strong interactions
with a large variety of the hadronic final states.
Alternatively, light mesons can be produced by the strong interaction or in electromagnetic
pair production processes in the vicinity of a nucleus creating qq pairs that form hadrons via
hadronisation. However, most of those secondary particles decay before they can reach the
Earth’s surface. The decay chains of charged mesons typically create muons and neutrinos,
while electrons and photons originate from the decay of neutral mesons such as π0.
π0 ÝÑ γ ` γ,
π` ÝÑ µ` ` νµ,
π´ ÝÑ µ´ ` νµ.
For the latter examples of the charged pions, which only have a mean lifetime of τπ “
2.6 ˆ 10´8 s, the dominant decay channel involves the conversion into muons and neutrinos
[PDG18]. Because of their comparably long lifetime of τµ “ 2.2ˆ 10´6 s and mean energy of
Eµ « 4GeV at ground level, atmospheric muons are relativistic particles and can have a decay
length on the order of several 10 km. Moreover, muons are found to be the most numerous
charged particles at sea level with an expected flux of about 100 – 150m´2s´1 [PDG18]. Their
energy and angular distribution reflect a convolution of the primary cosmic ray spectrum, the
energy loss in the atmosphere and other materials, and the exponential decay law. The energy
spectrum is found to be almost flat below 1GeV and steepens gradually in the 10 – 100GeV
range [PDG18]. Finally, muons decay into the lightest charged leptons and the corresponding
neutrinos through the processes illustrated in Fig. 7.27.
Given their mean energy of Eµ « 4GeV at sea level, muons from cosmic rays can be
treated as minimum-ionizing particles. This makes it possible to calculate their average
expected energy deposition by ionization according to the Bethe-Bloch formula given in
Eqn. (1.36) of section 1.3.2. For minimum-ionizing particles and a given material the av-
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Figure 7.27: Feynman diagrams of the weak decay of muons into the lightest charged leptons and the
corresponding neutrinos (taken from [Zat14]). For the case of the µ´ decay (left), the muon converts into
a muon-neutrino νµ while emitting a charged W´ boson, which produces an electron e´ and an electron-
antineutrino νe. The decay of µ` (right) can be explained analogously using the corresponding antiparticles.
erage energy loss per path length can be expressed as
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(7.7)
using the material density % and the tabulated specific energy losses as reported in Tab. 7.6
following from Ref. [GMS01]. A compound material such as CZT is treated as sequence of
thin layers of the individual constituent elements with a weighting wi according to the atomic
mass fraction. In the present case, the detector material is referred to as Cd1´xZnxTe with
x « 0.1 given by the manufacturer. However, due to the complex production process and
slow crystal growing, there is a variation of the zinc concentration which was determined
to about 20% by external measurements supervised by the COBRA collaboration (see e.g.
section 8.5.2). The resulting mean zinc mass fraction could be determined to 5.6% [Zat14],
which converts to x « 0.11 for the further analysis in this thesis.
Table 7.6: Estimate of the expected mean energy loss of minimum-ionizing muons in CZT based on the
Bethe-Bloch formula (adapted from [Zat14]). The detector material CZT is treated as a compound consisting
of thin layers made of cadmium, zinc and tellurium with a weighting wi according to the respective mass
fraction of the elements. The specific energy losses are taken from Ref. [GMS01]. The tellurium value has
been approximated as the mean of the tabulated data for Z “ 51 and Z “ 53.
element symbol Z xdE{dxymin,i wi
zinc Zn 30 1.411 MeV ¨ cm2{g 0.056
cadmium Cd 48 1.277 MeV ¨ cm2{g 0.444
tellurium Te 52 « 1.260 MeV ¨ cm2{g 0.500
CZT « 49 1.276 MeV ¨ cm2{g -
By combining the information summarized in Tab. 7.6 with the density of % “ 5.78 gcm3
for CZT (see Tab. 4.1) and Eqn. (7.7), an average energy loss via ionization of
xdE{dxymin “ 7.375 MeV{cm (7.8)
is expected for minimum-ionizing muons. The absolute value of the energy deposit de-
pends on the path length traveled by the muon in CZT, which is one of the key features used
in the formalism of the analytic reconstruction model presented in the next section.
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7.4.2 Analytic model of event reconstruction
The original motivation leading to the reconstruction model for muon-like interactions for
CPG-CZT detectors was to find an explanation for specific high-energy features observed
in laboratory background measurements that were performed and analyzed in [Zat14]. It
was found that some of the underlying pulses lead to a saturation of the FADC’s dynamic
range. Usually, the usage of the available dynamic FADC range is optimized based on the
typical energy scale of an application and the involved radionuclides. By adjusting the linear
signal amplification of the COBRA DAQ (see section 4.3.3), it is possible to increase the
number of available FADC channels for a certain energy range in order to achieve an optimal
resolution. On the other hand, the total number of channels is limited by the resolution of
12 bit corresponding to 4096 channels. This way, a lowering of the amplification leads to an
effective increase of the number of channels at lower energies, but also limits the maximum
amplitudes that can be recorded without running into the saturation of the electronics. Hence,
the choice of the amplification is a compromise between the resolution in terms of available
channels for a certain energy range and the maximum pulse-height that can be digitized.
It should be noted that the maximum energy is usually limited by the FADC saturation
and not by a saturation of the pre-amplifiers or COBRA’s CZT detectors. Although it is
possible that the capacity of the pre-amplifiers could be reached, the saturation limit is
found at much higher amplitudes compared to the usual DAQ settings applied for the linear
amplification and the FADCs. In fact, it is possible to record amplitudes corresponding to
energy depositions up to several 10MeV with the appropriate settings of COBRA’s DAQ.
Moreover, the initial 12-bit-resolution is increased by shifting the raw signals CA and
NCA with respect to the baseline. As the CA signal is expected to continuously increase up
to its full amplitude, while the final pulse-height of the NCA signal is usually below its initial
baseline level, an optimal coverage of the FADC range is achieved by applying a negative
offset for the CA channels and a positive offset for NCA channels. This leads to an effective
increase of the dynamic energy range while maintaining an optimal resolution. The FADC
saturation and its effect on the signal reconstruction can be expressed analytically as will be
discussed in the following.
Effect of FADC saturation
The effect of the FADC saturation can be derived in a quite simple model assuming a zeroth-
order event reconstruction without a correction of electron trapping or the contribution of
holes as charge carriers (see e.g. section 4.1.4 and 5.2). The zeroth-order energy and inter-
action depth reconstruction can be expressed as
E “ PH(CA)´ PH(NCA), (7.9)
z “
PH(CA)` PH(NCA)
PH(CA)´ PH(NCA) , (7.10)
using the pulse-heights (PHs) of the raw signals recorded by the CA and NCA. If the CA
amplitude reaches the maximum possible value M , which indicates a generic upper FADC
saturation limit, Eqn. (7.9) – (7.10) lead to the following distorted expressions.
E1 “ M ´ PH(NCA), (7.11)
z1 “
M ` PH(NCA)
M ´ PH(NCA) “
2M ´ E1
E1
“
2M
E1
´ 1. (7.12)
In that case, the distorted depth z1 in Eqn. (7.12) follows a hyperbola with E ď 2M being
the maximum reconstructed energy for z “ 1 events. For lower depths, even higher energies
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can be properly reconstructed as shown in Fig. 7.28. By taking into account a minimum
possible NCA amplitude N ă 0, now expressing a saturation of the lower FADC range, the
zeroth-order reconstruction leads to
E1 “ PH(CA)´N, (7.13)
z1 “
PH(CA)`N
PH(CA)´N “
2N ` E1
E1
“
2N
E1
` 1. (7.14)
According to Eqn. (7.13) – (7.14) a properly reconstructed energy is found for E ď ´2N
independently from the interaction depth. Because of the hyperbolical z-dependency, higher
energies can only be reconstructed for higher depths.
Figure 7.28: Effect of the FADC saturation of the raw CPG detector signals CA and NCA with respect to
the reconstruction of the energy and interaction depth (taken from [Zat14]). If one of the signals reaches its
saturation threshold, the event reconstruction is expected to follow the hyperbolic saturation curves (indicated
in red). For events reaching the CA and NCA maximum amplitudes simultaneously, the reconstruction of z
and E results in unique values indicating the intersection of both saturation curves. This is why a prominent
saturation peak would appear in the projection of the energy spectrum. The z-position of the intersection
depends on the baseline offset of the CA and NCA signals. The same applies to the asymmetry observed
for the single CA and NCA saturation curves. At low energies, the typical z-dependency due to the energy
threshold condition used for the readout trigger can be seen. The depicted example is based on typical values
for the maximum values M and N , which are motivated by laboratory measurements.
The combination of both thresholdsM andN results in an area with a non-distorted event
reconstruction as indicated in Fig. 7.28. If one of the raw signals gets saturated, the event
reconstruction is affected by the typical saturation limit meaning that all events with E ě 2M
and E ě ´2N will be found along the distorted z1 hyperbola according to Eqn. (7.12) and
(7.14). Moreover, if both signals reach the saturation threshold, all respective events fall on
a single spot which causes a prominent event population at the intersection of the saturation
curves. The shift of the curves with respect to the detector’s center at z “ 0.5 is caused by
the FADC baseline offsets of the CA and NCA signals as mentioned before. This is also the
root cause for the observed asymmetry close to the point of saturation.
In the same way, the depth dependent energy threshold introduced by the trigger condition
can be explained. As the NCA signal amplitude is usually negative or close to the baseline,
the falling edge trigger is found to be more strongly affected by noise than the rising edge
trigger used for the continuously increasing CA signal. Physical events are expected to almost
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always trigger the CA channel, whereas NCA-only triggers appear solely in extreme cases at
low energies. This is why most of the COBRA data is taken with only a CA trigger (see
also the discussion in section 8.3.3). The resulting z-dependent threshold curve indicates
the proper event reconstruction at low energies. In order to remove the z-dependency with
respect to the exposure gained in this energy regime, the below-threshold cut as introduced
in 5.2.4 is applied as part of the standard data-cleaning.
Classification of muon interactions
A classification of muon-induced interactions can be done by considering geometrical aspects
such as illustrated in Fig. 7.29. As minimum-ionizing atmospheric muons feature a decay
length on the order of 10 km, it is very likely that they just pass through a laboratory
setup and its potential shielding without being absorbed. Moreover, the CZT detectors
currently investigated by the COBRA collaboration are rather small in size. In fact, the
absorption probability turns out to be negligibly small for the available crystal geometries of
1.0ˆ1.0ˆ1.0 cm3 and 2.0ˆ2.0ˆ1.5 cm3 (see e.g. section 6.1).
Figure 7.29: Illustration of the classification of expected muon-induced interactions for the example of a
single CPG-CZT detector as used for the COBRA demonstrator array (taken from [Zat14]). The cuboidal
geometry features an approximate height and length of h “ l “ 1 cm resulting in a volume of about 1 cm3.
Muons of category A feature a nearly vertical incident angle and traverse the entire z-range between the anode
at z “ 0 (top) and the cathode at z “ 1 (bottom) along their paths. On the contrary, muons with a highly
non-vertical incident angle, labeled as category B streak only a part of the detector bulk, hence, cover only a
fraction x of the overall z-range. In all cases the path length can be used to estimate the deposited energy via
the expected energy loss according to Eqn. (7.7) based on the Bethe-Bloch formula.
For nearly vertically incoming muons, labeled as category A, the corresponding muon
paths traverse the entire detector bulk covering the complete z-range from the anode at
z “ 0 to the cathode at z “ 1. As the reconstructed interaction depth corresponds to the
mean of the charge cloud created by the continuous ionization along the muon’s path, it is
expected to yield zµ « 0.5. Moreover, the expected energy deposition can be estimated based
on the path length and the specific energy loss in CZT according to Eqn. (7.8) as the result
of the modified Bethe-Bloch formula given in Eqn. (7.7).
Apart from muon interactions of category A, traversing the complete z-range from top
to bottom, it is also possible that non-vertically incoming muons, denoted as category B,
streak only part of the detector volume. In that case, the muon paths cover only a fraction
x of the complete crystal height h. Consequently, the reconstructed interaction depth will
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be correlated with the fraction of the traversed volume. Furthermore, the energy depositions
corresponding to muon-induced interactions of category B are expected to be significantly
lower as the resulting path length in CZT is likely shorter.
By combining the geometrical aspects with the analytic description of the previously
discussed saturation effects, it is possible to construct an analytic model for the appearance
of muon-induced interactions with respect to their expected energy and interaction depth
ranges. Details will be given in the following paragraph.
Expected muon ranges
The mean energy depositions for muon-induced interaction can be estimated with the help
of Eqn. (7.8) and an expression of the muon path length. For muon interactions fulfilling the
category A definition, the energy range is limited by the vertical path length (VPL) given by
the CZT crystal’s height h and the maximum path length (MPL) as the connection between
two corners on the diagonal opposite sides of the cuboidal crystal geometry. The MPL can
be expressed as the cube diagonal dc “
a
h2 ` d2s “
?
h2 ` 2l2 using the side wall diagonal
of ds “
?
l2 ` l2 “
?
2l. By those definitions the path length can be expressed for any of the
available CZT crystal geometries discussed in section 6.1. Moreover, it is possible to tune the
model with respect to each crystal’s individual height and xy-dimensions. For a 1 cm3 crystal
as depicted in Fig. 7.29, nearly vertically incoming muons would result in xEminµ y “ 7.4MeV
for the VPL and xEmaxµ y “ 12.8MeV for the MPL.
In the alternative case of only partly streaking muons, leading to category B interactions,
the energy loss inside the CZT crystal will only be a fraction of those values according to
xEµy “ x ¨ xdE{dxymin ñ x “
xEµy
xdE{dxymin
. (7.15)
The fraction x is related to the intersected volume and the expected energy loss according
to Eqn. (7.8). As the reconstructed interaction depth is the weighted average of a muon’s
continuous energy loss along its path with respect to the z-dimension, it can be expressed in
dependence on x leading to
zµpxq “
$
’
&
’
%
1{2 full z-rangeÑ category A,
x{2 bottom-streakingÑ category B,
1´ x{2 top-streakingÑ category B.
(7.16)
Note that the reconstructed zµ refers to the normalized interaction depth, which is why
it does not explicitly depend on the actual detector dimensions. However, by replacing x in
Eqn. (7.16) with the expression derived in Eqn. (7.15) an energy dependency is introduced,
whereas xEµy depends on the traveled path length, thus, the actual detector dimensions. The
corresponding energy ranges can be expressed as
full z-range: h ¨ xEµy ď E ď
a
h2 ` 2l2 ¨ xEµy ,
bottom-streaking: x ¨ xEµy ď E ď
a
h2 ` 2l2 ¨ xEµy , (7.17)
top-streaking: x ¨ xEµy ď E ď
a
h2 ` 2l2 ¨ xEµy .
By taking into account the expected energy ranges according to Eqn. (7.17) and the actual
detector dimensions h and l, the general expression of the reconstructed zµpxq in Eqn. (7.16)
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can be adjusted for highly non-vertically incoming muons leading to
zµpEq “
$
’
’
’
’
&
’
’
’
’
%
1{2 full z-range,
1
2
c
´
E
h¨xEµy
¯2
´ 2l2{h2 bottom-streaking,
1´ 12
c
´
E
h¨xEµy
¯2
´ 2l2{h2 top-streaking.
(7.18)
Finally, the combination of the energy ranges according to Eqn. (7.17) and the restrictions
on the reconstructed zµpEq according to Eqn. (7.18) lead to the following expressions, which
take into account both categories of muon interactions.
full z-range: zµpEq “ 1{2,
bottom-streaking: E2h¨xEµy ď zµpEq ď
1
2
c
´
E
h¨xEµy
¯2
´ 2l2{h2, (7.19)
top-streaking: 1´ E2h¨xEµy ď zµpEq ď 1´
1
2
c
´
E
h¨xEµy
¯2
´ 2l2{h2.
The derived analytic expressions for the appearance of minimum-ionizing muon interac-
tions with respect to the expected energy and interaction depth ranges could explain the
observed high-energy features in the energy spectra of the laboratory background measure-
ments performed in [Zat14]. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the model is only based on
a zeroth-order reconstruction, thus, relies on certain assumptions and simplifications. In its
current form the finite energy and depth resolution, as well as electron trapping effects or a
potential signal contribution from holes as charge carriers are not considered. This is why
additional laboratory measurements need to be performed to crosscheck the original results
and to investigate the limits of the analytic description.
7.4.3 Evaluation of laboratory measurements
In order to extend the muon reconstruction model and to confirm the previous results, dedi-
cated long-term background measurements were performed in the course of the present thesis.
An overview of the measurements involving three different CZT detector types will be given
in the first part of this section. The following evaluation of the collected background data
includes an estimate of the cosmic muon flux at the surface level. By comparing the observed
flux with the expected muon rate from past experiments, an internal consistency check can be
performed. Furthermore, the agreement of the muon reconstruction model and the obtained
data for the three different CZT detector types will be investigated.
Overview of experimental data
Compared to the original work presented in [Zat14], an improved shielding concept was
developed in the present work. While the previous background measurements were performed
with only a slightly modified version of the Compton coincidence experiment (see section 7.3),
the follow-up campaigns make use of several improvements. First of all a complete lead castle
surrounds the actual detector setup, providing a shielding in every direction with at least
5 cm of standard lead bricks. Moreover, the inner volume of the lead castle was sealed into
an almost air-tight acrylic box, which is constantly flushed with evaporated nitrogen. The
nitrogen originates as the natural boil-off from the dewar vessel of the HPGe detector system
next to the CZT detector setup. The installation of the nitrogen flushing has been done in
cooperation with A. Hemmetter in the course of his Bachelor thesis [Hem16]. Some pictures
of the setup can be found in section B.2 of the appendix.
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With those measures an effective suppression of external backgrounds arising from natural
decay products such as 222Rn and other radionuclides of the natural decay chains could
be achieved (see e.g. section 8.2 and section D.2.1 in the appendix). An overview of the
performed long-term background measurements is given in Tab. 7.7.
Table 7.7: Overview of long-term laboratory background measurements performed with different CPG-CZT
detectors to study muon-induced interactions. The 1 cm3 detectors are from the L3/L4 crystal batch, while the
6 cm3 versions are prototype detectors that were developed in cooperation with Redlen Technologies [Red20].
The table contains the DAQ settings including the optimal working point biases, the linear amplification (LA)
setting and the energy threshold Eth. Furthermore, the accumulated detector live-time and the expected
energy range for nearly vertically incoming muons, corresponding to the VPL and MPL, are listed.
DAQ settings live-time xEminµ y ´ xEmaxµ y
label det. type BV/GB [V] LA Eth [keV] [days] [MeV]
Det65 1 cm3, CPG 1500/90 BB 55 20.3 7.4 – 12.8
1500/90 99 110 5.9 7.4 – 12.8
Det102 1 cm3, CPG 1200/70 77 220 40.9 7.4 – 12.8
Redlen 6 cm3, sCPG 2100/90 77 220 37.4 11.1 – 23.6
Redlen 6 cm3, qCPG 1300/100 77 220 46.2 11.1 – 23.6
Both of the small 1 cm3 detectors, labeled as Det65 and Det102 following the TUD’s
internal naming scheme, were characterized extensively in [Zat14] in preparation of the co-
incident Compton scattering experiment (see section 7.3). In the end, only Det102 was used
for the actual experiment while Det65 was added to the demonstrator array as Det53 (L3-
P05). However, Det65 was used for a first background characterization applying a linear
amplification, which was optimized for the intended Compton scattering experiment using
the radionuclide 137Cs with Eγ “ 661.7 keV.
The linear amplification (LA) factor of COBRA’s custom-made LA modules can be ad-
justed manually in 16 steps of 3 dB each according to Eqn. (7.20).
LApbq “ 0.5 ¨ 10
3¨b
20 with b P r0, 15s. (7.20)
The parameter b is treated as a hexadecimal numeral with alphanumerical values from
0 –F representing the 16 steps. According to its definition given in Eqn. (7.20), the lowest
setting would result in an effective signal attenuation of LApb “ 0q “ 0.5 and the highest
setting in an amplification by LApb “ 15q « 89. This system leads to a doubling of the signal
amplification every two steps. As the amplification should be the same for a pair of CA and
NCA signals, the LA setting is usually referred to as ‘00’ – ‘FF’ (see e.g. Tab. 7.7).
In the original work reported in [Zat14], only a lowering of the amplification by a factor of
two was applied to study the effect on the FADC saturation as discussed in section 7.4.2. The
final setting of ‘99’ is the same as used for the operation of the COBRA demonstrator at the
LNGS. For the measurements performed in the present thesis, the LA setting was reduced
by another factor of two, which increases the maximum energy that could be reconstructed
without encountering the FADC saturation limits as depicted in Fig. 7.28.
The same LA setting as used for the long-term background measurement with Det102 was
applied in two follow-up campaigns using the very first prototype detectors with a volume of
6 cm3. Both CZT detectors were provided by Redlen technologies [Red20] with two different
designs of the anode electrode – one with an up-scaled version of the conventional CPG and
a second one with the first iteration of the so-called quad coplanar-grid (qCPG) technology.
However, as pointed out in section 6.1, the prospects of the up-scaled single CPG approach
were expected to be limited by the occurrence of leakage currents. This is why the unique
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prototype, labeled as sCPG was produced by using a base crystal of the lowest quality
standard offered by the manufacturer (referred to as sample quality). Its characterization
was briefly discussed in section 6. The second 6 cm3 prototype (official ID: Redlen-33556)
with a qCPG electrode has been studied extensively in [Roh16]. Some of the results have
been summarized in section 6 as well.
For each of the three long-term background measurements a respective live-time of about
40 days was achieved, surpassing the original laboratory background data obtained with
Det65 by more than five times. Furthermore, each detector has been calibrated before and
after the background data-taking using the radionuclides 137Cs and 152Eu (see e.g. Tab. 8.6
in section 8.3.4). The processing of the raw data is done with averaged calibration parameters
following the procedure described in section 8.1.2 for the regular calibration of the demon-
strator array. The results of the data evaluation will be summarized in the following sections
starting with an estimate of the cosmic muon flux at the surface level.
Estimate of cosmic muon flux
The estimate of the cosmic muon flux makes use of the standard event selection including
the DCCs and a restriction of the interaction depth in order to exclude the z-range that is
affected by distortions of the weighting potentials. In the present case the interaction depth
is restricted to 0.1 ă z ď 0.9, which reduces the effective sensitive volume by about 15%
(see e.g. section 7.1.2). This volume reduction is considered in the extraction of the final
flux. Regarding the DCCs, it should be noted that none of the criteria was optimized for the
applied signal amplification and that the usage for both 6 cm3 detector types has not yet been
validated. On the other hand, based on the results discussed in section 7.1.1 it can be expected
that the signal loss at the MeV scale should be negligibly small. Moreover, the reconstruction
algorithms applied in the signal processing of the qCPG detector data are still preliminary.
They are based on the laboratory characterization measurements performed in [Roh16] and
the analysis results that were partly published in [Tem17]. The same reconstruction is used in
the PhD thesis of R. Temminghoff [Tem19]. A systematic study of the event reconstruction
for qCPG-CZT detectors is expected to appear in the PhD thesis of Y. Chu.
Finally, events in the lower energy range should be excluded from the cosmic muon flux es-
timate as the region below 2.6MeV is dominated by γ-lines of naturally present radionuclides
(see e.g. the discussion of the γ-ray background of the demonstrator array in section 8.2.3).
However, muon interactions could also appear at such low energies if the incoming particles
only streak part of the sensitive volume. This is why the muon flux is determined in depen-
dence on a lower energy threshold in steps of 0.2MeV. The determined number of counts
for a certain selection gets normalized by the live-time and the surface area of the different
detectors, which is why the extracted muon flux is only an estimate of its actual value. The
assumption of an effective area of about 1 cm2 for the small CZT detectors and 4 cm2 for
the larger crystals is a simplification as the actual effective area depends also on the incident
angle. Nonetheless, the procedure can be used to check whether the extracted flux is of the
expected order of magnitude. The results of the four CZT detectors using the data with the
lowest amplification settings reported in Tab. 7.7 are depicted in Fig. 7.30.
The average expected muon flux at sea level covers a range of Φµ “ 100 ´ 150 m´2s´1
depending on the chosen reference and the location of the related experiment (see sum-
mary in [PDG18]). According to a commonly used rule of thumb, the maximum flux is ex-
pected to be approximately one muon per square-centimeter and minute, which translates to
Φmaxµ “ 1 cm´2min´1 “ 166.7 m´2s´1 [PDG18]. Given those expectations, the measurements
are able to reproduce the expected flux by setting the lower energy threshold to Eth « 3MeV
for all detectors. It should be noted that the number of selected events has been corrected by
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Figure 7.30: Estimate of the cosmic muon flux using laboratory long-term background measurements with
different CZT detector types. While Det65 was operated with LA(99), the other three detectors share a linear
amplification of LA(77). For a lower energy threshold of about 3MeV all measurements are in agreement
with the expected muon flux covering a range of Φµ “ 100 ´ 150 m´2s´1. The assigned uncertainties are
a combination of the statistical uncertainty due to number of selected events and an additional systematic
uncertainty introduced by the restriction of the z-range. The number of selected events for the 6 cm3 sCPG
detector was corrected by 20% to compensate its poor performance and depth resolution (see also Fig. 7.32).
20% for the 6 cm3 sCPG detector in order to take into account its overall poor quality and
reconstruction capability. After the correction of the sCPG rate there is a perfect agreement
with the qCPG detector result and the threshold dependency. The offset between the ex-
tracted muon rates of the small CZT detectors is likely due to the different shielding concepts
as pointed out in the first part of this section. Another potential effect could be the seasonal
variation of the cosmic muon flux. Because of the variation of the atmospheric temperature,
a maximum flux is expected in the summer period as the density of the atmosphere decreases
with the average temperature. The measurement campaign of Det65 was performed in be-
ginning of June, while Det102 was operated from mid-August until beginning of October.
However, the maximum differences averaged over large time scales are expected to be on the
order of only a few percent (see e.g. Ref. [OPE19]).
The uncertainties are derived as a combination of the statistical uncertainty and a system-
atic effect introduced by the depth restriction. The latter alters the overall muon detection
probability as the angular acceptance depends on the effective height of the CZT crystal.
This leads to a systematic uncertainty of about 4%, which dominates most of the depicted
measurements. In the next step, the collected experimental data will be compared to the
predictions of the developed analytic muon reconstruction model.
Comparison to analytic reconstruction model
At first the impact of the linear signal amplification based on the data obtained with the
small CZT detectors labeled as Det65 and Det102 will be discussed. The data are depicted
in Fig. 7.31 in form of z-versus-E plots with an overlay corresponding to the expected muon
ranges according to Eqn. (7.17) and Eqn. (7.19).
The presence and shape of the saturation features in Fig. 7.31 provide a validation of the
analytical treatment of the FADC saturation limits discussed in section 7.4.2. Moreover, the
event population above the γ-ray dominated energy region can be described very accurately
by the analytic muon reconstruction model for the measurements with a lower LA setting.
The most prominent event population is found close to the tip area of the triangle indicating
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Figure 7.31: Illustration of the analytic muon reconstruction model for long-term laboratory background
measurements using 1 cm3 CPG-CZT detectors. Top: Det65 with LA(BB). Middle: Det65 with LA(99).
Bottom: Det102 with LA(77). Only events that pass the standard DCCs enter the z-versus-E plots. Each
spectrum is normalized to the live-time reported in Tab. 7.7 and features a binning of 20 keV along the energy
axis. The labeled areas correspond to characteristic muon path lengths: VPL (vertical path length), DPL
(diagonal path length) and MPL (maximum path length). Nearly vertically incoming muons are expected to
appear along the indicated z “ 0.5 line. Muons passing through only a fraction of the z-range would appear
in the framed areas indicating the range of events where muons streak either the top or the bottom of the
CZT detector. As the linear amplification decreased from top to bottom, the maximum energy that can be
reconstructed properly without reaching the FADC saturation limits increases accordingly. The saturation
effect can be clearly seen for the first two measurement campaigns performed with Det65, while the shape of
the saturation curve in the first example agrees qualitatively with the saturation model presented in Fig. 7.28.
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muon interactions with small incident angles with respect to the vertical. Because of their
small incident angles, the traveled path length is close to the VPL. Furthermore, there is an
excellent agreement between the predicted and observed low and high z-bands corresponding
to top- and bottom-streaking muons. A comparison of the analytic muon model and the
laboratory data obtained with the larger CZT detectors is depicted in Fig. 7.32.
Figure 7.32: Illustration of the analytic muon reconstruction model for long-term laboratory background
measurements using two different 6 cm3 CPG-CZT detectors. Top: Redlen sample detector equipped with a
up-scaled CPG electrode. Bottom: Redlen qCPG detector. Both background measurement campaigns were
performed with LA(77). The resulting spectra are normalized to the live-time reported in Tab. 7.7 and feature
a binning of 20 keV along the energy axis. In contrast to Fig. 7.31, only a subset of the full DCCs are applied
as most of the criteria have not yet been optimized for the new prototype detectors. This why there are some
artifacts around z « 1 for the qCPG detector data. In the upper example, the saturation of the pre-amplifier
stage can be observed, which leads to a similar saturation curve as observed for the FADC saturation limit
depicted in Fig. 7.28. The overlay indicates again the expected muon ranges while the characteristic path
lengths (VPL, DPL, MPL) have been adjusted to the corresponding values of the larger detectors. In both
cases there is a good agreement between the predicted ranges and the observed event population, whereas the
event distribution indicates a dominance of nearly vertically incoming muons.
In contrast to Fig. 7.31, a slightly adjusted event selection is applied because the standard
DCCs discussed in section 7.1.1 are not optimized for the new prototype detectors. Moreover,
the reconstruction algorithms used for the qCPG are only preliminary and might still have
some flaws. This is also why there are some artifacts around z « 1 for this detector type.
Another particularity is found for the data of the large sCPG. Because of its overall poor
performance, a special low-noise charge-sensitive pre-amplifier module was used for its signal
readout in order to partly compensate the negative ramifications. While the intrinsic signal
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amplification is about the same compared to COBRA’s standard pre-amplifiers, the capacity
of those modules is lower, causing a similar saturation curve as for reaching the FADC
saturation limit (see Fig. 7.28).
Regarding the expected muon ranges, the detector dimensions entering the underlying
equations of the model were adjusted to make use of the correct values. It should be noted
that for the case of the 6 cm3 detectors with a height of about 1.5 cm an additional correction
factor is needed to achieve a rescaling of the reconstructed z to the usual range of z P r0, 1s.
Again, most events are found in the area corresponding to an almost vertical incident angle
of the incoming muons which follows the expectation of their angular distribution. Some
particular applications of the experimentally confirmed muon reconstruction model will be
discussed in the next section.
7.4.4 Analysis of muon-induced events
By confirming the analytic event reconstruction with the dedicated laboratory measurements
in the previous section, the developed model can be used to address some elaborate analysis
topics. The first concerns a characterization of the typical pulse-shapes encountered for
muon-induced interactions. This subject is also of particular interest in the context of the
double beta decay search with the COBRA demonstrator array as there is no active muon
veto system for the LNGS setup. Moreover, the signature of nearly vertically incoming muons
can be used to estimate the contribution of holes as charge carriers with respect to the signal
amplitudes. Both topics will be briefly discussed in the following section. Finally, some
potential follow-up analysis topics will be summarized in a concluding section.
Prospects of a muon pulse-shape study
Besides the characteristic appearance of minimum-ionizing muon interactions with respect
to the interaction depth and the expected energy regions, additional information might be
encoded in the corresponding pulse-shapes. The available laboratory data provide access
to a statistical set of muon-induced events, including two 6 cm3 prototype detectors. Some
examples of the recorded pulse-shapes can be found in Fig. D.5 of the appendix.
In a previous pulse-shape study performed in [Zat14] it could be shown that the derivative
of the difference pulse features multiple peaks for events that were collected from the area of
vertically incoming muons (see Fig. D.6 in the appendix). The maximum number of peaks
was found to be related to the number of anode rails of the CPG electrode. From this
it was concluded that the derivative peaks indicate the delayed collection of the expanded
charge cloud by different rails of the CPG anode. Moreover, the same characteristics could
be reproduced by a simple toy Monte-Carlo based on a Venom simulation using a single
1 cm3 detector geometry (see Fig. D.7 in the appendix).
The same observations are made for the present data and apply to all type of investigated
CZT detectors. However, at lower energies it gets more and more challenging to distinguish
muon-like interactions from MSE and bulk events. For central muon interactions close to
zµ “ 0.5 and Eµ ą 6MeV using the LNGS amplification setting LA(99), the fraction of SSE-
like interactions was determined to about 3% [Zat14]. For lower energies, the fraction of SSEs
is found to be even smaller as only non-vertically incoming muons are expected in this region.
Because of the higher incident angle with respect to the vertical, the chance of creating an
extended charge cloud that is collected by more than anode rail increases. Consequently,
the existing PSD methods would be able to identify such muon-induced events. Based on
those findings the development of a dedicated muon identification algorithm was not further
pursued in the present thesis.
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Moreover, the observed muon energy spectrum at deep underground laboratories such
as the LNGS in Italy is shifted to higher energies compared to the surface level due to
the absorption of less energetic muons by the typical rock overburden of several kilometers.
While this leads at first order to an increase of the mean deposited energy per path length via
ionization, the presumed treatment of muons as minimum-ionizing particles might reach a
point where it is not justified anymore. Instead, alternative processes such as Bremsstrahlung
as well as nuclear and spallation reactions will become more dominant for increasing particle
energies. Although the ionization loss could still be estimated with the help of the Bethe-Bloch
formula, correction factors would be needed based on the actual muon spectrum observed
in the underground. The modeling of the residual muon flux is another non-trivial task and
would require elaborate Monte-Carlo studies. Nonetheless, the application of the analytic
muon model in the context of the evaluation of the COBRA demonstrator’s physics data will
be discussed in section 8.2.5.
With respect to the collected laboratory data at the surface level it could be particularly
interesting to take a closer look at the data of the 6 cm3 qCPG detector. Given the orientation
of its four single coplanar grids, which are rotated by 90˝ to each other, there might be some
potential to reconstruct the angular distribution of the muon flux. This would be a great
achievement considering the compact size of the experimental setup. However, due to the
preliminarity of the applied qCPG reconstruction algorithms, the idea was not further pursued
in the course of the present work. Instead, a quantitative analysis of the collected laboratory
data with the aim to estimate the signal contribution of the positive charge carriers, usually
referred to as holes, will be discussed in the next section.
Estimate of hole shift correction
One of the fundamental principles of the CPG signal readout is the treatment of CZT de-
tectors as effective single-charge-carrier devices. By following this approach the signal recon-
struction only relies on the electron signal, while the contribution of the created positively
charged holes is treated as a second order effect. In the current implementation of the event
reconstruction there is no explicit correction of the hole contribution (see e.g. section 5.2).
Moreover, for the energy reconstruction the effective hole contribution is expected to be ab-
sorbed in the energy calibration process. This leaves only the depth reconstruction affected
by the unaccounted hole contribution.
The magnitude of the hole contribution can be estimated with the collected laboratory
measurements using the signature of nearly vertically incoming muons. As their reconstructed
depth is expected to appear close to zµ « 0.5 referring to Eqn. (7.19), an enhancement with
respect to this value can be interpreted as a direct measure of the hole contribution. The
following analytic treatment of the hole shift is based on the original work reported in [Zat14].
The first step is to determine the so-called ρ parameter which refers to the mean trapping
length for holes in analogy to the λ parameter introduced for the treatment of electron
trapping effects in section 5.2.3. Although ρ is expected to be small compared to the typical
order of λ « 4´ 40, a notable deviation from zµ “ 0.5 is expected due to the hole shift. As
a starting point the reconstructed muon depth zµ can be expressed as an energy weighted
value assuming single energy depositions over the muon path as a function of the true z. This
leads to
zµ “
ř
iE
i
µ ¨ F pziq
ř
iE
i
µ
. (7.21)
with Eiµ being the deposited energy at the measured depth F pziq. For the case of a continuous
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energy deposition via ionization loss along the z-dimension, assuming
Ez ”
B
dE
dz
F
min
“ constant (7.22)
for minimum-ionizing particles, Eqn. (7.21) can be written as
zµ “
ş1
0
@
dE
dz
D
min ¨ F pzq dz
ş1
0
@
dE
dz
D
min dz
(7.23)
p7.22q
“
ż 1
0
F pzq dz. (7.24)
For zeroth-order behavior without distortions and trapping effects it follows F pzq “ z,
thus, zµ “ 0.5 for the present scenario of vertically incoming muons. A first naive option to
incorporate the hole shift contribution is to assume F pzq “ z ` ρ, which alters the general
expression Eqn. (7.24) to
zµ “
ż 1
0
pz ` ρq dz (7.25)
“
1
2 ` ρ. (7.26)
However, this is an oversimplification as the hole shift is expected to strongly depend on
the interaction depth. In fact, the hole shift should be negligible far away from the anode as
the depth reconstruction for e.g. cathode events at z “ 1 agrees perfectly with the expectation
using solely the electron trapping correction (see e.g. the depth distributions presented in
section 7.1.2). By considering those boundary conditions, a more elaborate treatment of the
hole shift was proposed in [Zat14]. The idea is to introduce a z-dependent term according to
F pzq “ z ` spzq, (7.27)
with spzq “ ρ
ˆ
1´ e´
p1´zq
ρ
˙
. (7.28)
This way, the hole shift contribution spzq gets reduced for increasing depths, while the
maximum effect would be observed for near-anode events close to z “ 0. By inserting the new
expression for the measured depth F pzq into the general expression Eqn. (7.24), the following
expression for the reconstructed depth of nearly vertically incoming muons can be derived.
zµ “
ż 1
0
„
z ` ρ
ˆ
1´ e´
p1´zq
ρ
˙
dz (7.29)
“
1
2 ` ρ
”
1´ ρ
´
1´ e´
1
ρ
¯ı
(7.30)
«
1
2 ` ρ´ ρ
2. (7.31)
The approximation in the last step is justified by the smallness of the exponential term,
which gets negligible for an expected ρ parameter on the order of Op0.1q.
At this stage it is possible to derive another correction based on the near-anode double-
energy effect, which is caused by the distortions in the weighting potential for events close
to the anode surface. The effect results in a doubling of the reconstructed energy while the
reconstructed depth is close to zero (see e.g. Fig. 8.4 in section 8.2). Its effective area can
be characterized by assuming a typical range of z ă ε with ε ą 0. This makes it possible to
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express the measured depth F pzq and the expected energy deposition Epzq in the vicinity of
the anode as
F pzq “
#
0 z ă ε.
z ` ρ z ą ε,
(7.32)
Epzq “
#
2Ez z ă ε,
Ez z ą ε.
(7.33)
Note that for the near-anode region the implemented naive hole shift in Eqn. (7.32) is a
valid approximation. By inserting Eqn. (7.32) – (7.33) into the general expression Eqn. (7.24),
the following expression is found for the reconstructed interaction depth of vertically incoming
muons considering the near-anode reconstruction artifacts.
zµ “
şε
0 2Ez ¨ 0 dz `
ş1
ε Ez ¨ pz ` ρq dz
şε
0 2Ez dz `
ş1
ε Ez dz
(7.34)
“
1
2p1´ ε
2q ` ρp1´ εq
1` ε (7.35)
“
1
2p1´ εq ` ρ
ˆ
1´ ε
1` ε
˙
(7.36)
1
1`ε«1´ε
“
1
2p1´ εq ` ρp1´ 2ε` ε
2q, Opε2q Ñ 0 (7.37)
«
1
2 ` ρ´ ε
ˆ
1
2 ` 2ρ
˙
(7.38)
The last term in Eqn. (7.38) represents the contribution of the near-anode double-energy
effect to the overall hole shift spzµq for near-vertical muon signatures. In combination with
the former result presented in Eqn. (7.28), incorporating a realistic z-dependence for the bulk
of the detector volume, the overall hole shift results in
spzµq “ ρ´ ρ
2 ´ ε
ˆ
1
2 ` 2ρ
˙
. (7.39)
The final expression in Eqn. (7.39) connects the experimentally accessible hole shift spzµq
with the mean trapping length ρ and the parameter ε that indicates the depth region which
is affected by the near-anode distortions. The latter parameter can be determined with the
help of electric field line simulations using e.g. COMSOL multiphysics (see section 5.3.4).
Based on the results presented in the Master thesis of J.-H. Arling [Arl16] it is estimated as
ε « 0.025˘0.008. The assigned uncertainty takes into account that ε depends on the applied
grid bias (GB), whereas the central value was estimated for GB “ 90V. This GB setting is a
representative value for the laboratory measurements performed in the course of the present
work (compare to the DAQ settings in Tab. 7.7).
The estimate of spzµq for the four investigated CZT detectors is depicted in Fig. 7.33.
It makes use of a 2σ-Gaussian fit of the z-distribution according to Eqn. (5.7) to determine
zµ “ 0.5 ` spzµq. The energy range is restricted to the area of expected muon interactions
with only small incident angles with respect to the vertical (see Fig. 7.31 and Fig. 7.32). An
overview of the resulting fit parameters is given in Tab. 7.8.
Finally, Eqn. (7.39) can be solved for ρ to determine the mean trapping length for holes
as positive charge carriers in CZT. The extraction of ρ leads to a quadratic equation with
two possible solutions. However, only one of those yields a non-negative physical value and
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Figure 7.33: Determination of the hole shift spzµq for vertically incoming muons using laboratory background
measurements with different CZT detector types. Besides the applied standard event selection as discussed
in section 7.4.3 the energy range is restricted to the expected area of vertical muon signatures as depicted in
Fig. 7.31 and Fig. 7.32. Each of the z-peaks around zµ « 0.5 is approximated with a 2σ-Gaussian according
to Eqn. (5.7). The fit results are summarized in Tab. 7.8 and confirm an excellent agreement between the fit
model and the data with respect to the corresponding χ2red parameter. The relative depth resolution in terms
of FWHM yields 9.6% for Det65, 14.4% for Det102 and 15.6% for the 6 cm3 qCPG detector. Due to its poor
performance, the 6 cm3 sCPG detector only achieves a resolution of about 21.1% for the present z-peak.
Table 7.8: Results of the hole shift determination based on vertically incoming muon interactions observed
in laboratory background measurements with different CZT detector types. The fit of the z-distributions
depicted in Fig. 7.33 result in µpzµq “ zµ ` spzµq, whereas the fit model achieves for all detector types
adequate χ2red values. The mean trapping length ρ of holes in CZT is determined with Eqn. (7.40). The
assigned uncertainties on ρ follow from a Gaussian error propagation based on the uncertainties on µpzµq and
ε. For the qCPG prototype detector spzµq turns out to be negative which hints to an imperfect treatment of
other more dominant effects in the current implementation of the reconstruction algorithms.
label det. type Eminµ ´ Emaxµ [MeV] µpzµq χ2red ρ
Det65 1 cm3, CPG 5.8 – 10.0 0.530˘ 0.004 0.973 0.046˘ 0.009
Det102 1 cm3, CPG 5.8 – 10.0 0.528˘ 0.002 1.058 0.044˘ 0.009
Redlen 6 cm3, sCPG 8.0 – 15.0 0.574˘ 0.002 1.139 0.102˘ 0.005
Redlen 6 cm3, qCPG 8.0 – 15.0 0.481˘ 0.001 1.011 -
results in the following expression
ρ “
1
2
ˆ
1´ 2ε´
b
1´ 4spzµq ´ 6ε` 4ε2
˙
. (7.40)
The final values of the hole trapping length according to Eqn. (7.40) can be found in
Tab. 7.8. The assigned uncertainties are derived by a Gaussian error propagation of the
uncertainties on the hole shift spzµq and the ε parameter. For the two small 1 cm3 detectors
there is a perfect agreement of the respective ρ values while the relative uncertainties are
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on the level of 20%. Regarding the previously discussed uniform depth distribution of the
intrinsic 113Cd β-decay (see Fig. 7.5 in section 7.1.2), the derived magnitude of the hole
trapping length can only explain part of the observed z-shift. However, the energy scale of
the 113Cd β-decay is limited by its Q-value of only 320 keV. Because of the large deviation in
the probed energy scales, a direct comparison might already be corrupted by a weak energy
dependence. Potential follow-up investigations might be able to resolve the discrepancy and
help in the interpretation of the results.
For the background measurements performed with the 6 cm3 prototypes, the hole trapping
parameter could only be determined for the sCPG detector as the hole shift would be negative
in case of the qCPG detector applying the same analysis procedure. This result might
be a consequence of the non-optimal event reconstruction, which is currently still under
development. Regarding the large sCPG detector, the trapping length seems to be about
twice as high as determined for the small detectors. This result could be explained with
the much higher applied bulk voltage, although such a finding has to be taken with caution
because of the detector’s poor overall performance. However, a certain BV dependency of
the ρ parameter would be expected as the same is observed for the λ parameter and the
associated weighting factor (see e.g. the parameters listed in Tab. E.1 –E.4 of the appendix).
In future laboratory experiments the ρ parameter could be studied with an irradiation of
the near-anode region using an α-emitter. For a penetration depth z ą ε the barrier of the
double-energy effect could be overcome. In that case, at least part of the events should be
reconstructed at the true interaction depth allowing for a direct measurement of the hole shift.
A similar study based on the prominent α-decay of the platinum isotope 190Pt, which is part
of the electrode metalization of the demonstrator detectors, will be discussed in section 8.5
in the course of the LNGS data analysis.
Summary and outlook
The performed long-term laboratory background measurements served well in the develop-
ment of the presented analytic muon reconstruction model. Furthermore, the data could
be used to confirm the origin of high-energy events that lead to a saturation of the DAQ
electronics. A comparison of the predicted model ranges with respect to the physics data of
the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS will be discussed in section 8.2.5.
One of the most important findings in the evaluation of the collected laboratory data
is a first experimental approach to address the hole contribution to the signal amplitudes.
More specifically, the magnitude of the shift of the reconstructed interaction depth due to
the hole’s signal contributions could be determined by utilizing the signature of vertically
incoming atmospheric muons. During the evaluation of those data, a general procedure could
be established to estimate the mean trapping length for holes in CZT for different detector
types. The results might be used for an improved depth reconstruction in the future.
Moreover, the collected data could be used to investigate the feasibility of reconstructing
the muon angular distribution with a single CZT detector, which might be especially inter-
esting for the new qCPG detector type. Furthermore, the data could be scanned for muon
capture events. For a statistical sample of such events, a muon lifetime measurement could
be performed. Ultimately, a large statistical sample could be used to search for exotic bound
states forming short-lived muonic atoms. In those cases a low-energetic muon is expected
to trigger the emission of x-rays of characteristic energies during its capture process, which
would be the smoking gun signature for the formation of a muonic atom.
Chapter 8
Rare nuclear decay searches with the
COBRA demonstrator
In the following chapter some results of the operation of the COBRA demonstrator at the
LNGS as well as results obtained by dedicated Monte-Carlo studies will be presented. The
first part consists of an overview regarding the LNGS data management and the different steps
of the data evaluation procedure. In the second section a characterization of the evaluated
physics data with an emphasis on the identified background features will be presented.
One of the most prominent nuclear decays is the β-decay of 113Cd, which dominates the
low-energy region. The analysis of the 113Cd β-decay’s spectrum-shape is the main subject
of the present thesis and allows for the investigation of quenching effects leading to a reduced
value of the weak axial-vector coupling gA in nuclear processes. This investigation is based
on a dedicated low-threshold run with optimized operation conditions prior to the upgrade
to COBRA XDEM. The data analysis is performed in the context of three nuclear model
frameworks to address and quantize the discussed quenching of gA.
Besides the analysis of the dedicated 113Cd low-threshold data, a first evaluation of the
full exposure of the COBRA demonstrator has been performed focusing on the 2νββ-decay
of 116Cd. In the course of this study the A{E criterion was applied to the LNGS data to
improve the selection of potential double beta decay events. Furthermore, a partitioning of
the data was performed in order to identify periods with higher background rates.
At higher energies, the data evaluation of the demonstrator’s full exposure makes it
possible to study the long-lived α-decay of 190Pt as a localized contaminant in the CZT
detectors’ electrode metalization. The analysis involves a MC modeling of the platinum layer
and results in a half-life that is compatible with recent and previous measurements.
Finally, a feasibility study addressing the prospects of performing a search for double beta
decays via excited state transitions with the COBRA demonstrator has been performed. This
study is purely based on MC simulations and the updated implementation of the experiment’s
geometry. It focuses on the lowest excited state transitions of the isotopes 116Cd and 130Te.
The last section is an outlook regarding the half-life sensitivity of the COBRA demon-
strator given its full exposure and the current background level for all of the accessible β´β´
ground-state-to-ground-state transitions. Moreover, the sensitivity projections is compared
to the prospects of the next stage of the experiment involving the COBRA XDEM upgrade.
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8.1 LNGS data management
The following section is a brief introduction into COBRA’s data management at the LNGS
and the corresponding data notation. Firstly, the data obtained with the demonstrator
array is divided into physics and calibration data. In both cases the initial data contain
the full pulse-shapes of each recorded event and are referred to as raw data. Details on
the raw data will be discussed in the subsequent section 8.1.1. After the signal processing
with MAnTiCORE as discussed in section 5.1, the data are referred to as processed data
and allows for its evaluation in order to perform an energy calibration or to conduct an
analysis of the physics data. Furthermore, the complete physics data set is divided into
several so-called calibration periods, each indicated by an evaluated pre- and post-calibration
of the demonstrator. Each of the calibration periods consists usually of multiple physics
runs (PRs), which are defined by a change of the experiment’s thresholds or other measures
taken by COBRA’s remote and on-site shifters. An overview of the physics data-taking is
given in section 8.1.4.
8.1.1 Raw data
Due to the general purpose concept of COBRA’s DAQ hardware and software tools, the
structure of the raw data is the same for compact laboratory setups used for the CZT crystal’s
characterization as for the demonstrator at the LNGS. A description of the DAQ hardware
can be found in section 4.3.3. For the same reason all raw data can be processed with
the same version of MAnTiCORE. However, the processing tool has to be provided with
the correct meta data such as the detector configuration, e.g. which detector is connected
to which channel, the thresholds and trigger settings of each channel and a so-called UUID
(universally unique identifier), which is a 128-bit number. This UUID is automatically created
by COBRA’s DAQ software DAQCorE and partly contained in each data-taking period’s
label. Those labels usually start with the date of the measurement followed by the first eight
characters of the UUID. This way, it is ensured that multiple measurements on the same
date can still be distinguished. Moreover, the full UUID is unique among all measurements
and can be used to identify a certain period within COBRA’s LNGS database. An overview
of this database is given in section 8.1.3.
In both PRs and calibration runs the data are stored in the Root file format with an
internal structure according to section 4.3.3. In case of a PR, the typical duration of a single
Root file, containing the data of one of the 16 FADCs, is 4 h. Those single files are simply
referred to as runs and present the basic unit of COBRA’s raw data. This is also the level
on which the so-called pre-selection takes place before the actual processing. It is meant to
identify and reject single runs of much too high trigger rate without the need to process the
data beforehand. This is done by monitoring the trigger rate es explained in the following.
The expected trigger rate per channel can be estimated by calculating the number of
113Cd decays within a certain time. The fourfold forbidden β-decay of 113Cd is the most
prominent signal for the COBRA demonstrator and makes up for more than 99% of all
triggered events. At first the actual amount of 113Cd atoms, labeled as N113, contained in a
single CZT detector with an average mass of mCZT “ 5.95 g needs to be calculated. This is
done via
N113 “ a113 ¨ sCd ¨mCZT ¨
NA
MCZT
(8.1)
“ 0.1222 ¨ 5.95 g ¨ 6.022 ¨ 10
23 mol´1
235.31 g{mol (8.2)
“ 1.675 ¨ 1021 (8.3)
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with a113 being the isotopic abundance, sCd the stoichiometry factor for cadmium in
Cd0.9Zn0.1Te, MCZT the respective weighted molar mass and the Avogadro constant NA.
The number of source atoms can now be plugged into the radioactive decay law following
Eqn. (8.4) to estimate the number of expected 113Cd decays per year and detector using a
half-life of T1{2 “ 8.04ˆ 1015 yr according to Ref. [BBB`07].
Nptq “ N113 ¨ exp
ˆ
´
ln 2
T1{2
¨ t
˙
(8.4)
ñ N exp113 p1 yrq “ N113 ´Npt “ 1 yrq “ N113 ¨
„
1´ exp
ˆ
´
ln 2
T1{2
¨ 1 yr
˙
(8.5)
“ 1.86 ¨ 105. (8.6)
The contribution to the single detector trigger rate, averaged over the usual run duration
of 4 h, is expected to be N exp113 p4 hq « 85, respectively. Furthermore, there are artificial signals
contributing to the overall trigger rate, which are injected simultaneously into all channels
every 10min using a pulse generator (see section 4.3.3) to monitor the DAQ electronics’
stability and to allow for the synchronization of the individual FADC clocks. Every 23rd
injected pulse is exchanged by a burst of 100 pulses following directly after each other to
provide a distinct reference point for each 4 h run. This results in a total of 123 injected
pulses per detector and run. However, as the injected pulses are true coincidences and get
flagged as non-physical signals, they do not contribute to the single detector trigger rate.
Besides the 113Cd decay rate, there is only a negligible contribution of other physical signals
(see section 8.2). The rate in the 0νββ-decay ROI is referred to as the background index (BI)
in units of counts per detector mass, per energy window and per live-time. For the COBRA
demonstrator the BI is on the order of a few cts/(kg keVyr).
A conservative measure of the expected single detector trigger rate is about „150 events
per 4 h run. This value is well above the expected 113Cd rate to take into account potential
noise triggers as usually observed during the low-threshold operation, as well as statistical
fluctuations due to the Poisson nature of radioactive decays. Moreover, only a part of the
113Cd energy range up to its Q-value of about 320 keV is accessible while operating at a typical
threshold of 100 – 150 keV. This makes the expected single detector rate quoted before even
more conservative. The effect of the threshold adjustments and its optimization is further
elaborated in section 8.2.2 and 8.3.3.
After closing a physics run by a COBRA shifter, every 4 h run undergoes a set of con-
sistency checks as part of the pre-selection of the raw data. During the operation of the
COBRA demonstrator starting in Sept.’11 until Nov.’19, a total of 581 PRs were performed.
Those PRs contain 228 637 runs of which 94.8% pass the first step of the pre-selection in
which obviously too high rates up to several orders of magnitude above the expected rate
and corrupt files are removed. The threshold for the removal is set to at least ten times the
expected rate. In a second step, a tiny fraction of 0.1% of the remaining runs gets removed
because they do not contain any valid event according to the data-cleaning cuts presented in
section 7.1.1. This can happen for very short runs at the end of a PR, where the full duration
of 4 h has not been reached. The same key concept of the pre-selection as explained for the
physics raw data applies also towards the calibration data.
8.1.2 Calibration parameters
An energy calibration of the COBRA demonstrator array consists of multiple calibration
measurements and processing steps. The data-taking usually lasts for about two days to
achieve sufficient statistics with each detector of the array. An overview of the radionuclides
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and their characteristic γ-lines used in the energy calibration is given in section 8.3.4. During
the demonstrator’s operation the calibration procedure has been optimized by performing
several calibration runs with changing thresholds and positioning of the calibration sources.
In the beginning, after completing the four layer array in Nov.’13, the wired sources have
been only placed in the central position between the innermost layers. This way, the edge
and corner detectors of the top and bottom layer were not only much farther away but also
shielded by the inner detectors. To partly overcome this problem, the procedure was adjusted
by placing the sources by turns between the two lower (L1/L2) and upper layers (L4/L3) (see
also Fig. A.5 in the appendix). In contrast to the physics data-taking, the applied thresholds
are fixed and only differ between the radionuclides, but usually not between the detectors in
the same calibration run.
Tab. 8.1 contains a list of all the calibration parameters that are determined for each
detector in the evaluation process of a LNGS calibration run. During the operation of the
COBRA demonstrator, a total of 56 calibration measurements were performed. An overview
can be found in appendix D.2.3. Each of those has been evaluated with the same software
tool developed in the course of this thesis, which involves multiple steps as will be pointed
out in the following.
Table 8.1: Short description of LNGS calibration parameters. A combination of several calibration runs with
different radionuclides, including usually 22Na and 228Th, is used to extract the calibration parameters for
each detector individually. A third optional calibration source containing152Eu provides additional low-energy
γ-lines, but has been available only in some recent calibrations. The evaluation of a calibration measurement
requires multiple processing steps as some of the parameters depend on each other and can only be determined
subsequently. The parameters are listed according to the order of their determination.
parameter short description standard radionuclide(s)
w weighting factor 22Na (tuned with228Th)
gb gain-balancing correction 228Th (22Na as cross-check)
c0 offset of linear energy calibration 22Na, 228Th, (152Eu)
c1 slope of linear energy calibration 22Na, 228Th, (152Eu)
p0 constant parameter in energy resolution 22Na, 228Th, (152Eu)
p1 square root parameter in energy resolution 22Na, 228Th, (152Eu)
p2 linear parameter in energy resolution 22Na, 228Th, (152Eu)
µA{E mean of A{E distribution 228Th (DEP of 208Tl)
σA{E sigma of A{E distribution 228Th (DEP of 208Tl)
mdet detector mass in kg
uncertainties recorded for c0, c1 and p0 – p2
The evaluation of the calibration data requires a first signal processing with MAnTiCORE
to access e.g. the pulse heights of the raw signals (see signal processing in section 5.1 and event
reconstruction in section 5.2). The first step of the energy calibration is the determination
of the optimum weighting factor w (see section 5.1.2). This is done by assuming different
values of w to optimize the energy resolution of a prominent γ-line, usually the one of 22Na
at 1274.5 keV. The spectrum of 22Na features an even more prominent γ-line originating from
the positron annihilation of its initial β`-decay, which is used as a reliable first estimate of
the energy scale with respect to its peak position in FADC channels (see also Fig. 8.2). At the
same time, the more energetic events of the 228Th data are used to perform the gain-balancing
in order to extract the NCA correction factor gb (see section 5.1.2).
With the first two parameters a second iteration of the MAnTiCORE processing is per-
formed to make use of the MWA branch (see Fig. 5.4), which provides a higher energy
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resolution. The resulting spectra are then used to perform the actual energy calibration by
fitting each γ-line with Eqn. (5.7) to assign a tabulated energy Eγ (see Tab. 8.6) to the de-
termined peak position µ in FADC channels (see also section 5.2.2). The fit range of each
γ-line is optimized iteratively depending on the achieved χ2 of the fit and the width of the
initial Gaussian peak approximation.
Finally, the tabulated γ-line energies over the determined peak positions are fit with a
linear function according to
E[keV] “ c0 ` c1 ¨ µ[ADC] (8.7)
to determine the calibration offset c0 and the linear conversion factor c1. An impression
of the linearity of the energy response for three detectors of the COBRA demonstrator is
shown in Fig. 8.1.
Figure 8.1: Exemplary results of an energy calibration of the COBRA demonstrator. The examples are taken
from a special calibration run involving the exposition to 22Na, 228Th as well as 152Eu. All three detectors
show a perfect linearity of the detector response over the accessible energy range from 121.6 keV to 2614.5 keV
defined by the γ-lines of the radionuclides.
The parameters c0 and c1 allow for another MAnTiCORE iteration, which results among
other terms in energy equivalent pulse-height spectra such as shown in Fig. 8.2.
Figure 8.2: Examples of energy calibrated single detector spectra. Left: 22Na. Right: 228Th. The calibration
spectra are from Det54 (L4-P06). The position of the very prominent annihilation peak at 511 keV, which
originates from the β`-decay of 22Na, provides a reliable estimate of the energy scale for the automatized
calibration tool.
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The γ-lines in the energy calibrated spectra are again fit with the two-sided Gaussian
function according to Eqn. (5.7) to determine their widths in terms of FWHM. This allows
to fit the energy resolution function FWHMpEq, which is based on the parameters p0 – p2
as presented later in section 8.3.4. One application of the detector-dependent FWHMpEq
is the selection of events in a certain energy range around a γ-line based on the energy
resolution of this line. This procedure is applied in the calibration of the A{E pulse-shape
discrimination variable, which has been discussed in section 7.2.4. The respective mean µA{E
and σA{E of the A{E distribution of events corresponding to the double-escape peak of the
208Tl γ-line at 2614.5 keV complete the list of calibration parameters. A complete set of those
parameters makes it possible to process physics data in a single step rather than following
the progressive calibration procedure. That is also why the detector masses, which usually
do not vary between the calibrations for the same crystal, are included in Tab. 8.1. If the
detector masses are provided to the processing tool along with the calibration parameters,
it is possible to compare e.g. single detector rates based on their exposure rather than their
ordinary live-time in all further analysis steps and efficiency calculations.
In conclusion, the developed calibration tool and deployed optimization routines achieve
great robustness and reliability in the evaluation of all calibration runs. In fact, the failure rate
of the peak fitting turns out to be well below 0.1%, which is an impressive result considering
the differences in the single detectors’ performance as will be reported in section 8.3.4 and
8.3.5. An usual calibration measurement requires to perform several hundred peak fits due
to the maximum of 64 detectors of the COBRA demonstrator and the number of γ-lines per
radionuclide. Hence, an automatized calibration tool as sketched out in the previous section
is absolutely necessary. Furthermore, all calibration parameters are uploaded into an online
database, which will be discussed in the next section.
8.1.3 COBRA CouchDB
The automatized processing of COBRA’s physics data requires the compilation of the cor-
rect meta data consisting of the configuration of the detector array, e.g. which detectors have
been switched on and their threshold settings, as well as the respective calibration parameters
applicable to the current PR. This is done by providing the UUIDs of the PR to an online
database, which is referred to as COBRA’s CouchDB. The database has been developed in
the course of the PhD thesis of O. Schulz [Sch11] at the TU Dortmund in 2011. It com-
plies well with the need of COBRA in its current prototype stage, where the requirements
of the data structure change rather frequently. A conventional relational database, featuring
a fixed scheme of its data structure, is not suitable in that case. Moreover, the underlying
CouchDB package [Apa20] is freely available on multiple platforms and can be easily accessed
via web applications such as CouchAPP [Var16] and terminal commands (e.g. curl) using
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for communicating with the database. The flexible
data structure of CouchDB is achieved by storing JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) doc-
uments. The JSON format [ECM17] defines a small set of structuring rules for the portable
representation of structured data, whereas a JSON string is a sequence of tokens formed from
Unicode code points that conforms to the JSON value grammar.
Furthermore, CouchDB makes it possible to run simple JavaScript procedures in the
database that allow for arbitrary indexing and lookup of the stored JSON documents without
requiring a fixed structure scheme. Moreover, the data can be reformatted on the server side,
thus, provide e.g. a compilation of parameters in a format specified by the client rather
than the original server structure. This includes simple mathematical calculations such as
averaging parameters or if-else statements. In fact, this feature is used to compose the
MAnTiCORE configuration file in order to process PRs with their corresponding calibration
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parameters in an automatized and standardized way. This includes an averaging of all the
parameters presented in Tab. 8.1 for the pre- and post-calibration that are valid for the
respective PR (see also appendix D.2.3). One prerequisite and potential disadvantage is,
however, that each PR and calibration run has to be first uploaded to CouchDB in order
to use this feature. Since there are usually multiple PRs in between the secluding pre- and
post-calibration runs, the correct and final processing of the physics data can only be done
after the evaluation of the respective calibration measurements. Hence, systematic problems
with the configuration of the data-taking or the DAQ electronics might only be discovered
with some delay.
In 2014 COBRA’s CouchDB was moved, updated and rehosted at TU Dresden, whereas
the support and maintenance has been carried out by the TUD collaboration members. More
recently, in Jan.’19, the support and host of the system has been outsourced towards the
central IT service “Center for Information Services and High Performance Computing (ZIH)”
of TU Dresden. Nonetheless, the data access and the content of the database is maintained
by the collaboration’s TUD members. The current installation of COBRA’s CouchDB is
based on the software version 3.0.0.
8.1.4 Overview of physics data-taking
The amount of data collected by a double beta decay experiment is usually referred to as
its exposure in units of source mass times the respective live-time. In case of the COBRA
demonstrator a typical unit is kg days because of the rather small mass of the detector array
of about 380 g. Fig. 8.3 illustrates the exposure accumulation of the demonstrator for the
complete period of its operation from 2011-09-29 till 2019-11-04.
Figure 8.3: Exposure accumulation for the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS. During its operation a
total of 604.2 kg d has been collected, from which 533.3 kg d are considered for analysis purposes. Periods that
were affected by a failure of the nitrogen flushing (indicated in yellow) feature an increased background index
and are usually excluded from the physics data analysis. Further indicated are the dates of on-site shifts
(grey), calibration runs (blue) and two major downtimes in which the demonstrator could not be operated.
The preparation, evaluation and data analysis of the special 113Cd low-threshold run (indicated in green) is
the main subject of the present thesis and will be presented in section 8.3.
During its operation at the LNGS, a total of 20 on-site shifts have been performed, starting
with the installation of the first detector layer in Sept.’11. In advance, two preparation shifts
were carried out to install the experiments shielding and to move the predecessor setup to its
current location (see section 4.3.1). The exposure graph in Fig. 8.3 clearly shows the increase
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of the exposure rate after the installation of the second layer in Apr.’12 and the third and
fourth layer in Nov.’13. In total an exposure of 604.2 kg d was collected by the demonstrator
array. The initial data of the third layer from Jul.’13 to Nov.’13 is not considered for any
analyses due to its unstable operation during the commissioning phase. Moreover, the L3
detector’s BV had to be limited to 1 kV in this period, which alters not only their performance
but affects also the required efficiency calculations. The problems could be resolved in the
L4 installation shift by reworking the BV supply of L3 on-the-fly.
The demonstrator array’s performance has been checked regularly with calibration runs.
A summary of all 56 performed calibration measurements can be found in section D.2.3 of the
appendix. Unfortunately, the experiment suffered several times from failures of the nitrogen
flushing, which is meant to prevent radon from diffusing into the inner shield. The nitrogen
flow is monitored by several humidity sensors within the setup (see section 4.3.3), which
indicate a clear correlation between the relative humidity and an increase of the trigger rate
for periods without proper N2 flushing (see Fig. D.9 in the appendix). Because of this, a data
partitioning is performed in order to separate those periods from the rest of the data. The
data partitioning will be discussed in section 8.4.2 with the aim to improve the sensitivity to
the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd.
Besides the partitioning, a pre-selection of the raw data is performed as mentioned previ-
ously in section 8.1.1. A summary of the pre-selection and further consecutive data selection
steps is shown in Tab. 8.2.
Table 8.2: Summary of the physics data-taking with the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS. The pre-
selection is performed on the raw data level and consists of two steps to remove corrupt files and runs with
unphysically high trigger rates. The second part of the table refers to the standard selection cuts on the event
level as introduced in section 7.1. The amount of physics data gets reduced by more than ten times using the
below-threshold cut and the DCCs, as indicated by the survival fraction.
description absolute number survival fraction [%]
total number of PRs 581 100.00
total number of runs 228 637 100.00
after pre-selection 216 639 94.75
after processing PRs 216 385 94.63
total number of events 229 369 591 94.63
after below-threshold cut 46 659 382 20.34
after DCCs 17 495 065 7.63
after FADC coincidence cuts 17 445 422 7.61
The pre-selection removes about 5.3% of the data, which do not contribute to the total
exposure presented in Fig. 8.3. Furthermore, the standard event selection continues on the
event level after the processing of the 581 PRs, containing the quoted number of runs (usually
a file of 4 h of data-taking per FADC). Those event selection cuts have been introduced in
section 7.1 and consist of the below-threshold cut and the DCCs. In combination, the physics
data are reduced by more than a factor of ten, indicating that the raw data are dominated by
unphysical low-energy signals. For most of the data the offline synchronization of the single
FADC clocks (see section 7.1.5) is an ongoing effort. That is why it is only possible to reject
coincident events between detectors which are read out with the same FADC device at the
time of this thesis. However, the effect turns out to be only marginal with respect to the
survival fraction of the total data. This is partly due to the fact that certain noise patterns
cause coincidences, which are already flagged by the DCCs, or appear as below-threshold
events. A more detailed report on the characteristic features of coincident signal noise and
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its potential origin is given in section 8.3.3.
The main subject of the present thesis is the analysis of a dedicated low-threshold run
in order to investigate the spectrum-shape of the fourfold forbidden non-unique β-decay of
113Cd. This measurement has been performed prior to the upgrade to COBRA XDEM, fol-
lowing an intensive threshold study and optimization campaign. The preparation, evaluation
and data analysis will be presented in section 8.3. After the commissioning of the COBRA
XDEM layer, the demonstrator array remained switched off for several months, before it ac-
cumulated another 100 kg d along with the XDEM setup. However, in Nov.’19 it was decided
to finally end the operation of the four layer demonstrator array to focus entirely on the
promising new prototype XDEM detectors in the future.
8.2 Background characterization
This section contains a description of the characteristic background features identified for
the COBRA demonstrator and summarizes the knowledge about their presumed origins.
The identification and reduction of crucial backgrounds in the 0νββ-decay’s region of in-
terest (ROI), that might mimic the expected signal, is one of the key objectives of the
demonstrator phase. A powerful tool to identify such features in the combined physics data
of the experiment is the combination of the reconstructed energy and the interaction depth.
The interaction depth z is defined as the normalized distance between the anode side with
the CPG at z “ 0 and the planar cathode electrode at z “ 1 (see the event reconstruction
in section 5.2). Fig. 8.4 illustrates the combined physics data of the COBRA demonstrator
for the full exposure of 604.2 kg d in form of a multi-dimensional plot. The x-axis refers
to the deposited energy while the y-axis denotes the corresponding interaction depth. The
color-coding indicates the decay rate, which has been normalized by the total exposure.
Figure 8.4: Illustration of prominent background features identified for the COBRA demonstrator during its
operation at the LNGS. The full exposure of 604.2 kg d has been used in the multi-dimensional display of the
reconstructed energy deposit (x-axis), interaction depth (y-axis) and the normalized decay rate (color-coding).
While the intrinsic radioactive decays, such as the β-decay of 113Cd at low energies and potential double beta
decays, as well as external or internal γ-lines are expected to be homogeneously distributed over the entire
z-range, external α-radiation appears much more localized. A preliminary version of this plot with only a
faction of the total exposure has been published in [Zat15].
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The most prominent signal arises from the β-decay of 113Cd at low energies, which is
clearly dominating the overall decay rate. Due to the uniform distribution of the 113Cd
atoms within the sensitive CZT volume, the decay rate follows a flat distribution along z
in this energy range. The same uniformity is expected for external contaminations emitting
characteristic γ-lines, which will be discussed in section 8.2.3.
On the contrary, external α-particle emitting contaminations are expected to be much
more localized due to their short characteristic penetration depth. The observed contamina-
tions on the cathode side, which are caused by the α-decays of 190Pt (Qα “ 3.2MeV) and
210Po (Qα “ 5.4MeV), will be discussed in more detail in section 8.2.4. Since the low-z range
of z ă 0.2 is strongly affected by near-anode reconstruction artifacts, the area is removed
as part of the standard DCCs in the physics data analysis. This also includes the so-called
double-energy events of 190Pt, which are explained as well in section 8.2.4.
An one-dimensional projection of the interaction depth spectrum above the 113Cd end-
point has been shown in Fig. 7.4 of section 7.1.2. In both Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 8.4 there is a
clear indication for the so-called z-hump region, which refers to the area of z ą 0.6 with a
significantly increased event rate. By splitting the total data according to the detector layers,
it is found that the z-hump is most prominent for the layer L3, which is situated at the top
of the array (see e.g. Fig. A.5 in the appendix). The same distribution as observed for the
one-dimensional z-spectra is found for the multi-dimensional display of each detector layer’s
total exposure as depicted in Fig. 8.5.
Although there is not yet a complete and validated background model of the COBRA
demonstrator, there seems to be a quite plausible explanation for the present z-hump feature.
Before the installation of the third and fourth layer took place, it was necessary to upgrade
the signal cables’ feed-through in order to transmit the detector signals from the lower to the
upper floor where the main DAQ electronics are operated (see section 4.3.3). Even though
special care has been taken in cleaning the laboratory at the lower floor, both layers might
still be contaminated with tiny amounts of dust. Since L3 has been installed directly after
those mechanical works, the contamination level is expected to be higher.
After finishing the integration of L3 and L4 into the inner shielding of the experiment, with
L3 being the uppermost layer, those contaminants are expected to settle, thus, to concentrate
to some degree on the Delrin support frames (see schematic drawing Fig. 4.7 in section 4.3.3).
While the top part of the detectors, which corresponds to low-z values, is shielded by the
upper Delrin frame, radioactive decays of a potential dust layer on the bottom frame might
penetrate the sensitive volume. Moreover, a small part close to the cathode at z “ 1 would
be covered by the Delrin as well. This could explain the small gap observed in the multi-
dimensional illustrations as shown in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5. Furthermore, the presence of
the z-hump fades from the top to the bottom of the array. This might be explained by the
dust settling hypothesis as well. Without further knowledge about the exact composition of
the dust contamination it can be assumed that it contains a significant amount of elements
occurring in the natural decay chains of uranium and thorium (see Fig. D.8 in the appendix).
The decay series involve multiple highly energetic β- and α-decays, whereas only electrons
are expected to pass through the encapsulation lacquer of about 20µm thickness.
One promising candidate decay to explain the z-hump is the β´-decay of 214Bi with
Qβ “ 3269 keV and a half-life of about 20min [NDS20]. The shape as well as the endpoint
of the decay fit quite well to the observed z-hump. Furthermore, the maximum deposited
energy in this depth range as seen in Fig. 8.5 is the highest for L4, which features the smallest
amount of the encapsulation lacquer, hence, the thinnest layer of shielding material. While
the average lacquer mass per detector is about 16.5mg for L1 – L3, it is only 11.3mg for the
L4 detectors (see Tab. E.1 –E.4 in the appendix).
However, this explanation has to be seen as preliminary and requires more detailed stud-
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Figure 8.5: Multi-dimensional illustration of the full data set accumulated with the COBRA demonstrator.
From top to bottom the data of L1 – L4 are shown, whereas only the DCCs have been applied. Each layer’s
z-versus-E spectrum has been normalized by its respective exposure as reported in Tab. 8.14 of section 8.4.2.
While the z-hump region around z « 0.8 is much more prominent for L3/L4 than for L1/L2, the other
background features highlighted in the combined spectrum of Fig. 8.4 look rather similar for all four layers.
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ies based on Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. One particular challenge of the background
projection at higher energies is the modeling of the encapsulation lacquer as it deteriorates
the observable endpoint of the presumed β-spectrum contribution of 214Bi as well as the
peak position of characteristic α-decays of the natural decay chains as will be discussed in
section 8.3.7. In the same section a MC background model for the low-energy region close to
the 113Cd β-decay will be presented that might be extended in the future to give a realistic
background projections at higher energy scales as well.
In the following sections a more detailed discussion of the impact of the PSD cuts, which
have been introduced in section 7.1, as well as their application towards further characterizing
the identified background features will be presented.
8.2.1 Performance of PSD cuts
In Fig. 8.6 the effect of several stages of the event selection for the combined energy spectrum
of the COBRA demonstrator array and its full exposure is shown. The standard event
selection includes the DCCs, the FADC coincidence cut as well as a rather mild restriction
of the interaction depth according to 0.2 ă z ď 1.1. These three selections are applied for all
of the depicted spectra.
Figure 8.6: Effect of consecutively applied event selections on the combined energy spectrum obtained with
the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS. The data correspond to the full exposure of 604.2 kg d and include
the standard analysis cuts (DCCs, FADC coincidence cut, 0.2 ă z ď 1.1) for all spectra. The additional z-cut
removes near-cathode events with z ą 0.97 (see section 7.1.2). The actual PSD cuts are sensitive to LSEs and
MSEs, but feature different signal efficiencies for signal-like SSEs.
At higher energies above the already mentioned α-decay contaminations of 190Pt and
210Po, there are indications for further α-particle emitting contaminations. However, all the
α-contaminations are effectively reduced by a cut on the interaction depth to exclude the
cathode region. The effect will be further elaborated in section 8.2.4.
In combination with the previous cuts, the application of the actual PSD cuts, referred to
as the LSE selection (see section 7.1.3) and the revised pA{Eq90% criterion (see section 7.2.2),
further reduces the background in the double beta decay ROI below the α-peaks. A more
detailed discussion of this energy range with emphasize on the presence of characteristic
γ-lines will follow in section 8.2.3. Although it seems that the LSE cut reduces the background
more strongly than the pA{Eq90% selection, one has to take the respective survival fraction of
signal events into account. The average signal efficiency of the LSE cut has been determined
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to εLSE “ p76˘ 2q% [COB16a] using the DEP events of 208Tl as a proxy for signal-like SSE.
The same method results in a signal efficiency of εA{E “ p90.0 ˘ 1.5q% for the calibrated
pA{Eq90% criterion (see section 7.2.4). Furthermore, the calibration of the A{E parameter
ensures that the efficiency should be constant for a fixed cut value across the entire detector
ensemble. As a result the calibrated pA{Eq90% shows great robustness, stability and in
general a similar performance for all detectors of the demonstrator array. The LSE cut on
the other hand has neither been calibrated at the detector level, nor was it optimized for
each calibration period separately. That is why in the following chapters and analyses the
calibrated A{E parameter is being used as the default PSD cut.
The events above „ 9MeV of the combined spectrum are assumed to be caused by the
residual muon flux in the LNGS underground complex and sum up to about 170 events for
the total exposure after applying the standard analysis cuts without PSD. Further informa-
tion on the muon-induced background will be given in section 8.2.5. To further reduce the
background in the double beta decay region of interest, a partitioning of the full exposure
into a background-enriched and a background-reduced data set has been performed. This
topic will be presented in section 8.4.2 in order to investigate the potential to observe the
2νββ-decay of 116Cd and to reduce the BI in the 0νββ-decay ROI around the Q-value at
2.8MeV for the same isotope.
In the following, a more detailed description of the background characteristics starting
from the low-energy region up to the 10MeV scale will be given.
8.2.2 Low-energy features
As explained in previous section, the low-energy spectrum is dominated by the highly forbid-
den β-decay of 113Cd. A detailed analysis and a summary of previous studies on this subject
is given in section 8.3. The typical decay rate is so high that there are hardly any other
low-energy features observable in the projected energy or z-versus-E spectra. Any x-ray or
γ-line below the 113Cd Q-value would be hidden by its continuous β-decay spectrum.
However, besides the physical signals caused by 113Cd, the low-energy region is affected by
signal noise and distortions of every form. The typical energy thresholds of the experiment
are chosen in a way that ensures a conservative coverage of the 113Cd decay range (see
section 8.1.1), but at the cost of triggering also on noise. In fact, a large fraction of the
physics data is removed by the dedicated below-threshold and data-cleaning cuts as reported
in Tab. 8.2 of section 8.1.4. Due to the variety of possible unphysical signals such as high-
and low-frequency baseline noise, micro-discharges, or electromagnetic interference (EMI) in
general, there is no unique form or origin of those signals. Furthermore, there have been
several approaches to describe the near-threshold features in the past (see e.g. the theses
[Hom12], [Hei13], [Kan17] and [Hei18]). It turned out that there is no universal model to
describe the noise edge analytically and that in some cases also the efficiency of the standard
DCCs might be not well-defined.
The efficiency issue could be partly overcome by improving the definition of the recon-
structed threshold as pointed out in section 5.2.4, which led to the definition of the already
mentioned below-threshold cut. Additionally, after the installation of the cooling system for
the pre-amplifier stage (see section 4.3.3), a reduction of the thermal noise component could
be reported. The effect of the mild cooling of the electronics (and indirectly of the detectors)
will be summarized in section 8.3.3. In the end, the efficiency issues of the standard DCCs
turned out to be not as severe as reported in [Kan17] (see section 7.1.1). Nonetheless, special
care has to be taken when combining the data of multiple runs and detectors. Because the
individual detectors’ thresholds might change between runs according to the optimum trig-
ger rate, each energy bin of the final spectrum has to be normalized with its corresponding
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exposure. Moreover, this has to be done separately for each detector to take into account
the individual detector masses as listed in Tab. E.1 –E.4 of the appendix. All physics spectra
shown before or about to be presented in the following analysis sections have been prepared
accordingly.
8.2.3 Prominent γ-lines
Besides the prominent α-contaminants identified in Fig. 8.4, there are indications for weak
γ-lines in the physics data of the COBRA demonstrator. While some of them originate
again from the natural decay chains (see section D.2.1 of the appendix) and show a uniform
distribution over the detector array and the experiments live-time, there are a few more exotic
cases, which will be discussed in the following.
Tab. 8.3 contains a list of the most prominent and the usually expected γ-lines, as well as
their corresponding signal strength expressed as the signal-to-background ratio (S/B). In the
present case, the S/B ratio refers to the number of peak entries Npeak reduced by the number
of estimated background counts NSB and normalized by the Poisson variation
?
NSB of the
background. Because of the presumed weakness of the γ-lines, a simple cut and counting
method is applied to express their signal strength and to compare their intensities.
For each γ-line, Npeak is determined as the integral over Eγ ˘ 2σ, whereas σ “ σpEγq
follows from the known average resolution curves FWHMpEq (see section 8.1.2). This integral
corresponds to a Gaussian coverage of 95.45% (see appendix C.2 for more details about the
coverage). An exception is the lowest γ-line associated to the decay of 210Pb. In this case
the integral range has been modified to rEγ ´ 1σ,Eγ ` 2σs to avoid contributions from the
endpoint of the 113Cd β-decay. The decreased range reduces the Gaussian coverage to 81.86%.
As the peak integral also includes events of the underlying background, which is assumed to
consist of Compton scattered photons and degraded α- and β-particles, it has to be corrected
for those contributions. This is done by defining two side-band (SB) regions around the
center of a γ-line, that cover the same range as the peak window, but are shifted by half
of the integration range. The procedure is similar to the optimization of the A{E criterion
discussed in section 7.2.3. For the present scenario outlined above, the left SB would cover
rEγ ´ 4σ,Eγ ´ 2σs and the right SB rEγ ` 2σ,Eγ ` 4σs, respectively. Moreover, a one-bin-
offset ensures that there is no double counting of events. Again, the case of 210Pb is treated
separately to avoid the 113Cd β-decay at lower energies.
The analysis of the γ-lines is carried out for the full data set and after removing the
so-called HRP partition. This partition contains the high-rate periods (HRPs), where the
nitrogen flushing of the air-tight acrylic box as part of the inner shield failed and radon was
able to diffuse into it. The appearance of those periods is indicated in Fig. 8.3. Further
details on the data partitioning will be given in section 8.4.2. Furthermore, the surveillance
of the γ-induced background is done for the combined spectrum of all detectors and split
according to the four detector layers in order to investigate its local distribution.
The most prominent γ-line with the highest intensity according to the determined S/B
ratio is found to be the 511 keV annihilation line. The observed relative signal strength is
rather independent of the performed data partitioning, thus, not related to an increased radon
exposure. While muons are able to produce electron-positron pairs via bremsstrahlung in the
vicinity of the detector array, the magnitude of the signal cannot be explained by this effect
alone (see also section 8.2.5). In fact, the signal strength is found to vary strongly between
the four detector layers hinting to an origin at the bottom of the array. In accordance with
the position of the layers in the real experiment – form top to bottom L1-L2-L4-L3 (see
Fig. A.5 in the appendix) – the local distribution follows roughly a 1{r2 behavior.
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Table 8.3: Overview of identified or expected γ-lines for the combined spectrum of the COBRA demonstrator
and each of its detector layers. For each spectrum a cut on the interaction depth has been performed to remove
near-cathode events. The intensity of the presumed γ-lines is evaluated with a cut and counting method to
estimate the S/B ratio. Moreover, the analysis is performed for the full data set and after the removal of
the so-called HRP partition (high-rate periods, see section 8.4.2). Because of the background correction, the
signal strength might turn out to be negative but close to zero, which indicates the absence of the associated
γ-line in the present data set.
S/B “ pNpeak ´NSBq{
?
NSB
partitioning full data set HRP removed
Eγ [keV] L1 L2 L3 L4 total L1 L2 L3 L4 total
511.0 29.0 13.5 2.3 7.2 11.9 32.7 15.2 3.7 9.6 14.1
22Na 1274.5 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0
40K 1460.8 16.9 9.2 5.7 0.0 7.0 19.7 17.0 5.6 1.4 9.4
214Pb 351.9 10.9 22.1 1.4 21.4 13.0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0
214Bi 609.3 21.3 28.7 18.1 27.4 22.9 4.4 2.1 2.1 3.2 2.8
1120.3 2.0 4.3 6.0 4.7 4.3 0.0 0.0 2.5 1.4 1.1
208Tl 583.2 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0
2614.5 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0
Moreover, there are indications for a correlation of the annihilation line and another γ-line
at about 1275 keV, which would be consistent with the β`-decay of the artificial sodium
isotope 22Na. As this γ-line is only observed by a few detectors, it disappears in the sum
of multiple detectors such as reported in Tab. 8.3. While 22Na is also one of the standard
radionuclides used in the energy calibration of the detector array, there is absolute clarity
that the observed background contribution is not related to a hypothetical leak of the source’s
encapsulation as there are regular leakproofness tests by the safety authorities at the LNGS.
A typical energy calibration spectrum can be found in Fig. 8.2. The associated γ-line energies
as well as their absolute intensities are listed in Tab. 8.6. The absolute intensities suggest
that the 511 keV should be much more prominent than the 22Na full energy line, which is
perfectly consistent with the observation. While the origin of such a contamination remains
unclear, it has been already quite well characterized in the past (see e.g. Ref. [Hom13]).
The intensity distribution of the presumed γ-lines of 22Na of the first two detector layers
are found to be consistent with a point-like contamination of about 3.3mBq within the copper
nest [Hom13]. The highest intensity is found for Det4 (L1-P04), which is at a corner position
of the 4ˆ4 layer, followed by its neighboring detectors (L1-P03, L1-P07 and L1-P08). The
corresponding L2 detectors right above are already quite far away from the supposed origin
of the 22Na contamination and only show it much more reduced. An impression of the single
detector spectra compared to the combined spectrum of L1 is depicted in Fig. 8.7.
The identification of the 22Na contamination, which is associated with a half-life of 2.6 yr
[NDS20], triggered an intensive cleaning of the copper nest prior to the installation of L3 in
Jul.’13. However, the effect of the cleaning remains inconclusively as Det4 has been disabled
due to its rather unstable performance in most of the data-taking runs. Moreover, during
almost eight years of operation, the initial activity of 22Na should have faded away leaving
almost no trace in the more recent data.
All the other considered γ-lines listed in Tab. 8.3 feature a much weaker S/B ratio and are
more challenging to be observed. However, their presence can be enhanced by inverting the
PSD cuts as shown in Fig. 8.8, because a significant contribution to full energy depositions of
γ-lines at the energy scale of interest are caused by multiple interactions. Those are typically
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Figure 8.7: Example detector spectra with a clear indication for a localized 22Na contamination of the
COBRA demonstrator setup. The two γ-lines at 511 keV and 1275 keV are clearly visible for Det4 (L1-P04),
but are already strongly reduced for its next neighbors (e.g. L1-P08). Moreover, in case of Det4 there is
also a clear indication for the Compton edge of the full energy 22Na line at EC “ 1062 keV. For comparison,
the combined spectrum of L1 is shown, where hardly any indication for the 22Na full energy line can be
observed. Each spectrum corresponds to the full data of the respective detectors without making use of the
data partitioning and only includes the DCCs and the cathode z-cut.
an initial Compton scatter process and the subsequent photoelectric absorption. This leads
to a significant fraction of multi-site interactions for full energy depositions, similar to the
optimization procedure of the A{E criterion in section 7.2.3. By inverting the PSD cuts
meant to select single-site interactions, an effective enhancement of the full energy peaks over
the Compton background is achieved. The effect is stronger for the MSE selection because
of the pA{Eq90% cut being sensitive to LSEs as well.
Figure 8.8: Comparison of the inverted pA{Eq90% selection and the MSE flagging algorithm to enhance
weak γ-lines in the combined spectrum of the COBRA demonstrator. Left: total exposure including the HRP
partition. Right: reduced exposure after HRP removal. The spectra in both plots have been scaled according
to the exposure of the selected data (see Tab. 8.14 in section 8.4.2). As the pA{Eq90% selection is also sensitive
to LSEs, the γ-line enhancement is more prominent in the MSE spectra.
In the full exposure plot there are clear indications for the high intensity γ-lines of the
primordial radionuclide 40K at Eγ “ 1460.8 keV as well as from prominent nuclides of the
natural decay chains. One prominent radionuclide is the radon isotope 222Rn as part of the
natural 238U decay series (see Fig. D.8 in the appendix), which features a rather short half-life
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of 3.8 d. A reliable trace marker for a temporary increase of the 222Rn activity is the presence
of γ-lines of its short-lived daughter nuclei such as 214Pb (351.9 keV) and 214Bi (609.3 keV
and 1120.3 keV). The γ-line of 214Pb appears to be less prominent for L3, but this is only
due to the overall higher background arising from the prominent z-hump as pointed out in
the introduction part of the background characterization section. By removing the data of
the HRP partition, the associated radon-induced γ-lines are strongly suppressed and almost
disappear entirely. According to the S/B ratio in Tab. 8.3, the suppression turns out to be
about one order of magnitude for Eγ “ 609.3 keV of 214Bi. For the α-decay region the effect
of the partitioning will be discussed in the next section.
As the 40K and the 511 keV annihilation γ-lines are not related to the radon exposure,
their signal strength is not much affected by the partitioning. The S/B ratio of the 40K
γ-line shows that it is more prominent for the first two detector layers, but it is present
for all four. However, no clear point-like origin as for 22Na can be inferred in the case of
40K. A potential contribution arises from the encapsulation lacquer that covers each CZT
detector (see e.g. Tab. 8.8 in section 8.3.7) and the conventional glue used to strengthen
the mechanical connection of the electrodes’ wire contacts. Moreover, the construction and
instrumentation of the first two detector layers involved larger quantities of potentially radio-
active materials, especially on the HV side. For L3 and L4 a more careful material selection
had been performed based on the experience gathered with the previous layers’ designs. An
impression of the evolution of the layer design is shown in Fig. A.3 of the appendix.
Finally, another well-defined indication for the presence of traces of the natural decay
chains near the sensitive detector array would be the characteristic γ-lines of 208Tl at 583.2 keV
and 2614.5 keV. The β´-decay of 208Tl is part of the 232Th decay chain. No indication for
those γ-lines has been found in the demonstrator’s physics data, independently of the selected
detector ensemble or data partition. Further restrictions on the contribution of the natural
uranium and thorium decay series to the overall background will be shortly addressed in
section 8.3.7.
8.2.4 Identified α-decay contaminants
Above the energy range of the sought double beta decay signals, with the 116Cd ROI around
Qββ “ 2.8MeV being the uppermost signal region, there are α-particle emitting surface
contaminations that dominate the energy spectrum. Due to their localized position and their
short range, a large fraction of those events can be removed by a cut on the interaction
depth to exclude near-cathode events (see e.g. section 7.1.2). An overview of the identified
α-decays, which contribute to the cathode contamination, is given in Tab. 8.4. Due to the
nuclear recoil, the emitted α-particles do not carry the full Q-value of the nuclear reaction
but a reduced energy Eα, which depends on the masses of the mother and daughter nuclei.
Table 8.4: Overview of identified α-decays as background for the COBRA demonstrator. The isotopes are
ordered according to their Q-values from low to high. The Q-values and the corresponding maximum energies
of the emitted α-particles are taken from Ref. [NDS20] and have been rounded to three digits. The half-lives
are quoted from the same reference and feature a broad variety.
isotope Qα [MeV] Eα [MeV] half-life origin
190Pt 3.269 3.175 6.5ˆ 1011 yr part of electrode metalization
210Po 5.408 5.304 138.4 d initial exposure + produced by 222Rn
222Rn 5.590 5.489 3.8 d prompt exposure (failure of N2 flushing)
218Po 6.115 6.001 3.1min produced by 222Rn
214Po 7.834 7.687 164.3µs produced by 222Rn
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The observed α-contaminations are the result of two different source decays. The first
is the long-lived α-decay of 190Pt. Platinum is part of the detector’s electrode metalization
and contains naturally about 0.01% of 190Pt. Moreover, the platinum layer is expected to
have only a thickness of about 40 –50 nm as per information by the CZT detector supplier.
The maximum depth reached by the α-particles can be estimated with the Astar database
[NIS17]. As CZT is not available in the database’s list of 74 materials, tin with a similar
nuclear charge of Z “ 50 has been used to estimate the α-particles CSDA range using
the continuous-slowing-down approximation as an estimate for the maximum penetration
depth Rαmax. Scaled to the density of CZT, an α-particle of 3.2MeV is expected to have
Rαmax « 12µm. Similar values are obtained for the α-particle energies Eα listed in Tab. 8.4.
Thus, the energy deposition of those particles is limited to the surfaces and cannot penetrate
deeply into the bulk region.
Another feature caused by the α-decay of 190Pt can be seen in the z-versus-E display of
the physics data such as shown in e.g. Fig. 8.4. For interactions that appear close to the
anodes, there is an additional signal contribution from the holes’ drift as charge carriers. In
the proximity of the CPG anode, the holes are able to be collected, which is not foreseen by
the detector’s design and event reconstruction (see section 4.1.3). Due to the additional hole
contribution, the charge signal is roughly twice as high, which is why the 190Pt events in this
region appear at roughly twice their original energy Eα in the z-versus-E illustration. Because
of the doubling of Eα, the events are also referred to as double-energy events (see Fig. 8.4).
However, this is usually not an issue since the near-anode region is removed as part of the
data-cleaning. A dedicated investigation of the 190Pt α-decay including the determination of
its half-life will be presented in section 8.5.
The second group of α-peaks at higher energies Eα (see Tab. 8.4) are induced by the decay
of 222Rn. Radon is a noble gas and features a high mobility, which allows it to diffuse rather
easily out of the surrounding rocks and into the setup in case of a failure of the nitrogen
flushing. More information on the radon level at the LNGS underground laboratory will
be given in section 8.3.7. Besides the initial α-decay of 222Rn, the decay series contains
three α-decaying isotopes of polonium, whereas 218Po and 214Po have very short half-lives.
On the other hand, 210Po has a half-life of about 138.4 d, which builds up as a long-lasting
contamination. Usually, the daughter atoms remain in a positively ionized state after an
α-decay for a time being, hence, might get attracted by the negative bulk voltage applied
between the anode at ground potential and the cathode of the detectors. Moreover, polonium
is a metal and has only a poor mobility after it has settled to a surface. That is why there is
a concentration of the α-contaminants on the cathode side, but not exclusively. As indicated
in the previous z-versus-E display of the demonstrator data in Fig 8.4, it is expected that
most events in the double beta decay ROI are caused by α-particle emitting contaminations
on the lateral surfaces. Although their presence can be suppressed by using pulse-shape
discrimination (see e.g. section 7.1), the remaining fraction of events still dominates the
background in this region. The effect of the cathode z-cut and the combination with the
pA{Eq90% selection is shown in Fig. 8.9.
While there are clear α-peaks at the corresponding α-particle energies Eα in case of
the cathode contaminations, which are removed by the cathode z-cut, the spectrum of the
remaining events is rather continuous. The observed absence of the α-peaks is an indication
for the location and composition of the α-contaminations on the lateral detector sides. If there
would only be the relatively long-lived 210Po situated directly on the CZT, without a passive
absorber material in between, a clear α-peak at 5.4MeV could be expected after removing the
near-cathode events. The same applies to other α-emitters with higher Q-values. In fact, the
combined spectrum after removing the HRP partition and applying the pA{Eq90% cut features
an indication for 210Po on the side walls. However, there is a much stronger population of
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Figure 8.9: Suppression of α-contaminants for the COBRA demonstrator. Left: total exposure including
the HRP partition. Right: reduced exposure after HRP removal. In both cases, the cathode z-cut removes
efficiently the α-peaks. Furthermore, the removal of the HRP partition clearly reduces the prompt exposure
of 222Rn and its daughter nuclei above the α-peak of the long-lived 210Po at 5.4MeV before the z-cut. The
residual background below 3MeV is further reduced by about two times by the pA{Eq90% selection.
events with lower energies. The reason for this is assumed to be caused by the encapsulation
lacquer, which shields the detectors on their lateral sides in case of a prompt 222Rn exposure.
Because of the different amounts of the lacquer per detector and its inhomogeneity across
the lateral surfaces, the expected high-energy α-peaks are strongly deteriorated. On the
other hand, at least part of the observed 210Po contamination of the CZT detector’s sides is
presumed to be present on the actual detector surfaces below the encapsulation. This can be
concluded from the clear presence of the 210Po α-peak after the application of the full event
selection. The events at lower energies might be caused by a later unintended exposure to
radon or further contaminants in the encapsulation lacquer (see also section 8.3.7).
In fact, during the characterization of the demonstrator’s detectors, they have been oper-
ated under a normal air atmosphere, not only in the collaboration’s surface laboratories, but
also for the quality tests performed by the manufacturer. In such an environment, the same
decay mechanisms could take place as pointed out above. Furthermore, even without biasing
the detectors, there is the chance to attract radon daughters leading to a rather long-lived
210Po contamination on all detector surfaces. Since the α-contaminants have been found
to be the dominating background contribution for the demonstrator array, special care has
been taken in the preparation of the COBRA XDEM upgrade (see section 4.3.4). All pre-
commissioning steps by the manufacturer and the characterization measurements of the final
XDEM detector pool have been done under a strict nitrogen atmosphere in clean-room like
environments to prevent the build-up of radon-induced surface contaminations. Moreover,
the shipment of the detectors was only done with double-layered air-tight sealed packaging.
Further details on the commissioning of the COBRA XDEM setup can be found in the PhD
thesis of R. Temminghoff [Tem19].
8.2.5 Muon-induced background
The operation of the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS underground laboratory has the
advantage that the cosmic muon flux is reduced by more than six orders of magnitude com-
pared to the surface level (see e.g. section 4.3.1). The residual muon flux in the underground
is monitored continuously by several experiments and has been precisely measured by e.g.
the Borexino collaboration. The average flux is found to be Φµ “ p3.41˘0.01qˆ10´4 m´2s´1
with a seasonal amplitude modulation of only p1.29˘ 0.07q% [Bor12]. This flux corresponds
to about 30 muons passing through an area of one square-meter per day.
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Based on the laboratory measurements presented in section 7.4.2 and the developed an-
alytic model for the reconstruction of muon-induced events, it is possible to interpret the
high energy region of the COBRA demonstrator’s physics data. While the imprints of the
muon-induced events would also be visible at lower energies, their presence is hidden by the
other, more frequent background processes discussed previously.
Fig. 8.10 illustrates the application of the analytic muon model and its predicted muon
ranges for the z-versus-E spectrum corresponding to the total exposure of 604.2 kg d. Verti-
cally incoming muons following a path that traverses the complete bulk volume of a single
CZT detector would be expected to appear between the points labeled as VPL (vertical path
length) and MPL (maximum path length) along the z “ 0.5 line. The VPL corresponds to
the detectors’ average height, hence the minimum path between the anode and cathode side
leading to xEminµ y “ 7.4MeV, while the MPL is found for the connection between two corners
on the diagonal opposite sides, resulting in an energy deposition of xEmaxµ y “ 12.8MeV (see
section 7.4.2). Similarly, in case of the xy-planes close to the electrodes at z “ 0 (anode, top)
and z “ 1 (cathode, bottom) a maximum energy deposition is expected for the diagonal path
lengths (DPLs). If a muon passes through only a part of a crystal, its energy deposition with
respect to the interaction depth would fall into either the top-streaking or bottom-streaking
area. The derivation of this model and the respective equations are discussed in section 7.4.2.
Figure 8.10: Illustration of the analytic muon model with respect to the physics data obtained by the COBRA
demonstrator at the LNGS. Only events that pass the standard data-cleaning cuts enter the z-versus-E plot,
which represents the total exposure of 604.2 kg d. The labeled areas correspond to the expected energy
depositions of minimum-ionizing muons for certain path lengths: VPL (vertical path length), DPL (diagonal
path length) and MPL (maximum path length). Nearly vertically incoming muons are expected to appear
along the indicated z “ 0.5 line. Muons passing through only a fraction of the z-range would appear in the
framed areas indicating the range of events where muons streak either the top or the bottom of a crystal.
As there is no clear clustering of events along the z “ 0.5 line, indicating vertically
incoming muons, it is hardly possible to characterize e.g. the angular distribution of the
muon flux. Moreover, given the small size of the demonstrator array and the residual flux
of cosmic muons as reported by the Borexino experiment, the expected number of muon
interactions is very low. In fact, by considering the Borexino result for the average muon
flux, only about 312 muon-induced events would be expected for the total exposure of the
COBRA demonstrator assuming an effective area of 64ˆ1 cm2. It should be noted that is an
upper limit as not all detectors have been operational during all physics runs and there might
be coincidences between several crystals for vertical incoming muons, which would lead to
the exclusion of those events from the usual double beta decay searches. On the other hand,
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it is very unlikely that a single muon would produce coincidences between detectors of the
same layer, if it is passing through the setup. This allows for the estimate of a lower limit
using an effective area of only 16ˆ 1 cm2 which results in 78 expected muon hits.
The clustering of events in the lower right corner of Fig. 8.10 for z ă 0.2 and E « 10MeV
is probably an artifact of the event reconstruction of surface contaminations on the CPG
anode. As discussed in the previous section, near-anode events are affected by a doubling of
the reconstructed energy because of the unaccounted hole contribution to the charge signal.
Furthermore, the saturation of the FADC range causes an upwards slope in the z-versus-E
plane. The double-energy distribution of the near-anode clustering is compatible with the
expected signal of the long-lived 210Po α-decay with Eα “ 5.3MeV (see Tab. 8.4).
By excluding this area using the standard depth selection according to 0.2 ă z ă 0.97
together with a lower energy threshold based on Eminµ “ 7.4MeV, an integrated number of
Nµ “ 266 ˘ 16 potential muon interaction events are found. This number is in agreement
with the previously estimated expectation of 78 – 312 events depending on the chosen effective
area. By scaling Nµ to the total exposure and the energy range limited by Eminµ and Emaxµ ,
a background index of about 0.03 cts/(kg keVyr) is found. Regarding the ROI of the 116Cd
0νββ-decay around 2.8MeV, the contribution of muon-induced events is negligibly small
compared to the rates of the previously discussed α-decays of surface contaminants. However,
the analytic model is based on the assumption that muons pass the detector bulk completely
and are not absorbed in the CZT volume. Given the hardening of the muon’s energy spectrum
due to the overburden of about 3400m.w.e. at the LNGS (see section 4.3.1), this should be
a well-justified assumption. Nonetheless, due to potential secondary effects or the decay of
muons in the vicinity of the CZT detectors, it might be possible to observe muon-induced
events outside the boundaries defined by the analytic event reconstruction model.
In a future evaluation of the current set of PSD cuts, the application of the A{E criterion
might proof suitable to remove muon-induced events according to their imprints on the pulse-
shapes. Of particular interest could be the number of observed peaks in the current pulse,
which is derived as the first derivative of the charge pulse (see section 7.2.1). A peak in the
current pulse corresponds to the collection of charges by a single rail of the CPG anode, hence,
the number of peaks is a measure for the extension of the charge cloud and its orientation
within the CZT bulk volume (see section 7.4.2).
A preliminary study based on such a method is presented in [Zat14]. It uses the demon-
strator’s initial exposure consisting of 84.4 kg d obtained in the two-layer period. However,
one drawback of the approach is that there are only multiple peaks in the charge pulse’s
derivative, when the muon comes at a certain angle with respect to the verticality. Only for
highly non-vertical incident angles there are paths that lead to the collection of extended
charge clouds causing such imprints in the pulse-shapes. In fact, only about 10% of the po-
tential muon-induced events that were investigated in the previous study revealed multiple
peaks in the current pulse. That is why an iteration of the analysis based on the improved
A{E criterion might be worthwhile to be considered in a follow-up campaign.
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8.3 Quenching of gA deduced from the 113Cd β-decay
For the theoretical description of the 0νββ decay, nuclear structure effects play an impor-
tant role as they may affect considerably the expected decay rate. The nuclear effects are
summarized in the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) containing information about the initial
and final states of the nuclei and the mechanism triggering the decay. By assuming the ex-
change of a light Majorana neutrino in the decay process, the inverse half-life scales with the
fourth power of the weak axial-vector coupling strength gA as pointed out in Eqn. (3.6) of
section 3.2.3. Hence, potential quenching effects that lead to significantly smaller values of gA
in nuclear processes as discussed in section 3.2.5 might have a dramatic impact on the half-life
prediction and, thus, on the sensitivity estimate for experiments to reach a certain neutrino
mass range. Such quenching effects are discussed in order to match theoretical calculations
and experimental results from β-decay and ββ-decay studies [Suh17].
The following sections are dedicated to the direct study of gA quenching by investigating
the electron momentum distribution of the 113Cd β-decay and represent the main part of the
thesis at hand. This investigation is driven by nuclear model calculations which show that
the β-spectrum shape of the fourfold forbidden non-unique decay of 113Cd strongly depends
on an effective value of gA. Firstly, a brief summary of the proposed method to access gA
quenching in strongly forbidden β-decays and an overview of previous studies on 113Cd will
be given. Following this, the task of optimizing the COBRA demonstrator for a dedicated
low-threshold run as well the detector pool and event selection will be discussed. The section
describing the analysis method is followed by a careful discussion of the results including the
evaluation of considered systematic uncertainties. In the end, a short outlook and preliminary
results based on new insights from the theoretical treatment of some of the involved NMEs
will be presented in the last part of this chapter. The main concept of the analysis and the
extracted effective values of gA in the framework of three different nuclear models have been
published recently in Physics Letters B [COB20]. This publication is also the basis for the
introductory section of this chapter.
8.3.1 The spectrum-shape method
Different methods are being investigated to determine an effective value of gA at low energies,
typically at the order of a few MeV as the energy scale of nuclear decays (see review [Suh17]).
In Ref. [HSS16] it was proposed that the shapes of β-electron spectra could be used to
determine the values of the weak coupling strengths gV (vector part) and gA (axial-vector
part) by comparing the shape of the computed spectrum with the measured one for forbidden
non-unique β-decays. This method was coined the spectrum-shape method (SSM) and its
potential in determining the values of the weak coupling strengths is based on the complexity
of the β-electron spectra. The corresponding β-decay shape factor Cpweq, we being the total
energy of the emitted electron (β´-decay) or positron (β`-decay) in units ofme, is an involved
combination of different NMEs and phase-space factors [MAS06]. According to Ref. [HSS16]
it can be decomposed into several parts (vector, axial-vector, mixed) in the form of
Cpweq “ g
2
A
«
ˆ
gV
gA
˙2
CVpweq ` CApweq `
gV
gA
CVApweq
ff
. (8.8)
In the same reference it was noticed that the β-spectrum shape for the fourfold forbidden
non-unique (∆Jπ = 4`) ground-state-to-ground-state transition 113Cdp1{2`q Ñ 113Inp9{2`q
is highly sensitive to the ratio gV/gA in Eqn. (8.8) and an ideal candidate for the SSM to
determine this ratio experimentally. Assuming vector-current conservation, where gV “ 1, as
predicted by the Standard Model, there is a direct gA dependence of the spectrum-shape.
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In Ref. [HSS16] the theoretical electron spectra were computed by using the microscopic
quasiparticle-phonon model (MQPM) [TS98] and the ISM, including also the next-to-leading-
order corrections to Cpweq. This work was extended in [HKS17] to include a comparison
with the results of a third nuclear model, the microscopic interacting boson-fermion model
(IBFM-2) [II91]. The original studies [HSS16, HKS17] were continued by the works [KHS17]
and [KS17] where the evolution of the β-spectra with changing value of gV/gA was followed
for a number of highly-forbidden β´-decays of odd-A nuclei (MQPM and ISM) and even-A
nuclei (ISM). An impression of the predicted gA dependence of the 113Cd spectrum-shape in
the context of the SSM and the previously mentioned nuclear models is shown in Fig. 8.11.
Challenges and shortcomings
However, there are also challenges and shortcomings related to the SSM. One potential
problem is the delicate balance of the vector, axial-vector and mixed vector-axial-vector parts
in Eqn. (8.8), especially in the range where the SSM is the most sensitive to the ratio gV/gA.
At this point one has to rely on results which require cancellations at a sub-percent level
(see review [Suh17]). On the other hand, this point of cancellation seems to be similar for
different nuclear models and to be quite insensitive to the parameters of the adopted model
Hamiltonians and the details of the underlying mean field. Nevertheless, quantification of the
associated uncertainties is non-trivial and rarely discussed in the available literature. This
problem is addressed in section 8.3.9 by using three different nuclear-model frameworks (ISM,
MQPM, IBFM-2) in the spectrum-shape analysis to extract effective values of gA. Potential
variations of the analysis results are taken as a measure for the model dependence and the
agreement of experiment and model prediction can be used to express a model preference.
One particular problem of the present calculations is that the nuclear models cannot
predict the half-life of 113Cd and the electron spectral shape for consistent values of gA
and gV simultaneously. This was already pointed out in the original references [HSS16] and
[HKS17]. Fig. 8.12 shows the comparison of the predicted half-life for the 113Cd decay branch
as a function of gA and the experimental half-life of about 8 ¨1015 years [BBB`07]. Moreover,
it illustrates the relative second-order corrections to the shape factor Cpweq in Eqn. (8.8).
The reason for the observed mismatch between predicted and experimental half-life could
be associated with the deficiencies of the adopted nuclear Hamiltonians in the discussed nu-
clear mass region A „ 110 and/or a need for a more nuanced treatment of the effective
renormalization of the weak coupling constants. The review [Suh17] includes a compilation
of examples that demonstrate how the renormalization can be done separately for different
transition multipoles in the context of first-forbidden non-unique transitions. Moreover, new
insights in the theoretical description of the involved NMEs based on the conserved vector
current (CVC) hypothesis allow to resolve the issue of the observed mismatch, at least to
some degree. Although the current status is very preliminary, first results will be presented
in the last section of this chapter. However, one has also to bear in mind that the half-life
depends on the values of both gA and gV whereas the normalized spectrum-shape depends
only on the ratio of them. That is why the SSM can be used to fix the ratio gV/gA whereas
the half-life can be used to fix the absolute value of e.g. the axial-vector coupling gA.
The basis of the intended 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis has been developed in collab-
oration with A. Heimbold in the course of his Master thesis [Hei18]. In the thesis it was
pointed out that the theoretical templates for different values of gA get the less distinctive,
the higher the energy threshold is chosen. In order to compare the predicted 113Cd shape for
an assumed value of gA with experimental data, both spectra have to be normalized to unity
over the available energy range. It is limited by the experiment’s threshold and the 113Cd
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Figure 8.11: Nuclear model predictions for the 113Cd spectrum-shape dependence on the effective value of
the axial-vector coupling gA. The free value of the coupling has been determined to gfreeA “ 1.276p4q [UCN10].
Top: interacting shell model (ISM). Middle: microscopic quasiparticle-phonon model (MQPM). Bottom:
interacting boson-fermion model (IBFM-2). The predicted gA dependency is quite similar for the ISM and
MQPM calculations but not so strongly evolved for the IBFM-2.
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Figure 8.12: Shortcomings and details of the present nuclear model calculations (taken from [HKS17]).
Left: Comparison of the second-order partial half-life of the 113Cd decay branch as a function of the axial-
vector coupling strength gA and experimental half-life (gray horizontal band). Right: Dependence of the
next-to-leading-order contributions on gA. The graphs represent the relative correction to the partial half-life
stemming from the second-order terms of the shape factor Cpweq according to Eqn. (8.8).
Q-value, which is why the threshold is a crucial parameter for the SSM. The preparation of
the theoretical templates and the effect of the threshold on their normalization is discussed
in section 8.3.8.
Before getting to the details of the developed analysis framework to address the potential
quenching of gA in low-energy nuclear processes, a detailed discussion of previous experiments
on 113Cd and their characteristics will be given in the following section.
8.3.2 Previous studies on 113Cd
The fourfold forbidden non-unique β-decay of 113Cd has already been studied by several
groups using different experimental techniques with the main focus on the determination of its
Q-value and half-life. Among them are the COBRA collaboration using CZT semiconductor
detectors and low-background experiments based on CdWO4 crystals used as scintillators or
bolometers. A summary of the most recent studies is given in Tab. 8.5.
Table 8.5: Compilation of previous studies on 113Cd. Listed are the detection threshold Eth, the isotopic
exposure based on the actual amount of 113Cd atoms, the energy resolution quoted as FWHM at the accepted
AME2016 Q-value [AME17], the signal-to-background ratio (S/B) as well as the experimentally determined
half-life T1{2. Statistical and systematic uncertainties were added in quadrature, if quoted separately.
detector material Eth / keV isotop. exp. FWHM / keV S/B T1{2 / 1015 yrs Ref.
CdWO4, 58 g „20 0.03 kg d „ 5 „ 2 9.3˘1.1 [ABC`94a]
CdWO4, 454 g „44 0.31 kg d „ 49 „50 7.7˘0.3 [DGK`96]
CZT, 3ˆ5.9 g „100 0.05 kg d „ 43 „ 8 8.2`0.3´1.0 [COB05]
CdWO4, 434 g „28 1.90 kg d „ 47 „56 8.04˘0.05 [BBB`07]
CZT, 11ˆ6.5 g „110 0.38 kg d „ 20 „ 9 8.00˘0.26 [COB09b]
CZT, 23ˆ5.9 g „50 2.04 kg d „ 17 „40 7.91˘0.22 [Hei13]
CZT, 45ˆ6.0 g „84 2.89 kg d „ 17 „47 - [COB20]
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Cadmium tungstate studies
First results on the use of CdWO4 as a cryogenic thermal particle detector to search for
double beta decays in cadmium isotopes were reported in [ABC`94b]. The data of a small
bolometer setup at LNGS were also used to determine the Q-value and half-life for the β-decay
of 113Cd with rather small statistics resulting in Qβ “ 318.8˘ 1.4pstat.q ˘ 5.0psyst.q keV and
T1{2 “ p9.3˘ 0.5pstat.q ˘ 1.0psyst.q ˆ 1015 years [ABC`94a]. The low-background operation
at cryogenic temperatures is challenging, which has been pointed out in section 3.3.2, and
is one reason for the bad signal-to-background ratio (S/B) of approximately 2. Moreover,
the authors of the respective reference used a very simplified analysis without a sufficient
discussion of systematic uncertainties or background contributions. Further they assumed
that the determined energy resolution of „5 keV at 2.6MeV is constant over the whole energy
range. An extrapolation of the exponential fit of the data above the Q-value was used to take
into account potential background and noise near the threshold without further elaboration.
Given the lack of information and details of the analysis procedure, the results should be
taken with caution.
The most precise half-life measurement was achieved by Belli et al. [BBB`07] in 2007
with a CdWO4 scintillator crystal of 434 g installed in the low-background DAMA/R&D
setup at LNGS. It is noteworthy that the exact same CdWO4 crystal was already used ten
years before in a similar study at the Solotvina underground laboratory [DGK`96]. However,
it was necessary to refurbish the surface of the crystal for the usage of the same crystal in
the more recent study, leading to a loss of about 20 g in mass. CdWO4 scintillators reach
typically lower thresholds, but feature a worse energy resolution compared to CZT solid state
detectors as used for COBRA.
CZT studies by COBRA
Already in 2005, the 113Cd β-decay was investigated with an early predecessor of the COBRA
demonstrator at LNGS consisting of an array of 2ˆ2 crystals of about 5.9 g [COB05]. How-
ever, the crystal’s quality was rather poor at that time, which is also indicated by the energy
resolution in terms of FWHM as quoted in Tab. 8.5. Also the S/B ratio has been much worse
compared to the former Solotvina experiment. Due to the small available isotopic exposure,
the determined half-life is dominated by the statistical uncertainty.
An improved value for the half-life was published by COBRA in 2009 [COB09b] using the
first iteration of the demonstrator’s layer approach with 4ˆ4 crystals. The resolution could
be enhanced by more than a factor of two while the exposure was increased eight times until
the data release. Both the energy threshold as well as the S/B ratio could not be improved
with respect to the previous COBRA result. The latter case has been found to be caused by
contaminants in the standard encapsulation lacquer of the manufacturer eV Products (now
Kromek) [Kro20]. Such an encapsulation improves the mechanical handling and prevents
damages and degradation by the exposure to humidity, which is why all detectors that were
installed at LNGS are coated by default to ensure a stable performance over the time scale
of several years. Nonetheless, the iterations of the COBRA experiment investigated different
coatings of increasing radiopurity as will be briefly summarized in section 8.3.7.
The combination of the eleven best-performing detectors, which were analyzed indepen-
dently from each other, resulted in a 113Cd half-life of p8.00˘ 0.11 pstat.q ˘ 0.24 psyst.qq ˆ 1015
years and a Q-value of 322.2˘ 0.3 pstat.q˘ 0.9 psyst.q keV. It is noteworthy that this Q-value
is in perfect agreement with the accepted AME2016 value of Qβ “ 323.83˘0.27 keV [AME17]
based on precise Penning trap measurements, while it is several 10 keV off for Ref. [BBB`07]
(Qβ “ 343.1˘ 0.6 keV). However, the determined half-lives of both studies agree very well.
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The first 113Cd data of the actual COBRA demonstrator equipped with half of the final
64 detectors was analyzed in the Bachelor thesis of F. Heiße [Hei13]. The experiment’s detec-
tors, read-out and electronics were updated as discussed before in section 4.3.3. The analysis
makes use of the event selection and cut definitions available at that time and focuses on a
subset of 23 detectors with an isotopic exposure that is similar to the study resulting in the
most precise half-life. Unfortunately, it misses an adequate discussion of the cut efficiencies,
potential near-threshold effects, a background projection and additional systematic uncer-
tainties besides the energy calibration, which is why the results have to be taken again with
a grain of salt. This time, the 113Cd spectra of the selected detectors were combined and
analyzed together, neglecting individual detector effects that were already known to exist.
Nevertheless, the extracted half-life of p7.91˘ 0.09 pstat.q ˘ 0.21 psyst.qq ˆ 1015 years and the
Q-value of 323.6˘ 0.2 pstat.q ˘ 1.2 psyst.q keV are in good agreement with former results.
COBRA stability study
More recently, the 113Cd β-decay was used to investigate the demonstrator’s detector stability
by monitoring the average decay rate over the time scale of several years between Oct.’11 and
Feb.’15 [COB16d]. This topic is also part of the PhD thesis of D. Gehre [Geh17]. Fig. 8.13
illustrates the relative rate change observed in the 113Cd energy region for all four layers of
the COBRA demonstrator.
Figure 8.13: Results of the COBRA demonstrator’s stability study [COB16d]. The observed relative rate
change is negligible for the detectors of the demonstrator’s first two layers during the complete period from
Oct.’11 to Feb.’15. Due to the later installation of layer three and four and problems in the commissioning
phase, there are larger error bars on the blue data points. The optimal threshold of each detector is shown as
red bar. It was chosen in a way that prevents threshold dependent exposure for each single detector.
The average analysis threshold for this particular study was „170 keV and relatively
high compared to Eth given in Tab. 8.5. Usually the individual detector thresholds of the
COBRA demonstrator are evaluated regularly about once a week by checking the data rate
per detector. The procedure will be described in more detail in section 8.3.3. Each detector’s
optimal threshold was chosen as the highest common threshold during the data-taking period
in order to perform the stability study without the need to correct for a change of it (see
Fig. 8.14). On the other hand, such a high threshold drastically limits the available 113Cd
energy range and exposure. The stability study triggered modifications on the hardware and
software level to optimize the demonstrator setup for a dedicated low-threshold run prior to
the planned upgrade to COBRA XDEM with the aim to investigate the 113Cd spectrum-shape
with high precision at low energies.
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Figure 8.14: Example of a single detector 113Cd spectrum used in the COBRA demonstrator’s stability
study [COB16d]. The solid red line represents the threshold dependent lifetime of the detector. To ensure
that all energy bins have the same exposure, the optimal threshold Eopt was chosen as the highest common
value indicated by the vertical dashed line. The value of Eopt was optimized for each detector individually.
Spectrum-shape studies
First attempts to describe the β-spectrum shape with conventional shape factors were also
pursued in the past 25 years. In all the studies discussed so far, leading to a 113Cd half-life or
Q-value, it was assumed that the 113Cd β-decay can be described approximately with shape
factors corresponding to a threefold forbidden unique transition (∆Jπ = 4´) as provided
e.g. by Ref. [BJ69]. This is a clear oversimplification probably due to the lack of accurate
nuclear model calculations at that time. Furthermore, the extracted shape factors of former
experiments are inconclusive as pointed out in Ref. [BBB`07] and [COB09b]. Fig. 8.15 shows
a comparison of the experimentally determined 113Cd spectra based on the shape factors as
quoted by the previous CdW04 experiments in Tab 8.5. It should be noted that the authors
of Ref. [BBB`07] already mentioned that they observe a discrepancy between the assumed
polynomial fit and the experimental spectrum above 250 keV, if their Q-value is fixed to the
accepted value of the AME.
Figure 8.15: Comparison of 113Cd spectra based on the shape factors as determined with previous CdW04
experiments (adapted from [BBB`07]). The latest measurement by Belli et al. coincides practically with a
predicted shape according to Ref. [BJ69] for a threefold forbidden unique transition (∆Jπ “ 4´) as stated
by the authors. The spectrum-shapes deviate significantly at low energies, which might be caused by an
insufficient treatment in the previous analyses and unregarded near-threshold effects.
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Nowadays there is no justification to assume such an oversimplified parametrization with
accurate nuclear model calculations at hand. The key features of the recent article [COB20]
and the analysis presented in this thesis are the best S/B ratio of all previous COBRA studies,
high statistics and a good energy resolution while providing 45 independent β-spectra of the
transition 113Cdp1{2`q Ñ 113Inp9{2`q with moderate lower energy thresholds. The single
detector data will be evaluated with the SSM as introduced in section 8.3.1 by using recent
calculations of the full expression Eqn. (8.8) in the context of three nuclear models (ISM,
MQPM, IBFM-2). In the first analysis presented in [Hei18] only the ISM is used as the basis
for the SSM. The improvements achieved since then will be covered in the following sections.
8.3.3 Threshold study and optimization
In preparation of a dedicated 113Cd run, the potential of optimizing the COBRA demonstrator
towards minimum threshold operation was studied in detail. The main reason is the expected
threshold dependency of the normalization needed to compare the theoretical templates and
the actual COBRA data. The lower the accessible energy range, the more distinguishable
are the theoretical templates after their normalization as shown later in Fig. 8.22.
Figure 8.16: Evolution of the average threshold of the four layers of the COBRA demonstrator. After
resolving some problems with the nitrogen flushing of the inner shield that allowed only for an operation at
rather high threshold above 200 keV, a campaign to find optimal operation conditions was started by the end
of Jul.’16. The effort had to be interrupted due to a global noise problem that prevented the operation of the
experiment from April 7th to May 20th 2017. In parallel, the ambient temperature was optimized by changing
the cooling power of the pre-amplifier stage. Finally, the dedicated 113Cd was started in Jul.’17 and lasted
until Feb.’18.
A first attempt to optimize the individual detector thresholds was started in Jul.’16 after
finalizing the demonstrator’s stability study [COB16d]. At the end of the stability study,
the individual thresholds were mostly kept at the same level for a single detector. Fig. 8.16
illustrates the evolution of the average energy threshold for all four layers of the demonstrator
in the period of Jan.’16 to Feb.’18. Unfortunately, the experiment suffered several times in
the past from problems with part of the electronics and the nitrogen flushing (see hardware
description in section 4.3.3). An overview of periods indicating a fail of the N2 flushing is
presented in section 8.1.4. Usually a fail of the N2 flushing system coincides with an increase
of the detector’s trigger rate (see Fig. D.9 in the appendix). This is not exclusively caused
by an increase of radon decays and its daughters (see also section 8.2), but mainly due to an
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altered performance as direct consequence of the higher humidity level. A similar behavior
of the trigger rate is partly seen when the liquid nitrogen is biweekly refilled. During the
refill, the dewar vessel has to be disconnected in order to get it to one of the main tanks in
the LNGS underground complex. The time without active N2 flushing is too short to affect
the nitrogen atmosphere in the inner shield, but there is a noticeable rapid change in the
humidity at the moment when the dewar vessel is attached again. Some detector channels
are very sensitive to such rapid changes of the ambient humidity and cause the trigger rate
to go up by more than ten times. The effect is assumed to be related to the increase of
leakage currents that benefit from the humid environment. The temperature and humidity
surveillance as well as the average trigger rate is checked by online shifters in order to ensure
a stable operation. The trigger rate can be adjusted accordingly by raising or lowering the
experiment’s individual detector thresholds to match the expected rate of about 900 single
channel events per detector and day as estimated in section 8.1.1. The adjustment of the
thresholds is done manually based on a shifter’s judgment.
Initial threshold optimization campaign – noise problems
After a complete rework of the N2 flushing, including the exchange of its tube system in
Jul.’16, a campaign was started to optimize the trigger thresholds of all 64 CZT detectors.
This was done by monitoring the trigger rate per channel on a day-by-day basis. In parallel,
the cooling power of the pre-amplifier stage has been varied to find the ideal ambient operation
temperature and to study the effect of different temperatures on the detector performance.
Unfortunately, the effort had to be interrupted due to a global noise problem that suddenly
occurred shortly after an on-site shift in Apr.’17. The shift was meant to prepare the upgrade
to COBRA XDEM by installing a new cable tree for the signal transmission via CAT6
Ethernet cables between the lower and upper floor of the experiment’s location at LNGS.
Furthermore, it was planned to replace a faulty uninterruptible power supply (UPS) unit
whose battery broke some weeks in advance. As all of the UPS devices used for the experiment
are double conversion units, the power supply of the electronics was still ensured, but due to
the missing galvanic filtering of the LNGS input power line, there was a significant increase
of the signal noise. The noise was found to originate from the linear amplifier stage, which
was powered by the faulty UPS unit. The operation of some detectors was only possible
at very high trigger thresholds of several hundred keV in this period. Moreover, the DAQ
electronics suffered from several short power shortages, which are normally covered by the
UPS system. This caused additional problems with some of the FADCs. In the end, all the
electronic problems could be resolved and the demonstrator detectors were calibrated by the
end of the on-site shift. The evaluation of the calibration data revealed that the measures
were successful and the noise induced by the faulty UPS had finally vanished.
All the more incomprehensible was that shortly afterwards there was another problem
with a different kind of noise disturbance. While the previous data period suffered from noise
that mainly increased the baseline fluctuations, thus, could be handled by increasing the
trigger threshold, the situation was completely different after the on-site shift. Right after its
discovery, a lot of effort was spent to identify the origin of the sudden noise incident via the
remote control of the experiment. A closer look into the data revealed that the overall trigger
rate of all channels had increased by several orders of magnitude and that most triggered
events were occurring in coincidence. It was found that the operation with a reasonably low
trigger rate was only possible for arbitrary high thresholds of about 1-2MeV, which made it
impossible to continue with the preparations of the planned 113Cd measurement.
The data-taking had to be suspended for several weeks while the origin of the noise
remained unclear until another maintenance shift could resolve the issue. On-site the origin
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was found to be related to the bias supply of the detectors. The outlets of the HV modules
hosted in the WIENER MPOD crate are made for REDEL multi-pin connector cables. These
are attached to custom-made converter boxes that support the Sub-D 8w8 cable standard
used for the feedthrough cables towards the pre-amplifier boxes inside the outer shield. As
the electronic rack in the lower floor had to be moved during the previous shift to install the
XDEM’s Ethernet signal cable read-out, there might have been some unintended stress on
the cabling of those converter boxes. When the rack was moved to its original position by the
end of it, after finishing the calibration measurement, some of the pins might have moved as
well, resulting in faulty contacts to the actual HV modules. Those contacts probably caused
micro-sparks and induced crosstalk on all supply channels resulting in the coincident noise
pattern as observed in the data. To fix and avoid this problem in the future, the converter
boxes have been reworked on-the-fly to support connectors that can be tightly screwed to the
modules using M3 distance bolts.
Second threshold optimization campaign – temperature studies
After the issue was finally resolved, the demonstrator went back to smooth operation, thus,
the preparation of the dedicated 113Cd run could be continued by immediately starting an-
other threshold optimization campaign in the end of May’17. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to reach the same threshold levels as achieved before with layer two (see Fig. 8.16).
The reason for this might be related to the specific temperature behavior of the setup com-
ponents. The remaining three detector layers did not show an altered performance.
During the preparation phase, the cooling of the pre-amplifier stage was intensified to
lower the overall ambient temperature inside the shielding successively (see Fig. 8.17). In
general, the direct cooling of the first stage of the electronics dramatically reduces the thermal
component of the signal noise, while at the same time the detector performance benefits
from an ambient temperature slightly below room temperature. As a reminder, the crystals
themselves are not cooled directly, but through convection and radiation cooling they are
kept at the same temperature as the surrounding shielding components. The cooling power
can be controlled remotely by setting a target temperature for the cooling unit (model Julabo
FL 601 ). The liquid coolant inside the closed cooling cycle gets circulated via insulated tubes
through aluminum plates located between the pre-amplifier boxes. The environment inside
the shield is monitored with several temperature and humidity sensors (model DHT22 ) at
different positions. A full documentation of COBRA’s Arduino-based slow-control system
can be found in the Bachelor thesis of A. Hemmetter [Hem16]. One sensor is located next
to the pre-amplifier stage, one inside the radon sealing on top of the lead castle and one is
used to monitor the ambient temperature in the surrounding laboratory. The temperature
of the lead castle, housing the copper nest and the detectors, is a measure for the operation
temperature of the detectors due to the thermal contact of all components. For each target
temperature set, the optimum trigger threshold for every channel had to be determined after
reaching the thermal equilibrium.
In agreement with previous studies on CPG-CZT detectors [COB09a], an optimal tem-
perature was found to be around 9˝C (2˝C for the pre-amplifier stage). The criteria to
quantify the temperature behavior on the basis of the demonstrator’s individual detectors
have been worked out in the Bachelor thesis of T. Kreße [Kre17]. Although most detectors
were benefiting from lowering the ambient temperature, the trend was not so obvious for
others, especially the crystals of layer two. This could be seen as a hint for the origin of the
observed higher noise level of those crystals, which seemed to be dominated by temperature
independent effects.
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At that time the accessible temperature range was limited by the coolant’s properties,
which was pure water only. This prevented to lower the target temperature of the system
below the freezing point of water and led to a minimum operation temperature of the detectors
of about 15˝C as can be seen in Fig. 8.17.
Figure 8.17: Temperature surveillance of the COBRA demonstrator prior and during the dedicated 113Cd
run. The sensor on top of the lead castle (red graph) is a measure for the detector operation temperature.
Before the exchange of the coolant in Apr.’17, a minimum operation temperature of about 15˝C was reached
without crossing the freezing point of water anywhere in the cooling cycle. Afterwards, the target temperature
could be lowered down to -20˝C, which caused the sensor the nearest to the pre-amplifier stage (blue graph)
to partly fail. It was found that the detector performance is optimal for about 9˝C, which is well below the
temperature of the ambient laboratory (green graph). This temperature is achieved by setting the target
temperature of the cooling device to -10˝C.
Shortly after finishing the investigations in [Kre17], it was decided to exchange the pure
water with a special coolant offered by the manufacturer of the cooling device (referred to
as Thermal G liquid). The exchange was performed during the maintenance shift in Apr.’17
and enabled to probe lower temperature ranges down to a target temperature of -20˝C.
This temperature range was fully covered in several steps. No benefits of an operation
below a target temperature of -10˝C were found. In fact, the slow-control sensor’s failed at
temperatures below 0˝C, which is why the ultimate lower temperature limit could not be
accessed directly.
Final threshold optimization campaign – cooling effects
At the ideal operation temperature, a final iteration of the threshold optimization was per-
formed. It was found that the intensified cooling allowed for another lowering of the thresholds
by a few keV for the detectors with the lowest thresholds. This is due to the reduction of the
thermal noise component leading to smoother baselines of the signals. For signal amplitudes
on the order of the variance of the baseline, it is not possible to discriminate between an actual
detector signal and a random fluctuation due to thermal noise or electromagnetic interfer-
ences. Furthermore, a mild detector cooling is expected to reduce surface and bulk leakage
currents, which are a limiting factor for the achievable energy resolution of CZT detectors
[ALL06]. A reevaluation of the laboratory data reported in [Sch12] revealed that the formerly
observed improvement of the energy resolution for gently cooled CZTs is mainly due to an
unaccounted drift of the weighting factor used in the signal reconstruction. If the optimal
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weighting factor is determined for each temperature separately, there is hardly a noticeable
effect on the energy resolution. A more detailed discussion can be found in [Kre17].
As can be seen in Fig. 8.17, the detector’s operation temperature was constant for the
entire 113Cd run starting by the end Jul.’17 (sensor on top of lead castle). This was partly
achieved by developing a software-based temperature surveillance that checked the state of
the cooling unit on a regular basis. Unfortunately there are times, where power shortages of
less than a second appear several times a day at the LNGS. Such blackouts can occur when
the underground laboratory’s main power is switched between the L’Aquila and the Teramo
side, especially during thunderstorms. The main infrastructure of the COBRA setup is backed
up by several UPS units, but not the cooling device due to its high power consumption. A
dedicated UPS for the pre-amplifier cooling was only installed after the upgrade to COBRA
XDEM. The software solution took care of the restarting of the cooling device in case of a
power failure and its proper configuration. Only a few short temperature increases for the
sensor the nearest to the pre-amplifier stage can be seen in Fig. 8.17, while the temperature
of the lead castle containing the detectors was not affected.
Achieved thresholds in dedicated 113Cd data-taking
While the last threshold optimization was accomplished, the worst-performing detector chan-
nels were switched off to prevent potential sources of electromagnetic interferences and
crosstalk. The final detector pool selection will be discussed in section 8.3.5. The COBRA
demonstrator was then calibrated at the point of best performance and the dedicated 113Cd
data-taking period was started. It lasted from Jul.’17 until Feb.’18.
During this period, the individual trigger thresholds Eth were mostly kept at the same level
resulting in an average of Eth “ 83.9 ˘ 14.5 keV, including the average energy resolution in
terms of FWHM at this energy. Without considering the L2 detectors, the average threshold
turns out to be significantly lower and results in 72.5 keV. An impression of the variation
of the individual detector’s energy thresholds Eth and the average threshold achieved per
detector layer is shown in Fig. 8.18. It is based on the data of the last run of the dedicated
113Cd data-taking period. In comparison, it is found that L2 features much higher thresholds
than the other three layers.
It should be noted that the quoted thresholds are not the minimum amounts of energy,
denoted as E0 in the following, that can be measured by the detectors, but include a correction
function fcorpzq depending on the interaction depth z to ensure that the spectrum-shape is
not distorted by the event reconstruction
Eth “ E0 ¨ fcorpzq, with fcorp0q « 1.6. (8.9)
A more detailed discussion of COBRA’s energy threshold definition is given in sec-
tion 5.2.4. Moreover, an analysis threshold Ẽth is introduced by modifying Eqn. (8.9) to
Ẽth “ Eth ` 8 keV as will be motivated in section 8.3.9. Such a careful and conservative
threshold correction has not been discussed in the previous studies summarized in Tab. 8.5.
The lowest Eth reached per detector during the entire 113Cd run cover a range from
44 keV to 124 keV, whereas the 18 best detectors were operated for the most time below
or around 70 keV and only the four worst-performing never crossed a value below 124 keV.
For comparison, the threshold quoted in Ref. [BBB`07], which achieved the most precise
113Cd half-life measurement using a CdWO4 scintillator, can be referred to as 28 ˘ 14 keV
considering the given energy resolution. This is not far away from what has been achieved
in the present COBRA study, where in addition a much higher number of detector channels
could be used. The information and illustrations presented in this section have been provided
by the author to A. Heimbold for the usage in his Master thesis [Hei18].
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Figure 8.18: Variation of the individual detector thresholds by the end of the dedicated 113Cd run. Shown
are all 45 detectors that were selected for the final spectrum-shape analysis (see section 8.3.5) and the average
per detector layer (solid lines). The thresholds of the layer two detectors had to be increased significantly
since the start of the 113Cd run, but were at higher values from the beginning (see Fig. 8.16). The lowest
thresholds were achieved for layer one and four detectors.
8.3.4 Detector calibration
The energy calibration of each detector was done using the radionuclides 22Na, 152Eu and
228Th providing γ-lines in the range from 121.8 keV to 2614.5 keV. All γ-lines that were used
are listed in Tab. 8.6.
Table 8.6: List of γ-lines used for the energy calibration of the COBRA demonstrator in the 113Cd run.
The 152Eu calibration source has been purchased specifically to provide additional calibration points in the
low energy range. The γ-line energies and their absolute intensities have been taken from [NDS20] and were
rounded to two digits. The reference date used to calculate the source’s activities is 2019-05-27.
nuclide (decay) Eγ / keV abs. intensity / % activity / kBq T1{2 / yr
22Na 511.00 <180.76 2.90 2.60
(100% β`/EC) 1274.54 99.94
152Eu 121.78 28.53 4.74 13.52
(27.9% β´) 344.28 26.59
(72.1% β`/EC) 778.90 12.93
964.06 14.51
1408.01 20.87
228Th 238.63 43.60 5.08 1.91
(100% α) 583.19 85.00
(decay chain) 727.33 6.67
860.56 12.50
1592.51 DEP
2614.51 99.75
The sodium isotope 22Na undergoes a β`/EC transition with a probability of 90.3%
for the β`-decay and 9.6% for the electron capture (EC) [NDS20]. Due to the dominance
of the β`-decay and the involved positron emission, the absolute intensity of the 511 keV
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annihilation radiation is very high. Although the annihilation peak is broadened by the
Doppler shift [NHTV05], the effect turns out to be negligibly small for most of COBRA’s
CZT detectors (see also Fig. 8.19). The decay scheme for 152Eu is rather complex and involves
both β´ (27.9%) and β`/EC transitions (72.1%) [NDS20]. In the latter case the EC has a
probability of „99.98% and clearly dominates over the β`-decay [NDS20].
The 152Eu source was specifically purchased in preparation of the intended low-threshold
run to provide additional calibration points at low energies (121.8 keV, 344.3 keV). Previously,
the lowest energetic γ-line (238.6 keV) was originating from the de-excitation of 212Pb as part
of the 228Th decay chain. This decay chain also involves the de-excitation of 208Tl, providing
a prominent γ-line at 2614.5 keV close to the 116Cd Q-value at 2813.5 keV. Such a highly
energetic γ-line has a high chance to produce an electron-positron pair by interacting with
the detector material and can cause the already mentioned single-escape peak (SEP) and
double-escape peak (DEP) (see section 7.2.3). The 208Tl DEP is a well-suited calibration
point right in the middle of the energy range of interest.
Since the product of available γ-lines and detector channels easily exceeds several hun-
dred potential calibration fits, even without using the optional 152Eu low-energy points, an
automatized and robust procedure is needed. The key features of the calibration tool are
discussed in section 5.2.2. Each γ-line is fit with a two-sided Gaussian function according to
Eqn. (5.7), which also takes into account the underlying Compton continuum, to extract its
position and width (see also section 8.1.2). The fit procedure automatically determines an
optimum fit range by varying the default one based on the preliminary width of the Gaus-
sian part and searches for the fit with the minimum reduced χ2. If the reduced χ2 is larger
than a defined threshold, the fit is discarded in the following calibration routine. This χ2red
threshold is defined for each detector individually and based on the experience gained during
the demonstrator’s operation. For most detectors it is set to χ2red ď 1.3.
The actual energy calibration is done by a linear fit of the peak position in channel
numbers versus the known γ-line energy as listed in Tab. 8.6. Using the fit results, the
energy resolution quoted as full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) can be parametrized for
each detector separately as
FWHMpEq “
a
p0 ` p1 ¨ E ` p2 ¨ E2, pi ą 0. (8.10)
The parameter p0 is independent of the deposited energy and accounts for a constant
contribution from noise. The second term scales with
?
E and is motivated by the Poisson
fluctuations of the charge carrier production while the third term is a rather small correction
for detector effects. All three parameters are constrained to have non-negative contributions
to the energy resolution. An example of the resolution fit according to Eqn. (8.10), taking
into account the γ-lines that are listed in Tab. 8.6, is shown in Fig. 8.19.
Unfortunately, the lowest available γ-line at 121.8 keV from 152Eu is only visible for a
couple of detectors due to strong absorption effects in the detector array and the dominance
of the underlying Compton continuum of the higher energetic lines. Also the position of
the calibration source has to be taken into account. If the radiation of the low-energy line
is penetrating a detector crystal from the top, its energy is likely deposited close to the
CPG anode. As part of the standard pulse-shape cuts, the area close to the anodes is
usually discarded with a restriction on the reconstructed interaction depth (see section 7.1.2).
Without using the anode z-cut, the energy reconstruction suffers from distortions of the
weighting potential near the coplanar grid, which worsens the energy resolution significantly.
The situation is not so severe for the irradiation from the bottom side of the crystals due to
the less restrictive cathode z-cut and the uniformity of the weighting potential in this area.
Especially for the detectors on the edges of the 4ˆ4 layers there was hardly any sign for the
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Figure 8.19: Example of an energy resolution fit to extract FWHM(E) for one detector (taken from [Hei18]).
The calibration data is coming from Det54 (L4-P06), which is one of the best performing detectors in the
113Cd run. The broadening of the 511 keV annihilation peak due to the Doppler shift is only marginal and
still consistent with the overall statistical fluctuations. The 152Eu γ-line at 121.8 keV was removed by the
calibration tool in this example due to an insufficient χ2red. The shape of the FWHM(E) fit is similar for all
detectors of the final selection. The error bars correspond to the combined uncertainties of the fit parameters
of the two-side Gaussian peak approximations.
152Eu γ-line at 121.8 keV. Moreover, some detectors have not been operated at low enough
thresholds during the calibration runs to get a measure of this line.
The evaluation of the calibration runs performed during the 113Cd data-taking was also
used to define the final detector pool of the anticipated spectrum-shape analysis. As will be
discussed in the following section 8.3.5, it comprises 45 crystals. With the parametrization
given in Eqn. (8.10) the achieved mean relative resolution FWHMpEq{E obtained with this
ensemble of detectors ranges from 12.5 ˘ 0.6% at 121.8 keV to 1.7 ˘ 0.1% at 2614.5 keV,
considering the uncertainty on the mean. The spread of the FWHMpEq{E distribution can
be expressed by the respective standard deviations of 4.0% (121.8 keV) and 0.7% (2614.5 keV).
8.3.5 Selection of detector pool
The following section is an update on the information given in [Hei18]. As mentioned earlier,
only a subset of the 64 detectors of the COBRA demonstrator collected data in the 113Cd
run or qualified for the final spectrum-shape analysis. The main reason for this was to
ensure a stable operation over the anticipated data-taking period until the planned upgrade
to COBRA XDEM. The selection of the best performing detectors, focusing on their low-
energy performance, consist of four major steps which will be discussed in the following.
Hardware and contacting issues
After years of operation there are some detectors that suffer from either issues with the data
acquisition (DAQ) electronics or their electrode contacting. Those detectors are typically not
operational in all runs, while the related hardware problems are not easily resolvable at the
same time. For the dedicated 113Cd run it was decided to switch off such faulty detectors
in order to prevent crosstalk and potential sources of electromagnetic interference at low
energies, even if the detectors could still be used to search for double beta decay modes at
higher energy scales.
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The functionality of the DAQ electronics can be checked independently of the detectors
using an external signal generator (see section 4.3.3). The signal generator provides a well-
defined charge signal that is injected directly into the pre-amplifier stage. This way, the entire
signal transmission chain can be checked, even without powering a corresponding detector.
Furthermore, it is possible to identify whether an observed problem is related to the electrode
contacting. As a reminder, each detector’s coplanar grid anode is connected to a flexible PCB
readout cable via two 50µm thick gold wires, which also supply the grid bias (GB). On the
opposite side, there is another gold wire contacting the planar cathode electrode. The gold
wires are fixed to the electrodes with a silver-based conductive glue of only low mechanical
strength. This is why an additional fixation by a conventional glue spot is needed to reduce
the wires’ tension (see section 4.3.2). Each detector layer has its own PCB signal readout
and routing for the high voltage cables, that are then connected to the pre-amplifier boxes
outside the lead castle and radon shield.
The design of both bias supply stages (GB, HV) was improved between the successive
installation of the demonstrator’s detector layers, following the technology progress and the
experience gained with previous iterations. However, the aging of the conductive silver glue
or its mechanical counterpart can cause the electrode contacts to become loose or electrically
unreliable over time. Micro-vibrations as caused by the passing of trucks near the COBRA
location in the LNGS underground complex (see Fig. 4.5 in section 4.3.1) or weak earthquakes
in the vicinity of the laboratory might then cause a contact to fail completely. An unreliable
electric contact might still cause a detector to be operational from time to time, but this has
to be checked regularly with calibration runs.
If the HV contact on the cathode side is not working probably anymore, the detector is
only sensitive in a small volume close to the CPG anode. The effect can be easily identified
in a calibration run by the related dramatic reduction of the count rate, accompanied by a
worsened energy resolution. If only the GB supply is missing, but still both signal channels
are working, the detector is still sensitive in the full bulk volume. But due to the missing
bias voltage between the interleaved grids, the electrons will be collected by both anode rails,
thus, there is no clear assignment of CA and NCA anymore. This affects the count rate as
well, since the trigger system expects a CA-like (NCA-like) signal on its even (odd) channel
numbers. As a consequence, the overall trigger rate is roughly cut in half and the resulting
energy spectrum features again a worsened energy resolution.
Three detectors were known to suffer from such problems with the DAQ electronics and
unreliable contacting prior to the 113Cd run: Det4 (no GB), Det9 (no HV) and Det10 (no HV).
It is noteworthy to mention that all three are part of the first detector layer (L1), which was
installed in Sept.’11, and that the improvements towards the more recent iterations of the
layer’s design (L2-L4) seem to be more robust and allow for a more reliable operation. The
mentioned detectors were switched off in the very beginning of the 113Cd run preparation,
before starting to optimize the individual thresholds.
Threshold optimization
During the threshold optimization as reported in section 8.3.3, it was noticed that certain
detectors can only be operated at comparably high thresholds to ensure a reasonably low
trigger rate. Some of those suspicious detectors also showed an unstable trigger rate that
affected the other detectors connected to the same FADC or nearby channels on the layer’s
PCB signal readout. This effect is referred to as electronic crosstalk and can be caused by
various origins. The design of the demonstrator’s pre-amplifier stage includes a meandering
metallic shielding between the pre-amplifiers to minimize the low-level crosstalk between the
channels (see Ref. [Sch11] and [Teb11]). Previous studies revealed that crosstalk is a minor,
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but not critical, concern for the electronic readout of the COBRA demonstrator and can be
neglected at the MeV energy scale.
Nonetheless, it was decided to switch off detectors that have to be operated at higher
thresholds than 200 keV to prevent potential sources of crosstalk and noise affecting the low
energy region during the 113Cd run. This applies to the following detectors:
L1: Det16,
L2: Det28, Det31, Det32,
L3: Det33, Det36, Det42, Det48,
L4: Det51, Det59, Det63.
It is remarkably that most of those are either the first or last unit of a layer consisting of 16
detectors. The root cause might be related to the 32-channel PCB signal readout cables that
are used to transmit the detector signals from inside the lead castle to the pre-amplifiers. The
first and last detectors of a layer occupy the outer lying signal lanes on the flexible Kapton
cables. If the signal transmission is altered by the contact of the cables with the edge of the
lead castle or the copper nest, the outer channels should be affected the most.
This issue, as well as the previously described problems with some unreliable electrode
contacts, cannot be fixed without reworking the related part of the passive lead and copper
shield. However, in the planning of the upgrade towards the COBRA XDEM setup, special
care was taken to design the signal and HV cable feedthroughs with additional spacing towards
the edges. This measure should at least partly eliminate the observed abnormality related to
the outermost signal lanes in the future.
Evaluation of calibration data
The calibration measurements performed during the 113Cd run were used to check the general
operation and performance of the remaining active detectors. The calibration at the point of
best performance, referring to the optimum operation temperature of the detectors and their
optimized thresholds, marks the beginning of the 113Cd run. It was used to crosscheck the
determined calibration parameters (see section 8.1.2) against previous results for each detec-
tor. Prior to the comparison, a set of quality criteria was defined to identify detectors whose
calibration parameters differ more than the conservatively estimated parameter range (see
also section 8.1.2). This includes bounds on the variation of the gain-balancing, the weighting
factor, the energy calibration and the energy resolution. If either of those parameters would
turn out to be out of range, the respective detector would be switched off, too.
This was the case for the gain-balancing correction of Det49 (L3-P01), which was off by
more than a factor of two in the initial calibration. The reason for such a change might be
a sudden damping of either the CA or NCA signal over the differential signal transmission,
caused by a faulty wire or contact of the corresponding CAT6 Ethernet cable. More unusual
would be a broken linear amplifier or a pre-amplifier channel, respectively. However, the root
cause is repairable during an on-site maintenance shift and will not be discussed any further.
By comparing the results of the initial and final calibration run, it was decided which
detectors qualify for the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis. It was found that four detectors
showed a worsened energy resolution due to a distortion of the signal traces’ baselines induced
by low-frequency noise. Moreover, it was not possible to include the low-energetic γ-lines
covering the 113Cd energy range into their energy calibration. Even though there was a
valid pre-calibration at the beginning of the physics data-taking, it was decided to exclude
the following detector numbers from the final data set due to their altered performance:
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Det1, Det2, Det8 (all L1) and Det17 (L2). Again, the removed detector numbers correspond
dominantly to the outer signal lanes on the PCB signal readout cables.
In between the physics data-taking, the electronics stability was monitored with the help
of artificially injected charge pulses from the signal generator at a rate of one pulse every ten
minutes. These measures revealed no notable performance alteration or other problems.
Interaction depth distribution
Lastly, the z-distribution of the final 113Cd data of each detector was checked prior all analysis
cuts. The event selection will be discussed in the subsequent section 8.3.6. The energy
spectrum, on the other hand, is not a criteria for the detector selection in order to prevent
introducing a bias into the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis.
The z-spectrum was limited to the energy range determined by the detectors’ individual
thresholds and the 113Cd Q-value. It was found that four detectors show additional peak fea-
tures besides the expected flat distribution between z “ 0 (anode side) and z “ 1 (cathode
side). An example of the z-distribution that matches the expectation according to the homo-
geneously distributed 113Cd inside the CZT detectors is shown in Fig.7.5 of section 7.1.2, .
In addition to the detector-specific rather smooth rise for 0 ă z ď 0.2, which is related to the
hole collection near the coplanar grid, and the steep fall for z ą 1, the peak features show up
close to the anode or cathode side. Even after applying the data-cleaning cuts (DCCs) (see
section 7.1.1), the peak features remain due to their specific characteristics on the pulse-shape
level. For example a peak close to the cathode can be explained by signals where the CA
amplitude is much higher than its corresponding NCA. Such events can be caused by noise
that only affects one anode channel. In the reconstruction, the dominant amplitude of the CA
would lead to a positive energy entry, potentially in the 113Cd energy range, independently
of the exact value of the NCA amplitude. Following the depth reconstruction according to
Eqn. (5.6) and Eqn. (5.21) in section 5.2.3, such events would also lead to z « 1. Similarly,
a peak feature for z ď 0 can be explained.
The following detector numbers were found to have such features in their 113Cd depth
spectra: Det3 (for z ď 0) and Det14, Det52 and Det60 (for z ą 1). Fortunately, the peaks
are in all cases well separated from the expected 113Cd plateau and can be easily removed by
a cut on the interaction depth. Moreover, there is no need to discard those detectors from
the spectrum-shape analysis since the observed z-features do not affect the region of interest.
Some examples of the 113Cd depth distribution can be found in the appendix D.4.3.
Summary
In the end, 45 out of 49 operated detectors qualified for the spectrum-shape analysis with
an average exposure of 1.10 kg d per detector. A list of the removed detector numbers and
the reasoning behind their removal according to the categories discussed above is given in
Tab. 8.7. Two detectors were partly disabled and feature a reduced exposure of 0.79 kg d
(Det14) and 0.29 kg d (Det60), respectively. Both of them featured the previously explained
high-z peak. Due to its well-defined occurrence, only the runs passing the criteria explained
above were included into the final data set. The effect of the reduced exposure an the single
detector results of the spectrum-shape analysis will be discussed in section 8.3.10.
Using the natural abundance of 113Cd of 12.227% [IUP16] in combination with the molar
mass fraction of cadmium in the detector material, referred to as Cd0.9Zn0.1Te, it follows that
the 113Cd isotopic exposure makes up for 5.84% of the total exposure. The combined isotopic
exposure of all selected detectors adds up to 2.89 kg d and represents the largest statistical
sample of all previous studies on the β-decay of 113Cd (see Tab. 8.5).
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Table 8.7: Summary of the detector pool selection for the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis. Three detector
units were disabled prior to the start of the dedicated 113Cd run because of known electrode contacting issues.
During the threshold optimization a set of eleven CZT crystals, including detectors of all four layers, has been
switched off due to their high threshold operation. Finally, five additional units failed to match the stability
criteria demanded for the respective pre- and post-calibration measurements.
category detector number notes
contacting issues L1: 4 disabled, unstable GB supply
L1: 9 disabled, unstable HV supply
L1: 10 disabled, unstable HV supply
threshold optimization L1: 16 disabled due to Eth ą 200 keV
L2: 28, 31, 32
L3: 33, 36, 42, 48
L4: 51, 59, 63
calibration data L1: 1, 2, 8 altered resolution in post-calibration
L2: 17 altered resolution in post-calibration
L3: 49 disabled, high gain in pre-calibration
8.3.6 Event selection
The event selection for the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis is based on the cuts presented
in section 7.1. The actual cut sequence, the related optimization as well as the efficiency
estimates will be presented in the following.
Data-cleaning cuts
The first stage of the event selection consists of the data-cleaning cuts (DCCs) to remove
distorted and unphysical pulse-shapes (see section 7.1.1). The validity of those cuts was
checked with a special trigger run in the end of the 113Cd data-taking. In contrast to the
normal trigger mode, all channels belonging to the same FADC unit were read out, if the
trigger condition was fulfilled for a single channel. The triggered event trace was then rejected
and only the remaining baseline pulses were analyzed. Those baseline pulses were treated as
a proxy for noise-only signals. It was found that 99.8 ˘ 0.1% of the untriggered events are
rejected by the DCCs, while there is no significant variation among the different channels.
The signal acceptance of the DCCs is sufficiently constant over the 113Cd energy range and has
been determined to 87.5˘ 0.6% (see section 7.1.1). After applying the DCCs the remaining
events of the noise-only data are limited to the energy range below „ 40 keV, which is already
well below the average trigger threshold of 84 keV and the anticipated analysis thresholds of
each detector. That is why the influence of any residual noise in the low energy region can
be neglected in the spectrum-shape analysis.
Coincidence veto
In a second step coincidences between all operational detectors are rejected, which is possible
after synchronizing the individual FADC clocks (see section 7.1.5). The coincidence time
window τc, which is used to declare two events as simultaneous, is set to τc “ 0.1ms. It
refers to the achieved accuracy of the synchronization as pointed out in the Master thesis of
J. Volkmer [Vol18]. The 113Cd data-taking run is the first period that was processed with
the recently finalized time synchronization tool and the evaluation of the remaining data is
an ongoing effort.
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After the synchronization with τc “ 0.1ms it is possible to reject background events
caused by e.g. multiple Compton scatterings of photons across the active detector array,
while at the same time the loss of events due to random coincidences of potential 113Cd
decays in different source crystals is minimized. The longer the coincidence time window,
the higher the chances to accidentally declare two unrelated 113Cd decays as a coincidence.
However, it turns out that the COBRA demonstrator’s data contain only a small fraction of
true coincidences in general. In the present case of the 113Cd data sample only about 0.05%
of the cleaned data are removed by the coincidence veto. At the same time a conservative
estimate of the potential live-time loss leads to a value of less than 10´2 percent.
Compared to the previous CdWO4 study reported in [BBB`07], quoting 3.16ms for the
minimum time between the signals that can be recorded by their DAQ system, an improve-
ment of at least a factor of 30 has been achieved in the recent investigation. This is a very
conservative estimate since the actual single channel timing resolution of COBRA’s DAQ is
even better. However, the expected total 113Cd decay rate scales with the number of atoms
and is comparable for both experiments. Since the COBRA DAQ system allows for con-
tinuous data-taking with a single pulse length of 10 µs, two consecutive events in the same
detector are only recorded as a single event, if they appear within those 10 µs. On the other
hand, the timing accuracy cannot be compared directly between an experiment using only a
single CdWO4 crystal and the COBRA approach with multiple but smaller detectors. That is
why the referred synchronization accuracy of 0.1ms is quoted as a more conservative measure
of the experiment’s timing resolution, regardless of the fact whether they occur in the same
detector or in separated ones.
Interaction depth restrictions
The DCCs are usually applied in combination with a mild cut on the interaction depth z
to remove near-anode reconstruction artifacts (see section 7.1.2). The interaction depth is
further restricted to remove events with an unphysically high z. The final depth selection is
optimized for each detector individually and covers, for the majority, the range 0.2 ă z ď 0.97.
The detectors that were affected by the additional near-anode or near-cathode peak features,
as mentioned in section 8.3.5, are treated separately to exclude those unphysical z-regions (see
also Fig. D.20). Besides the 113Cd spectrum-shape investigation, the obtained low-threshold
data was also used to study the depth cut’s volume selection and its implication for the effi-
ciency to measure double beta decay events as discussed before in section 7.1.2.
In the course of the spectrum-shape method (SSM), no further pulse-shape discrimina-
tion (PSD) cuts are necessary since the 113Cd decay is by far the strongest signal for the
COBRA demonstrator at low energies. The overwhelming dominance of the fourfold forbid-
den β-decay of 113Cd could be verified by comparing the combined experimental spectrum
to the average background expectation using a Monte-Carlo based low-energy background
model as discussed in the next section.
8.3.7 Low-energy background model
In order to estimate the signal-to-background ratio (S/B) and to quantify the effect of po-
tential background contributions coming from radioactive contaminants within the demon-
strator’s shielding and construction materials, especially at low energies, a survey among the
available radiopurity measurements has been performed. In principle, background contribu-
tions can be divided into external and internal (intrinsic) sources. As semiconductor detectors,
such as COBRA’s CZTs, are only functional if they are already intrinsically very clean, the
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external background is usually much higher than the intrinsic one, especially in conventional
surface laboratories. However, it turns out that the expected external background for the
COBRA demonstrator is so low that the intrinsic contaminants become non-negligible. The
external background can be reduced by first selecting known to be radiopure materials and,
secondly, by reducing the amount of material close to the detectors as far as possible.
Radiopurity assessment campaigns
A compilation of recent radiopurity campaigns and the resulting specific activities for a variety
of materials is shown in Tab. 8.8. The materials have been chosen according to their presence
in the vicinity of the CZT detectors. Besides the detector material itself, which is already
made from very pure base materials with impurities of foreign elements on the ppb level (see
section 4.1.1, Tab. 4.3), the most critical parts are the crystal’s encapsulation lacquer and
the detector holders made of Delrin. Further out from the detector array, the inner shield
consisting of oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper and ultra low-activity (ULA) lead
is located (see section 4.3.3).
Table 8.8: List of material impurities considered for the low-energy background modeling. The specific activ-
ities quoted for single isotopes result mainly from low-background γ-spectroscopy campaigns at LNGS [INF20]
and LSM [CNR20]. For the detector holder material Delrin the overall activities of the thorium and uranium
decay chains have been determined with low-level α-spectroscopy at TUD. The ICP-MS measurements for
Delrin and one of the CZT crystal’s encapsulation coatings (referred to as eV clear) were performed at LNGS.
The required conversion from ppb to mBq/kg was done by using the factors in Tab. 8.9. Supplement data
for ULA lead has been taken from [LCCP20] and the provider of COBRA’s ULA lead (Plombum, Poland).
The measurements are given with a Gaussian standard distribution quantile kα “ 1 (68.3% central C.L.) and
upper limits with kα “ 1.645 (95% upper C.L.). For further information see also appendix C.2.
material eV clear Glyptal Delrin ULA lead OFHC copper
reference / campaign [Köt12] LNGS LNGS, TUD Plombum LSM
element / isotope activity in mBq/kgdecay chain
potassium 40K < 1000 32 ˘ 11 < 31 14 ˘ 6 0.32 ˘ 0.08
cobalt 56Co 0.06 ˘ 0.02
58Co 0.24 ˘ 0.05
60Co < 2 < 1.1 < 0.02
232Th < 43 0.12 ˘ 0.03
228Ra < 180 < 7.4 < 5 < 6.6
228Th < 190 5 ˘ 1 < 5 < 1.6
238U/235U < 43 0.14 ˘ 0.05
226Ra < 140 16 ˘ 2 < 5 < 5.7
234Th < 1500 < 91
234mPa < 4300 < 0.1 < 700
235U < 15 < 1.2 < 3 < 51
ICP-MS
potassium 51 ˘ 12 - 2.1 ˘ 0.78
thorium 0.59 ˘ 0.06 0.12 ˘ 0.02 < 0.16
uranium 1.4 ˘ 0.1 2.3 ˘ 0.4 0.36 ˘ 0.15
Different experimental techniques were used to quantify the near-detector materials’ radio-
purity. The first method is based on low-background γ-spectroscopy using typically HPGe
detectors in underground laboratories such as the LNGS [INF20] and the Laboratoire Souter-
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rain de Modane (LSM) [CNR20]. Due to the unique energy signature of γ-lines for a certain
nuclide, it is possible to put a number on the specific activity for single isotopes. From the
single isotope activities, the total expected activity for the natural 232Th and 238U decay
chains can be deduced assuming a secular equilibrium. Although this is a common approach,
special care has to be taken in cases where additional contaminants of involved daughter
nuclei are present.
Another way to address the decay chains’ total activity, is the inductively coupled plasma
- mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Since it is a destructive method, a sample is lost in the
measuring process. Due to its fundamentally different approach, it is expected that the results
might differ from the γ-spectroscopy. For example the activity of 40K can be measured directly
with γ-spectroscopy, but because 40Ar is used to produce a plasma torch in ICP-MS, only the
content of 39K can be determined directly. From this, the 40K content can only be deduced
assuming its natural abundance in the isotopic composition of the sample. Furthermore, the
thorium and uranium activities from γ-spectroscopy are obtained from daughter nuclei of the
chain, while ICP-MS determines the contamination levels of the initial isotopes 232Th and
238U. If the chains are not in an equilibrium, there might be significant deviations between
the techniques, even for the same material sample.
In the beginning of COBRA’s low-background operation, a first test array consisting of
four bare CZT detectors was operated at LNGS (see e.g. Ref. [COB05]). It was found that
the detector performance suffered from leakage currents due to moisture and the overall high
humidity level in the underground complex. Following this, the CZT detectors of the first
iteration of the COBRA demonstrator were coated with a red encapsulation lacquer in order
to provide a highly resistive surface (see e.g. Ref. [COB09b]). This measure was meant to
improve the long-term stability and mechanical handling of the CZT crystals. Both setups
were used to investigate the 113Cd β-decay and the results are part of the compilation of
previous studies in Tab. 8.5. The red lacquer was the standard encapsulation of the detector
manufacturer eV Products at that time and was found to contain contaminations on the order
of 1Bq/kg for the long-lived radionuclides 232Th and 238U, and about 10Bq/kg of 40K.
After identifying the red lacquer as a major source of background, different alternative
clear encapsulations were investigated with γ-spectroscopy and ICP-MS (see compilation in
[Köt12]). The clear lacquer offered by the manufacturer, referred to as eV clear, has been
measured with both methods at LNGS by M. Laubenstein. The γ-spectroscopy resulted
in only poor upper limits due to the small sample mass of about 4.2 g. At that time the
exact receipt of the lacquer was treated as a corporate secret and only little was known to
the collaboration about its composition. Later it was found that the encapsulation used
by the manufacturer is referred to as Glyptal and a large sample of it was prepared by
R. Temminghoff (TU Dortmund) to repeat the radiopurity measurements with the help of
M. Laubenstein at LNGS in 2016 [Tem19]. Due to its high sample mass of 148.1 g, the results
of the γ-spectroscopy could be improved by several orders of magnitude. The same sample
has been also measured at LSM but with higher upper limits, which is why the results are
not included in Tab. 8.8.
The detector holder material Delrin has been probed with γ-spectroscopy by M. Lauben-
stein at LNGS already in 2006. Only upper limits on the specific activity could be set at
that time. Another Delrin sample has been provided to S. Nisi at LNGS in order to per-
form an ICP-MS measurement in 2017. This campaign confirmed the good radiopurity and
resulted in initial activities on the order of mBq/kg for thorium and uranium. At the same
time, a large Delrin sample of the exact same material batch with a mass of about 100 g was
prepared for the study of its radiopurity by using low-level α-spectroscopy in-house at TUD.
The measurement was carried out by H. Wilsenach and sets a limit for the total activity of
the 232Th and 228U chains of ă 43mBq/kg [Wil20]. As the expected α-peaks of the corre-
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sponding decays are close together in energy and they are affected by the energy smearing
due to the sample’s thickness, there is no discrimination power between the two chains and
the same limit applies to both of them.
The impurities related to the inner ULA layer of the lead castle are taken from the man-
ufacturer’s documentation (Plombum, Poland). This applies to the ICP-MS results. Those
values have been supplemented with data from the radiopurity.org website [LCCP20] for the
single isotopes as quoted in Tab. 8.8. The radiopurity.org project has been serving the low-
background physics community since 2014 [LCC`16] and is supported by many experiments
in the field of double beta decay and dark matter searches. Its recent status and a detailed
description of the data formatting is described in [CLP18]. It should be noted that the tabu-
lated ULA lead activities strongly depend on the selected database entry and can serve only
as a rough indicator for the actual contamination level. The same applied to other materials
listed in the database.
Lastly, the results of the OFHC copper sample’s γ-spectroscopy, whose preparation is
discussed in section 4.3.4, are included in Tab. 8.8. The measurement was performed at
the LSM in France by E. Rukhadze (CTU Prague) in 2018 using the Obelix HPGe detector
(600 cm3, 160% relative efficiency) [LBP`15]. Although the LSM is rather small compared
to the LNGS (see section 4.3.1, Fig. 4.4), it is one of the world’s best facilities for low-
level γ-spectroscopy due to its overburden of 4800m.w.e. and the Obelix HPGe setup. All
copper contamination levels are well below 1mBq/kg, while it is expected that the cosmogenic
activation products 56Co (EC/β`, T1{2 “ 77.24 d) and 58Co (EC/β`, T1{2 “ 70.86 d) [NDS20]
should not be present anymore in the copper housing of the demonstrator. For the long-lived
isotope 60Co (β´, T1{2 “ 5.27 yr) [NDS20] only an upper limit was found.
As ICP-MS is only sensitive to the concentration of elements in units of ppb and similar
definitions, it is only possible to estimate the respective activity for single isotopes or a decay
chain of interest. Assuming that a decay chain is in equilibrium and the isotopic abundance
in a sample matches the natural abundance a of the isotope of interest, the concentration in
ppb can be converted into the specific activity of a long-lived nuclide with half-life T1{2 and
atomic mass M via
1 rppbs “ ln 2
T1{2
¨
a ¨NA
M
¨ 10´3 rmBq{kgs (8.11)
using the Avogadro constant NA. The corresponding conversion factors for 40K, 232Th
and 238U based on the parameters of Eqn. (8.11) from recent references are listed in Tab. 8.9.
Table 8.9: Conversion factors from [ppb] to [mBq/kg]. The procedure is described in [Köt12] and follows
Eqn. (8.11). The half-lives, natural abundances and atomic masses (rounded to three digits) have been taken
from Ref. [IUP16], [NDS20] and [AME17]. The decay chains have to be assumed to be in equilibrium in order
to perform the conversion.
conversion T1{2 / 109 yr nat. abund. / % atomic mass / u [ppb] Ñ [mBq/kg]
K Ñ 40K 1.248 0.0117(1) 39.964 0.031
Th Ñ 232Th 14.05 99.98(2) 232.038 4.056
U Ñ 238U 4.468 99.2742(10) 238.051 12.346
In general, the ICP-MS measurements result in lower activities and stricter limits com-
pared to the ones obtained via γ-spectroscopy. However, this only indicates the fundamentally
different measurement techniques as explained before. More concerning would be a significant
difference in the activities of different isotopes within the same decay chain. Such an effect
would hint to an imbalance within the chain, contradicting the assumed secular equilibrium.
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From the sequence of half-lives it should be certainly stronger for the 238U chain because it
contains several isotopes with half-lives on the order of several hundred years. However, the
γ-spectroscopy results reported in Tab 8.8 are consistent with the assumed secular equilibrium
of the primordial decay chains.
The discussed radiopurity measurements are the basis to estimate the background con-
tribution to the 113Cd region with a Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation using COBRA’s Venom
simulation toolkit (see section 5.3.1). Venom is based on Geant4 [GEA16] and uses the
shielding physics list, which is recommended for low-background experiments. Compared to
the contribution of the external background sources, the concentration of the expected intrin-
sic contaminations within the CZT detectors (see Tab. 4.3) cannot be neglected. Following
Eqn. (8.11) the impurities on the ppb level convert to specific activities on the order of a few
mBq/kg. However, the respective ICP-MS measurement returned only upper limits, even
though a material sample from the spent solvent was used, where it is expected that impu-
rities will concentrate due to the details of the CZT crystal’s growth process. The detection
limits are therefore a very conservative estimate of the actual contamination level. That is
why, although the sample was provided by a different manufacturer (Redlen Technologies)
compared to the demonstrator’s CZT crystals (eV Products), it should be justified to consider
those values in the recent background estimate.
Background description
As has been pointed out earlier, the recent 113Cd analysis features the highest exposure
of all previous studies listed in Tab. 8.5. Nevertheless, the statistics per single detector
are not sufficient to estimate the background on the individual detector level. Instead, the
background is modeled as an average projection based on the combined experimental data.
The combined energy spectrum of the final detector pool, comprising 45 crystals, and after
applying the event selections as described in section 8.3.6, is shown in Fig. 8.20.
The combined spectrum reveals that the measured count rate drops by at least two orders
of magnitude above the 113Cd Q-value, which is about a factor of ten better than what has
been achieved in the previous COBRA 113Cd analysis [COB09b]. The maximum count rate
of the combined spectrum is about 175 cts/(kg keVd) at 150 keV and drops sharply to below
1.5 cts/(kg keVd) at 400 keV. The background decreases exponentially for higher energies and
is recorded up to „10MeV (see e.g. Fig. 8.4). The ratio of the integrals over the 113Cd energy
region and the total combined spectrum up to its endpoint at 10MeV results in 99.84%,
indicating the overwhelming dominance of the 113Cd decay in the COBRA data. A detailed
description of the general background features, especially at higher energies, can be found in
section 8.2. The previous CdWO4 studies limited the background observation to much lower
energies, e.g. in Ref. [BBB`07] for a first background run up to 1.7MeV and for the 113Cd
data-taking to 0.6MeV.
Near the 113Cd ROI there are only two prominent γ-lines visible in the combined spec-
trum of all detectors. These lines originate from the decays of 214Pb (351.9 keV) and 214Bi
(609.3 keV) as short-living 222Rn daughters and correspond to the dominant de-excitation
processes. In Sept.’17 and Dec.’17 there were short periods without proper N2 flushing of the
inner shield of the experiment that increase the overall radon exposure (see Fig. 8.3). Nev-
ertheless, their effect on the 113Cd spectrum-shape is completely negligible since the γ-lines
only produce weak Compton continua in this region.
It should be noted that the background composition of the dedicated 113Cd run is different
compared to the latest 0νββ-decay analysis using data of the same setup from Oct.’11 to
Sept.’16 [COB16a] and the description of the general features in section 8.2. The 113Cd data
shows no indication for the previously observed annihilation line at 511 keV or the 40K γ-line
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Figure 8.20: Results of the low-energy background characterization. Top: Comparison of the combined
experimental data of the 113Cd run (45 detectors) and the low-energy Monte-Carlo background model. Con-
sidered are the 222Rn, 232Th and 238U decay chains as well as 40K with different origins of the primary decays.
The background composition has been determined by using the TFractionFitter class of Root. The fit range
extends from 320 keV to 1200 keV. Bottom: Residuals of the data and the MC model normalized to the data.
The background contribution in the 113Cd energy range is only marginally and results in a S/B ratio of „ 47.
The constant approximation of the residuals over the fit range of the model is sufficiently consistent with zero.
Its slightly negative value indicates a conservative overestimation of the background level at low energies.
at 1460.8 keV. One reason might be the absence of PSD cuts to remove LSEs in the present
analysis because of their rather poor efficiency at low energies. Moreover, only a subset of
the 64 installed CZT detectors qualified for the spectrum-shape analysis. In the detector
selection process, described in section 8.3.5, about half of the L1 detectors were discarded,
which featured the highest amount of potentially radioactive material near them. Especially
prior the installation of the third and fourth layer, there was a significant progress to further
decrease the amount of material in the vicinity of the detectors by improving the detector
layer concept [Teb16].
Furthermore, there is no sign for a contribution of the 113mCd β-decay (Qβ “ 585.7 keV,
T1{2 “ 14.1 yr) as considered in Ref. [BBB`07]. As the detectors have been underground at
the LNGS since at least 3.5 years (installation of L1 in Sept.’11, L4 in Nov.’13), short-lived
cosmogenics, potentially affecting the low-energy region, have already decayed.
Due to the presence of the radon-induced γ-lines of 214Pb and 214Bi, the decay chain of
222Rn is taken as starting point for the background model. Further components are near-
detector contaminants from the 232Th and 238U decay chains as well as the presence of 40K.
For simplicity, only one near-detector component is defined as source of the background
decays. The reason behind is that it is hardly possible to constrain the contributions of
either internal or external sources since the background is rather featureless besides the
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already mentioned γ-lines. That applies to the impurities of the primordial radionuclides
that can only contribute marginally to the combined spectrum due to the observed absence
of characteristic prompt γ-lines, such as the de-excitation lines of 208Tl at 583.2 keV and
2614.5 keV or 40K at 1460.8 keV.
Simulation of background components
The Venom simulation of the contaminants makes use of the complete demonstrator ge-
ometry as described in section 5.3.3. All considered contaminants were confined to specific
volumes of the geometry according to Tab. 8.10 in order to create template spectra of their
contribution to the overall background spectrum.
Table 8.10: List of simulated material impurities from inner- to outermost. The total mass is the sum of
all detector parts of the same material. The available gas volume surrounding the CZT crystals has been
calculated from the inner dimension of the copper nest, corrected for the placed Delrin frames and detectors.
The simulation includes all 64 crystals, but only the 45 active detectors in the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis
are considered for the background estimate.
material total mass volume / cm3 contaminants
CZT (64 crystals) 381.31 g 64.63 40K, 232Th, 238U
CZT (45 crystals) 268.11 g 45.44
Glyptal (64 crystals) 978.6mg 40K, 232Th, 238U
Glyptal (45 crystals) 688.1mg
gas volume 370.44 222Rn
Delrin frames 101.4 g 70.91 40K, 232Th, 238U
copper shield 65.69 kg 7348.16 40K, 56,58,60Co, 232Th, 238U
ULA lead 86.47 kg 7625.00 40K, 232Th, 238U
The detector masses, which are treated as variables inside Venom, were fixed to the
average of the 113Cd detector pool of 5.96 g. The same is done for the lacquer volume
of the Glyptal encapsulation, whereby an average mass per detector of 15.29mg has been
determined from the freight documents of the manufacturer. The resulting average thickness
is about 20µm assuming a coverage of five sides (cathode side left blank) and a density of
1.441 g/cm3. Since the lacquer masses vary strongly between the detectors, from about 9 to
20mg per detector, and it is rather inhomogeneously distributed on the detectors’ sides, one
has to rely on such averaged values.
For each nuclide 107 events have been simulated with either Venom’s single isotope bkggen
or chaingen generators. The initial decay’s energy deposit in the active CZT volume was
summed for each detector and event separately. This way, multi-detector hits can be identified
and discarded as has been done with the experimental data after the FADC synchronization.
Moreover, it is possible to smear the simulated MC energy deposit EMC according to the
finite detector resolution of the experiment, denoted as the parameter σdet, by assigning a
randomized value following Eqn. (8.12)
EdetpEMCq “ RNDM
$
&
%
1
b
2πσ2det
e
´ 12
ˆ
Edet´EMC
σ2det
˙2,
.
-
(8.12)
assuming a Gaussian normal distribution around the true Monte-Carlo energy. The ran-
domization is done with the TRandom3 package of Root. For each energy deposit the
parameter σdetpEMCq is obtained from the known energy resolution functions FWHM(E)
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(see section 8.3.4). In the present case, the average FWHM(E) of all 45 considered detectors
is used for the energy smearing of each simulated background template.
Since the combined spectrum of the experimental data already includes a cut on the
interaction depth, there is no need to mimic the cathode contaminations explicitly. The final
template spectra consist only of the single detector events of the 45 selected crystals. One
detail that should be mentioned is that the detector numbering in Venom differs from the
real experiment due to the present switch of the positions of L3 and L4 (see section 4.3.3).
This is taken into account by converting the respective detector numbers into the MC naming
scheme prior to their removal from the simulated data.
It was found that the energy smeared template spectrum of the 222Rn decay chain, which
was confined to the gas volume surrounding the CZT crystals, is already a good match to
the experimental data by applying only a rough normalization (see final result in Fig. 8.20).
Furthermore, the width of the radon-induced γ-lines agree quite well between the data and
the smeared MC template. However, the γ-line intensities turn out to be too high solely
considering 222Rn.
The evaluation of the 232Th and 238U template spectra revealed that there is hardly
any discrimination power between an associated intrinsic (CZT) or external (e.g. Glyptal
encapsulation) contribution at low energies. At higher energies, on the order of 10MeV, the
intrinsic contaminations cause prominent α-peaks in the MC, which are not observed in the
data. Hence, the intrinsic contributions will be neglected completely in the following.
The remaining external near-detector impurities of 40K, 232Th and 238U result in very
similar template spectra at low energies. Due to the absence of any additional γ-lines, the
combined contribution of the ULA lead, the copper shield as well as the Delrin holder can
only be on the order of a few percent in the energy range of interest. Any other contributions
from α- or β-radiation, that might be emitted by those materials, will have to pass through
the encapsulation coating and result in similar featureless template spectra. In fact, it turned
out that the required weakening of the simulated γ-lines of 214Pb and 214Bi with respect to the
data could be achieved by considering solely the encapsulation lacquer as source of external
contaminations in the low-energy region. An accurate modeling of the expected high-energy
α-peaks of the primordial decay chains is very challenging because of the inhomogeneity of
the lacquer and its unknown thickness profile, even for a single crystal. The encapsulation
causes external α- and β-particles to lose a significant portion of their initial energy before
they can penetrate the sensitive CZT volume. Due to the thickness variation there is no
noticeable peak position in the combined experimental spectrum of the selected 45 detectors.
The same applies to α- and β-particles, which have been started within the encapsulation
lacquer’s volume following a nuclear decay. This justifies to consider only the radiopurity of
the Glyptal coating to represent a measure of the near-detector contaminants.
Construction of background model
The relative composition of the background below 2MeV is determined via an instance of
the TFractionFitter class of the Root software package. It uses the template spectra for
222Rn, 40K, 232Th and 238U which were confined to the previously discussed volumes. A
prerequisite of the method is that the simulated templates and the experimental data have
to be binned in the same way. Furthermore, the Glyptal contamination levels in Tab. 8.8 are
used as priors in the TFractionFitter to constrain the contribution of 40K, 232Th and 238U
according to their relative activities. From this it is expected to encounter three times more
238U than 232Th and a multiple more of 40K. Those constraints coincide with the relative
activities deduced from the older ICP-MS measurement of the lacquer referred to as eV clear
(which is assumed to be Glyptal as well).
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The best fit of the templates to the combined data, as shown in Fig. 8.20, results in the
following fractions for a fit range of 320 keV to 1200 keV:
222Rn : 65.7%,
238U : 15.3%,
40K : 14.7%,
232Th : 4.3%.
The total integral of the accordingly scaled templates can be used to express the con-
tamination levels of the near-detector components. In a first step the normalization of the
experimental data by the known detector exposure in units of kg d and the bin width of 4 keV
has to be taken into account. Secondly, the ratio of the numbers of detected and originally
simulated decays, referred to as the simulation efficiency εsim, allows to estimate the total
activity of the considered background components. For the Glyptal contaminations the fol-
lowing values of εsim have been found: 58.4% (40K), 56.2% (232Th) and 55.7% (238U). As the
simulation efficiency is mainly a geometric effect, the values are very similar to each other
for the same confined volume. In case of 222Rn in the gas volume surrounding the detectors
an efficiency of εsim “ 23.7% is obtained.
Finally, the actual contamination levels can be calculated from the template integral,
the exposure normalization and the simulation efficiency. For the decay chain of 222Rn
an activity of about 6.7Bq/m3 is found. This value is well below the monitored radon
concentration at the LNGS, which ranges from 25 – 250Bq/m3 strongly depending on the
position in the underground complex. For COBRA’s detector location it was measured to be
84Bq/m3 in 2015. According to Ref. [WZ05], describing a nitrogen flushing system as in use
by the experiment, an ultimate radon level of about 0.5 – 1.3mBq/m3 could be achieved with
unpurified evaporated nitrogen. Due to the failure of the nitrogen flushing during the 113Cd
data-taking, an increased 222Rn exposure was to be expected. However, the average level
over the complete run duration was reduced by more than one order of magnitude compared
to the radon concentration in the ambient laboratory.
The resulting contamination levels for the Glyptal encapsulation exceed several hundred
mBq/kg, if scaled to its total mass of only about 700mg for 45 detectors with about 15.3mg
each. Nonetheless, the expected activity ratios of the 40K, 232Th and 238U contributions are
recovered again. Compared to Tab. 8.8 it is clear that those high activity levels are due
to the simplified approach of considering solely the CZT crystal’s encapsulation as source
of external background. If the template integrals are scaled to the combined mass of the
Delrin frames and the encapsulation (see Tab. 8.8), the contamination levels end up in the
expected range on the order of a few mBq/kg. Furthermore, there are additional potential
sources of external backgrounds. One of those is the additional glue used to fix the gold wires
of the electrode contacting. An original sample of the conventional industry glue has been
analyzed with γ-spectroscopy in the Dortmund low-background facility (DLB) by M. Ger-
hardt (TU Dortmund) in 2018. It resulted in upper limits on the order of 100mBq/kg for the
232Th and 238U decay chains and a rather high 40K concentration of about 910˘120mBq/kg.
However, due to the glue spot’s tiny mass the expected background contribution turns out
to be negligible.
Conclusion and results
From the combined background projection it is finally possible to calculate the S/B ratio.
It is taken as the ratio of the integrals over the 113Cd ROI of the experimental data and
the MC prediction. The 113Cd ROI is defined by the average threshold of Eth “ 84 keV
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and the Q-value (see Tab. 4.4). This leads to S/B « 47, which is on the same order of
the previous CdWO4 experiments and about a factor of five better compared to former
COBRA studies (see Tab. 8.5). The determined S/B ratio is only slightly worse compared
to the more simplified approaches of assuming a constant (S/B « 60) or an exponentially
decreasing background (S/B « 52). Both cases are discussed in Fig. D.21 of the appendix.
Because of such a superior S/B ratio, there is no need to take the background projection into
account for the intended single detector spectrum-shape analysis. However, the combined
MC background prediction will be used to compare the single detector results to the ones
obtained for the combined spectrum after the subtraction of the background. The deviation
between both approaches is then taken as a measure of the systematic uncertainty related to
the negligence of the background modeling on the single detector basis.
8.3.8 Preparation of templates
The general procedure to prepare the theoretical 113Cd templates for the spectrum-shape
comparison is well documented in [Hei18] for one nuclear model (ISM). However, some
improvements have been achieved since then, which will be covered in the following section.
As mentioned before in section 8.3.1, the SSM is based on the comparison of the measured
β-spectra to an ensemble of 113Cd template spectra, which were calculated in different nuclear
models (ISM, MQPM, IBFM-2) in dependence on gA. The template calculations have been
performed by Suhonen et al. for gA P r0.8, 1.3s in steps of 0.01 with an energy binning of
about 1 keV. Those templates will be referred to as tpEj , gAq, with j being the index of the
energy bin Ej and the corresponding effective value of gA. The upper bound of the gA range
is motivated by the free value of the axial-vector coupling gfreeA “ 1.276p4q [UCN10].
An improvement with respect to the previous work in [Hei18] is the availability of three
different nuclear model calculations, which can be used to study model dependencies. More-
over, the gA step width could be improved by a factor of five, resulting in a total of 50 input
templates tpEj , gAq for each model. The total set of original gA values is denoted as ĝA in the
following. Before that, only a varying gA step width between 0.05 and 0.01 had been available
to reduce the number of input templates in the outer gA range due to their time consuming
computation at that time. In order to overcome the limitation of the number of available
tpEj , gAq, an interpolation procedure has been developed in cooperation with A. Heimbold
to produce 113Cd template for arbitrary gA values in the range given by the original calcu-
lations. As pointed out in [Hei18], the first attempt to find an analytic description of the
three-dimensional planes spanned by the nuclear model calculations (see Fig. 8.11) failed due
to the complexity of the problem. Any two-dimensional approximation f2dpEj , ĝAq showed
significant deviations from the original data points P pEj , ĝAq making an accurate interpo-
lation impossible. The two-dimensional problem could be simplified by projecting the gA
dependence for a fixed energy Ej “ Econst, which creates a one-dimensional slice denoted as
spEconst, ĝAq. However, also the one-dimensional slices could not be described with a unique
parametrization. The reason for this is the variety of the expected shapes that cannot be
described sufficiently with a single conventional polynomial (see Fig. 8.21).
In the end it was found that an accurate description of spEconst, ĝAq can be achieved by
making use of so-called splines. A spline is a collection of several polynomial functions. In
contrast to a conventional parameter fit, no optimization process is involved in the construc-
tion of a spline since it is uniquely defined by the involved data points pxn, ynq, which are
referred to as knots, and a set of boundary conditions on the polynomials connecting them.
The knots divide the spline’s definition range into intervals, whereby two neighboring inter-
vals share exactly one data point. The boundary conditions define the polynomial in between
two neighboring knots. For the polynomials gpxq defined in rxn´1, xns and hpxq defined in
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rxn, xn`1s they can be expressed as
gpxnq “ hpxnq “ yn, (8.13)
g1pxnq “ h
1pxnq, (8.14)
g2pxnq “ h
2pxnq. (8.15)
The first condition Eqn. (8.13) demands the knots to be part of the polynomials while
the other two boundaries Eqn. (8.14) and Eqn. (8.15) ensure the continuity between two
neighboring polynomials using the first and second derivatives. Per definition the original
data points of the slices spEconst, ĝAq form the knots, hence, are contained in the spline and
can be recovered perfectly at any time.
For the spline description of spEconst, ĝAq, the TSpline3 class of the Root software pack-
age is used, which utilizes polynomials of grade three. Besides the grade of the polynomials,
the spacing between the knots characterizes the class of a spline. If the knots are equidistant,
it is called a uniform spline, which applies to the present case. Fig. 8.21 illustrates some
examples of the spline construction.
Figure 8.21: Compilation of spline examples for a constant energy slice of the original set of 113Cd templates.
Each spline was scaled to a maximum of one. The splines’ knots are shown as black crosses. The examples
are shown for the energy bins Ej “ 80 keV (top left), Ej “ 110 keV (top right), Ej “ 125 keV (bottom left) and
Ej “ 250 keV (bottom right).
The spline approximation of the constant energy slices is used to interpolate the decay
rate for an arbitrary gA by evaluating the spline at this value. If done for all energy slices
spEconst, ĝAq, a new 113Cd template can be constructed for the previously inaccessible value
of gA. The method is used to construct interpolated templates t̃pEj , gAq with a gA spacing in
units of 2.5¨10´3, which increases the total number of 113Cd templates for the spectrum-shape
analysis by a factor of four. The final set of templates, including the originally calculated ones,
is again converted into a set of splines based on the TSpline3 class. An instance of this set is
referred to as s̃pEj , gAq for a fixed value of gA and a running value of Ej . Those splines build
the basis of the spectrum-shape comparison, but before they have to be further prepared.
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The accuracy of the spline interpolation and its effect on the results of the spectrum-shape
analysis is discussed in section 8.3.11.
Threshold and template normalization
For the comparison of each s̃pEj , gAq with the single detector data it is necessary to take
into account the experimental characteristics such as the detector-dependent threshold, the
finite energy resolution, as well as the intrinsic electron detection efficiency. The first affects
the normalization of the calculated spectrum-shape templates. Both the experimental and
predicted 113Cd spectra are supposed to be normalized to unity in order to perform the
spectrum-shape comparison. But because of the typical detection threshold Eth, which is
discussed in section 8.3.3 and has a different value for each detector, it is only possible to
perform the normalization over the accessible energy range. It is limited by the value of Eth
and the 113Cd Q-value. The effect of the lower energy threshold on the template normalization
is depicted in Fig. 8.22 for a subset of the original ISM calculations.
Figure 8.22: Threshold dependence of the template normalization exemplarily shown for the ISM. The
smaller the accessible energy range gets by increasing the threshold, the less distinctive are the theoretical
113Cd templates for different values of gA at higher energies. In each case the maximum of the gA “ 1.2
template is set to unity, while the threshold is step-wise increased: no threshold (top left), Eth “ 50 keV (top
right), Eth “ 100 keV (bottom left) and Eth “ 150 keV (bottom right).
The distinction of the spectrum-shape features at higher energies gets the less prominent,
the higher the threshold of the corresponding experimental data gets. As each of the 45
detectors has been operated at slightly different thresholds, it is not possible to use the
same s̃pEj , gAq set for all of them in the spectrum-shape analysis. Furthermore, the finite
energy resolution in terms of FWHMpEq differs for each detector and has to be incorporated,
respectively. This is why each detector features its own set of interpolated templates in the
final analysis.
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Energy resolution smearing
After its normalization over the accessible energy range, the set of splines is folded with the
detectors’ individual resolution functions. Those have been extracted from the calibration
measurements as discussed in section 8.3.4. The Gaussian energy smearing follows Eqn. (8.12)
and the general procedure as described in the previous section 8.3.7 about the background
modeling. However, the usage of the spline approximation allows to perform the smearing
in an analytical way rather than following the statistical procedure as described before. The
mathematics behind the convolution of two functions fptq and gptq can be expressed as
pf ‹ gqptq “
`8
ż
´8
fpτqgpt´ τqdτ (8.16)
“
`8
ż
´8
fpt´ τqgpτqdτ pcommutativityq. (8.17)
In this case gptq would be the Gaussian energy smearing according to Eqn. (8.12) and
fptq a representative of the set of interpolated splines.
Electron detection efficiency
The last effect that needs to be incorporated into the set of s̃pEj , gAq arises from the energy-
dependent detection efficiency of the CZT detectors for the electrons released in the 113Cd
β-decay. Depending on its origin and momentum, it is possible that an emitted electron
will not deposit its full energy in the source crystal. This is described by the intrinsic full-
energy detection efficiency (FEE) εintpEq and can be studied with MC simulations. The
higher the electron momentum, the higher the chances to escape the CZT crystal with only a
partial energy deposition. That is why the effect is expected to be most severe for electrons
carrying the full Q-value. From a simulation of 106 mono-energetic electrons, which were
distributed homogeneously over the volume of an average-sized cuboidal CZT detector with
an xy-dimension of 10.2mm and a height of 10.0mm, it follows to be εintpQβq “ 97.7p1q%.
For lower energies εintpEq is expected to continuously increase.
However, a correction based solely on εintpEq neglects that all the electrons with partial
energy deposition will still contribute to the spectrum at lower energies. Instead, the nor-
malized detector response function εdetpEq has to be used to incorporate the effect of partial
energy depositions. Although it is expected to be a rather small effect, this circumstance has
not been addressed properly in the previous analyses, e.g. [Hei18] and [BBB`07]. In fact, the
authors of Ref. [BBB`07] used an even more simplified approach to correct for the efficiency
of their CdWO4 scintillator setup and introduced an energy independent scaling factor of
ε “ 99.97%. It is quite certain that this mistreatment should affect the spectrum-shape at
low energies and is another indication for taking such previous results with caution.
In order to determine and compare the energy-dependent FEE εintpEq and the full re-
sponse function εdetpEq, a MC campaign was performed. It utilizes 106 electrons for initial
energies Ej P r4, 340s keV in steps of 4 keV and follows the same approach as discussed for
the case of electrons carrying the full Q-value. The energy steps are chosen according to the
binning of the experimental data. The number of entries in the full-energy bin with respect to
the total number of simulated events are taken as εintpEjq. A polynomial fit of the resulting
efficiency values leads to an analytic expression for εintpEq.
Moreover, the normalized detector response function εdetpEq can be extracted from the
same batch of MC data. For each energy bin Ej of the respective template t̃j “ t̃pEj , gAq
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obtained from the set of splines s̃pEj , gAq, the detector response spectrum can be calculated
from the MC simulations with starting energies Ej . The normalization of the resulting
detector response spectra is achieved by dividing each bin content by the number of simulated
events. This way the so-called detector response matrix Rjk can be constructed, with Rjk
being the j-th normalized detector response spectrum, obtained for electrons with starting
energy Ej . In this case, the k-th energy bin of Rjk corresponds to the detected energy
Ek P r4, Ejs keV in steps of 4 keV. The detector response matrix Rjk obtained for the MC
simulations, based on the average crystal dimensions as quoted before, is shown in Fig. 8.23.
Figure 8.23: Simulated detector response matrix for an average-sized CZT detector with x “ y “ 10.2mm
and z “ 10.0mm dimensions. The x-axis represents the MC true electron energy in steps of 4 keV. The
normalized detector response matrix Rjk takes into account the contributions to the k-th energy bin coming
from only partially detected electrons with starting energies Ej ą Ek. The diagonal elements represent the
full-energy detection efficiency (FEE).
Finally, each template spectrum t̃j has to be convoluted with Rjk according to Eqn. (8.18).
t̃1k “
ÿ
jěk
t̃j ¨Rjk (8.18)
The resulting template spectra t̃1k take into account the contribution to the k-th energy
bin coming from only partially detected electrons with starting energies Ej ą Ek. Using the
spline formalism allows again to perform the convolution process analytically by following the
procedure as introduced in Eqn. (8.16). According to Eqn. (8.18) the normalized detector
response εdetpEjq can be extracted for each energy bin Ej from the summation over the
entries of Rjk. Following this, an analytic expression for εdetpEq can be found by fitting the
single points with a polynomial function. It should be noted that the previously discussed
intrinsic FEE εintpEjq follows from the same equation by setting j “ k in the summation.
This way, only the diagonal elements would be taken into account. A comparison of the
energy dependency of the intrinsic FEE εintpEq and the full normalized detector response
function εdetpEq is shown in Fig. 8.24.
The observed discrepancies for energies between the minimum threshold of all detector
channels at 52 keV and the 113Cd Q-value at 320 keV are on the order of only a few percent.
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Figure 8.24: Comparison of the simulated detector response function εdetpEq and the intrinsic full-energy
detection efficiency εintpEq. Due to the contribution of partially detected electron energies, the normalized
εdetpEq curve exceeds a maximum of one. For electron energies close to the 113Cd Q-value, there is a conver-
gence of both quantities. An analytic approximation can be achieved by using different polynomial functions,
e.g. for εdetpEq of grade five and for εintpEq of grade three. Three sets of varying CZT crystal dimensions
were simulated to quantify the systematic uncertainties related to the variance of the observed xy-dimensions
in the 113Cd detector pool.
For higher energies, the difference gets less prominent before there is a convergence near the
Q-value. In order to access the systematic uncertainty related to the efficiency convolution
of the template spectra, the complete MC campaign has been repeated for the minimum
and maximum values of the crystals’ xy-dimensions in the 113Cd detector pool. It was
found that although changing the xy-dimensions by up to 10%, there is hardly any difference
in the normalized detector response function. A detailed discussion of all the systematic
uncertainties considered in the spectrum-shape analysis is given in section 8.3.11.
By folding the set of interpolated splines s̃pEj , gAq with the detector-dependent energy
resolution FWHMpEq and the normalized detector response function εdetpEq, the preparation
of the spectrum-shape comparison is almost complete. The final step consists of a renormal-
ization of each convolved template spectrum in order to ensure the normalization to unity
over the accessible energy range. With the final set of template spectra that follow from
the convoluted splines s̃pEj , gAq, the comparison with the actual single detector data can be
pursued as discussed in the following section.
8.3.9 Spectrum-shape analysis
The procedure to analyze the 113Cd spectrum-shape data follows the approach developed
by A. Heimbold [Hei18] in the course of his Master thesis. However, the present work in-
cludes significant improvements such as a more nuanced treatment of the individual detector’s
threshold (see section 8.3.3), an optimized energy calibration (see section 8.3.4) and event
selection (see section 8.3.6), and finally the convolution of the predicted 113Cd template
spectra with the full detector response function as discussed in the previous section 8.3.8.
In the same section it was already mentioned that the theory basis of the spectrum-shape
comparison within the SSM could be improved as well by including three different nuclear
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models (ISM, MQPM, IBFM-2) with a much finer gA binning. Furthermore, a low-energy
background model (see section 8.3.7) has been developed to confirm the superior S/B ratio
and to complement the single detector analysis with the results obtained by combining the
data into an average experimental spectrum including a subtraction of the MC background
prediction. For both approaches – single detector versus combined spectrum analysis – an
extensive study of systematic effects contributing to the overall uncertainty has been per-
formed. This subject will be covered in one of the subsequent sections after presenting the
results of the spectrum-shape analysis.
Following the preparation of the theoretical templates as discussed in the previous section,
the experimental data have to be prepared in a similar way. As the individual detector
thresholds had to be adjusted slightly over the run time of the 113Cd data-taking, it is
necessary to normalize each energy bin of the experimental spectra with its corresponding
exposure. All energy bins below a temporary threshold do not contribute to the spectrum over
the complete live-time of the measurement. If the spectrum would then be scaled only to the
total live-time, without acknowledging the bin-to-bin variations, the effect of the changing
threshold would results in characteristic steps in the energy spectrum. The careful bin-
wise normalization prevents such artifacts. Accordingly, the lower energy bins feature larger
statistical uncertainties, which is why the bin uncertainties should be taken into account in
the spectrum-shape analysis.
Analysis methods
Two methods have been investigated in [Hei18] to perform the spectrum-shape comparison:
a standard χ2 test and a so-called run method meant as an additional control. Both of
them follow from the examples described in one of the standard textbooks about statistics
by R. J. Barlow [Bar89]. While the χ2 test accounts for the absolute value of the differences
between the data and the template prediction, the run method focuses entirely on the sign
of those. In this sense the both methods are very complementary to each other.
Using the experimental values mi of the energy bins i to N with Poisson uncertainties σi
and the corresponding predictions ti based on the template for a certain gA, the χ2 quantity
can be derived as
χ2 “
N
ÿ
i“1
ˆ
mi ´ ti
σi
˙2
(8.19)
for each of the interpolated gA templates. A good match would be indicated by χ2 « N ,
due to the differences per bin pmi ´ tiq approaching the order of the assigned experimental
uncertainty σi. This would mean that the observed fluctuations are consistent with the
underlying Poisson statistic. In this case, each term in the sum would be on average on
the order of Op1q, leading to the approximative numerical agreement of χ2 and N . On the
other hand, the case χ2 ! N would suggest that there is on average an overestimation of
the uncertainties and χ2 " N would either indicate an underestimation, respectively, or a
mismatch of data and prediction.
A derived quantity is the so-called reduced χ2, denoted as χ2red, following from Eqn. (8.19)
by dividing it with the number of degrees of freedom (NDF). In the present case it follows
NDF “ pN ´1q due to the normalization of each spectrum’s integral to unity which fixes one
of the degrees of freedom. For a large quantity N , χ2red « 1 is a measure for a good match.
The complementary run method relies on a specific labeling of the spectrum’s energy bins
to classify the relation of the data and the predictions. If the experimental data exceeds
the predicted decay rate in a bin, it is labeled as category A. In the other case, where the
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predicted bin content is higher than the measured value, it is labeled as category B. The
comparison of all energy bins i to N results in a sequence of those labels, whereby the number
of label changes is referred to as the number of runs r. A large value of r indicates that the
data fluctuate statistically around the prediction, hence, is a measure for their agreement.
By comparing r to the expected number of runs according to Eqn. (8.20) [Bar89]
xry “ 1` 2NA ¨NB
NA `NB
, (8.20)
with NA and NB being the number of assigned labels of both categories, it is possible
to express a certain model preference. However, this is only a qualitative statement and the
performance of the run method turned out to be not as robust and reliable as for the χ2
procedure (see [Hei18] for more details). An example of the run method can be found in
section D.4.1 of the appendix. In contrast, an quantitative statement about the absolute
difference between the model predictions and the data can be accessed via the χ2 test, which
is why it is chosen as the default method in the spectrum-shape analysis.
Application on COBRA’s 113Cd data
The bin width of the data is set to 4 keV, which is a compromise between a large number
of bins N – beneficial for the anticipated χ2 test – and the assigned bin uncertainties aris-
ing from the number of entries per bin, scaled by the corresponding exposure. The fixed
binning requires to remove the lowest bin of each spectra, because Eth is not necessarily a
multiple of 4 keV. This might cause a loss of events in the lowest bin, e.g. for a bin ranging
from 88 – 92 keV in case of Eth “ 90 keV. Additionally, as a conservative approach to ad-
dress that some noise contribution might still be leaking into the 113Cd spectra for certain
periods where the thresholds had to be increased along with a potential signal loss due to
the limited DCCs’ efficiency (see sections 7.1.1 and 8.3.6), the final analysis thresholds are
set to Ẽth “ Eth ` 8 keV for each detector spectra. This removes the lowest two energy bins
and increases the average threshold Eth of the present analysis to 91.9 keV. Following this,
the experimental spectra are normalized by the integral over the accessible energy range.
The assigned bin uncertainties are scaled accordingly. This way, there is no arbitrary offset
between the experimental data and the interpolated 113Cd template spectra and their shape
can be compared directly.
In contrast to the conservative data treatment described above, Ref. [BBB`07] used a
much finer binning in the data analysis, while their detector’s energy resolution is at least
two times worse. The noise influence was corrected using a PSD technique along with the
deduced signal efficiency of the PMT setup, which was estimated from calibration data.
However, there are doubts about the robustness of the presented method and the claimed
negligible effect on the signal acceptance, especially at such low energies. That is why the
quoted threshold of Eth “ 28˘ 14 keV (see Tab. 8.5) has to be taken with caution and is by
no means conservatively estimated.
Following the preparation of the data, the χ2 test is performed for each detector spectrum
and its accordingly prepared sets of interpolated templates, covering the full gA range for the
three considered nuclear models. Fig. 8.25 illustrates exemplarily a comparison between one
of the COBRA single detector measurements and a compilation of each model’s interpolated
113Cd templates around the best match gA. Each spectrum-shape comparison results in a
χ2red value corresponding to a fixed value of gA. Depending on the threshold, the NDF used
for the normalization ranges from 45 – 67 with a mean of „ 56. A graphical representation of
the resulting χ2redpgAq curve in the given gA range is shown in Fig. 8.26 for the same example
detector as used for Fig. 8.25 and the three nuclear model calculations.
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Figure 8.25: Example of a COBRA single detector spectrum compared to a set of five interpolated 113Cd
templates. Top: ISM (taken from [COB20]). Middle: MQPM. Bottom: IBFM-2. The experimental data is
shown for Det54 (L4-P06) with a binning of 4 keV. The bin-to-bin fluctuations are consistent with the statistical
uncertainties indicated by the black crosses. The interpolated templates have been prepared according to
section 8.3.8 by folding in the detector’s energy resolution and response function. The present compilation
has been selected symmetrically around the centroid marked by the gA template that is the closest to the best
match for each nuclear model according to the χ2 test.
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Figure 8.26: Example χ2redpgAq curves of the spectrum-shape comparison for one COBRA single detector
spectrum and the interpolated templates based on the ISM (blue), MQPM (red) and IBFM-2 (green) calcu-
lations (taken from [COB20]). Again, the results are shown for the example of Det54 (L4-P06). The shape of
the χ2redpgAq curves is representative for the complete ensemble of 45 detectors and the combined spectrum.
The observed features in the χ2redpgAq curves are not uniquely connected to the chosen
example detector but are representative for the complete ensemble of 45 crystals, as well
as for their combined experimental spectrum. One particular problem of the recent SSM
realization is that there are two competing minima for each of the three models. In some
cases their depth is rather similar, in others they are well separated. However, only the global
minima are taken into account in the further analysis. The location of the lower minima is
very similar for the ISM and MQPM, while the IBFM-2 is in general less sensitive to gA
resulting in less prominent features in the corresponding χ2redpgAq curve. Nevertheless, non
of the curves favors the free gA value of about 1.27, not even with the upper minima.
The global minimum of each χ2redpgAq curve is fit with a parabola to extract the best
match gA from the minimum of the fit. The fit is optimized by varying its fit range to achieve
a robust approximation. The variation of the fit range is considered as a source of systematic
uncertainty in section 8.3.11.
Exemplarily, the best match gA values presented in Eqn. (8.21) – (8.23) can be extracted
for the single detector data depicted in Fig. 8.26.
gminA pISMq “ 0.91352˘ 0.00091 pstat.q at χ2red “ 1.85, (8.21)
gminA pMQPMq “ 0.91354˘ 0.00084 pstat.q at χ2red “ 4.63, (8.22)
gminA pIBFM-2q “ 0.95850˘ 0.00371 pstat.q at χ2red “ 1.88. (8.23)
The statistical uncertainty on the 1σ level is defined as the pχ2 ` 1q deviation from the
minimum and follows directly from the statistical interpretation according to Ref. [Bar89]
of the underlying χ2 distribution (see Eqn. (C.4) in the appendix). It is determined by an
iteration of the fit of the original χ2pgAq curve around the minimum (gminA ,χ2min) to find the
points (gLA,χ2min ` 1) and (gRA ,χ2min ` 1) to the left and right, respectively. Following this, the
statistical uncertainty on gminA can be expressed as
∆gstatA “ Max
`
|gminA ´ g
R
A |, |g
min
A ´ g
L
A|
˘
. (8.24)
The derivation of ∆gstatA according to Eqn. (8.24) is also a conservative estimate for asym-
metrically shaped parabola around the global minimum. However, referring to the determined
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minimum χred values listed in Eqn. (8.21) – (8.23), the assigned statistical uncertainties are
not sufficient to express any model preference on the level of the single detector data. A
statistical interpretation can be derived from the so-called p-value, which denotes the prob-
ability to achieve the same or an even larger χ2 by chance, even when the correct model is
used. In the present case the p-values turn out to be ă 5 ¨ 10´5 for the ISM and IBFM-2 and
considerably worse in case of the MQPM. Since the calculation of the p-values only includes
the determined minimum χ2 and the NDF, it can be interpreted solely in the context of
the statistical compatibility of the data and the considered models. Hence, a discussion of
systematic effects related to the analysis procedure should be done as will be presented in
section 8.3.11.
Finally, the analysis procedure based on the χ2 test is applied to all 45 independent
detector spectra in order to extract the best match gA value from the minimum of the
χ2redpgAq curves for each of the nuclear models. Moreover, the analysis is performed for the
combination of the single detector data in form of a combined 113Cd spectrum. The respective
set of interpolated templates is prepared by using average values of the input parameters. This
applies to the energy resolution and the evaluation of some of the systematic uncertainties
as will be discussed in the next sections. Due to the careful normalization of each energy bin
according to its exposure, the combined spectrum also extends down to the lowest threshold of
all channels. The spectrum-shape analysis of the combined spectrum is meant as an additional
control for the single detector results and is used to crosscheck the systematic uncertainties.
A compilation of all the experimental 113Cd spectra with the final analysis threshold Ẽth
compared to the combined spectrum can be found in the appendix (see Fig. D.15 –D.19).
8.3.10 Discussion of results
The results of the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis, as presented in this section, have been
published recently in the journal of Physics Letters B [COB20]. As mentioned earlier, two
strategies were pursued to combine the single detector data. The first and default proce-
dure is based on a combination of the single detectors’ best match gA values following from
the corresponding χ2 tests. An example of the single detector results has been shown in
Eqn. (8.21) – (8.23). From those N “ 45 single detector values a weighted mean according to
gA “
ř
iwi ¨ gA,i
ř
iwi
(8.25)
with i P r1, N s can be constructed by using the statistical uncertainty as the weight
wi “ 1{p∆gstatA,i q2 in Eqn. (8.25). The statistical uncertainty on the weighted mean gA can
then be expressed as the square root of the summed weights 1{σ2stat “
ř
iwi. In fact, the
statistical uncertainty σstat on gA turns out to be negligibly small considering the overall
systematic uncertainties σsys as discussed in section 8.3.11 and summarized in Tab. 8.11.
They are on the order of σstat „ 2 ¨ 10´4 for the ISM and MQPM and a factor of four
higher for the IBFM-2, respectively. The extracted weighted means including the dominating
systematic uncertainties yield the following results
gApISMq “ 0.915˘ 0.007, (8.26)
gApMQPMq “ 0.911˘ 0.013, (8.27)
gApIBFM-2q “ 0.955˘ 0.022. (8.28)
The second method follows the analysis procedure as described in section 8.3.9, but instead
for only a single detector spectrum, the analysis is performed for the combination of all 45
detector spectra. From the combined 113Cd spectrum as shown in Fig. 8.20, the spectrum
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of the MC background projection can be subtracted. Both the background corrected as well
as the original spectrum combination are used for the spectrum-shape analysis to access the
systematic uncertainty related to the background modeling. Due to the normalization of
the combined spectra’s integral to unity, the exact same procedure as for the single detector
spectra can be applied. The resulting best match gA value of the background corrected
combined spectrum is denoted as g̃A in the following. Again, it turns out that the statistical
uncertainties are on the order of σ̃stat „ 2 ¨ 10´4 and can be neglected in the final results
compared to the respective systematics. The combined spectrum-shape analysis including
the background correction results in
g̃ApISMq “ 0.915˘ 0.010, (8.29)
g̃ApMQPMq “ 0.914˘ 0.016, (8.30)
g̃ApIBFM-2q “ 0.967˘ 0.044. (8.31)
These values are in perfect agreement with the weighted means Eqn. (8.26) –Eqn. (8.28)
following from the single detector analysis, but feature about 30% higher relative uncertain-
ties. This is also due to the general drawback of the combined spectrum approach, because
the present detector differences are only poorly taken into account. As a result of the averag-
ing of the input parameters, the corresponding minimum χ2red « 15 is much worse compared
to the single detector examples in Eqn. (8.21) – (8.23) and the distribution of the 45 values for
the single detector analysis (see Fig. 8.28). However, it can be confirmed that the combined
spectrum after the background subtraction results in significantly lower minimum χ2red values
than the original combined spectrum without it. The observed reduction is about 10% and
differs slightly for the three nuclear models. Again, it should be noted that the background
model is not used explicitly in the single detector analysis, but that this issue is treated as a
systematic uncertainty in the end.
Fig. 8.27 shows the distributions of the best match gA values for the 45 independent
measurements, which were evaluated in the context of the three considered nuclear models.
While the ISM and MQPM results are tightly distributed around a common mean value, the
IBFM-2 distribution is much wider. This is due to the fact that the latter model is in general
less sensitive to gA as could already be seen in the χ2redpgAq curve shown in Fig. 8.26.
Compared to the results reported in [Hei18], there are no outliers observed for the ISM
after achieving the improvement of the analysis procedure as summarized in the beginning of
this section. The same applies to the MQPM distribution. Only for the templates following
from the IBFM-2 calculations there are two prominent outliers resulting from the χ2redpgAq
curve’s upper minima being selected in the course of the χ2 test. The respective detectors
are Det40 (L3-P08) and Det43 (L3-P11). Their minimum χ2red values are consistent with the
characteristic spread of those values as observed for the total detector pool. The distribution
of the minimum χ2red corresponding to the 45 best match gA values is shown in Fig. 8.28
Compared to the gA distribution depicted in Fig. 8.27 it is somewhat surprising that the
distribution of the corresponding minimum χ2red values is rather flat for MQPM, while it
is very similar in case of the ISM and IBFM-2. Before that, a good agreement of the gA
distributions was found for the ISM and MQPM. Moreover, the two outliers (Det40, Det43)
observed for the IBFM-2 in Fig. 8.27 do not coincide with the detectors corresponding to the
highest minimum χ2red in Fig. 8.28 for the same model. While Det40 (χ2red “ 1.25) and Det43
(χ2red “ 1.84) are found inside the bulk of the values, the IBFM-2 outliers correspond to Det12
(χ2red “ 3.55) and Det57 (χ2red “ 5.00). The same detectors feature a rather high minimum
χ2red for their best match gA in case of the ISM (Det12: χ2red “ 2.46, Det57: χ2red “ 4.08)
and the MQPM (Det12: χ2red “ 7.09, Det57: χ2red “ 10.08). At least for Det12 there is the
hypothesis that the detector might suffer from an insufficient grid bias supply as has been
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Figure 8.27: Distribution of the 45 best match gA values for the ISM, MQPM and IBFM-2 (taken from
[COB20]). Additionally, the weighted mean gA ˘ σsys as well as the result of the spectrum-shape comparison
for the combined spectrum g̃A ˘ σ̃sys including the background correction are highlighted.
Figure 8.28: Distribution of the minimum χ2red values of the 45 best match gA values for the single detector
spectrum-shape comparison (adapted from [COB20]). While the χ2 test results dominantly in minimum
χ2red ă 2 with an approximately Gaussian shape for the ISM and IBFM-2, the distribution is rather flat for
MQPM indicating on average less agreement with the underlying model prediction of the 113Cd spectrum-
shape. For comparison, the expected χ2red distribution for the average NDF „ 56 is shown. The observed
disagreement is likely an indication for the dominance of systematic uncertainties, which are not taken into
account in the evaluation of the χ2red.
observed in past data-taking runs. However, there was no indication for this in the evaluation
of the calibration data prior and after the 113Cd data-taking. Nonetheless, the normalized
energy spectrum of Det12 differs the most from the combined spectrum comparing all the 45
individual measurements (see Fig. D.15 in the appendix). Such obvious deviations cannot be
reported for any other of the mentioned outliers. Furthermore, the spectrum-shape analysis of
Det12 resulted for each of the three nuclear models in the lowest gA values of the distribution
shown in Fig. 8.27. This might hint again to an unaccounted systematic effect related to this
specific detector. Finally, the results for the detectors with significantly reduced exposure
compared to the average of 1.10 kg d per detector (Det14: 0.79 kg d, Det60: 0.29 kg d), which
is due to their partly disabled operation state over the 113Cd run, turn out to be perfectly
consistent with the bulk of the gA and corresponding χ2red distributions.
Considering the mean of the χ2red distributions and its respective uncertainty, the following
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average numbers are found for the distributions in Fig. 8.28.
χ2redpISMq “ 1.57˘ 0.08, (8.32)
χ2redpMQPMq “ 3.27˘ 0.28, (8.33)
χ2redpIBFM-2q “ 1.62˘ 0.10. (8.34)
The average values indicate that there is less agreement between the MQPM predic-
tions and the experimentally determined spectrum-shapes than for the ISM and IBFM-2.
Moreover, the p-values corresponding to Eqn. (8.32) – (8.34) and the average NDF lead to
p „ 4 ¨10´3 (ISM), p „ 2 ¨10´3 (IBFM-2) and p „ 2 ¨10´15 (MQPM). The observed deviation
from the ideal case χ2red « 1 might be related to an underestimation of the bin uncertainties,
which solely follow from the Poisson fluctuations of the data. However, an estimate of the
nuclear models’ uncertainties seems to be out of reach due to the elaborate template computa-
tion and the number of related input parameters such as the NMEs. In the original reference
introducing the SSM [HKS17], the computation of the 113Cd electron momentum distribution
consists of „ 45 numerically different NMEs, whereby some of them are connected to each
other in a non-trivial way. Changing the NMEs within their model constraints, as done for
the experimental parameters, fails either due to the absence of any meaningful constraints
in the first place or, if accessible, indirectly through the interplay of the some of the NMEs,
due to the oversized dimensionality of such a variation problem. Nonetheless, a potential
combination of the experimental and model uncertainties might reduce the χ2red in a future
follow-up analysis. Due to the unknown contribution arising from the theoretical predictions,
the estimate of the analysis’ systematic uncertainties and their impact on the extracted av-
erage values of gA has been done in a very conservative way. Details on the study of the
systematics will be discussed in the upcoming section 8.3.11.
Finally, the average gA values in combination with their determined experimental un-
certainties can be used to illustrate the allowed spectrum range for the 113Cd β-decay as
shown in Fig. 8.29. This is done by using the weighted means as the default results of the
single detector spectrum-shape analysis according to Eqn. (8.26) –Eqn. (8.28). The spline
interpolation technique as discussed in section 8.3.8 allows to construct template spectra for
the experimentally determined gA˘ σsys based on the original model calculations. This way,
the allowed spectrum range is independent of the present detector effects such as the finite
energy resolution and detection efficiency.
While the spectrum-shape is very similar for the ISM and IBFM-2, the trend at low ener-
gies is contrary for the MQPM prediction. The same agreement between the ISM and IBFM-2
has been seen for the distribution of the minimum χ2red values in Fig. 8.28. Nonetheless, the
spectrum-shapes agree well for energies above 120 keV for all three considered nuclear models.
Even though the IBFM-2 result is associated with the highest experimental uncertainty, a
comparable spectrum range follows from the spline interpolation in Fig. 8.29. This is only
achieved due to the fact that the model turns out to be less sensitive to gA.
In conclusion it can be stated that there is a slight preference for the ISM due to the follow-
ing three observations. Firstly, the best match gA results following from the preferred single
detector analysis are tightly distributed around a common mean value (see Fig. 8.27). This
is also due to the well-separated minima in the corresponding χ2redpgAq curve (see Fig. 8.26).
Secondly, the assigned systematic uncertainty for the ISM turns out to be the lowest for
the weighted means gA as presented in Eqn. (8.26) –Eqn. (8.28) as well as for the combined
spectrum results g̃A in Eqn. (8.29) –Eqn. (8.31) incorporating the background subtraction.
Lastly, the distribution of the minimum χ2red values is of almost Gaussian shape and features
a mean value that is the closest to the ideal case of χ2red « 1 among the three models. The
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Figure 8.29: Allowed spectrum range for the 113Cd β-decay according to the spectrum-shape results (adapted
from [COB20]). Top: ISM. Middle: MQPM. Bottom: IBFM-2. The spline interpolation technique was used
to construct template spectra for gA ˘ σsys from the originally provided theoretical templates including the
experimental uncertainties for each model. For comparison the templates corresponding to the weighted means
are shown in each graph for the respective other models.
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assessment of the systematic uncertainties, which contribute to the ISM model preference
just discussed, is the subject of the subsequent section.
8.3.11 Systematic uncertainties
As pointed out in the previous sections, there is a list of parameters that are needed as
an input for the spectrum-shape analysis. Some of them arise from the analysis procedure
itself, like the optimum fit range to find the minimum of the χ2redpgAq curves, while others are
affecting the template preparation, independently from the actual analysis procedure. All the
considered sources of systematic uncertainties have been investigated after fixing the input
parameters of the spectrum-shape analysis to their default values. Each respective systematic
effect on the results referred to as the weighted mean gA or the average g̃A of the combined
spectrum has been evaluated separately. This is done by modifying only one parameter at a
time within conservative limits while the other parameters are fixed to their default values
in the spectrum-shape analysis. The modulus of the difference between the altered and the
default gA results are then taken as a measure for the systematic uncertainty. None of the
considered parameters turns out to be negligible as they all lead to deviations which are
significantly larger than a corresponding 3σ deviation of the statistical uncertainties.
The total systematic uncertainty for each model is obtained as the square root of the
sum of squared uncertainties (see Eqn. (C.3) in the appendix). A summary of the considered
systematics and their corresponding impact on the average gA results is given in Tab. 8.11.
Table 8.11: List of systematic uncertainties considered in the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis. For each
nuclear model (ISM, MQPM, IBFM-2) two analysis strategies were pursued to extract an effective value of
gA. The results obtained with the combined experimental spectrum, leading to g̃A, are meant as an additional
control for the default results, referred to as gA, following as the weighted mean of the single detectors’ best
match gA according to the χ2 comparison. The latter values have been published in [COB20]. It turns out
that in both cases the systematic uncertainty introduced by the variation of the energy calibration is the
dominating one, followed by the limitation of the analysis threshold and the z-cut selection.
uncertainty [%]
model ISM MQPM IBFM-2
parameter gA g̃A gA g̃A gA g̃A
template interpolation 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
detector response εdetpEq 0.010 0.012 0.011 0.009 0.033 0.049
resolution FWHMpEq 0.060 0.055 0.032 0.022 0.226 0.179
energy calibration 0.751 0.983 0.796 0.977 2.130 4.201
analysis threshold 0.131 0.297 1.120 1.433 0.714 1.529
z-cut selection 0.120 0.146 0.192 0.097 0.457 0.390
χ2red fit range 0.102 0.042 0.058 0.015 0.034 0.003
background modeling 0.042 0.042 0.016 0.016 0.068 0.067
total 0.798 1.040 1.389 1.737 2.306 4.492
In the following, the variation of the input parameters will be briefly summarized. The
first three systematic uncertainties are expected to arise from the template preparation. The
accuracy of the developed spline interpolation technique can be evaluated by removing parts
of the original input templates. In fact, this is what has been done in [Hei18]. Based on
this approach, one input template after each other was removed from the ensemble with
the objective to predict the missing template with the remaining information. It was found
that the largest deviation occurs for the removal of the template that is the closest to the
best match gA. Following this, only the most critical template was removed from the given
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ensemble to assess the related systematic uncertainty. It follows as the difference between
the results using the reduced and the full spline interpolation. As the removed template is
still part of the final spline, the whole uncertainty estimate is an exceedingly conservative
approach. However, the effect is negligibly small in the end. This is mainly due to the
increased number of input templates as reported in section 8.3.8.
The next step in the template preparation is the incorporation of the detector response
in form of the simulated εdetpEq and the energy resolution. The first effect has been studied
by changing the crystal size in the MC simulation to the minimum and maximum physical
xy-dimensions of the selected detector pool (see Fig. 8.24). The systematic differences ob-
tained after following the complete spectrum-shape analysis are then added in quadrature
to obtain a conservative measure of the respective uncertainty contribution. Similarly, the
influence of the resolution smearing has been studied. The corresponding detector-dependent
resolution functions FWHMpEq were fixed for all of them to the worst and best resolution
curves, which was evaluated for the 113Cd Q-value of about 320 keV. Following this, the
spectrum-shape analysis has been repeated with the fixed FWHMpEq to obtain the differ-
ence with respect to the default parameters. The systematic differences following from the
two extreme cases were again added in quadrature. All the systematics discussed so far turn
out to have a rather small contribution to the total systematic uncertainty.
According to Tab. 8.11, the variation of the energy calibration leads to the dominating
uncertainty contribution for the ISM and IBFM-2. The influence of a misaligned energy
calibration is studied by shifting the experimental data according to the uncertainty of the
calibration. To assess the calibration uncertainty, the energy calibrated γ-spectrum of each
detector’s 228Th calibration has been evaluated. As a measure of the potential energy mis-
alignment the shift of the γ-line at 238.6 keV of 212Pb as part of the 228Th decay chain has
been determined. The modulus of the average peak shift results in an conservative uncer-
tainty of ˘1.3 keV for the combined calibration data. The experimental spectra were shifted
accordingly to asses the effect on the gA results following from the SSM. Again, the sys-
tematic differences were added in quadrature to produce the values quoted in Tab. 8.11.
The magnitude of the calibration uncertainty allows to neglect the quoted uncertainty of
˘0.27 keV for the accepted 113Cd Q-value as an additional uncertainty of the energy scale.
The second largest contribution to the overall uncertainty for the ISM and IBFM-2 and
the largest for the MQPM is related to the choice of the analysis threshold and its variation.
It follows from a conservative approach to estimate the effect of the individual detector
thresholds by increasing it for all channels to at least 120 keV, which is more than two FWHM
on average. The effect turns out to be different for the three nuclear models and ensues from
the change of the predicted shape at low energies for the MQPM compared to the other two
models (see Fig. 8.29) and the generally weaker gA dependence of the IBFM-2 calculations.
Another potential systematic effect arises from the z-cut selection as discussed in sec-
tion 8.3.6. For the assessment of the respective uncertainty contribution each detector is
sliced into two disjunct depth ranges to perform the spectrum-shape analysis for both slices
independently. The lower part covers the range 0.25 ď z ă 0.5 while the top includes events
with 0.5 ď z ă 0.75. The resulting systematic differences in the average gA values are again
added in quadrature and lead to relative contributions on the same order of magnitude for
all three models. This can be seen as an indication for the homogeneity of the distribution
of the 113Cd isotopes inside the crystal’s volume and the resulting uniform z distribution.
The second to last considered systematic uncertainty is related to the fitting of the
χ2redpgAq around the global minimum. The default range of the parabola fit function, which is
defined symmetrically around this minimum, is optimized iteratively by an algorithm based
on the resulting fit’s χ2red. To evaluate a potential systematic effect, the default range is
changed to arbitrary upper and lower boundaries, giving the algorithm the freedom to select
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an increased or decreased optimized fit range in the end. The corresponding differences in
the extracted average gA values are then added in quadrature to estimate the systematic un-
certainty of the χ2redpgAq fitting procedure. It turns out that the effect is significantly smaller
for the combined spectrum approach, probably because of the increased statistics compared
to a single detector spectrum affecting the fit’s χ2red.
Finally, the effect of neglecting the developed low-energy background model (see sec-
tion 8.3.7) in the single detector analysis is inferred from the analysis results of the combined
spectrum with and without the background subtraction. The observed difference in the aver-
age gA values is a direct measure of the corresponding contribution to the overall systematic
uncertainty. As expected from the superb S/B ratio, the effect is only marginal for all three
models, which justifies the procedure in the end.
Additional systematics as considered in previous studies (e.g. [BBB`07] and [COB09b]),
such as the exact amount of 113Cd atoms in the crystals, potential dead layer effects or
a varying elemental composition of the detector material CZT due to the complex crystal
growth, are not expected to have an influence on the spectrum-shape analysis. The reason
for this is the careful normalization prior to the spectrum-shape comparison. However, those
effects would be important for extracting the total decay rate, which is needed to determine
the decay’s half-life in a conventional way.
In total, the systematic uncertainties add up to values on the percent level and agree well
with the observed spread of the gA distributions as seen in Fig. 8.27. Furthermore, the single
detector results are consistent with the analysis results obtained for the combined spectrum,
which feature about 30% higher uncertainties. After finishing the presented 113Cd spectrum-
shape analysis and publishing the results in Physics Letters B [COB20], supporting the idea
of a significantly quenched gA in low-momentum exchange nuclear processes, there was an
announcement regarding a deeper insight into the correct treatment of the related NMEs
by the theory colleagues involved in the template calculations. The impact of the claimed
breakthrough on the present 113Cd results will be covered in the following section, but have
to be taken as preliminary due to the theory basis, which is only provisionally and reflects
the most recent progress available in the course of this thesis.
8.3.12 Preliminary results under the CVC hypothesis
In Sept.’19 there was the announcement of a fundamental breakthrough by the theory col-
leagues of the university of Jyväskylä (Finland), providing the predicted 113Cd template
spectra for the SSM, and some of their collaborators. It was found that one of the main
shortcoming of the SSM, the observed mismatch between the 113Cd literature reference half-
life and the value predicted for an effective gA well below its free value, could be resolved
by studying the implications of the underlying conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis
in a more general scope. Since there is no peer-reviewed publication explaining the details
of the new insights, the following summary is based on the private communication between
J. Suhonen, J. Kostensalo and the members of the COBRA collaboration.
As mentioned in the introduction section 8.3.1, the β-decay shape factor Cpweq according
to Eqn. (8.8) can be decomposed into a vector, axial-vector and mixed vector-axial-vector
part containing the ratio of the weak couplings gV{gA. Under the assumption of the conserved
vector current, as predicted by the Standard Model of particle physics, it follows that gV is
equal to unity. This way, the spectrum-shape predicted by Cpweq solely depends on the
effective value of the axial-vector coupling gA. However, applying the CVC hypothesis within
the SSM framework also affects the calculation of the related nuclear matrix elements (NMEs)
in a non-trivial way. The reasons for this are related to the mixed VA component CVApweq of
the shape factor Eqn. (8.8) and the constraints put in place for the different nuclear models.
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In fact, the calculations presented in the original reference of the SSM [HKS17] were based
on different assumptions regarding the model spaces of the three considered nuclear models.
In order to gain information about the involved NMEs in case of the interacting shell model
(ISM) and the interacting boson-fermion model (IBFM-2), there is the need to constrain the
respective model space, while for the microscopic quasiparticle-phonon model (MQPM) it is
unlimited. Due to the limitation of the model space, one of the NMEs involved in the vector
part of the calculation turns out to be exactly zero for the first two models. Following the
label scheme of Ref. [HKS17] for the „ 45 involved leading-order and next-to-leading-order
NMEs, it is referred to as VMp0qKK´1 1 in (see [HKS17], Tab. II). For the same NME a non-zero
value of „ 0.37 is found in case of the MQPM in the same reference. The recent objection
raised by the founders of the SSM is that all three models should result in the same numerical
value of the corresponding NME under the CVC hypothesis. It is claimed that the result of
VMp0qKK´1 1 being exactly zero for the ISM and IBFM-2 is only due to the required model
constraints in order to access the other involved NMEs. That is why it should be well justified
to estimate the value of the NME for both of the models by using the one following from the
MQPM calculations.
Nowadays, according to the claimed breakthrough, it has been found that the model
space for the MQPM is not exactly unlimited, but has to be constrained in the case of the
CVC hypothesis as well. On the other hand, the constraints can be performed rather freely
without breaking any other bounds of the nuclear model. In its current implementation the
bounds on the MQPM’s model space are tuned towards reproducing the most accurate 113Cd
half-life measurement as reported in Ref. [BBB`07] (see Tab. 8.5). The resulting value of the
leading-order NME denoted as VMp0qKK´1 1 of the MQPM is then used as an estimate for the
same NME of the ISM and IBFM-2.
Based on this procedure, it is possible to predict the 113Cd spectrum-shape under the
improved CVC hypothesis within the SSM. Again, the predictions were provided in the form
of template spectra covering the range of gA P r0.6, 1.4s in units of 0.01 and an energy binning
of about 1 keV. The step size in gA as well as the energy binning of the theory input are the
same as before, but the gA range has been extended slightly in both directions. An illustration
of the predicted gA dependence of the 113Cd spectrum-shape under the CVC hypothesis can
be found in Fig. D.22 of the appendix.
Results of the spectrum-shape analysis
In the following, the results of the once more applied spectrum-shape analysis based on
the χ2 comparison between the COBRA data and the new 113Cd template spectra will be
summarized. The template preparations follows the exact same procedure as presented in
section 8.3.8 as well as all subsequent analysis steps. However, it was decided to exclude one
additional detector from the final detector pool due to its suspicious 113Cd spectrum-shape
as found in the previous analysis. This applies to Det12 (L1-P12), because of the findings
reported in section 8.3.10 such as the systematic smallest gA results of the complete detector
ensemble accompanied by comparably large minimum χ2red values for the best match gA.
Furthermore, the decision takes into account the observed mismatch of the detector’s 113Cd
spectrum compared to the normalized combined spectrum of all detectors (see Fig. D.15) and
the presumption of a faulty grid bias supply, which might have altered its energy resolution
during the data-taking.
The resulting distributions of the remaining 44 best match gA values, as evaluated in
the context of the nuclear models under the CVC hypothesis, are depicted in Fig. 8.30. An
apparent drawback of the CVC breakthrough is the observed weakening of the gA dependence
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for all models. This causes the best match gA values to be distributed over a wider range,
whereby the IBFM-2 distributions turns out to be rather flat, but without clear outliers.
Figure 8.30: Distribution of the 44 best match gA values for the ISM (blue), MQPM (red) and IBFM-2
(green) under the CVC hypothesis. Again, the respective weighted mean gcvcA ˘ σcvcsys as well as the result of
the spectrum-shape comparison for the combined spectrum g̃cvcA ˘ σ̃cvcsys including the background correction
are highlighted. In contrast to Fig. 8.27 the bin width has been increased to take into account the observed
larger spread of the best match gA values.
Following the previous analysis steps, two procedures are used to assess an average gA
for each nuclear model. The first method is again used to construct a weighted mean of the
single detector results, denoted as gcvcA , using the pχ2`1q deviation from the minimum of the
χ2pgAq curves as the weight and a measure of the statistical uncertainty. It turns out that
the absolute statistical uncertainty from the sum of weights is on the order of σstat „ 1 ¨ 10´3
for the ISM and MQPM and, as before, about a factor of four higher for the IBFM-2. While
the statistical uncertainties are found to be increased significantly, they can still be neglected
compared to the overall systematic uncertainties such as shown in the results according to
Eqn. (8.35) – (8.37).
gcvcA pISMq “ 0.893˘ 0.054, (8.35)
gcvcA pMQPMq “ 0.968˘ 0.056, (8.36)
gcvcA pIBFM-2q “ 0.809˘ 0.122. (8.37)
These are again the default results of the spectrum-shape analysis. Secondly, the analysis
is repeated for the combination of the single detector data in form of a normalized combined
spectrum. A slightly modified low-energy background model, excluding Det12, is used to
subtract the predicted background from the default combined spectrum. The resulting aver-
age g̃cvcA values for the three nuclear models are shown in Eqn. (8.38) – (8.38) using the total
systematic uncertainties.
g̃cvcA pISMq “ 0.898˘ 0.092, (8.38)
g̃cvcA pMQPMq “ 0.973˘ 0.079, (8.39)
g̃cvcA pIBFM-2q “ 0.827˘ 0.172. (8.40)
The associated statistical uncertainties arising form the pχ2`1q deviation are on the same
level as for the weighted means, thus, can be neglected compared to the combined systematic
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uncertainties. Moreover, the observed increase of the systematics coincides again with about
a factor of five, which is in accordance to the comparison of the previous weighted means and
the recent results. The main reason for the uncertainty increase is the already mentioned
decreased gA sensitivity of the SSM under the CVC hypothesis. Another indication for this
effect can be seen in Fig. 8.31, where the corresponding χ2redpgAq curves for the example of
Det54 (L4-P06) are depicted.
Figure 8.31: Example χ2redpgAq curves of the spectrum-shape comparison for one COBRA single detector
spectrum and the interpolated templates based on the ISM (blue), MQPM (red) and IBFM-2 (green) cal-
culations under the CVC hypothesis. The curves are shown for the same example of Det54 (L4-P06) as in
Fig. 8.26. In contrast to the previously shown results of the χ2 comparison, there is only one minimum for
each of the models. Moreover, the shape of the χ2redpgAq curves is again representative for the other detectors
of the complete ensemble and the combined spectrum.
The presented χ2redpgAq curves are again representative for the complete detector ensemble
as well as their combination. Compared to the previously shown curves in Fig. 8.26 of the
same example detector, there is only one global minimum for each of the nuclear models.
Even though this is in general a favorable outcome of the χ2 test, it comes at the cost of a
less distinctive location of the corresponding minimum. Moreover, the shape of the χ2redpgAq
curves turn out to be less symmetrically around the minimum. However, the estimate of
the statistical uncertainty according to Eqn. (8.24) is also valid for asymmetric parabola and
should not affect the spectrum-shape analysis in a negative way.
Following the analysis steps further, the distribution of the minimum χ2red values for the
single detector’s best match gA can be taken as an indication for the agreement between the
COBRA data and the provided nuclear model predictions. The distributions are shown in
Fig. 8.32. In comparison, the corresponding minimum χ2red values for the combined spectrum
analysis turn out to be about ten times worse, which matches the previous observations.
The most prominent outlier can be identified as Det57 (L4-P09). The corresponding
χ2red Á 5 for each of the three models are the highest values among all 44 detectors and
correspond at the same time to the maximum values of the gA distributions as shown in
Fig. 8.30. The same detector number was found to be an outlier in the previous results
reported in section 8.3.10. By comparing the shape of its 113Cd spectrum to the combined
one of all detectors (see Fig. D.19 of the appendix), the differences are found to be not as
dramatic as for Det12. The second highest outliers with respect to the minimum χ2red are
Det56 (L4-P08) for the ISM and MQPM and Det43 (L3-P11) in case of the IBFM-2. Both
of them feature a minimum χ2red Á 3 in the respective models. While Det56 results in a best
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Figure 8.32: Distribution of the minimum χ2red values of the best match gA values for the single detector
spectrum-shape comparison under the CVC hypothesis. In contrast to Fig. 8.28, all three nuclear models show
a similar distribution around a common mean value of approximately Gaussian shape. While this indicates
a similar degree of agreement between the experimental data and the model predictions, most values do not
comply with the expected χ2red distribution for the average NDF „ 56. Again, the observed disagreement is
an indication for the dominance of systematic uncertainties.
match of gA Á 1.1 for all three models, Det43 prefers a rather small best match of gA « 0.7 in
the IBFM-2. For comparison, the χ2 test for Det12, which has been excluded from the final
analysis as mentioned before, resulted in a high minimum χ2red « 5 as well. However, for the
other discussed outliers there is no clear argument to exclude them from the final results.
Although the underlying distributions of the best match gA values changed quite a lot,
the shape of the corresponding χ2red distributions is very similar for all three nuclear models
and turns out to be approximately Gaussian. It can be further characterized by the extracted
mean values and the respective uncertainty on the mean as shown in Eqn. (8.41) – (8.43).
χ2redpISMq “ 1.73˘ 0.11, (8.41)
χ2redpMQPMq “ 1.77˘ 0.12, (8.42)
χ2redpIBFM-2q “ 1.61˘ 0.09. (8.43)
The mean values are found to agree well with each other, too. This is an indication for
the general agreement between the data and the model predictions, but fails to reproduce
the optimum case of χ2red « 1. Furthermore, there is no clear model preference anymore
combining the observations of the smeared out best match gA distributions and the corre-
sponding minimum χ2red distributions under the CVC hypothesis. The degree of agreement
based on the mean values Eqn. (8.41) – (8.43) for the updated nuclear model calculations is
comparable to the previous results obtained for the ISM and IBFM-2. However, the p-values
corresponding to Eqn. (8.41) – (8.43) and the average NDF „ 56 result in p „ 6 ¨ 10´4 (ISM),
p „ 3 ¨ 10´4 (MQPM) and p „ 3 ¨ 10´3 (IBFM-2).
Since the MQPM has been used as the basis to tune the related NMEs in order to repro-
duce the 113Cd reference half-life, the model results, such as the distribution of the minimum
χ2red, have changed the most. Furthermore, it should be mentioned again that the χ2 test
only considers the Poisson uncertainties assigned to the energy bins of the data, which might
explain the deviation from χ2red « 1 as well as the low p-values. As pointed out in sec-
tion 8.3.10, an incorporation of model uncertainties to counter the potential underestimation
of the bin uncertainties is not feasible in the current implementation of the SSM due to
the complexity of the involved NME calculations. Given those restrictions, there is no clear
statement whether the deviations from χ2red « 1 are related to a potential underestimation
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of the uncertainties or a fundamental mismatch between the data and the predicted 113Cd
spectrum-shape of the available nuclear models.
Evaluation of systematic uncertainties
A summary of the updated contributions to the overall systematic uncertainties according to
the discussion in section 8.3.11 is given in Tab. 8.12. By comparing the total uncertainties
between the previous results listed in Tab. 8.11 and Tab. 8.12, an overall increase of the
systematics by about a factor of five is found. The root cause is assumed to be related to the
less localized minima of the corresponding χ2redpgAq curves under the CVC hypothesis.
Table 8.12: List of systematic uncertainties considered in the preliminary 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis
based on the CVC update. Again, two analysis strategies were pursued to extract an effective value of gA
for each nuclear model. The default results based on the single detector χ2 comparison are referred to as
gcvcA , the control results based on the combined spectrum of all detectors are denoted as g̃cvcA . Similarly to the
previously discussed systematics listed in Tab. 8.11, it turns out that the variation of the energy calibration
is the dominating one, followed by the limitation of the analysis threshold and the z-cut selection.
uncertainty [%]
model ISM MQPM IBFM-2
parameter gcvcA g̃cvcA gcvcA g̃cvcA gcvcA g̃cvcA
template interpolation 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
detector response εdetpEq 0.044 0.046 0.044 0.043 0.125 0.124
resolution FWHMpEq 0.159 0.197 0.150 0.187 0.438 0.467
energy calibration 5.248 9.240 4.811 6.822 14.312 20.993
analysis threshold 2.601 4.240 2.842 4.431 0.739 3.082
z-cut selection 1.626 0.700 1.494 0.645 4.581 2.135
χ2red fit range 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002
background modeling 0.063 0.062 0.038 0.038 0.568 0.556
total 6.081 10.192 5.786 8.162 15.064 21.338
Due to the preliminarity of the template predictions using the SSM based on the CVC
breakthrough, it might be that changes on the theory level will affect the systematic effects
in a significant way. That is why the results presented in this section have to be labeled as
preliminary as well. The relative composition of the total systematic uncertainties changed
only marginally and follows the same trend as reported in section 8.3.11. The variation of the
energy calibration scale turns out to be the dominant contribution for all models, followed
by the analysis threshold and the z-cut selection.
Finally, the default results of the spectrum-shape analysis following the weighted means
gcvcA ˘ σ
cvc
sys as reported in Eqn. (8.35) – (8.37), including the total systematic uncertainties,
can be used to illustrate once more the allowed 113Cd spectrum range for all three nuclear
models. Again, an interpolation of the original template calculations has been used for this.
While the overall behavior of the resulting spectrum-shapes is very similar for the previous
results shown in Fig. 8.29 in case of the ISM and IBFM-2, there is a completely different
trend at low energies for the MQPM. In fact, the spectrum-shapes agree now perfectly
for all three models considering their associated experimental uncertainties under the SSM
and CVC hypothesis. Even though the overall uncertainties have increased by about five
times, the effect is not as dramatic for the respective ranges of the allowed spectrum-shape.
Especially the new results evaluated in the context of the ISM and MQPM turn out to be
almost identically. Nonetheless, a lower experimental threshold would be beneficial in a future
follow-up campaign.
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Figure 8.33: Allowed spectrum range for the 113Cd β-decay according to the spectrum-shape results under
the CVC hypothesis. Top: ISM. Middle: MQPM. Bottom: IBFM-2. The spline interpolation technique was
used to construct template spectra for gA ˘ σsys from the originally provided theoretical templates including
the experimental uncertainties for each model. For comparison the templates corresponding to the weighted
means are shown in each graph for the respective other models.
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In conclusion, the preliminary spectrum-shape analysis performed for the most recent
implementation of the SSM under the conserved vector current hypothesis leads to first
promising results. Both sets of average gA values – the weighted means of the single detector
results Eqn. (8.35) – (8.37) and the combined analysis results according to Eqn. (8.38) – (8.40)
– agree well with each other considering the total systematic uncertainties. Besides some
tensions that are present for the comparison of the previous IBFM-2 results with the update
under the CVC hypothesis, the two analyses are found to be compatible on the 1σ level.
Although this agreement is mainly due to the increase of the overall uncertainties, the results
of the SSM under the CVC hypothesis should still be seen as a major improvement in the
study of gA quenching in low-momentum exchange processes. The reasoning behind this
statement will be clarified in the last section dedicated to the 113Cd analysis.
8.3.13 Half-life determination via the SSM
As discussed in the introduction to the spectrum-shape method in section 8.3.1, one of the
critical shortcomings of the approach is the observed mismatch between the predicted 113Cd
half-life considering a quenching of the weak axial-vector coupling and the respective deviation
from its free value of gfreeA “ 1.276p4q [UCN10]. The nuclear model calculations used for the
prediction of the 113Cd templates as the basis of the SSM failed to produce consistent results
in the past. This issue has already been pointed out in the original reference [HKS17] of the
SSM and is depicted in Fig. 8.12 of section 8.3.1. Using today’s most precise 113Cd half-
life measurement of Ref. [BBB`07], quoting T1{2 “ p8.04 ˘ 0.05q ˆ 1015 yr, as a literature
reference, it is only possible to reproduce the experimental half-life for gA À 0.6 or for the
case of gA « gfreeA with the ISM and MQPM. Moreover, the IBFM-2 fails to reproduce the
reference half-life for any gA P r0.6, 1.4s by more than a factor of four.
However, under the CVC hypothesis it is possible to tune the NMEs with the objective
to reproduce the 113Cd reference half-life for consistent effective values of gA. The general
procedure behind the CVC approach has been pointed out in the previous section. Based
on the constrained nuclear models, an updated correlation between the 113Cd half-life and
the effective value of gA has been obtained by the group of J. Suhonen et al. and has been
provided to the COBRA collaboration. The predicted correlation is provided in form of data
pairs covering the extended gA range from 0.6 to 1.4 in steps of ∆gA “ 0.02. An illustration
of the predicted half-life in dependence on the effective gA for all three nuclear models is
shown in Fig. 8.34.
In contrast to Fig. 8.12, showing the original correlation between the 113Cd half-life and
gA, the new correlation turns out to be unambiguously in the sense that for gA ą 0.7 there
is only a single gA pointing to a unique T1{2 for each of the models and vice versa. Before
that, a predicted half-life was pointing almost always to two separate effective gA values (see
Fig. 8.12). Only for the MQPM there is a small range of 0.6 ă gA ă 0.7 for which the new
correlation reproduces the predicted half-life for multiple effective gA. For higher values of
gA close the free one, the correlation gets rather flat for all models, whereby the IBFM-2
prediction seems to be repeatedly less sensitive to gA in general.
The discrete data points of the correlation can be analytically described using once more
the TSpline3 class of Root to access arbitrary half-life values in the given range by evaluating
the spline T1{2pgAq for a certain gA. Again the argument applies, that T1{2pgAq contains per
definition the original data points forming the knots of the spline and that no optimization
algorithm is involved in the spline’s construction. It is based on the boundary conditions
presented in Eqn. (8.13) – (8.15). A more detailed description of the spline interpolation can
be found in section 8.3.8.
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Figure 8.34: Conversion of the experimental results gcvcA ˘σcvcsys into the corresponding half-life range following
the SSM prediction under the improved CVC hypothesis. Top: ISM. Middle: MQPM. Bottom: IBFM-2.
All three nuclear model results are consistent with the reference half-life of p8.04˘ 0.05q ˆ 1015 yr [BBB`07]
considering the uncertainty following from the average gA results presented in Eqn. (8.35) – (8.37).
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With the spline approximation it is possible to convert the experimental gcvcA results
Eqn. (8.35) – (8.37), following the single detector spectrum-shape analysis under the CVC
hypothesis, into a respective half-life range (see Fig. 8.34). Even though the precision of
the SSM is reduced under the CVC hypothesis, the resulting bounds on T1{2 turn out to be
consistent for the three nuclear models and cover the reference half-life quoted before. As the
NMEs of the MQPM were tuned to reproduce the exact same reference half-life, the achieved
perfect match is not so much of an surprise, but can be seen as an indication for the reliability
of the developed spectrum-shape analysis. Finally, using the symmetric uncertainties σcvcsys
assigned to the weighted mean values gcvcA , the corresponding half-lives in Eqn. (8.44) – (8.46)
can be deduced from Fig. 8.34.
T1{2pISMq “ 9.3`3.4´2.3 ˆ 1015 yr, (8.44)
T1{2pMQPMq “ 7.9`3.0´2.0 ˆ 1015 yr, (8.45)
T1{2pIBFM-2q “ 10.7`3.8´2.5 ˆ 1015 yr. (8.46)
Due to the shape of the predicted T1{2pgcvcA q correlation, the assigned uncertainties are
not symmetric around the central value and turn out to be less restrictive for higher rather
than lower values. In relative units, the half-life uncertainties are on the order of „ 30% for
all models. An improvement in the experimental determination of gA would directly affect
the achievable precision of the half-life conversion with the current procedure. As mentioned
before, the largest contribution to the systematic uncertainty on the average gA values arise
from the particularly conservative variation of the energy calibration scale and the arbitrarily
increased analysis threshold. While the same relative composition of the total systematic
uncertainties on the experimentally determined gA values has been found for the original
SSM predictions, their increase by about five times comparing Tab. 8.11 and Tab. 8.12 hints
to some unresolved issues. As essentially the same data has been used in both analyses, it is
more probable to assume that the uncertainty increase originates from the rather dramatic
changes of the nuclear model predictions. Even though the corresponding χ2pgcvcA q curves
turn out to contain only one global minimum for each model, which is a preferable and more
conclusive result of the spectrum-shape analysis, they turn out to be less localized. This
allows for much more variation of the analysis results based on the location of the minimum,
even for only small changes of the input parameters.
Conclusion and outlook
However, the current status of the SSM is an impressive step towards resolving the main
shortcomings and theoretical issues related to the details of the description of strongly for-
bidden beta decays such as 113Cd following from first principles. It should be mentioned that
the SSM can be also used to predict the electron momentum distribution for several other
nuclear transitions. For a recent compilation regarding the experimental confirmation of gA
quenching in weak interactions and an overview over potentially interesting nuclear decays
see Ref. [ESZ19]. Among the list of nuclear decays are non-unique as well as unique transi-
tions up to an angular momentum exchange of ∆J “ 4, for which the effect of an effectively
quenched gA is expected to be the most prominent.
The only other known candidate available for the investigation of a fourfold forbidden
non-unique β-decay (∆Jπ = 4`) is the decay branch of 115Inp9{2`q Ñ 115Snp1{2`q with
a Q-value of Qβ “ 497.489 ˘ 0.010 keV [AME17] and a half-life of p4.41 ˘ 0.25q ˆ 1014 yr
[NDS20]. Compared to the present case of 113Cd, the half-life of 115In turns out to be 20
times lower while the Q-value is about 1.6 times higher, reducing the need to reach ultra-
low thresholds and background conditions. Moreover, the natural abundance of 115In is
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found to be 95.719p52q% [IUP16], which is much higher than the natural 113Cd abundance
of 12.227p7q% [IUP16]. This makes the highly forbidden β-decay of 115In a perfect follow-up
candidate for the SSM to confirm the quenching of gA independently.
Recently, a group from the MIT (U.S.), CSNSM (France) and the university of Jyväskylä
(Finland) started a collaborative effort to investigate the β-decay of 115In. The analysis
is assumed to be based on the methods developed in the course of this thesis and the re-
lated COBRA publication [COB20]. First results have been shown at several conferences
(e.g. [Suh19]) but so far there is no journal publication of the involved groups explaining the
experimental details and possible challenges of the study of 115In. However, the preliminary
results seem to be consistent with an effective value of gA « 0.9, if the data is evaluated in
the context of the same three nuclear models as done for 113Cd.
Any additional experimental input helps to constrain the related model spaces and their
specific assumptions in the NME calculations and might trigger similarly positive develop-
ments as achieved by improving the conserved vector current hypothesis, at least in the case
of predicting the half-life of 113Cd for a matching gA range. Furthermore, dedicated studies
help to strengthen the acceptance of the approach in the nuclear physics community and
might ultimately lead to an universal theoretical framework to predict the spectrum-shapes
and half-lives for rare nuclear decays involving also the various modes of double beta decays.
In the mean time, the mass dependence of the quenching of the weak axial-vector coupling
could be investigated by studying nuclear transitions of suitable light (A ă 100q and heavy
nuclei (A ą 200). This could help to gather more information about the involved processes
on the nucleon level and to obtain deeper insights into the different kinds of nuclear medium
effects (see the review [Suh17]). The only candidate for the heavy mass range is found to
be the onefold forbidden unique β-decay of 210Bi [ESZ19] with Qβ “ 1161.2 ˘ 0.8 [AME17]
and a rather short half-life of only five days [NDS20]. In this case, the short half-life requires
to produce an active 210Bi sample via e.g. neutron capture reactions on natural bismuth.
According to its isotopic composition, there is almost only 209Bi present in natural bismuth
despite traces of other isotopes. Recently, the spectrum-shape of the 210Bi β-decay has been
measured with high precision at TUD in the course of the PhD thesis of J. Thurn [Thu20]
using Passivated Implanted Planar Silicon (PIPS) detectors. Those detector are specifically
developed for β-spectroscopy and offer a good energy resolution. An analysis based on the
SSM and the methods presented in the previous sections is currently ongoing and will be
published in a scientific journal in the near future.
One important issue, that might not have been addressed appropriately in the past, is
that the comparison of a theory prediction and an experimental result requires to take into
account detector effects and the experiment’s systematics. This can either be achieved by
unfolding the data or, as has been done in the course of this thesis, by folding the prediction
with the respective detector response, which is usually the easier approach. The unfolding
procedure has the advantage that the experimental results between several experiments could
be compared directly to each other and that they could be used as input for e.g. Monte-Carlo
generators on the truth level. However, the approach followed by the COBRA collaboration
also leads to a result on the truth level by projecting the experimental uncertainty onto the
original theory input. In the end the preferred analysis procedure, whether to unfold the
data or to incorporate detector effects into the prediction, depends also on the cooperation
between the theory and the experimental side. However, the ongoing follow-up studies of
several groups, targeting 115In and 210Bi, are expected to rely on some degree on the successful
analysis procedure presented in this thesis and the related article [COB20].
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8.4 Conventional double beta decay of 116Cd
The following section is an update on the analysis results presented in the Master thesis
of J. Küttler [Küt19] for the conventional 2νββ-decay of 116Cd into the ground-state of
116Sn. The improvements achieved since then comprise an automation of the developed data
partitioning, the application of the calibrated pA{Eq90% selection as well as the availability
of the full exposure of the COBRA demonstrator array.
In the previous thesis, only the physics data between Sept.’11 and Sept.’16 were fully
evaluated and could be analyzed. Moreover, there was only a preliminary implementation of
the A{E criterion in the processing tool MAnTiCORE and no support of the A{E calibration
by the CouchDB database, which is a central element of the whole data processing chain (see
section 8.1.3). After finalizing the implementation of the A{E criterion into all platforms, a
reevaluation of all 56 calibration runs was performed to optimize the pA{Eq90% selection on
the detector level as discussed in section 7.2.4. Before the key concepts and improvements of
the 116Cd 2νββ-decay sensitivity study will be discussed, a brief overview of past experiments
on this subject is given in the next section.
8.4.1 Previous experiments
In the past 25 years there have been multiple experiments searching for the 0νββ-decay of
116Cd and were able to determine the half-life of its 2νββ-decay mode. An overview is given
in Tab. 8.13 with emphasis on the T 2ν1{2 results.
Table 8.13: Overview of previous experiments to determine the 2νββ-decay half-life of 116Cd (adapted from
[Aur18]). Two main experimental approaches have been followed in the past: enriched 116Cd-foils surrounded
by tracking calorimeters (ELEGANT V, NEMO-2, NEMO-3) and enriched 116CdWO4 crystal scintillators
(Solotvina, Aurora). The uncertainties on T 2ν1{2 could be reduced with each new generation of experiments.
experiment detection approach T 2ν1{2 r10
19 yrs reference
ELEGANT V 116Cd-foils, drift chambers, 2.6`0.9´0.5 [EFH`95]
plastic scintillators
Solotvina 116CdWO4 scintillators 2.7`0.5´0.4 pstatq
`0.9
´0.6 psysq [DGK`95]
2.6˘ 0.1 pstatq`0.7´0.4 psysq [DGK`00]
2.9˘ 0.06 pstatq`0.4´0.3 psysq [DGK`03]
NEMO-2 116Cd-foils, Geiger cells 3.75˘ 0.35 pstatq ˘ 0.21 psysq [NEM96]
for track reconstruction 2.9˘ 0.3 pstatq ˘ 0.2 psysq [Bar10]
NEMO-3 same as NEMO-2 2.74˘ 0.04 pstatq ˘ 0.18 psysq [NEM17a]
Aurora 116CdWO4 scintillators 2.63˘ 0.01 pstatq`0.11´0.12 psysq [Aur18]
The first experimental approach followed by the ELEGANT V and NEMO-2 experiments
involves enriched 116Cd-foils that were placed inside a tracking calorimeter. The same pro-
cedure has been applied in one of the direct successor experiment, referred to as NEMO-3.
A second group of experiments, consisting of multiple stages at the Solotvina underground
laboratory and a follow-up experiment at the LNGS, is based on enriched 116CdWO4 crystal
scintillators. A quite similar approach has been already discussed in section 8.3.2 for the study
of the 113Cd β-decay with a natural CdWO4 crystal. In fact, the so-called Aurora experiment
has been performed in the same low-background DAMA/R&D setup at the LNGS.
However, an observation of the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd by COBRA would be the first mea-
surement using semiconductor detectors and could verify previous results based on different
detection techniques. Moreover, a high precision measurement of the spectrum-shape allows
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for an investigation of alternative decay scenarios involving so-called Majoron emission modes
(see e.g. Ref. [GER15b] and [Aur18]). In case of such more exotic models, a distortion of
the continuous 2νββ-spectrum is predicted, which might be challenging to be observed for
scintillator based experiments due to their limited energy resolution.
A comparison of the previous 2νββ-decay half-life measurements for 116Cd and their un-
certainties is depicted in Fig. 8.35. The most precise measurements have been performed by
the NEMO-3 and the Aurora experiment (see also Tab. 8.13). Although applying fundamen-
tally different experimental techniques, the results turn out to be completely consistent. One
way to compare the two experiments is to point out their immanent advantages and disad-
vantages. At first, the achieved isotopic exposure can be considered, which is the exposure
scaled to the amount of deployed 116Cd and usually determines the statistical uncertainty.
While the NEMO-3 experiment accumulated about 2.16 kg yr of isotopic exposure – twice
as much compared to Aurora with 0.91 kg yr – its total signal acceptance is rather poor and
estimated with only 1.8% [NEM17a]. On the other hand, the Aurora experiment reports a
signal efficiency of about 98.4% after all analysis cuts, which is mainly due to the chosen
source-equals-detector approach. The product of the isotopic exposure and signal efficiency
corresponds to about 5 k events for the entire 2νββ-spectrum range in case of NEMO-3 and
about 126 k events for Aurora. In terms of the achievable statistics, the COBRA demonstra-
tor is somewhat comparable to NEMO-3 and is expected to produce a 116Cd 2νββ-decay rate
of about 3.65 ¨ 103 cts/(kg yr) as estimated in [Küt19].
Figure 8.35: Comparison of experimentally determined half-lives for the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd (adapted from
[Aur18]). The originally reported half-life of the NEMO-2 experiment has been re-estimated in 2010, resolving
the tension with previous and follow-up experiments. The most precise measurement has been achieved by
the Aurora experiment using isotopically enriched 116CdW04 crystal scintillators.
However, one of the main advantages of the NEMO-3 experiment is its tracking capability,
which allows for an unprecedented background reduction. In the latest publication listed in
Tab. 8.13 a signal-to-background ratio of S/B „ 12 is quoted for NEMO-3, while Aurora
achieves S/B „ 1.5 in comparison. Both experiments developed a detailed Monte-Carlo
background model to estimate their residual backgrounds. In contrast to this, most of the
other past studies listed in Tab. 8.13 and Fig. 8.35 feature a simplified analysis procedure.
Nonetheless, after an adjustment of the originally reported NEMO-2 half-life [Bar10] there is
an agreement of all past experiments within their quoted total uncertainties on the 1σ level.
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8.4.2 Data partitioning and event selection
The main motivation for a partitioning of the data is the observed correlation between an
increase of the average decay rate and the humidity level inside the inner shield, which
acts as a monitor for the nitrogen flushing (see Fig. D.9 in the appendix). Without the
nitrogen flushing, radon is more likely to able to diffuse into the shield, leading to a prompt
background contribution induced by the 222Rn decay chain (see section 8.2.3 and 8.2.4). By
identifying and removing those so-called high-rate periods (HRPs), an effective background
reduction can be achieved. Moreover, the background-enriched periods might be useful in
the future modeling of the radon-related background contribution, especially with emphasis
on the long-lived α-decay of 210Po.
The preliminary results presented in [Küt19], based on about 400 kg d of exposure from
the demonstrator array, triggered a careful revision of the raw data, which culminated in the
pre-selection routine as discussed in section 8.1.1 (see also Tab. 8.2). This measure greatly
reduces the occurrence of very short HRPs of single channels, with typical timescales of the
order of the duration of a single run of 4 h. These were found to be the most problematic
periods to be identified with the methods developed in the previous thesis. The reason is
keyed to the problem of defining a meaningful expected rate in order to decide whether a data
period should be considered in the analysis without introducing a strong bias. As pointed
out before in section 8.1.1, the trigger rate is optimized based on the expected 113Cd decay
rate per channel. However, a change of the thresholds also changes the expected decay rate,
thus, there is no fixed average expected rate over the complete lifetime of the experiment.
Moreover, because of the typical threshold differences between the detectors, there is usually
no universal expectation for the individual channels during the same physics run (PR). In
fact, for some PRs the thresholds had to be pushed above the 113Cd Q-value for a few channels
in order to maintain a reasonably low trigger rate. Above the 113Cd energy region, the typical
trigger rate decreases by more than two orders of magnitude, which requires an integration
over the time scale of several days to reach sufficient statistics. However, this comes with the
danger of averaging out the effect of very short HRPs and has to be optimized.
All in all, that is why the originally anticipated automation of the identification of sus-
picious data periods turned out to be challenging and could only be resolved recently in the
course of the present work. Nevertheless, the methods and tools developed in the first collab-
orative effort could be used as a starting point. The evolution of the observed data rate for
the 64 detectors of the COBRA demonstrator array is depicted in Fig. 8.36 for subsequently
more restrictive event selections.
Following the original procedure and the aim to improve the sensitivity for the 2νββ-
decay of 116Cd, the data partitioning is based on the standard event selection including
the DCCs, the standard z-cut according to 0.2 ă z ď 0.97 and the weak FADC coinci-
dence cut. The cathode z-cut removes the remaining single detector HRPs after the pre-
selection of the raw data as shown in Fig. 8.36. In a next step, the energy range is limited to
350 keV ă E ă 2800 keV, excluding the 113Cd region, which leaves the necessity to integrate
over a certain time scale to reach sufficient statistics. The shortest reasonable integration
window with respect to the low statistics is found to be two days for the single detector rates
and half a day for the combination of all detectors. The previously reported risk of averaging
out short-term HRPs of single channels could be resolved by applying the pre-selection on
the raw data level before performing the data partitioning.
The actual algorithm to identify short HRPs, caused by a failure of the nitrogen flushing,
is based on the combined rate of all detectors as the projection of Fig. 8.36 in units of half
a day. Moreover, an average critical rate Rcrit is calculated separately for each period in
between two data-taking interruptions, indicating calibration measurements or a switch-off
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Figure 8.36: Evolution of the observed data rate for the COBRA demonstrator over the lifetime of the
experiment (updated versions of the illustrations in [Küt19]). The rate is encoded in color and shown for each
detector (1–64) separately. In the beginning, the successive installation of the detector layers can be seen.
Horizontal white spaces indicate whether a detector has been disabled temporarily, while vertical ones indicate
offline periods of the complete detector array (see also Fig. 8.3). Top: full data including the standard event
selection (DCCs + low-z cut + FADC coincidence). The observed rate is dominated by the 113Cd β-decay.
Middle: application of the additional cathode z-cut. The stricter z-cut removes the short-term high-rate
periods (HRPs) observed for Det60 (L4-P12) and Det61 (L4-P13). Bottom: application of an additional
energy restriction according to 350 keV ă E ă 2800 keV. This limits the energy range to the expected region
of the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd. The projection of the multi-dimensional display is used to identify global HRPs,
high-rate detectors (HRDs) and, respectively, medium-rate detectors (MRDs).
of the experiment to perform maintenance tasks (see also Fig. 8.3 in section 8.1.4). This way,
instead of using a fixed Rcrit for all PRs, which usually differ in the number of active detectors
and their trigger thresholds, a much more elaborate treatment can be performed. If the rate
associated to a certain unix timestamp is found to be higher than two times the corresponding
Rcrit for more than two consecutive timestamps, it gets flagged as the start of a HRP. As
soon as the rate falls again below Rcrit, the end of the current HRP is assumed to be reached.
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As an additional conservative measure, an offset of ˘0.5 days is added to the start and end
of a HRP timestamp. The same procedure is repeated for the average rate per layer and
the single detector rates to provide a crosscheck for potential localized origins of the sudden
rate increase. While in principle it should be possible to perform an additional crosscheck
by comparing the HRPs timestamps with the data of the humidity sensors monitoring the
nitrogen flow, there are periods for which the sensor data is not available. Nonetheless, if
the sensor data is available, it might provide additional information that could be used in
a future iteration of the automated data partitioning. The conservatively defined offset of
˘0.5 days is expected to prevent an underestimation of a HRP’s duration. The time scale of
half a day is found to be sufficient to reach the minimum humidity level in case the nitrogen
flow could be restored after a failure of the system.
In the end, the flagging algorithm removes 250 d of live-time, corresponding to about 9%
of the total live-time in relative terms. Another 435.5 d are labeled as downtime, which is
mainly caused by the period before the dedicated 113Cd data-taking run and the shutdown
of the demonstrator after the upgrade to COBRA XDEM. Besides the global HRPs, where
all detectors feature an increased rate because of a failure of the nitrogen flushing, there are
only three more exceptional periods. The first concerns the initial data of the third layer,
as pointed out before in section 8.1.4. The other two are triggered by Det14 (L1-P14) and
Det47 (L3-P15). Both detectors feature a temporary high-z peak in their interaction depth
spectra similar to the examples reported for the 113Cd run (see Fig. D.20 in the appendix).
Those single detector periods are also included into the final HRP partition.
Compared to the previous work, the evaluation of the automatized routine reveals a
great overlap with the semi-manual partitioning performed in [Küt19]. Moreover, it allows
to extend the selection towards the full data set comprising about 1.5 times more data.
The effect of the complete partitioning on the data of the COBRA demonstrator and its
accumulated exposure is summarized in Tab. 8.14 and Fig. 8.37.
The first partitioning step related to the previously discussed HRPs removes the prompt
γ-lines of the short-lived radon daughters 214Pb and 214Bi (see also Fig. 8.8 in section 8.2.3)
and the high-energy part of the z-hump above 4MeV. Furthermore, the high-energy cathode
contaminations above the signal of 210Po at Eα “ 5.3MeV get strongly reduced (see e.g.
Tab. 8.4 in section 8.2.4). In combination with the pA{Eq90% selection, a strong suppression
of the remaining z-hump region can be achieved.
Besides the definition of the HRP partition, an even more restrictive measure includes
the separation of single detectors with an overall increased background index (BI) compared
to the average value (see also Fig. 8.36). In the present case the BI is calculated as the
integral over the 0νββ-decay ROI of 116Cd defined as Qββ ˘ 300 keV. At first, all detectors
with BI Á 10.0 cts/(keVkg yr) have been identified, which are referred to as HRDs (high-rate
detectors) in the following and comprise the following detector numbers
HRD : 19, 34, 37, 38, 39, 43, 44, 54, 58, 62, 63, 64. (8.47)
The HRD selection contains six detectors from L3 and five of L4, where the z-hump has
been found to be most prominent (see e.g. Fig. 8.5). Secondly, another set of detectors with
BI Á 5.0 cts/(keVkg yr), referred to as MRDs (medium-rate detectors), can be defined. It
contains the following detector numbers, additionally to the ones listed in Eqn. (8.47)
MRD : HRD` 12, 23, 25, 36, 40, 42, 46, 48, 50, 51, 61. (8.48)
The final MRD selection according to Eqn. (8.48) contains one detector of L1, three of
L2, eleven of L3 and eight of L4. This leaves 41 out of 64 detectors in the low-rate partition.
The effect of the single partitioning steps and their combination on the exposure is shown
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Figure 8.37: Combined effect of the data partitioning and the PSD event selection on the z-versus-E display
of the physics data of the COBRA demonstrator. All plots include the DCCs and the FADC coincidence cut.
Top: full data without partitioning. Upper middle: after HRP removal. Lower middle: after HRP removal and
pA{Eq90% selection. Bottom: after HRP+MRD removal and pA{Eq90% selection. The range of the color-axis
is the same for all plots and each has been normalized according to its exposure (see Tab. 8.14).
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in Tab. 8.14. The most restrictive combination HRP+MRD reduces the total exposure by
about 40.0%, while at the same time a significant reduction of the BI is achieved.
Table 8.14: Effect of the data partitioning on the exposure accumulated with the COBRA demonstrator.
The HRP partition reduces the total exposure by about 11.7%, the HRD by 18.3% and the MRD by 32.6%, if
applied individually. Because there is an overlap between the three categories, the combinations HRP+HRD
and HRP+MRD result in an exposure loss of 27.6% and 40.0%, respectively.
exposure after partitioning in kg d
selection none HRP HRD MRD HRP+HRD HRP+MRD
L1 165.2 149.6 165.2 157.4 149.6 142.7
L2 176.6 157.3 164.3 142.7 146.4 127.4
L3 134.2 116.4 79.1 46.0 69.0 40.1
L4 128.2 110.0 85.2 61.3 72.8 52.3
total 604.2 533.3 493.9 407.4 437.7 362.4
The impact on the BI in the 116Cd ROI with respect to the different partitions has been
analyzed quantitatively. The results using the HRP and the combined HRP+MRD partition
as well as several stages of the PSD selection are presented in Tab. 8.15. It should be pointed
out that each BI is normalized by the exposure of its respective data partition. Because of
this, the corresponding exposure loss as reported in Tab. 8.14 is already taken into account.
Table 8.15: Impact of the data partitioning and the PSD cuts on the 116Cd background index achieved
with the COBRA demonstrator. The PSD selections get stricter from left to right. All BIs are quoted after
applying the standard cuts (DCCs + low-z cut + FADC coincidence). It has been determined as the integral
over Qββ˘300 keV for the respective detector and event selection. The strictest combination reduces the initial
BI by more than two orders of magnitude, which already includes the exposure loss according to Tab. 8.14.
background index [cts/(kg keVyr)]
partitioning none w/o HRP w/o HRP+MRD
selection DCC z-cut A/E DCC z-cut A/E DCC z-cut A/E
L1 14.4 6.1 2.3 12.0 4.1 1.7 11.5 3.8 1.4
L2 19.9 11.1 1.9 17.0 8.6 1.3 12.6 4.5 0.7
L3 44.9 34.1 17.3 40.6 31.4 15.9 14.1 6.1 3.2
L4 38.1 30.0 9.8 29.3 22.8 7.0 20.6 15.5 1.2
total 27.5 18.6 7.0 23.0 15.1 5.7 13.3 6.0 1.3
As seen before, the highest background level without any partitioning is found for L3
followed by L4. Only after removing the HRP+MRD selection the BI is almost the same
for all four layers. However, there seems to be an excess of events for L4 before applying
the pA{Eq90% cut. The reason for this might be again the thinner encapsulation layer as
mentioned before in section 8.2. The thinner encapsulation allows for a higher contribution
of surface contaminations on the lateral detector walls, which turn out to be effectively
reduced by the revised pA{Eq90% selection covering both MSEs and LSEs (see section 7.2.2).
With the finalization of the data partitioning, a comparison of the COBRA demonstrator’s
physics data and a Monte-Carlo simulation of the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd can be performed.
The results will be discussed in the next section.
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8.4.3 Comparison of LNGS data and MC simulation
An impression of the current sensitivity to observe the continuous 2νββ-spectrum of 116Cd
with the COBRA demonstrator is depicted in Fig. 8.38. The Venom simulation of the
expected spectrum-shape comprises 107 events and is based on the full detector geometry as
introduced in section 5.3.3. The initial conditions of the decay kinematics were provided by
the Decay0 generator (see section 5.3.2).
In order to compare the MC spectrum with the final low-background partition of the data
(HRP+MRD removed), it has to be first normalized to the detector units of cts/(kg keVyr)
and, secondly, needs to be smeared according to the average energy resolution. The first step
is done by applying the experimentally determined half-life of Ref. [Aur18] (see Tab. 8.13)
and the average detector mass of 5.95 g to convert the number of simulated events into the
corresponding exposure. The Gaussian resolution smearing follows the procedure presented
in Eqn. (8.12) of section 8.3.7. Furthermore, the simulated spectrum is scaled according to
the efficiency of the data selection, denoted as εsel, which differs for the four presented cases
because of the applied PSD cuts. Lastly, the FADC coincidence cut, which has been applied
for the data, is taken into account as well, whereas only coincidences between detectors of
the same FADC are removed from the simulation.
Figure 8.38: Comparison of the combined COBRA demonstrator data and the MC prediction for the 2νββ-
decay of 116Cd. The experimental spectra are based on the HRP+MRD partitioning and include the standard
event selection (DCCs + low-z cut + FADC coincidence). Several combinations of cathode z-cuts and the A{E
criterion are applied, whereas the MC spectra are scaled according to the combined signal acceptance εsel of
the selection and a half-life of T 2ν1{2 “ p2.63˘0.12qˆ1019 yr [Aur18]. Top left: 0.2 ă z ď 0.97, pA{Eq90% ą 0.872
and εsel “ 78.8%. Top right: 0.2 ă z ď 0.97, pA{Eq80% ą 0.916 and εsel “ 70.0%. Bottom left: 0.2 ă z ď 0.6,
pA{Eq90% ą 0.872 and εsel “ 37.5%. Bottom right: 0.2 ă z ď 0.6, pA{Eq80% ą 0.916 and εsel “ 33.4%.
For the first example selection depicted in Fig. 8.38, the standard z-cut with an efficiency
of εz “ p87.52˘ 0.07q% (see Tab. 7.2 in section 7.1.2) and the pA{Eq90% cut is applied, leading
to a total selection efficiency of εsel “ 78.8%. The other cases are combinations of a stricter
A{E selection, denoted as pA{Eq80%, and a stricter z-cut to remove the region of the z-hump.
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The pA{Eq80% selection is motivated by the combined efficiency of the previous LSEs cuts
of εLSE “ p76 ˘ 2q% [COB16a], but turns out to improve the situation only marginally. A
much higher effect is achieved by applying a stricter depth selection of 0.2 ă z ď 0.6, which
reduces the signal acceptance to εz “ p41.70˘ 0.05q%, following the procedure presented in
section 7.1.2 based on the data of the dedicated 113Cd run.
The results of a more quantitative sensitivity analysis are summarized in Tab. 8.16. It
is based on a derived measure of the inverse signal-to-background ratio pS/Bq´1 for each of
the four cases presented in Fig. 8.38. The signal counts follow from the integral of the MC
spectrum, while the data result in Nexp “ S `B. The highest sensitivity has been found for
an integration window of 1500 – 2500 keV. The lower edge avoids the 40K line at 1460.8 keV,
while the upper limit arises from the low signal rate close to Qββ “ 2.8MeV of 116Cd.
Table 8.16: Summary of the quantitative sensitivity study regarding the observation of the 2νββ-decay of
116Cd with the COBRA demonstrator. Four combinations of two different z-cuts and A{E selections have
been investigated. The results are presented as the inverse S/B ratio, with S being derived from the MC
spectra and Nexp “ S ` B from the experimental data. The integration of the respective spectra is done for
1500 – 2500 keV. The stricter z-cut improves the inverse S/B ratio by about three times for the combined
spectrum and results in similar values for all four layers. Due to the binning of the data, there are small
variations comparing the sum of Nexp between the single layers and the total spectra results.
z-cut 0.2 ă z ď 0.97 0.2 ă z ď 0.6
A{E pA{Eq90% pA{Eq80% pA{Eq90% pA{Eq80%
Nexp pS/Bq´1 Nexp pS/Bq´1 Nexp pS/Bq´1 Nexp pS/Bq´1
L1 1957 9.5 1560 8.4 348 2.9 275 2.5
L2 902 4.5 666 3.6 251 2.2 214 2.1
L3 830 14.2 621 11.8 88 2.4 81 2.5
L4 749 9.4 524 7.2 198 4.8 157 4.1
total 4363 8.1 3308 6.8 867 2.8 712 2.5
By applying the standard z-cut and the pA{Eq90% selection, L2 is found to have the
highest sensitivity with respect to the determined pS/Bq´1. After the stricter z-cut, the first
three layers show a similar sensitivity and result in pS/Bq´1 „ 2.5. In agreement with the
impression following from Fig. 8.38, the stricter pA{Eq80% selection only has a small impact
on the inverse S/B ratio. Moreover, it has been found that L4 features the worst pS/Bq´1
under the strictest combination, which again is likely due to the effect of the significantly
thinner encapsulation layer as pointed out before.
In the end, the current evaluation of the full data set of the COBRA demonstrator confirms
that the double beta ROI is dominated by more frequent background processes other than
the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd. However, the estimated pS/Bq´1 À 2.8 of the combined spectrum
could still allow for the determination of the decay’s half-life given a background model to
account for the main background contributions. Some concluding remarks and prospects will
be given in the following section.
8.4.4 Concluding remarks
Although an independent determination of the T 2ν1{2 half-life of
116Cd has not yet been suc-
cessful with the current stage of the data evaluation of the COBRA demonstrator, there are
good prospects to accomplish this by a more elaborate analysis. Most urgently, a background
model is needed to constrain the residual background in a combined fit to the data including
the well-understood 116Cd 2νββ-decay MC template as a free parameter.
8.4 Conventional double beta decay of 116Cd 239
While the data partitioning has already been performed in a very conservative way, among
other things by increasing the unix timestamps of HRPs by ˘0.5 days, the full PSD capa-
bilities might not have been reached yet. Nevertheless, it could be investigated whether
removing the initial data of each layer would turn out beneficial with respect to the long-
lived contamination of 210Po on the lateral detector sides (see section 8.2.4). An established
contamination of 210Po before the detector’s installation at the LNGS would be expected to
fade away according to its half-life of 138.4 days (see Tab. 8.4). This circumstance is currently
not explicitly considered in the partitioning, except for the initial data of L3.
An improvement of the pulse-shape discrimination involves only the definition of the A{E
criterion, because the alternative z-cut to remove the z-hump region is already exceedingly
strict. In its current implementation the A{E selection is not only sensitive to MSEs, but
expected to flag LSEs as well (see also section 7.1.3). However, the sensitivity to the LSEs
might only be due to the ERT criterion of CA-side lateral surface events, which is expected
to show a strong overlap with the A{E distribution of multi-site interactions. The second
LSE criterion, referred to as DIP of the difference pulse below its baseline for NCA-side
interactions, might not be flagged as efficiently by A{E. In fact, the sensitivity could be
improved by including the minimum of the difference pulse’s derivative in the cut definition.
At the moment, only the maximum of the derivative, denoted as A, enters the definition of
the A{E parameter. Thus, the effect of such a measure on the 208Tl DEP’s signal acceptance
has not been studied in detail.
Furthermore, additional advanced analysis techniques could be applied to reduce the
currently unaccounted background, especially due to true detector coincidences. Such a mea-
sure requires to synchronize the FADC’s timestamps in the full data set, which is an ongoing
effort at the time of this thesis. Besides coincidences at the timescale of the expected syn-
chronization accuracy of about 0.1ms [Vol18], being sensitive to prompt events such as γ-ray
scattering across the array, it would allow for the investigation of delayed coincidences such as
e.g. the 214Bi - 214Po sequence of the 222Rn decay series. The particular example involves the
β-decay of 214Bi (Qβ “ 3.3MeV), which is followed by the α-decay of 214Po (Qα “ 7.8MeV)
with a half-life of only 164.3µs [NDS20]. As both decays might lead to an entry in the ROI
of the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd, e.g. because of the attenuation by the encapsulation, the time
correlation provides an additional measure to reject 214Bi - 214Po coincidences. On the other
hand, the misidentification of signal processes as delayed coincidences is very unlikely and
should be a negligible effect.
Moreover, the synchronized FADC data open the door towards other double decay modes
involving positron emission (e.g. β`β` or EC/β`) or transitions via excited states, which
are accompanied by a single or cascade of de-excitation photons. The latter subject will
be discussed in the next analysis section. Finally, the study of coincidences might allow to
refine the background model of the COBRA demonstrator by further constraining the activity
distribution of contaminants within the setup.
With the current status of the analysis there is no doubt that the spectrum of the 2νββ-
decay of 116Cd would be observable for isotopically enriched CZT detectors. Previous experi-
ments such as NEMO-3 and Aurora (see Tab. 8.13) achieved enrichment factors of more than
ten times the natural abundance of 116Cd, which immediately increases the expected decay
rate and improves the S/B ratio, respectively.
Besides the discussed approaches to improve the demonstrator’s sensitivity, the COBRA
XDEM setup is in a very promising situation to detect the 2νββ-spectrum and should be able
to measure its half-life reaching the aimed exposure of 1 kg yr. According to a preliminary
analysis of about 0.1 kg yr presented in [Tem19], an inverse S/B of about 2.1 ˘ 0.3 could
be reached. The analysis involved a slightly different definition of the 2νββ-decay ROI and
combined the simulations of the 2νββ-decay spectra of 116Cd and 130Te. Moreover, a z-cut
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of 0.2 ă z ď 0.9, but no additional PSD has been used. As will be further elaborated
in section 8.7.3, the instrumentation of the guard-ring electrode results in a background
reduction of more than one order of magnitude compared to the demonstrator’s background
level after all analysis cuts. The analysis methods developed in the course of this thesis,
involving the calibrated A{E criterion and the automated data partitioning, are expected
to serve well in the upcoming COBRA XDEM analyses. A comparison of the 0νββ-decay
half-life sensitivities reached by the demonstrator array and a projection based on the first
data evaluation of COBRA XDEM will be presented in section 8.7.
8.5 Long-lived α-decay of 190Pt
Platinum is part of the CZT detectors’ electrode metalization and contains a small fraction
of the long-lived radioactive isotope 190Pt, which undergoes an alpha decay. Its presence
has been already mentioned in section 8.2.4 in the course of characterizing the background
composition of the COBRA demonstrator at the LNGS. This section is dedicated to an
analysis of the demonstrator’s physics data with the aim to confirm already existing half-
life measurements using complementary experimental approaches. The main challenge is to
determine the number of source nuclei, which is needed to convert the observed 190Pt decay
rate into the corresponding half-life. As an external investigation of the platinum layers of
the CZT detectors is currently not possible because they are hosted inside the LNGS setup,
a characterization of the Pt-layers can only be done indirectly. This includes the review of
previous laboratory measurements, the evaluation of the demonstrator’s physics data as well
as Monte-Carlo simulations using COBRA’s Venom toolkit.
8.5.1 Motivation and introduction
The main motivation for the investigation of the 190Pt α-decay is an independent, internal
characterization of the platinum layers including a crosscheck of recent half-life measure-
ments. Of particular interest is the actual thickness of the Pt-layer as it enters the GDML
implementation of the COBRA setup as a not well-known parameter. Due to their character-
istic penetration depths, there is a strong dependence of the imprints of α- and β-radiation
with respect to potential layers of insensitive materials such as platinum in the cathode
metalization of the CZT detectors.
Moreover, 190Pt is not only a prominent background for the COBRA demonstrator, but
is also present in the CUORE experiment searching for the 0νββ-decay of 130Te (see e.g.
Ref. [CUO19b]). CUORE uses TeO2 crystals as bolometric detectors at a temperature of ap-
proximately 10mK. Due to the applied crystal growth procedure there is a bulk contamination
with 190Pt originating from the calcination process using a Pt-coated crucible [ABB`10].
In a more general scope, the study of long-lived α-decays such as the 190Pt - 186Os series
has proven as powerful tool for the understanding of nuclear physics. A prominent example
is the observed relation between the Q-value of an α-decay transition and its respective T1{2,
which is known as the Geiger-Nuttall law [GN11] and its more recent formulation referred to
as the Viola-Seaborg relation [SB16]. The platinum isotope 190Pt undergoes a decay series
according to the sequence listed below.
190Pt Ñ 186Os` α, (8.49)
186Os Ñ 182W` α. (8.50)
The respective Q-values of the transitions in Eqn. (8.49) – (8.50) are rather low compared
to the prominent α-decays of the natural decay series (see Tab. 8.4 in section 8.2.4). They
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are quoted as Qαp190Ptq “ 3268.6˘ 0.6 keV and Qαp186Osq “ 2821.2 ˘ 0.9 keV in the Live
Chart of Nuclides [NDS20] and the recent AME database [AME17]. Although the Q-values
are of the same order, the half-lives of the two consecutive decay branches are found to
differ by almost four orders of magnitude. The half-life differences in the 190Pt - 186Os system
can also be used as a cosmochronometer to date geological samples and meteorites (see e.g.
Ref. [WMB`97]). Moreover, it allows to investigate the chronology and evolution of those
samples at time scales on the order of the respective half-lives.
Recently, the 190Pt half-life has been determined to p4.97 ˘ 0.16q ˆ 1011 yr using a low-
background twin Frisch-grid ionization chamber in a surface laboratory [BGS`17]. The work-
ing principle of such an ionization chamber is rather similar to COBRA’s CPG-CZT detectors.
The recent half-life result is one of the most precise measurements for 190Pt involving a direct
counting experiment and is in agreement with the half-life obtained using so-called geological
comparison methods. In those methods the isotopic abundances of the 190Pt - 186Os system
are determined, while the age of the sample, which is usually an ore or meteorite, can be
inferred from radiometric dating methods using e.g. the U-Th-Pb geochronology [Sch14].
The differences in the relative isotopic composition allow for the evaluation of the 190Pt half-
life with high precision. A compilation of previous measurements is given in Ref. [TTM06],
quoting a weighted average for the geological comparison method of p4.78˘ 0.05q ˆ 1011 yr.
According to the same reference there are severe deviations up to a factor of 2-3 between
the half-life results of past direct counting experiments. As an example the 190Pt half-life is
quoted as p6.5 ˘ 0.3q ˆ 1011 yr in Ref. [NDS20], which disagrees with the previously quoted
half-lives by more than five standard deviations. A more detailed discussed can be found in a
recent review article [BBD`19]. However, the source of the discrepancies is still unclear, which
is why further direct counting measurements are required to help resolving those deviations
and to interpret the results.
In general, the contribution of the secondary 186Os α-decay can be neglected in direct
counting experiments using pure platinum samples, because of its much longer half-life of
p2.0˘1.1qˆ1015 yr [VRM75], even though it is not yet measured very precisely. Consequently,
only the initial decay of the 190Pt - 186Os series is considered in the present study, which
uses the Pt-layer of COBRA’s CZT detectors as platinum sample. The current knowledge
regarding the thickness and uniformity of the Pt-layer will be addressed in the next section.
8.5.2 Pre-characterization of platinum layer
The characterization of the electrode material is a long-lasting issue in the course of the
COBRA experiment. As per information of the crystal supplier the total thickness of the
cathode’s metalization is around 80 – 100 nm. However, it is known that the actual thickness
of the electro-chemical plated layers of gold and platinum can deviate significantly from those
default values, especially for detector of different production batches. This is why the collab-
oration performed several non-destructive measurement campaigns in order to investigate the
potential thickness variations. The results are partly discussed in the PhD thesis of D. Gehre
[Geh17] and will be briefly summarized in the following. The same reference includes already
a rough estimate of the 190Pt decay rate for the COBRA demonstrator.
External characterization measurements
The first characterization measurements were performed by external laboratories in the be-
ginning of the construction of the COBRA demonstrator. The main objective at that time
was to determine the zinc concentration and its potential gradient for CZT crystals of the
same batch. As zinc can replace cadmium in the crystal structure of CZT, which is usually
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referred to as Cd1´xZnxTe with x « 0.1, the variance of its concentration is an important
systematic uncertainty in any intended double beta decay search.
In a first characterization attempt energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was ap-
plied on a single CZT detector that was originally coated with a red encapsulation lacquer
[GW12]. The entire detector batch was used in a predecessor stage of the current demonstra-
tor array and revealed a much too high contamination level due to the present color particles
of the red lacquer (see also the discussion of the radiopurity assessment in section 8.3.7). The
entire detector batch has been reworked by the supplier to replace the red encapsulation with
a colorless version, in order to reuse the same detectors in the COBRA demonstrator. Given
the sensitivity of the EDX, a variation of the zinc concentration of about 20% was found (see
e.g. [COB16a]). Unfortunately, it turned out the method is not able to discriminate between
the gold and platinum plating, hence, could not determine their thicknesses.
An alternative approach applied for the same material sample was x-ray fluorescence
(XRF). In contrast to EDX there is an increased depth information for the XRF. The
zinc concentrations was found to agree with the previous EDX results within the respective
experimental uncertainties. Furthermore, the thickness of the Pt-layer could be determined
to about 40 nm with an uncertainty on the 10% level [Raj12]. About the same thickness was
found for the gold layer on top of the platinum, which confirmed the total thickness of the CZT
detector’s cathode metalization as quoted by the manufacturer for the first detector batch.
However, in comparison to samples of other batches a variation of about 20% was found.
As those characterizations involved only a rather small set of material samples, the results
should be taken with some caution. Moreover, it cannot be excluded that the production
routines changed since the first characterizations based on the EDX and XRF measurements.
Internal characterization based on 190Pt
With the long-term operation of the COBRA demonstrator and its presently performed data
evaluation of its full exposure, it is now possible to characterize the Pt-layer based on the
intrinsic α-decay of 190Pt. A first impression of the demonstrator’s physics data is depicted
in Fig. 8.39. The underlying event selection will be discussed in section 8.5.4.
Figure 8.39: Comparison of the combined energy spectrum of the COBRA demonstrator and its four detector
layers with respect to the α-decay of 190Pt. The physics data has been normalized according to the selected
exposure of 533.3 kg d after applying the HRP partitioning (see section 8.4.2 and Tab. 8.14). Moreover, the
energy bin width of 16 keV enters the normalization. The interaction depth is limited to 0.97 ă z ď 1.03 in
order restrict the energy spectra to near-cathode events. It is found that the spectra of the individual detector
layers agree well with each other and the combined spectrum of all detectors.
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The normalized energy spectra of the individual detector layers agree well with each other,
which hints to a rather uniform Pt-layer although the detectors are from different production
batches. Moreover, the α-peak’s position is consistent with the expected energy deposit of the
decay. Because of the nuclear recoil, the emitted α-particles do not carry the full Qα of the
190Pt transition, but a reduced energy of Eα “ 3183˘ 6 keV [BGS`17]. The energy deposit
by the nuclear recoil is not expected to be observed as the decay does not take place within
the sensitive detector material (in contrast to the 190Pt bulk contamination for the CUORE
TeO2 crystals). Due to the typical ionization losses in CZT, a perpendicularly incoming
α-particle carrying Eα is expected to have only a range on the micrometer scale. While the
CSDA range is found to be about 12µm (see section 8.2.4), a simulation using SRIM results
in a maximum range of about 1.2µm [Geh17], which is even one order of magnitude less. In
any case, the sensitive volume can be restricted to the near-cathode region.
However, the limited statistics are not sufficient to allow for an analysis on the single
detector level. Instead, the combined spectrum will be used in the analysis of the 190Pt
α-decay. While this approach minimizes the statistical uncertainties, it requires to rely on
average values that enter the analysis, which might not perfectly describe the combined data
of the single detectors and their characteristic features.
Event though the thickness of the planar cathode’s Pt-layer is not yet well-characterized,
its xy-dimension can be determined from the known physical size of each detector. By using
the tabulated crystal dimensions of the cuboidal CZT crystals and the exposure per detector
under the given data selection (see section 8.5.4), an exposure weighted average results in
xy “ 10.14˘0.12mm, which is taken as representative value for the combined spectrum. The
quoted uncertainty is an indication for the variation of the crystals’ dimensions with respect
to the mean value. By fixing the xy-dimensions of the Pt-layer, only the thickness denoted
as dPt remains as a free parameter. In the following section, the dependency of the 190Pt
α-decay’s spectrum-shape with respect to dPt will be studied with MC simulations.
8.5.3 Monte-Carlo simulation of 190Pt α-decay
As outlined in the motivation given in section 8.5.1, one of the main interests of the present
study is the determination of the Pt-layer’s thickness to improve the GDML implementation
of the COBRA demonstrator setup. Moreover, its determination is also required to calculate
the number of 190Pt source nuclei, which is needed to convert the measured decay rate into
the corresponding half-life. The implementation of platinum into the existing framework will
be addressed in the following.
Implementation of platinum
In preparation of the MC simulations, a custom platinummaterial has been added to COBRA’s
material.xml (see also section 5.3.3). This approach ensures the full control over the mate-
rial properties, independently of the underlying version of the Geant4 packages and related
databases. The isotopic composition of the implemented material is defined in Tab. 8.17.
All naturally occurring isotopes of platinum besides 190Pt are assumed to be stable. The
isotopes corresponding to the atomic mass numbers A “ 188 ´ 200 that are not listed in
Tab 8.17 can only be produced artificially and decay with half-lives on the order of hours up
to several days. The present status of the search for unknown α-decays of the assumed to be
stable platinum isotopes is summarized in Ref. [BBD`19].
The definition of platinum as a solid component is attributed by setting its density to
21.45 g/cm3. Regarding the radioactive decay of 190Pt, it could be verified that the uptodate
Q-value, as quoted in the introduction, is available in the physics list used by COBRA’s
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Table 8.17: Isotopic composition and atomic masses of natural platinum. The atomic masses have been
taken from [AME17] and the natural abundances from [IUP16]. The quoted molar mass for the element is
the weighted average of the atomic masses and needed for the conversion of the measured decay rate into the
half-life of the 190Pt α-decay. The primordial isotope 190Pt is only present in traces in natural platinum and
features a comparably high uncertainty of about 8.3% with respect to the quoted abundance.
isotope abundance [%] atomic mass [u]
190Pt 0.012(1) 189.9599499(7)
192Pt 0.782(24) 191.9610427(28)
194Pt 32.864(410) 193.9626835(5)
195Pt 33.775(240) 194.9647944(5)
196Pt 25.211(340) 195.9649547(5)
198Pt 7.356(130) 197.9678967(23)
element - 195.0844294(2)
simulation tool. As only the initial decay of the 190Pt - 186Os system is of interest, the second
part of the decay series has been disabled in all simulations by modifying Venom’s chaingen
generator. Finally, the Pt-layer’s thickness dPt has been added as a global parameter in
the GDML implementation of the demonstrator geometry and can now be set via a macro
command. The maximum thickness is limited to about 1 µm to avoid an overlap with other
parts of the geometry and a shift of the CZT crystals’ positions.
Investigation of platinum layer thickness
For the investigation of the shape of the 190Pt spectrum by assuming different thicknesses
of the Pt-layer, a first simulation campaign with a step size of 100 nm for the range of 100 –
800 nm has been performed. Each simulation run includes 106 events using a slightly modified
version of Venom’s chaingen generator (see section 5.3.1). In a second MC campaign the
step size was reduced to 10 nm for the complementary range of 10 – 400 nm. Some examples
of the resulting MC spectra are shown in Fig. 8.40 for different normalization procedures.
Figure 8.40: Normalized MC spectra of the 190Pt α-decay for different thicknesses of the platinum layer
using the COBRA demonstrator geometry. Left: normalization according to the maximum of the thinnest
layer with dPt “ 40 nm. In this case the integral over each spectrum covers an area, which reflects the same
number of simulated primary events. Right: normalization according to each spectrum’s maximum. Under
this normalization the effect of the peak tailing towards lower energies for thicker Pt-layers can be seen more
clearly. However, the integrals do not reflect the number of simulated events anymore. The effect of an energy
smearing due to the finite energy resolution of the detectors is discussed separately in Fig. 8.41.
As pointed out in Ref. [BGS`17] the peak tailing towards lower energies is only a minor
effect for thin layers, but gets rather prominent for dPt Á 200 nm in the case of the simulated
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CZT detectors. Because of this feature α-spectroscopy requires in general thin targets to
minimize the energy losses within the target and to maintain the discrimination of potential
backgrounds in the ROI of the expected α-peak. The previous study [BGS`17] used several
platinum targets of about 400 nm thickness each. However, the two experimental approaches
cannot be compared directly to each other. Furthermore, it is noteworthy to mention that
the simulation results presented in Fig. 8.40 have not been folded with the average energy
resolution of the demonstrator detectors. This step will be discussed in the next section.
Energy resolution smearing
The effect of applying the average detector resolution to the output of the Venom simulations
of the 190Pt α-decay is shown exemplarily in Fig. 8.41. This step is necessary to compare
the simulated energy spectra to the COBRA data as will be discussed in section 8.5.4. The
procedure follows the steps outlined in section 8.3.7 for the 113Cd low-energy background
model. It consists of a randomization of the simulation data using a Gaussian distribution
with the true MC energy as mean and a width according to the average energy resolution
function FWHMpEq, which has been obtained from the calibration measurements during the
dedicated 113Cd low-threshold run. Consequently, the Gaussian energy resolution smearing
is applied to all Venom simulations before proceeding with the data analysis as presented in
the following section.
Figure 8.41: Effect of a Gaussian energy smearing for two example simulations of the 190Pt α-decay for
different platinum thicknesses. Left: dPt “ 40 nm. Right: dPt “ 200 nm. In both cases there is a small shift
of the α-peak’s mean position towards lower energies and an expected broadening of its width. However, the
effect is more prominent for thinner Pt-layers and only marginal for dPt Á 200 nm as the spectra are getting
more and more continuous due to the increasing likelihood of prior energy losses in the Pt-layer.
8.5.4 Analysis of COBRA’s LNGS data
The analysis of the available physics data of the COBRA demonstrator is based on a cut and
counting method and consists of three steps. At first the event selection with respect to the
α-decay of 190Pt needs to be fixed. Secondly, the thickness of the Pt-layer can be determined
using the simulated MC templates for different dPt in a spectrum-shape comparison of the
normalized experimental spectra and the MC spectra. This step of the analysis is inspired by
the procedure applied in the PhD thesis of H. Wilsenach [Wil20] for various α-spectroscopy
measurements using a twin Frisch-grid ionization chamber. Moreover, the intended spectrum-
shape comparison is partly based on the techniques developed for the analysis of the 113Cd
β-spectrum as discussed in before in section 8.3.
Finally, the 190Pt half-life can be extracted from the measured decay rate, which needs to
be corrected for the signal efficiency. The conversion formula also requires to fix the Pt-layer’s
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thickness in order to determine the number of 190Pt source nuclei. All of the parameters
involved in the half-life conversion are going to be evaluated regarding their effect on the
systematic uncertainty on the final analysis result.
Event selection
As usual, the first step of the even selection consists of the application of the standard data-
cleaning cuts (DCCs) (see section 7.1.1). At the energy scale of the α-decay of 190Pt the
signal efficiency of the DCCs is about 100%, hence, requires no correction with respect to
the total decay rate. The second step is a restriction of the interaction depth to only select
near-cathode events. Based on the z-cut characterization presented in section 7.1.2, a ˘3σ
range with a Gaussian coverage of 99.87% around the cathode position at z “ 1 corresponds
to a selection of the range 0.97 ă z ď 1.03. The same selection covers about 6.72˘ 0.02% of
the total sensitive CZT volume (see Tab. 7.2).
With respect to data partitioning discussed in section 8.4.2 in the course of the analysis
of the 116Cd 2νββ-decay, it makes sense to reject the identified high-rate periods (HRPs) in
the present analysis, as they contribute to the near-cathode contamination. Fortunately, the
Q-values of the involved α-decays of the radon isotope 222Rn and its long-lived daughters are
much higher in energy and rather well separated from the 190Pt ROI (see e.g. Fig. 8.9 in
section 8.2.4). The total exposure that remains after removing the HRP partition is 533.3 kg d
and corresponds to about 88.3% of the full exposure (see Tab. 8.14 in section 8.4.2).
Because of the strict depth selection there is no need to exclude detector numbers with
an increased background index for bulk events as done for the 116Cd 2νββ-decay analysis.
Another indication for this non-necessity is the observed similarity of the energy spectra of
the detector layers under the discussed event selection (see Fig. 8.39), which is quite different
from the previous analysis where the rate of the single layers deviated up to a factor of three
under similar selections. It should be noted that the average xy-dimensions of the Pt-layer,
which were determined in the second half of section 8.5.2, depend slightly on the chosen data
partition. However, the actual determination has been done under the final event selection
and the observed deviations are much smaller than the assigned systematic uncertainties.
Determination of platinum thickness
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the analysis procedure to determine the
platinum thickness dPt is based on a spectrum-shape comparison between the combined
spectrum obtained by the COBRA demonstrator and the performed MC simulations. The
actual spectrum-shape comparison is partly based on the methods of the 113Cd β-decay study
and involves again a standard χ2 test to asses the degree of agreement. In order to compare
the two types of energy spectra, a normalization by the integral over the energy range of
2400 – 3300 keV is done, which fixes the integrals over this energy range to unity. All energy
spectra have a fixed bin width of 16 keV, which is motivated by the statistics per bin in the
combined experimental spectrum (see also Fig. 8.39). This choice results in N “ 50 degrees
of freedom for the energy range quoted above.
In the present case the Chi2Test function of the Root framework for histograms of the
TH1 class is used to determine the best match. The key principle is the same as discussed
for the case of the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis following Eqn. (8.19). However, Root’s
Chi2Test function includes several modifications to address bins with low-statistics and of-
fers different built-in scaling attributes. Details of those modifications with respect to the
conventional χ2 test procedure are discussed in Ref. [Gag06]. One of the features used in
the analysis is the definition of an offset to take into account the background level above
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the Q-value of 190Pt. The background level is constrained by the integral over the data for
3300 – 3600 keV and assumed to be constant over the ROI defined above. Moreover, the op-
tion norm is used in the present analysis to address the normalization of both spectra, which
affects the effective number of degrees of freedom (NDF).
The resulting χ2red curve in dependence on dPt for the range of 10 – 400 nm is depicted in
Fig. 8.42. The best match is found for dPt “ 180˘ 10 nm and corresponds to a minimum of
χ2red “ 4.51. The comparably high χ2red value of the best match, given a NDF of N “ 50, is an
indication for an imperfect modeling of the data. Potentially, a more nuanced treatment of
the individual detectors could resolve this situation. One idea for a follow-up analysis would
be to define a multivariate fit to determine the ratio of detectors that feature a low, medium
or high thickness of the Pt-layer instead of assuming a uniform thickness distribution.
Nonetheless, the χ2 test result reveals that the average Pt-layer is somewhat thicker than
expected from the pre-characterization measurements discussed in section 8.5.2. Compared to
the previous laboratory measurement presented in [BGS`17], the Pt-layer thickness is about
half the size of their platinum samples. The thinner samples have the advantage of being less
affected by the peak-tailing towards lower energies, but come at the cost of a reduced 190Pt
decay rate.
Figure 8.42: Results of the χ2 test procedure to determine the best match MC spectra with respect to
the average thickness of the CZT detectors’ Pt-layer. The best match is found for dPt “ 180 ˘ 10 nm at
χ2red “ 4.51. As the minimum χ2red value indicates some tensions between the MC modeling and the data, a
conservative estimate of the systematic uncertainty has been performed.
Because of the rather unsatisfying minimum χ2red value, a conservative estimate of the
uncertainty on the Pt-layer’s thickness has been performed. Instead of choosing the pχ2 ` 1q
deviation as estimate of the ˘1σ uncertainty, the systematic uncertainty is conservatively
estimated as ˘10 nm. The χ2red values corresponding to the increased, respectively decreased,
platinum thicknesses are χ2redp170 nmq “ 5.09 and χ2redp190 nmq “ 4.86. While those values
are on the same order as for the best match, the uncertainty estimate indicates a deviation
from the standard pχ2 ` 1q uncertainty by about 20 times considering the given NDF.
A comparison of the best match MC spectrum and the combined data of the COBRA
demonstrator is shown in Fig. 8.43. While there is a good agreement near the maximum of
the α-peak, there are deviations for the modeling of the peak-tailing towards lower energies
and close to the endpoint of the peak. The latter deviations might be caused by the energy
resolution smearing according to the average FWHMpEq, which does not necessarily apply
to the detectors with the worst energy resolution. The mismatch in the tailing part of the
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α-peak could be caused by unaccounted background contributions or the superposition of
the 190Pt spectra of varying thicknesses. For the energy range above the peak there is again
a good agreement between the two spectra due to the background level constraint, which is
taken as a constant offset in the spectrum-shape comparison.
Figure 8.43: Comparison of the combined data of the COBRA demonstrator and the MC spectrum corre-
sponding to the best match of the χ2 test. Top: illustration of the normalized energy spectra. The background
level above the 190Pt α-peak is taken as a constant offset for the MC spectrum. Bottom: distribution of the
residuals between data and Monte-Carlo. The residuals are scaled by the statistical uncertainties of the data.
The observed deviations are largely compatible with fluctuations on the ˘3σ level (orange band). However,
for the peak-tailing towards lower energies there is a slight over fluctuation in the data, which is likely caused
by the simplified modeling of the Pt-layer using average values for all of the individual CZT detectors. The
˘1σ level is shown for comparison (green band) and indicates a sufficient match for the bulk of the α-peak.
In the final step of the analysis of the 190Pt α-decay, the half-life corresponding to the
observed decay rate and its uncertainty will be determined. The analysis procedure is based
on Ref. [BGS`17] and presented in the next section.
Determination of 190Pt half-life
The conversion of the measured decay rate into the corresponding half-life is based on
Eqn. (8.51) and relies on the number of 190Pt source nuclei N190 and the corrected decay
rate Rtrue, which takes into account the involved efficiencies and a background correction.
T1{2 “
lnp2q ¨N190
Rtrue
(8.51)
The platinum mass corresponding to the volume formed by the determined dPt and the
average xy-dimensions is about 400µg per detector. As the number of active detectors
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changes over the lifetime of the experiment and consequently the number of available source
nuclei N190 do as well, a scaling according to the selected exposure towards a virtual single
CZT detector with an increased observational live-time is performed. The accumulated total
exposure of 533.3 kg d (HRP partition removed) is equal to an observational live-time of
about 255.8 yr assuming a single CZT detector with the previously quoted average dimensions.
These numbers still represent the achieved statistics by using up to 64 CZT crystals in parallel
in the period of Sept.’11 – Nov.’19 (see e.g. Fig. 8.3).
Due to the scaling procedure described above only the effective N190 for a single Pt-layer
of the average dimensions enters the half-life conversion in Eqn. (8.51). It follows as
N190 “
dPt ¨ xy
2 ¨ %
MPt
¨NA ¨ a190 “ p1.47˘ 0.21q ˆ 1014 (8.52)
using the platinum density % “ 21.45 g/cm3 as well as the molar mass MPt and the 190Pt
abundance listed in Tab. 8.17. The quoted uncertainty originates from the systematics of
the respective parameters in Eqn. (8.52) and will be derived in the next section, whereas the
uncertainties on the molar mass MPt and the Avogadro constant NA are negligible.
The 190Pt decay rate is determined by a direct counting approach and corrected for all
involved efficiencies to obtain the quantity Rtrue entering Eqn. (8.51). Firstly, the number of
counts in the ROI is determined. The ROI is defined as an energy interval covering the range
of 2000 – 3300 keV. This energy range is found to have a high coverage of the α-peak based
on the MC simulations for different dPt (see e.g. Fig. 8.39). The background level above
the 190Pt Q-value is taken as an estimate of a flat and constant background (see Tab. 8.18).
The total number of counts in the ROI after background correction is 26814 ˘ 164, with a
statistical uncertainty of 0.6%. Compared to the previous study reported in Ref. [BGS`17]
the statistics achieved in the present analysis are about 2.6 times higher.
The same ROI is applied for the MC simulation corresponding to the best match dPt
to determine the efficiency of detecting an α-decay of 190Pt with respect to the geometry
of the experiment. The geometric efficiency is found to be εMC “ 49.05 ˘ 0.06%, which
agrees with the expectation of observing roughly half of the decays for an isotropic emission
probability. Finally, a corrected decay rate of Rtrue “ 213.72˘ 0.77 cts/yr is found by using
the observational live-time following from the accumulated exposure, the efficiency of the
depth selection as well as the determined εMC. The systematic effects resulting in the quoted
uncertainty will be discussed in the next section.
With the determined values of N190 and Rtrue the half-life of the 190Pt α-decay can be
derived from Eqn. (8.51). The conversion results in
T1{2 “ p4.77˘ 0.03 pstat.q ˘ 0.69 psyst.qq ˆ 1011 yr. (8.53)
The half-life result is in agreement with the previous studies discussed in section 8.5.1
and dominated by systematic effects, which will be addressed in the following.
Systematic uncertainties
An overview of the parameters that are considered as systematic uncertainties with respect
to the quantities N190 and Rtrue, which enter the half-life conversion formula Eqn. (8.51) and
the result presented in Eqn. (8.53), is given in Tab. 8.18.
In the case of N190 the largest contribution arises from the 190Pt abundance according
to Ref. [IUP16]. The quoted value of a190 corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 8.3%.
Compared to Ref. [BGS`17] a much more precise value of a190 “ 0.01125p21q% with a relative
uncertainty of 1.9% could be achieved by performing a dedicated investigation of the isotopic
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Table 8.18: Overview of the systematic uncertainties of the half-life determination of the 190Pt α-decay
with the COBRA demonstrator. The two quantities N190 and Rtrue entering the half-life conversion formula
Eqn. (8.51) depend on several parameters, which are treated as systematic uncertainties. The last column
refers to the relative uncertainty on the determined half-life. The single contributions are added in quadrature
to determine the combined systematic uncertainty for the three quantities of interest.
quantity parameter absolute value rel. unc. [%]
Pt-layer thickness 180˘ 10 nm 7.86
Pt-layer xy-dimension 10.14˘ 0.12mm 3.35
Pt-density 21.45˘ 0.05 g/cm3 0.33
190Pt abundance 0.012˘ 0.001% 11.79
N190
190Pt atoms p1.47˘ 0.21q ˆ 1014 14.55
z-cut efficiency 99.87˘ 0.30% 0.30
geometric efficiency εMC 49.05˘ 0.06% 0.13
background variation 0.23˘ 0.12 cts/yr 0.16
Rtrue corrected decay rate 213.72˘ 0.77 cts/yr 0.36
T1{2 half-life p4.77˘ 0.69q ˆ 1011 yr 14.56
composition of the respective platinum samples. Such a measure would only be possible after
the decommission of the COBRA demonstrator in a later stage of the experiment. The same
applies to the second highest contribution which is related to the determination of the Pt-
layer’s thickness. Using XRF to determine dPt for each of the CZT detectors of the COBRA
demonstrator would help to reduce the conservatively estimated uncertainty.
With respect to the total uncertainty the contribution of Rtrue, as the second quantity that
enters the half-life conversion, turns out to be small. The uncertainty of the z-cut efficiency
follows from the variation of the depth resolution as reported in section 7.1.2. The geometric
efficiency’s uncertainty is derived by varying dPt within its constraints. Consequently, the
modulus of the deviations are added in quadrature and taken as the uncertainty on εMC. The
largest variation is performed for the assumed flat background. In this case a variation of
50% of the nominal value is applied to estimate the contribution to the overall uncertainty.
The uncertainty on the observational live-time can be neglected.
In summary, the total systematic uncertainty on the determined 190Pt half-life in Eqn. (8.53)
is about 14.56%. Hence, there is a clear dominance of the systematic effects over the uncer-
tainty resulting from the accumulated statistics of the present study. A short outlook and
some concluding remarks are given in the last paragraph of this section.
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Conclusion and outlook
The determined half-life of the 190Pt α-decay agrees perfectly with the result presented in
Ref. [BGS`17] and the weighted mean of previous studies based on the geological com-
parison method (see e.g. Ref. [TTM06]). However, previous measurements had a better
control of their systematic uncertainties. As already addressed in the discussion of the sys-
tematic contributions to the overall uncertainty, the most critical parameters are the 190Pt
natural abundance and the thickness of the CZT detectors’ Pt-layer. The latter one was
determined indirectly by a spectrum-shape comparison between the combined data of the
COBRA demonstrator and MC spectra for different assumed thicknesses. Both related sys-
tematic uncertainties could be reduced by performing a depth-resolved investigation of the
Pt-layer, e.g. by XRF or similar methods, as soon as the CZT detectors are available for such
measures. Furthermore, variations between the single detectors could be treated in a more
nuanced way, which could improve the agreement between the data and the MC modeling.
The observed mismatch between the determined platinum thickness of 180˘10 nm and the
statement by the manufacturer, that the total thickness of the cathode’s metalization is about
80 – 100 nm, could also be caused by potentially unaccounted dead layer effects. However,
this is unlikely as the experimental half-life result agrees well with previous measurements
and would scale with the platinum thickness, accordingly.
A potential internal crosscheck could be to repeat the direct counting analysis for near-
anode events. The CPG electrode consists also of a platinum layer of probably similar
thickness. However, the event reconstruction is not perfectly in this depth region and strongly
affected by distortions of the weighting potential. Moreover, only part of the anode sides is
covered by the CPG electrode, hence, an additional coverage factor needs to be considered
in the analysis. Especially the double-energy events of 190Pt (see e.g. Fig. 8.4) might be
worthwhile to be considered for such a measure or, on the contrary, could be used to estimate
the magnitude of the underlying double-energy effect using the platinum coverage of the
anode’s CPG electrode compared to the planar cathode.
For the next stage of the experiment, involving the XDEM detector layer, there are
prototype detectors of two different suppliers. Due to improved surface finalization methods
it is now possible to relinquish the additional platinum layer in the electrode’s metalization
without altering the long-term performance of the detectors. This approach is applied for a
part of the COBRA XDEM detectors. Those detectors allow for a direct measurement of the
background in the 190Pt ROI in a potential follow-up campaign using the new detector array.
Finally, there are experiments with a large target mass that feature a prominent contam-
ination with 190Pt such as the CUORE experiment at the LNGS. If the systematics could
be controlled, it might be possible for CUORE to produce an outmost precise 190Pt half-life
measurement by analyzing their data in a similar fashion as presented in this thesis.
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8.6 Double beta decays into excited states
Besides the possibility of observing double beta transitions directly into the ground-state
(g.s.) of the daughter nuclei, as discussed in the previous section, double beta decays can
also occur into excited states. Although excited state transitions are expected to have a
significantly reduced rate compared to the g.s. due to a smaller phase-space, they provide an
enhanced experimental signature because of the accompanied cascade of γ-rays as result of
the relaxation of the excited daughter nuclei. This opens a new analysis window involving
multi-detector hits, which are usually treated as background in most of the conventional
double beta decay searches. Because of its rather high granularity the COBRA demonstrator
array might be competitive with respect to the current experimental data situation, despite
the fact that the most frequent decay mode – the g.s.-to-g.s. 2νββ-decay of 116Cd – has not
yet been observed by the experiment.
In the following sections a feasibility study based on Monte-Carlo simulations of the
COBRA demonstrator array will be presented. This includes the most promising decay modes
with and without the emission of neutrinos for the isotopes 116Cd and 130Te and assumes a
best-case scenario without any external contaminations such as described in section 8.2. In
fact, only the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd into the ground-state will be considered as an intrinsic,
irreducible background. However, under those assumptions, the MC study allows to fathom
the potential of COBRA to confirm already existing experimental results or to even improve
the overall experimental data situation by setting stronger limits for some of the decay modes.
The recent experimental situation will be briefly discussed in the next sections.
Some very preliminary results with a rather simple MC implementation of the COBRA
demonstrator have been provided to L. Dathe for the usage in a high school thesis [Dat16].
Furthermore, some of the illustrations in the analysis part of this section are based on the
visualization tool developed in the course of this work.
8.6.1 Motivation and recent experimental results
The main motivation to search for excited state transitions is related to the theoretical de-
scription of the involved nuclear physics in form of the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs)
(see section 3.2.3). Because of their specific nuclear configuration, the ground-states of ββ-
nuclides and their daughter nuclei are characterized as spin states with Jπ “ 0`. Neutrino-
accompanied double beta decays are only possible via intermediate 1` states and typically
limited to the lowest energetic ones, while 0νββ-decays involve also other intermediate states
up to „ 100MeV (see also section 3.2.3). That is why the involved NMEs are inherently
different for 2νββ- and 0νββ-decay modes. However, the underlying nuclear models rely on
similar assumptions and are expected to share a certain parameter space. Hence, experi-
mental results for 2νββ-decay transitions can be used to validate nuclear model calculations,
which were performed in a specific framework. This includes not only the determination of
the half-life for a transition via a specific excited state, but also the confirmation of the excited
states’ energy levels as well as their branching ratios in case of γ-ray cascades. Moreover, it
might be possible to constrain unknown or free parameter that enter the NME calculations
such as e.g. a quenching of gA in low-momentum exchange nuclear reactions. In combination,
this might help to identify superior nuclear models and, indirectly, improve the theoretical
predictions for 0νββ-decay modes into the ground-state.
Ultimately, the discovery of 0νββ-decay excited state transitions could help to distinguish
the various discussed decay mechanisms by shedding light on the involved nuclear physics.
The additional γ-ray signature provides the opportunity to perform topological measurements
involving the angular correlation between the emitted γ-rays, which are otherwise only pos-
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sible with suitable tracking detectors (like e.g. the NEMO detectors) that are able to resolve
the electrons spatially. Furthermore, 0νββ-decays via excited states are expected to be sen-
sitive to certain right-handed coupling parameters, independently of the effective Majorana
neutrino mass. However, the presently available experimental results already rule out most of
those discussed resonance effects involving enhanced signatures due to right-handed currents.
From the spin configuration of the ββ-nuclides’ ground-state, the most probable excited
state transition is expected for the first 0` state (0`1 ). Final states other than 0
`
1 are sup-
pressed by their spin combinations. However, the 0`1 state cannot decay directly into the
ground-state, denoted as 0`g.s., because of the angular momentum conservation. That is why
the lowest accessible state in a daughter nucleus is typically a 2` state. The de-excitation
from the first 2` state (2`1 ) features only a single γ-ray emission while the transition from
the 0`1 state produces a γ-ray cascade involving all intermediate states. The signature of a
0`1 state transition consists typically of at least two γ-rays, which is in addition to the two
electrons a very distinct signal.
An overview of recent experimental results is given in Tab. 8.19. Further results and
an overview of the experimental activity over the past decades with emphasis on excited
state searches can be found in Ref. [Bar17]. As already discussed in sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.2
for both the theoretical and experimental aspects regarding the investigation of double beta
decay processes, there is no clear favorite nuclide or experimental approach. The same applies
to searches for excited state transitions.
Table 8.19: Overview of experimental results involving excited state transitions in 2νββ-decays. The table
includes a selection of the world-leading 0νββ-decay experiments and is ordered according to the atomic mass
of the ββ-nuclides. The Q-values and experimental results are taken from the references listed in the last
column. Limits on T 2ν1{2 are at 90% C.L. (see Tab. 3.2 in section 3.3.3 for the respective limits on the 0νββ-
decay g.s. transitions). For the reported half-life measurements only the most recent ones have been included
for each nuclide and transition. The originally quoted statistical and systematic uncertainties were added in
quadrature, if quoted separately, and rounded to two digits.
nuclide experiment transition Qββ [keV] T 2ν1{2 [yr] reference
76Ge GERDA 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. 2039.1 p1.93˘ 0.09q ˆ 1021 [GER15b]
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 1480.0 ą 1.6ˆ 1023 [GER15a]
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 916.8 ą 3.7ˆ 1023
MAJORANA 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 1480.0 ą 9.6ˆ 1023 [MAJ19]
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 916.8 ą 6.8ˆ 1023
100Mo NEMO-3 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. 3034.4 p6.81˘ 0.40q ˆ 1018 [NEM19]
γ-spectroscopy 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 2494.9 ą 2.5ˆ 1021 [NEM14]
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 1904.1 p7.50˘ 0.85q ˆ 1020
136Xe KamLAND-Zen 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. 2457.8 p2.21˘ 0.07q ˆ 1021 [Kam16c]
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 1639.3 ą 4.6ˆ 1023 [Kam16b]
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 878.8 ą 8.3ˆ 1023
EXO-200 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 878.8 ą 6.9ˆ 1023 [EXO16]
150Nd NEMO-3 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. 3367.3 p9.34˘ 0.64q ˆ 1018 [NEM16]
γ-spectroscopy 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 3033.4 ą 2.2ˆ 1020 [BHNU09]
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 2626.9 p1.33˘ 0.36q ˆ 1020
From the experimental point of view there are two complementary approaches to search
for excited state transitions in ββ-nuclides. The first one is based on conventional low-
background γ-spectroscopy using e.g. an array of HPGe detectors surrounding a sample that
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contains the ββ-nuclide of interest. The same technique has been briefly discussed in 8.3.7 in
order to assess the radiopurity of COBRA’s near detector materials. While γ-spectroscopy is
sensitive to the monoenergetic γ-lines from the de-excitation processes, it cannot distinguish
between the 2νββ-decay and 0νββ-decay modes. Hence, only effective half-lives T 2ν`0ν1{2 and
branching ratios can be determined. Although the 0νββ-decay into excited states is expected
to be exceedingly more rare than its 2νββ-decay counter part, the T 2ν1{2 and T
0ν
1{2 half-lives
as well as the involved branching ratios can only be disentangled with dedicated 0νββ-decay
experiments. This is why the second approach to search for excited state transitions makes
use of the large target mass of those experiments. An overview of the underlying experimental
techniques is given in Tab. 3.1 of section 3.3.2.
The current experimental situation is summarized in Tab. 8.19 with emphasis on the
more frequent 2νββ-decay modes. The only two observations of excited state transitions
have been achieved by γ-spectroscopy for the 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 transitions of the isotopes 100Mo
and 150Nd. While 100Mo has been studied several times in the past decades (see e.g. [Bar17]),
the confirmation of the exited state transition in 150Nd has only been achieved rather recently
[KEFT14]. Both ββ-nuclides feature a beneficial combination of the nuclides’ internal struc-
ture and their Q-values with Qββpg.s.q ą 3MeV, which is comparably high with respect to the
other candidates in Tab. 8.19. In fact, for 100Mo and 150Nd the T 2ν1{2p0
`
1 q half-lives turn out
to be lower than the T 2ν1{2pg.s.q half-lives for the ground-state transitions of the word-leading
0νββ-decay experiments based on 76Ge and 136Xe. Because of the much smaller Qββp0`1 q for
the latter isotopes and the strong dependency of the related phase-space factor on the Q-value
(see e.g. section 3.2.3), which predetermines the decay rate, the expected half-lives are much
higher. Even though there are some advantages related to the isotopes 100Mo and 150Nd
in terms of excited states, they are not considered for a near-future large-scale 0νββ-decay
experiment due to other concepts proving to be more promising.
Until today there is no experimental evidence for excited state transitions involving 2`1
states, which are suppressed by their spin configuration despite having larger Q-values and
related phase-spaces compared to 0`1 transitions. However, with larger 0νββ-decay experi-
ments in operation or going online, new results are expected to be established in the near
future. Current experimental lower limits are on the order of 1020 ´ 1024 years for various
2νββ-decay modes (see Tab. 8.19). The recent upgrade of the GERDA experiment [GER18b]
provides excellent prospects to discover the first excited state transition in 76Ge. First re-
sults and updated limits on both 2νββ-decay and 0νββ-decay excited state transitions can
be found in the PhD thesis of T. Wester [Wes19]. The two most promising candidate isotopes
that are accessible with the COBRA demonstrator will be discussed in the following section.
8.6.2 COBRA’s isotopes of interest
In case of COBRA’s detector approach using CZT semiconductors the double beta transitions
of 116Cd and 130Te are the most promising ones because of their high Q-values (see e.g.
section 4.2). Furthermore, both isotopes are of general interest in the double beta decay
community due to their comparably low T 2ν1{2pg.s.q half-lives, which are roughly in between
the ones for 100Mo and 150Nd, proven to be beneficial in terms of excited states, and the
world-leading experiments focusing on 76Ge and 136Xe (see Tab. 8.19). The level schemes of
the potential excited state transitions for 116Cd and 130Te are illustrated in Fig. 8.44.
Recently, the most likeliest excited state transitions have been investigated by the LNGS
experiments Aurora [Aur18] and CUORE [CUO19b]. An overview of the experimental results
and predicted half-live values according to Ref. [PS15] is given in Tab. 8.20. The Aurora
project has already been discussed previously in section 8.4.1 with emphasis on the 116Cd
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Figure 8.44: Decay schemes of the double beta transitions of 116Cd and 130Te via potential excited states.
Left: 116Cdp0`q Ñ 116Snp0`q. Right: 130Tep0`q Ñ 130Xep0`q. The energy levels of the excited states in 116Sn
and 130Xe as well as the Q-values are taken from the Decay0 source code and differ slightly from the most
recent literature values (see e.g. Tab. 4.4 in section 4.2). Only the states up to the first excited 0` state (0`1 )
will be considered in the feasibility study. This includes one 2` state for 116Cd and two in the case of 130Te.
2νββ-decay into the ground-state. In case of 130Te there are results from several stages of
the CUORE experiment, whereas the most recent study with the full-size CUORE detector
array only focuses on the 0`1 transitions with and without neutrino emission. That is why
especially the limit on T 2ν1{2p2
`
1 q is so much weaker compared to the limit on T 2ν1{2p0
`
1 q using a
much higher exposure.
Each transition via an excited state is accompanied by the emission of characteristic
γ-rays. In the case of the 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 transition there is at least one intermediate 2` state
that forms a γ-ray cascade by populating the state from the initial 0` level (see Fig. 8.44).
However, the neutrino-accompanied as well as the neutrinoless decay modes share the same
excited state levels, hence, can be identified by observing the same γ-lines in an experiment.
The theoretical half-life predictions in Tab. 8.20 include quenching effects of the weak
axial-vector coupling gA as motivated in section 3.2.5 and further elaborated in the course of
the 113Cd analysis reported in section 8.3. For the 2νββ-decay of 130Te into the 0`1 state, the
CUORE experiment reports a 90% C.L. lower limit that is rather close to predicted half-life.
However, at the same time the predicted T 2ν1{2 for the ground-state is off by more than four
times. In case of the other 2νββ-decay modes there are at least two orders of magnitude
difference between the current experimental limits and the recent calculations. The quoted
predictions for the T 0ν1{2 half-lives are based on an effective neutrino mass of 50meV and
a weighting of the ground-state value with the ratio of the corresponding T 2ν1{2 predictions.
Conservatively speaking, none of the potential 0νββ-decays via excited state transitions will
be accessible with the current generation of experiments reporting sensitivities on the order
of T̃ 0ν1{2 „ 10
26 years for the expected g.s. transitions.
Although the sensitivity of the COBRA demonstrator is rather low compared to large
experiments such as CUORE, the granularity of the detector array might turn out beneficial
in the search for excited states. Because of the involved γ-rays, excited state transitions are
expected to appear as coincident events between multiple detectors, which provides distinct
experimental signatures. Moreover, as soon as the existence of the 0νββ-decay has been
confirmed, more experimental input is needed to identify the underlying decay mechanism.
Preferably, a confirmation with a different kind of detector concept should be performed.
In case of COBRA multiple isotopes could be considered for a construction of a large-scale
enriched detector array. Furthermore, the lower limits on the 116Cd 2νββ-decays into excited
states could already be improved with an experiment of the size of the COBRA demonstrator,
while future stages are still under development. The Monte-Carlo simulation of the double
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Table 8.20: Experimental results and half-life predictions for excited state transitions in 116Cd and 130Te.
The Q-values and energy levels of the excited states in the daughter nuclei have been taken from the Decay0
source code [PTZ00]. Multiple γ-line energies within a line indicate that a γ-ray cascade is associated with
the respective transition (e.g. for the de-excitation from a 0`1 state). The γ-line energies are the same for
2νββ-decay and 0νββ-decay modes of the same isotope. For 130Te there are two intermediate 2` states,
whereas both states can undergo two decay branches labeled as B1 and B2. However, for the de-excitation
from the 0`1 state the second branch involves three γ-rays and is expected to have a rather small branching
ratio (indicated by the brackets). While T 2ν1{2pg.s.q is already precisely known for 116Cd and 130Te, there are
only lower limits (90% C.L.) on the half-lives for excited state transitions. For the half-life measurements the
statistical and systematic uncertainties were added in quadrature. The experimental 116Cd results originate
from the Aurora experiment at the LNGS using CdWO4 scintillator crystals [Aur18]. The 130Te results have
been obtained by the CUORE experiment [CUO19b] and several predecessor stages (CUORE-0 [CUO19a],
CUORICINO [CUO12]). A detailed summary of previous experiments can be found in the review article
[Bar17]. The 2νββ-decay half-life predictions are taken from Ref. [PS15]. In contrast to the majority of other
references, the present calculations consider a quenching of the weak axial-vector coupling gA with effective
values of about 0.6 ´ 0.7. For the prediction of T 0ν1{2 an effective neutrino mass of 50meV has been assumed,
indicating the top of the inverted mass ordering (see Fig. 2.2). Instead of using dedicated calculations to
predict T 0ν1{2 for the excited state transitions, a scaling according to the ratio of the T 2ν1{2 between the g.s. and
the respective excited states has been performed. In any case, the discovery of those 0νββ-decay modes is out
of reach with the given sensitivity of the current generation of experiments.
transition Qββ [keV] Eγ [keV] mode T exp1{2 [yr] T
theo
1{2 [yr]
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. 2805 - 2ν p2.63˘ 0.12q ˆ 1019 2.4ˆ 1019
0ν ą 2.2ˆ 1023 „ 2.0ˆ 1026
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 1511 1294 2ν ą 9.8ˆ 1020 2.5ˆ 1024
0ν ą 7.1ˆ 1022 „ 2.1ˆ 1031
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 1048 1294, 463 2ν ą 5.9ˆ 1020 1.6ˆ 1024
0ν ą 4.5ˆ 1022 „ 1.3ˆ 1031
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. 2529 - 2ν p7.9˘ 0.2q ˆ 1020 1.6ˆ 1020
0ν ą 1.5ˆ 1025 „ 2.0ˆ 1026
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 1993 536 2ν ą 2.8ˆ 1021 4.2ˆ 1023
0ν ą 1.3ˆ 1023 „ 5.3ˆ 1029
0`g.s. Ñ 2`2 1407 B1: 586, 536 2ν - 1.0ˆ 1027
B2: 1122 0ν - „ 1.3ˆ 1033
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 735 B1: 1258, 536 2ν ą 2.5ˆ 1023 7.2ˆ 1023
B2: (672, 586, 536) 0ν ą 1.4ˆ 1024 „ 8.8ˆ 1029
beta decay processes just discussed and first results regarding the feasibility of performing
an excited state search with the COBRA demonstrator will be presented in the next section.
8.6.3 Monte-Carlo simulation of excited state transitions
The simulation of the excited state transitions of 116Cd and 130Te is done with COBRA’s
simulation tool Venom. The initial kinematics of the double beta decay modes are once
more created via the Decay0 event generator, which is why the Q-values and energy levels
of the excited states are taken directly from the source code rather than from the latest
literature databases. For each decay mode listed in Tab. 8.19 a total of 108 events have been
simulated with a confinement of the initial vertex to the 64 sensitive CZT crystal volumes.
This includes all 2νββ-decay as wells as 0νββ-decay modes up to the first excited 0` states.
As the creation of the Decay0 input files is rather time and storage consuming, especially for
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the excited 2` states because of the complexity of the underlying decay schemes and angular
correlation functions, only a reduced set of 107 initial events has been used in those cases. By
comparing the simulation results, no statistical abnormalities have been found for the decay
modes with the reduced pool of initial conditions. However, this statement only holds for
the present case of reusing the same Decay0 input pool ten times. In previous iterations
based on only 106 initial events, statistical artifacts have been discovered in the final Venom
simulation of up to 108 events, in case the limited initial kinematics were reused 100 times.
It should be noted again that the following analysis is based on a best-case scenario
without consideration of any external background. Instead, the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd into
the ground-state of 116Sn is treated as intrinsic background for all excited state transitions.
Although the ground-state transition is only on the edge to be observed with the demonstrator
array, there might already be good prospects to crosscheck the present experimental results.
Furthermore, as long as no signal is observed, the decay modes can be treated separately,
neglecting possible ambiguities due to lower states also being populated by higher excited
state transitions.
Event multiplicities
When searching for excited state transitions, there are a couple of promising signal selection
opportunities due to the additional γ-ray emission from the de-excitation of the daughter
nucleus. While the two electrons that are released in the initial double beta decay are expected
to remain in the source crystal, the de-excitation radiation has a rather high probability to
escape. That is why searching for coincidences between several detectors is a natural choice
to identify excited state transitions. Multi-detector hits can be characterized by the number
of involved crystals, which is referred to as the multiplicity m of an event. Single detector
events are classified as multiplicity m “ 1 (M1), two detector hits as multiplicity m “ 2 (M2)
and so on for higher multiplicities.
Another point of consideration is that the COBRA demonstrator’s background is dom-
inated by surface contaminations undergoing dominantly rather long-lived α-decays, which
are mostly limited to a single detector and do not trigger coincidences (see also section 8.2.4).
Because of this, the background for the combined energy spectrum of multiple detector hits
is expected to be much lower compared to the results of the previously presented investi-
gation of the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd using the preliminary M1 data set (see section 8.4). A
preliminary data evaluation of the demonstrator’s M2 physics data between 2014 and 2016
with about 230 kg d exposure, which is presented in the Master thesis of J. Volkmer [Vol18],
confirms this expectation. Based on the results obtained in [Vol18], a background level of
about „ 0.06 cts/(keVkg yr) can be expected for the sum spectrum of M2 events above 2MeV.
However, the statistics of the M2 data set are very limited and consist of only a couple of ten
events in this energy region. At lower energies only the prominent 40K γ-line at 1460.8 keV has
been identified in the preliminary sum spectrum of M2 events [Vol18], which is in agreement
with the background characterization presented in section 8.2.
An illustration of the multiplicity distribution for the simulated double beta decay modes
of 116Cd is shown in Fig. 8.45. While the 2νββ-decay and 0νββ-decay ground-state transi-
tions are dominantly single detector events, they also produce a significant fraction of higher
multiplicity events. In case of the excited state transitions, the difference between M1 and
higher multiplicities is less prominent. Another observation is that the fraction of m ą 1
events is larger for the investigated 0νββ-decay modes, while the differences between ground-
state and excited state transitions get diminished compared to the 2νββ-decay modes. The
reason for this behavior is related to the likelihood of producing bremsstrahlung by the initial
electrons. In the case of 0νββ-decays the electrons share the full Q-value while for a 2νββ-
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Figure 8.45: Multiplicity distribution for double beta decay transitions of 116Cd simulated for the COBRA
demonstrator. Left: 2νββ-decay modes. Right: 0νββ-decay modes. The latter decay modes are more likely to
produce bremsstrahlung, which explains the overall higher rate of m ą 1 events as well as the less prominent
differences between ground-state and excited state transitions in terms of the event multiplicity. The transition
via the 0`1 state produces higher multiplicity rates compared to the 2
`
1 state because of its γ-ray cascade and
the emission of two de-excitation photons per decay (see also Fig. 8.44).
decay part of the energy is carried away by the neutrinos, which reduces the mean electron
energy, thus, the probability of producing bremsstrahlung inside the detector material CZT.
Table 8.21: Relative multiplicity fractions for the simulated 116Cd double beta decay modes using the
COBRA demonstrator. While all decay modes feature a high fraction of M1 events, the excited state transitions
clearly show an excess of events with higher multiplicities. Based on the determined relative multiplicity
composition, M2 events seem to provide a promising tool to discriminate ground-state and excited state
transitions. Higher multiplicities only make up for a small fraction of the simulated events and are likely to
contribute even less for the case of applying an energy threshold in the analysis.
decay mode 116Cd 2νββ 116Cd 0νββ
state g.s. 2`1 0
`
1 g.s. 2
`
1 0
`
1
fpm “ 1q / % 96.2 83.0 66.0 84.1 79.3 63.9
fpm “ 2q / % 3.3 14.1 26.1 13.3 16.8 27.3
fpm ě 3q / % 0.4 2.9 7.9 2.5 3.9 9.0
The fraction of events that fall under a certain multiplicity category for the different
decay modes are presented in Tab. 8.21. For M1 events the ground-state transitions are
clearly dominating. In agreement with the original motivation, the determined multiplicity
fractions confirm an increased amount of m ą 1 events in case of excited state transitions.
From the relative rates in Tab. 8.21, M2 events are found to provide a promising signature
to discriminate ground-state and excited state transitions, whereas the discrimination seems
not as strong for the 0νββ-decay modes. The investigation of higher multiplicities would not
only be more complex, but would depend more strongly on further analysis steps such as
limiting the available energy range or introducing an energy threshold. That is why higher
multiplicity events will not be investigated further. Instead, the feasibility study focuses on
M2 events.
The same analysis procedure is applied to the 130Te decay modes with the only difference
being that there is an additional transition via the intermediate 2`2 state of 130Xe. The
distribution of the event multiplicities and the corresponding relative multiplicity fractions
are shown in Fig. 8.46 and Tab. 8.22. The same conclusions as drawn from the first analysis
of the 116Cd decay modes apply to the case of 130Te. Only small differences are found, which
are due to the altered decay scheme as depicted in Fig. 8.44.
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Figure 8.46: Multiplicity distribution for double beta decay transitions of 130Te simulated for the COBRA
demonstrator. Left: 2νββ-decay modes. Right: 0νββ-decay modes. The differences between the single decay
modes coincide with the observations for the already discussed transitions of 116Cd. The increased multiplicity
rates for m ą 1 for the investigated 0νββ-decays with respect to the neutrino-accompanied modes is due to
the energy dependence of the probability to produce bremsstrahlung. The transitions via the 2`2 and 0
`
1 state
produce higher multiplicity rates because of the involved γ-ray cascades (see also Fig. 8.44).
Table 8.22: Relative multiplicity fractions for the simulated 130Te double beta decay modes using the
COBRA demonstrator. Again, the same conclusion apply as drawn for the already discussed 116Cd decay
modes. The focus of the feasibility study is on M2 events, while higher multiplicities only make up for a rather
small fraction of the simulated events and can be neglected.
decay mode 130Te 2νββ 130Te 0νββ
state g.s. 2`1 2
`
2 0
`
1 g.s. 2
`
1 2
`
2 0
`
1
fpm “ 1q / % 97.0 77.2 65.2 65.1 86.2 72.2 62.6 63.8
fpm “ 2q / % 2.7 19.2 26.4 26.2 11.8 22.4 27.7 26.9
fpm ě 3q / % 0.3 3.5 8.4 8.7 2.0 5.4 9.7 9.3
Because of the multiplicity distributions’ similarity between the double beta decay modes
of 116Cd and 130Te, the prioritization of the M2 analysis approach will be continued in the
following. One of the next steps is to investigate the local distribution of M2 events over the
detector array of the COBRA demonstrator.
Detector pair distribution
By limiting the analysis to M2 events, it is possible to analyze the simulated decay modes
in form of two-dimensional distributions such as discussed in the following. The first series
of plots depicted in Fig. 8.47 illustrates the local distribution of the M2 detector pairs for
several double beta decay modes of 116Cd and the complete demonstrator array.
As it is not possible to distinguish in the actual physics data whether a detected energy
deposition corresponds to the initial decay or a secondary hit by e.g escaping de-excitation
γ-rays or bremsstrahlung, but those processes could be differentiated in the simulation, a
randomization of the fixed ordering of the M2 instances is performed. This way, the first
detector hit is not necessarily related to the initial decay anymore and, vice versa, for the
second detector hit, which was originally referring to the interaction of the secondary radia-
tion. While the total number of simulated events has been distributed equally between the
single detectors of the four layers of the demonstrator, there is a clear clustering of events in
the M2 detector maps. Because of the randomization of the simulated M2 data, the patterns
are symmetric with respect to the counter diagonal.
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Figure 8.47: Examples of the M2 detector pair distribution for simulated double beta transitions of 116Cd
with the COBRA demonstrator. Top: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. transitions via 2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-decay (right).
Bottom: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transitions via 2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-decay (right). The grid lines highlight the
structure of the detector array consisting of four layers with 4 ˆ 4 detectors. The counter diagonal elements
are empty as they would correspond to coincidences between the same detector numbers. Within a layer, the
highest M2 rates are caused by the 0νββ-decay into the g.s. (top right). Again, the reason for this is the rather
high probability to produce bremsstrahlung via the two electrons in the detector material CZT. The observed
patterns are very similar for all four example cases and do not allow to identify superior detector pairs.
It is found that the rate of M2 events is higher for direct neighbors within the same layer
and gets the lower, the farther the detectors are apart. However, the patterns are very similar
for all four considered cases of double beta decay modes and do not show clear preferences
of certain detector pairs. Moreover, to discriminate the excited state transitions from the
background process (116Cd 2νββ-decay into g.s.) a normalization of the rates with respect to
the half-lives of the transitions is required.
One particular effect that has not been expected to occur in such a prominent fashion
is backscattering. A better impression of the backscattering effect is depicted in Fig. 8.48
comparing the M2 detector pairs of the 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transition for the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd
between L1 and L2. The plots are a zoomed version of the illustrations shown before in
Fig. 8.47 and feature a linear color axis. While one would expect the pairs of the innermost
detectors (e.g. L1: 6, 7, 10, 11 and L2: 22, 23, 26, 27) to feature the highest M2 rates,
higher rates are observed for the pairs of outer lying detectors (e.g. L1: 1-4, and L2: 17-21).
Furthermore, there are more M2 coincidences of the respective detector pairs for the outer
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layers (e.g. L1) than for the inner ones (e.g. L2). This effect is caused by the backscattering
of the de-excitation γ-rays and bremsstrahlung from the copper and lead shield surrounding
the CZT detector array. Previous simulation studies neglected the artificial shielding of the
experiment, which is why the effect of backscattering has not been taken into account before.
Figure 8.48: Comparison of the M2 detector pair distribution for the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd via the 2`1 state
of 116Sn. Left: L1 detectors (1–16). Right: L2 detectors (17–32). Due to the backscattering of bremsstrahlung
and de-excitation radiation from the surrounding copper and lead castle, pairs involving detectors that are
close to the outer shield produce higher M2 rates compared to inner pairs. The effect is stronger for L1 as it is
located closer to the bottom of the shield. The same effects are seen for L3 (inner pos.) and L4 (outer pos.).
Finally, the M2 detector pair investigation is repeated for the double beta transitions of
130Te. In agreement with the previously discussed similarity of the multiplicity distributions,
the same patterns of M2 detector pairs are found. An illustration of the M2 detector pair
distribution of all simulated transitions can be found in section D.5.1 of the appendix.
Energy resolution smearing
The output of the Venom simulation needs to be folded with the average detector resolution
in order to be able to use the same selection cuts in a potential analysis of the physics
data. The Gaussian resolution smearing is performed according to the procedure discussed in
section 8.3.7 for the 113Cd low-energy background model. It makes use of the average energy
resolution function FWHMpEq which has been obtained from the calibration measurements
during the dedicated 113Cd low-threshold run. An illustration of the resolution smearing for
some examples for the double beta decay modes of 116Cd is depicted in Fig. 8.49. While the
continuous spectra of the 2νββ-decay modes are not affected by the applied Gaussian energy
smearing, the effect is clearly visible for the Qββ peaks and γ-lines in the selected 0νββ-decay
transitions. The discussed energy resolution smearing is applied to all Venom simulations
before performing further analysis steps.
Coincident M2 energy spectra
Naturally, the investigation of the M2 energy spectra of the double beta decays of interest
provides deeper insights on how to distinguish potential excited state transitions from the
116Cd 2νββ-decay into the ground-state. However, there are several options for the display
and characterization of the respective energy spectra. The first option is a two-dimensional
representation of the energy depositions of the first and second detector, similarly to the
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Figure 8.49: Effect of a Gaussian energy smearing onto the Venom simulations of several double beta
decay processes. Left: double beta decay transitions of 116Cd into the ground-state of 116Sn. Right: double
beta decay transitions of 116Cd into the first exited 2` state of 116Sn. Each spectrum results from a full
detector simulation of the COBRA demonstrator array with 108 events and only includes single detector
events. The continuous 2νββ-decay spectra (indicated in red) are only marginally affected by the applied
resolution smearing and are almost congruent with each other. On the contrary, a broadening of the discrete
peaks corresponding to different Q-values can be seen for the 0νββ-decay modes.
maps of the M2 detector pairs (see e.g. Fig. 8.50). Secondly, a projection of the two-
dimensional plots lead to a conventional energy spectrum, which is referred to as the M2
single-spectrum (M2s). Because of the randomization of the M2 energy depositions, referring
to the indistinguishability of the first and second detector hit, only one projection onto either
the x- or y-axis is needed. Finally, the sum spectrum of the two energy depositions, denoted
as M2Σ, will be used to characterized the simulated transitions. It should be noted that
all energy spectra that will be discussed in the following have been randomized to mimic
the energy depositions in a real world experiment and were folded with the average energy
resolution as pointed out in the previous paragraph.
The two-dimensional representations of the simulated M2 spectra for the double beta
decay modes of 116Cd are shown in Fig. 8.50. The respective plots for 130Te can be found in
Fig. 8.51. As a result of the post-processing of the simulations including the randomization
of the M2 energy depositions, the two-dimensional energy spectra turn out to be mirror-
symmetrically with the counter diagonal being the symmetry axis. The observed horizontal
and vertical lines correspond to the cases where one detector registers a fixed energy (e.g. the
full deposition of Eγ), while the second detector observes the sum of the electrons’ energy
deposit up to the corresponding Qββ . In the case of 2νββ-decays into excited states, these
lines provide a promising tool to distinguish the transitions from the continuous spectrum of
the respective ground-state transition. Their presence and distinctiveness from the considered
background process will be studied in the 2νββ-decay’s M2s projections.
The same can be done for the 0νββ-decay modes of the respective isotopes. One par-
ticular difference is, however, that the detection of Eγ in one detector coincides dominantly
with the detection of the Q-value of the corresponding excited state transition in the sec-
ond detector in case of an excited state transition. The potential summation effects of the
combination Eγ `Qββ cause additional patterns in the two-dimensional M2 representations
such as the prominent summation points. Furthermore, this increases the number of vertical
and horizontal lines with respect to the 2νββ-decay modes. Besides the already discussed
features there are additional diagonal lines, which do also correspond to summation effects.
The diagonal line with the highest intensity indicates events where the full Qββ of the re-
spective transition has been deposited as the sum of two detectors. One common feature of
all 0νββ-decay modes is a diagonal line for Qββpg.s.q as all neutrinoless decay modes have
the potential to deposit the full 116Cd Q-value of 2.8MeV according to their decay schemes
(see Fig. 8.44). The summation peaks are expected to appear in the M2Σ spectra.
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Figure 8.50: Representation of coincident energy spectra of M2 events for double beta transitions of 116Cd.
Left: 2νββ-decay modes via ground-state (top), 2`1 state (middle) and 0
`
1 state (bottom). Right: 0νββ-
decay modes via ground-state (top), 2`1 state (middle) and 0
`
1 state (bottom). The randomization of the M2
energy deposits ensures a symmetric distribution with respect to the counter diagonal. For the excited state
transitions, areas of increased count rate (e.g. horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines) can be identified.
Normalization of Monte-Carlo spectra
In order to quantify the intensity of the previously presented features of the two-dimensional
M2 spectra, the one-dimensional M2s and M2Σ spectra will be used in the following. However,
a comparison with respect to the 116Cd 2νββ-decay into the ground-state as an estimate of
the intrinsic, irreducible background requires a normalization of the MC spectra according
to the half-lives of the transitions. Moreover, the normalization depends on the number of
source atoms Nββ per mass unit in CZT, the number of simulated events NMC “ 108 and
the width of the energy bins ∆b “ 4 keV to express the decay rate in the usual units of
cts/(keVkg yr). This way it would also be possible to compare the normalized MC spectra
to the physics data of the COBRA demonstrator in a future analysis attempt.
The value of Nββ can be calculated according to Eqn. (8.1). Because of the half-lives
being much longer than the observation time and NMC ! Nββ , a Taylor expansion of the
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Figure 8.51: Representation of coincident energy spectra of M2 events for double beta transitions of 130Te.
Left: 2νββ-decay modes via ground-state (top), 2`1 state (upper middle), 2
`
2 state (lower middle) and 0
`
1 state
(bottom). Right: 0νββ-decay modes via ground-state (top), 2`1 state (upper middle), 2
`
2 state (lower middle)
and 0`1 state (bottom). The randomization of the M2 energy deposits ensures a symmetric distribution with
respect to the counter diagonal. For the excited state transitions, areas of increased count rate (e.g. horizontal,
vertical and diagonal lines) can be identified.
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radioactive decay law can be used to calculated the scaling factors fs. This leads to an
expression of the following form
fs “
lnp2q ¨Nββ
NMC ¨ T1{2 ¨∆b
. (8.54)
Considering the most recent experimental results for 116Cd and 130Te, the lower limits
at 90% C.L. of the Aurora and CUORE experiments (see Tab. 8.20) are used as an estimate
of the respective half-lives entering Eqn. (8.54). For 130Te it was decided to estimate the
half-lives for the transitions via the two excited 2` states with the lower limits on the 0`1
transitions due to the lack of recent analysis results that could compete with the much stricter
limits set by the full-size CUORE experiment in case of the 0`1 transitions.
Figure 8.52: Comparison of normalized MC spectra for the investigated double beta transitions of 116Cd.
Left: 2νββ-decay modes. Right: 0νββ-decay modes. The three rows correspond to the M1 spectra (top),
the M2s spectra (middle) and the M2Σ spectra (bottom). The normalization according to Eqn. (8.54) is
based on the lower half-life limits at 90% C.L. obtained by the Aurora experiment (see Tab. 8.20). The y-axis
features different scales for a better visibility. While the 2νββ-decay modes are dominated by the ground-state
transition in case of the M1 channel, the additional γ-line signatures are clearly visible in the M2s spectra. The
signatures of the 0νββ-decays via the intermediate excited states would be largely hidden by the 2νββ-decay
into the g.s. as an estimate of the intrinsic background.
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The accordingly scaled energy spectra of the simulated double beta decay transitions
of 116Cd are presented in Fig. 8.52. Besides the M2s and M2Σ spectra, which have been
introduced before, the spectra based on M1 events are shown for comparison. All spectra
are subject to a restriction of the energy range to remove events with an energy deposit
below the Q-value of the β-decay of 113Cd. As pointed out before in several sections, the
113Cd decay rate dominates the physics data of the COBRA demonstrator at low energies.
In fact, the rate is about six orders of magnitude higher than expected for the 2νββ-decay of
116Cd. While the chance of random coincidences between unrelated 113Cd decays in different
detectors is still negligibly small for the COBRA demonstrator, the probability increases in
the light of a potential large-scale COBRA experiment with several thousand CZT crystals
and an increasing target mass (see section 4.3.5). As such a size would be needed to really
compete with the currently running and proposed 0νββ-decay experiments, it makes sense
to define such a threshold from the very beginning. In the present case the single detector
threshold is set to Eth “ 320 keV. Consequently, the threshold for the displayed M2Σ spectra
is twice as high. Details regarding the effect of choosing a threshold instead of taking all M2
events into account in the construction of the M2 spectra will be discussed in section 8.6.4.
For the M1 spectra there is a overwhelming dominance of the 2νββ-decay g.s. transition
of 116Cd for the 2νββ- and 0νββ-decay modes, which prevents any imprints of the potential
excited states transitions to appear in the combined spectrum of all decay modes. This
confirms once more the need to perform a search for excited state transitions for events with
a higher multiplicity. Even though the situation is similarly challenging for the M2s and
M2Σ channels, applying the normalization according to the latest Aurora results on T 0ν1{2 (see
Tab. 8.20), the prospects of the COBRA demonstrator are quite promising for the 2νββ-
decay modes. Here, the M2s channel is expected to provide a noticeable signature under the
assumption of the lower half-life limits and the g.s. 2νββ-decay as an estimate of the intrinsic
background. The case of normalizing the MC spectra according to the predicted double beta
decay half-lives reported in Tab. 8.20 can be found in section D.5.2 of the appendix. In this
case it will be extremely unlikely to discover any excited state signature with an experiment
of the size of the COBRA demonstrator array.
The normalized MC spectra for the double beta transitions of 130Te are depicted in
Fig. 8.53. Because of the stronger half-life limits set by the CUORE experiment and the
assumed universality of the 0`1 result as estimate for the intermediate 2` states, no decay
mode is expected to provide a clear signature given the intrinsic background of the 2νββ-
decay ground-state transitions and the exposure that could be reached with the demonstrator
array. It should be noted that the expected 2νββ-decay rate of 116Cd is almost a magnitude
higher than for 130Te, which worsens the experimental starting point even more. For the
sake of completeness, a compilation of the normalized 130Te spectra based on the predicted
half-lives according to Tab. 8.20 can be found in section D.5.2 of the appendix.
The evaluation of potential event selection criteria that might improve the identification
of the excited states features in the normalized M2 spectra will be discussed in the following
section. The aim is to determine the selection efficiency for excited state transitions as a guide
line for future analysis approaches as well as to estimate a best-case signal-to-background
ratio (S/B) in order to investigate the feasibility of such attempts given the size and geometry
of the COBRA demonstrator.
8.6.4 Event selection based on M2 spectra
An overview of the potential signatures that are unique for the double beta decays of 116Cd
and 130Te via the excited states of their daughter nuclei and might be able to distinguish
them from the ground-state transitions is given in Tab. 8.23. The criteria are based on the
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Figure 8.53: Comparison of normalized MC spectra for the investigated double beta transitions of 130Te.
Left: 2νββ-decay modes. Right: 0νββ-decay modes. The three rows correspond to the M1 spectra (top), the
M2s spectra (middle) and the M2Σ spectra (bottom). The normalization according to Eqn. (8.54) is based
on the lower half-life limits at 90% C.L. obtained by the CUORE experiment (see Tab. 8.20). The y-axis
features different scales for a better visibility. Because of the very restrictive CUORE results there is hardly a
chance to improve the current experimental situation with the COBRA demonstrator, not even by assuming
the presently applied best-case scenario.
previously discussed M2 spectra and originate from the characteristic, discrete energy levels
of the corresponding decay schemes depicted in Fig. 8.44.
In several iterations of the analysis it was found that the results depend on the construc-
tion of the required M2 spectra. In the first iteration no artificial threshold for the energy
deposition of a single detector has been used. By comparing the two-dimensional representa-
tion of the irreducible background process – the ground-state 2νββ-decay of 116Cd – with the
excited state transitions in Fig. 8.50, it is clear that applying a threshold improves the S/B
ratio exceptionally for the projection of the M2s spectra. The same applies for the application
of dedicated energy restrictions to limit the ROI as summarized in Tab. 8.23, which are found
to provide the best prospects in terms of the achievable S/B ratio.
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Table 8.23: Overview of selection criteria to identify excited state transitions for the isotopes 116Cd and 130Te
in the M2 channel. While for the 2νββ-decay modes only the M2s spectra are of interest, there are additional
information in case of the 0νββ-decay transitions due to summation effects which are visible in the M2Σ
spectra. Moreover, the 2νββ-decay transitions can only be identified via the de-excitation γ-lines, whereas the
spectra of the 0νββ-decays contain also imprints of the respective Q-values and potential summation effects
(see also Fig. 8.52 and Fig. 8.53). The potential ROIs are highlighted below as Eγpe.s.q and Qββpe.s.q and
could be selected via a suitable energy window. The corresponding central values can be found in Fig. 8.44
and Tab. 8.20. The criteria indicated with : are expected to have a rather low efficiency as they are either
only effective for direct neighbors (shared Qββ) or involve suppressed γ-line cascades, which usually applies
to the B2 branch (see Tab. 8.20). That is also why the criteria for the 0νββ-decays only consider γ-lines from
the B1 branches. As an estimate of the irreducible background the same selection rules are applied to the
2νββ-decay of 116Cd into the ground-state of 116Sn.
decay mode 2νββ 0νββ
spectrum M2s M2s M2Σ
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 Eγp2
`
1 q Eγp2
`
1 q Qββp2
`
1 q
:
Qββp2`1 q Qββpg.s.q
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 Eγp0
`
1 q Eγp0
`
1 q Qββp0
`
1 q
:
Eγp2`1 q Eγp2
`
1 q Qββp0
`
1 q ` Eγp0
`
1 q
Qββp0`1 q Qββp0
`
1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q
Qββp0`1 q ` Eγp0
`
1 q Qββpg.s.q
Qββp0`1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 Eγp2
`
1 q Eγp2
`
1 q Qββp2
`
1 q
:
Qββp2`1 q Qββpg.s.q
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 2`2 B1: Eγp2
`
1 q Eγp2
`
1 q Qββp2
`
2 q
:
B1: Eγp2`2 q Eγp2
`
2 q Qββp2
`
2 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q
B2: Eγp2`2 q: Qββp2
`
2 q Qββp2
`
2 q ` Eγp2
`
2 q
Qββp2`2 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q Qββpg.s.q
Qββp2`2 q ` Eγp2
`
2 q
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 B1: Eγp0
`
1 q Eγp2
`
1 q Qββp0
`
1 q
:
B1: Eγp2`1 q Eγp0
`
1 q Qββp0
`
1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q
B2: Eγp0`1 q: Qββp0
`
1 q Qββp0
`
1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q
B2: Eγp2`2 q: pQββp0
`
1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 qq
: Qββpg.s.q
B2: Eγp2`1 q: Qββp0
`
1 q ` Eγp0
`
1 q
Some analysis approaches for the ββ-decay transitions of 116Cd are depicted in Fig. 8.54
and Fig. 8.55. Each plot contains three pairs of spectra corresponding to the different analysis
approaches. For each pair, the signal process of an excited state transition is compared to the
2νββ-decay ground-state of 116Cd. The first of the three options is to apply no restriction
on the energy spectra, thus, to use all simulated events. Alternatively, a minimum threshold
of e.g. Eth ą 320 keV can be defined for the M2s and M2Σ spectra, whereas the example
spectra in Fig. 8.54 and Fig. 8.55 are the same as shown before in Fig. 8.52. Compared to
the spectra containing all events, without applying an energy threshold, a clear improvement
of the intensity of the signal peaks with respect to the corresponding background estimate
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can be seen for all decay modes. The third option consists of a combination of the threshold
cut and the dedicated energy restrictions according to the ROIs listed in Tab. 8.23. The
respective ROIs as well as the related side-bands (SBs) have been highlighted for each of the
displayed examples. Their definitions are based on the average energy resolution.
The extraction of the signal selection efficiency and an estimate of the achievable S/B
ratio for the present best-case scenario will be discussed in the next section.
Figure 8.54: Examples for the selection of excited state signatures for 2νββ-decays of 116Cd based on
the M2s spectra. Top: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transition with Eγp2
`
1 q “ 1294 keV. Middle: 0`g.s. Ñ 0
`
1 transition with
Eγp2`1 q “ 1294 keV. Bottom: 0`g.s. Ñ 0
`
1 transition with Eγp0
`
1 q “ 463 keV. The three pairs of energy spectra
in each plot correspond to the underlying event selections to construct the M2 spectra. The first option is to
use all events, the second to only use events above Eth “ 320 keV and the third to apply an additional energy
restriction to only select the highlighted ROI (see also Tab. 8.23). The ROI covers a range of ˘2 ¨FWHMpEq
around the discrete energy of interest, providing an almost 100% coverage. The corresponding SBs are placed
symmetrically around the ROI with a 4 keV offset and cover the same width.
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Figure 8.55: Examples for the selection of excited state signatures for 0νββ-decays of 116Cd based on the
M2s spectra (left) and the M2Σ spectra (right). Top left: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transition with Eγp2
`
1 q “ 1294 keV. Top
right: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transition with Qββpg.s.q “ 2805 keV. In this case the g.s. spectrum remains empty for the
application of the ROI selection. Bottom: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transition with Qββp2
`
1 q “ 1511 keV. The three pairs of
energy spectra in each plot correspond to the underlying event selections to construct the M2 spectra. The
first option is to use all events, the second to only use events above Eth “ 320 keV and the third to apply an
additional energy restriction to only select the highlighted ROI (see also Tab. 8.23). The ROI covers a range of
˘2 ¨FWHMpEq around the discrete energy of interest, providing an almost 100% coverage. The corresponding
SBs are placed symmetrically around the ROI with a 4 keV offset and cover the same width.
8.6.5 Determination of signal selection efficiency
The determination of the signal selection efficiency is based on the analysis procedure de-
scribed in the previous section. Firstly, for each ROI listed in Tab. 8.23 the projected M2
spectra are prepared by restricting the energy range to ˘2 ¨ FWHMpEq using the known
average energy resolution function. In previous iterations, without the energy restrictions
to the ROIs, it was found that some of the excited state signatures could not be resolved
(see e.g. the M2s and M2Σ spectra in Fig. 8.53 for the 2`2 transition of 130Te). However,
by following the described procedure it is possible to analyze each decay mode and ROI in-
dependently. Furthermore, the Gaussian coverage of the ROIs has been improved to about
100% by increasing the width from ˘FWHMpEq (98.15% coverage) to twice its original size
in the final iteration.
The advanced treatment of the ROIs also affects the reasoning behind the usage of the
side-bands. Originally, they were supposed to estimate the flat background in the ROI due
to coincidences of underlying events which were not caused by the intended excited state
signatures. An impression of the continuous background can be found in the two-dimensional
M2 spectra displayed in Fig. 8.50 and Fig. 8.51 and the corresponding M2s spectra in Fig. 8.52
and Fig. 8.53. In the latter example plots the signal peaks are situated on top of a rather flat
and continuous background. However, by restricting the energy range to the defined ROIs,
the signal peaks become much more prominent in the respective M2 spectra (see the examples
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shown in Fig. 8.54 and Fig. 8.55). For some cases, like for instance the 0νββ-decay selections
that are based on the Qββ criteria listed in Tab. 8.23, the signal regions are well separated
from the residual background, which make the SBs kind of obsolete (see Fig. 8.55). On the
other hand, there are cases with a strong overlap of the signal regions (e.g. the 2νββ-decay
of 116Cd via the 2`1 state). In those cases, the consideration of the SBs provides a measure
to estimate the overlap with the second signal region.
Finally, the application of the SB approach allows for a crosscheck of the background
contribution from the 116Cd ground-state 2νββ-decay. In the present best-case scenario, the
irreducible background can be directly determined by applying the ROI selection criteria onto
the 116Cd ground-state M2 spectra. The deviation between the integral over the ROI and
the SBs is 0.1 – 4.6% for the investigated signatures that are well below the 116Cd Q-value of
Qββpg.s.q “ 2805 keV. For the highest ROI below the Q-value of the ground-state transition,
corresponding to Qββp0`1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q “ 2342 keV, the deviation increases to about 20% due to
the sharply falling edge of the 2νββ-decay spectrum. However, those numbers only indicate
once more the limitation of the present feasibility study without having access to an actual
background model.
In preparation for a future analysis attempt, any template spectrum could be used as
an input in order to incorporate a more complete background projection. Moreover, the
position of the SBs could be shifted to avoid known γ-lines or other prominent background
features in a given model. These are essential features for a potential excited state search
using the physics data of the COBRA demonstrator and have been implemented into the
analysis software. The same applies to the widths of the signal regions.
A summary of the intermediate results obtained in the course of the present thesis will
be given in the following. The first parameter that has been determined separately for each
decay mode is the selection efficiency f sigM2 for the considered excited state signatures in the
M2 channel. It is defined as the ratio of the corrected ROI counts and the total number of
simulated events NMC according to
f sigM2 “
NROI ´NSB
NMC
. (8.55)
The number of counts in the ROI and SBs, denoted as NROI and NSB in Eqn. (8.55),
result from the integration over the corresponding energy ranges. The f sigM2 efficiency only
depends on the MC geometry and could be compared to other 0νββ-decay experiments (see
e.g. the references listed in Tab. 8.19 and Tab. 8.20). Moreover, it provides a figure of merit
that could be used to optimize the detector design and arrangement of the CZT crystals in
a potential future large-scale COBRA experiment.
The second quantity, which can be derived from the f sigM2 efficiency, is an estimate of the
achievable S/B ratio under the assumed best-case scenario. It requires the determination of
the M2 fraction for the background process according to Eqn. (8.55), which results in fbgM2
for each ROI. As a reminder, in case of the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd into the g.s. as the only
considered background there is no need to correct for the SB entries. The quotient of the
two scaled M2 selection efficiencies, f sigM2{T
exp
1{2 and f
bg
M2{T
2ν
1{2pg.s.q, is taken as a measure of
the S/B ratio. Again, the experimental half-life limits T exp1{2 as listed in Tab. 8.20 and the
respective measurement of T 2ν1{2pg.s.q by the Aurora experiment are applied in the scaling.
The results of the conducted feasibility study for the double beta transitions of the isotopes
116Cd and 130Te are summarized in Tab. 8.24 and Tab. 8.25. For the 0νββ-decay modes there
is a differentiation between the signatures in the M2s and the M2Σ spectra, while there is no
clear preference for any of the two considered options.
As has been already expected from the impression of the normalized MC spectra shown
in Fig. 8.52 and Fig. 8.53, the only reasonable channels to be considered for an analysis with
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Table 8.24: Results of the excited states feasibility study based on MC simulations of potential double beta
transitions of 116Cd with the COBRA demonstrator. The selection of the decays’ signatures is based on the
M2s spectra for the 2νββ-decay and 0νββ-decay modes as well as the M2Σ spectra for only the latter ones.
The analysis includes a threshold of Eth “ 320 keV and a dedicated energy restriction for each considered ROI
in the M2 spectra. The M2 signal selection efficiency f sigM2 is the result of Eqn. (8.55). The quoted S/B ratio
takes into account the respective fbgM2 fraction considering the
116Cd g.s. transition via the 2νββ-decay mode
as irreducible background as well as the recent experimental results listed in Tab. 8.20.
M2 event selection
decay mode 2νββ-decay 0νββ-decay
transition signature f sigM2 [%] S/B spectrum f
sig
M2 [%] S/B
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. Qββ(g.s.) background M2Σ 2.469 295.143
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 Eγp2
`
1 q 0.879 1.337 M2s 0.955 0.020
Qββp2`1 q - - M2s 4.626 0.042
- - M2Σ 0.802 0.007
Qββpg.s.q - - M2Σ 1.105 409.361
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 Eγp0
`
1 q 2.595 1.177 M2s 4.162 0.025
Eγp2`1 q 0.468 1.183 M2s 0.840 0.028
Qββp0`1 q - - M2s 6.568 0.115
- - M2Σ 0.266 0.005
Qββp0`1 q ` Eγp0
`
1 q - - M2s 0.488 0.007
- - M2Σ 3.844 0.056
Qββp0`1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q - - M2s 0.070 0.024
- - M2Σ 0.787 0.270
Qββpg.s.q - - M2Σ 0.186 108.763
respect to excited state transitions are the 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd. While there are a
few 0νββ-decay modes of 116Cd whose M2 selection efficiencies are significantly higher, the
corresponding S/B ratios are much worse. The same applies to the decay modes of 130Te.
Even though some decay modes profit from a beneficial f sigM2 efficiency, the half-life scaling to
the current limits of the CUORE experiment clearly indicates the dominance of the expected
2νββ-decay of 116Cd.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the determined S/B ratio for the 0νββ-decay modes
involving the Qββpg.s.q selection criterion is only an artifact of the applied best-case scenario.
Since the simulated 108 events fail to produce a single entry in the corresponding ROI of
the background spectrum, an upper limit of ă 1{NMC has been assumed. Given the lack of
an accurate background model for the M2 channel, the present results are only a first rough
and outmost preliminary projection and very likely the subject to extensive changes in the
future. Nevertheless, an outcome of the feasibility study is that the 2νββ-decay modes of
116Cd should be prioritized in an upcoming analysis attempt.
In the following section, the prospects of a M2 detector pair optimization will be discussed
in order to improve the sensitivity towards the excited state transitions. This step is motivated
by the typical mean free paths of the involved γ-rays. While the M2 events caused by the
ground-state transitions involve the emission of bremsstrahlung of the initial electrons, which
is effectively limited to only a few hundred keV in case of the 2νββ-decay modes (see e.g. the
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Table 8.25: Results of the excited states feasibility study based on MC simulations of potential double beta
transitions of 130Te with the COBRA demonstrator. The selection of the decays’ signatures is based on the
M2s spectra for the 2νββ-decay and 0νββ-decay modes as well as the M2Σ spectra for only the latter ones.
The analysis includes a threshold of Eth “ 320 keV and a dedicated energy restriction for each considered ROI
in the M2 spectra. The M2 signal selection efficiency f sigM2 is the result of Eqn. (8.55). The quoted S/B ratio
takes into account the respective fbgM2 fraction considering the
116Cd g.s. transition via the 2νββ-decay mode
as irreducible background as well as the recent experimental results listed in Tab. 8.20.
M2 event selection
decay mode 2νββ-decay 0νββ-decay
transition signature f sigM2 [%] S/B spectrum f
sig
M2 [%] S/B
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. Qββ(g.s.) - - M2Σ 2.215 0.019
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 Eγp2
`
1 q 3.659 0.004 M2s 3.614 0.001
Qββp2`1 q - - M2s 3.557 0.005
- - M2Σ 1.048 0.001
Qββpg.s.q - - M2Σ 3.464 0.325
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 2`2 B1: Eγp2
`
2 q 2.269 0.003 M2s 2.254 ă 0.001
B1: Eγp2`1 q 2.642 0.003 M2s 2.665 0.001
B2: Eγp2`2 q 0.235 0.001 M2s 0.231 ă 0.001
Qββp2`2 q - - M2s 5.112 0.002
- - M2Σ 0.466 ă 0.001
Qββp2`2 q ` Eγp2
`
2 q - - M2s 0.223 ă 0.001
- - M2Σ 2.005 0.003
Qββp2`2 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q - - M2s 0.254 ă 0.001
- - M2Σ 2.278 0.003
Qββpg.s.q - - M2Σ 0.592 0.056
130Te
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 Eγp0
`
1 q 0.240 0.001 M2s 1.042 0.001
Eγp2`1 q 1.033 0.001 M2s 3.145 0.001
Qββp0`1 q - - M2s 6.370 0.015
- - M2Σ 0.051 ă 0.001
Qββp0`1 q ` Eγp0
`
1 q - - M2s 0.064 ă 0.001
- - M2Σ 0.793 0.001
Qββp0`1 q ` Eγp2
`
1 q - - M2s 1.042 ă 0.001
- - M2Σ 3.095 0.001
Qββpg.s.q - - M2Σ 0.157 0.015
M2 energy distribution in Fig. 8.50), the excited state transitions are accompanied by the
emission of γ-rays of much higher energies. Hence, the distribution of M2 events across the
detector array might provide additional information to distinguish both type of transitions.
8.6.6 Prospects of detector pair optimization
Based on the motivation given in the outlook of the previous section and the results of the
conducted feasibility study, the focus of the detector pair optimization is on the double beta
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decay modes of 116Cd. Moreover, especially the transitions via the intermediate 2`1 state with
Eγp2`1 q “ 1294 keV is of interest for the detector pair optimization. The corresponding γ-line
appears to be the most suitable option to crosscheck the potential differences because of the
typical energy scales of the involved γ-rays and their related mean free path. Furthermore,
there is a special interest in the 2νββ-decays, as they turned out to feature the highest S/B
ratio in the previous analysis.
Interplay of M2 detector pairs and energy restrictions
As a starting point the interplay of the M2 detector pairs and the previously discussed
selection criteria for the M2 energy spectra has been studied. The results are depicted in
Fig. 8.56 for the three different cases and the 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd.
Figure 8.56: Effect of the excited states’ event selections with respect to the M2 detector pair distribution for
two examples of the simulated 2νββ-decay transitions of 116Cd. Left: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. transition. Right: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1
transition. The three rows correspond to the iterations of the event selection as discussed in section 8.6.4.
Top: all events without energy restriction. Middle: application of an energy threshold of Eth “ 320 keV for
both detector hits. Bottom: combination of energy threshold and ROI selection. In the present case the ROI
covers a range of Eγ ˘ 2 ¨ FWHMpEγq for Eγp2`1 q “ 1294 keV. The prominent patterns along the counter
diagonal is preserved in all cases. Note that the maximum of the color axis changes between the plots.
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By comparing the different cases no significant changes of the main patterns can be re-
ported. In fact, the same characteristics as discussed before in the second part of section 8.6.3
applies to all three iterations. Of particular interest is the pattern of the coincidence rate
between detector pairs of the same layer, which dominates each of the depicted examples and
seems to be similar for the ground-state transitions and the transitions involving the popu-
lation of the 2`1 state in 116Sn. However, the observed maximum rate of M2 events decreases
more strongly for the ground-state than for the 2`1 state transitions. This can be seen as a
first hint regarding the potential of a detector pair optimization. Since the most prominent
M2 detector pair patterns are rather similar for the two presented example transitions of
116Cd, a closer investigation into the subject needs to be performed.
Detector pair optimization
Based on the previous results obtained for the complete detector array of the COBRA demon-
strator, it seems particularly promising to have a closer look on certain detector pairs. As a
matter of statistics and given the lack of an accurate background model, it does not make
sense to perform such an investigation for each of the potential 64 ¨63{2 “ 2016 detector com-
binations. In fact, because of the demonstrator’s uniformity it is possible to define topological
group of detectors to investigate the potential of a detector pair selection. This approach
also helps to overcome the issue of dealing with detector pairs without a single entry in the
M2 detector maps, which are already based on the simulation of 108 events. By combining
detectors with a similar position relation with respect to the other members of the array, the
effect of empty detector pairs is expected to even out.
Figure 8.57: Illustration of the topological detector classifications based on their position in the COBRA
demonstrator. Because of its regular structure, the array can be divided into four categories: center (red), side
(green), edge (blue) and corner (orange). An overview of the respective detector numbers for each category
is given Tab. 8.26. The visualization is based on a simplified MC implementation via an instance of Root’s
TGeoManager class, which neglects the actual distances between the CZT crystals (see e.g. Fig. A.5 in the
appendix). The visualization has been developed in the course of the high school thesis of L. Dathe [Dat16].
An illustration of the topological detector classes is shown in Fig. 8.57. Each detector can
be classified as either a center, side, edge or corner detector according to its position in the
detector array of 4 ˆ 4 ˆ 4 cuboidal CZT crystals. A complete list of the detector numbers
that fall under a certain category is given in Tab. 8.26. With those four classes it is possible
to divide the M2 detector pairs according to the following naming scheme.
1) center-center (Ce-Ce), center-side (Ce-Si), center-edge (Ce-Ed), center-corner (Ce-Co)
2) side-side (Si-Si), side-edge (Si-Ed), side-corner (Si-Co)
3) edge-edge (Ed-Ed), edge-corner (Ed-Co)
4) corner-corner (Co-Co)
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Table 8.26: Overview of the detectors that belong to one of the four topological detector classes. Each
detector number from 1 to 64 only appears once. In contrast to the detector label scheme in the real experiment
(see Fig. A.5 in the appendix) the GDML implementation applied for the Venom simulations follow a strict
counting from the bottom to the top according to 1–16 (L1), 17–32 (L2), 33–48 (L3) and 49–64 (L4).
category Ndet detector numbers
center 8 22, 23, 26, 27, 38, 39, 42, 43
side 24 6, 7, 10, 11, 18, 19, 21, 24,
25, 28, 30, 31, 34, 35, 37, 40,
41, 44, 46, 47, 54, 55, 58, 59
edge 24 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15,
17, 20, 29, 32, 33, 36, 45, 48,
50, 51, 53, 56, 57, 60, 62, 63
corner 8 1, 4, 13, 16, 49, 52, 61, 64
Table 8.27: Overview of the topological detector pairs based on the categorization of the detectors according
to their position in the demonstrator array (see Fig. 8.57 and Tab. 8.26). As there are no coincidences
between the same detector numbers, the total number of possible pairs is Npairs “ 64 ¨ 63{2 “ 2016. However,
the exclusion of M2 events for the same detector is the only boundary condition for the entirety of possible
combinations. Moreover, the M2 combinations do not distinguish between an ordering of the involved detectors
and apply vice versa, which is why the labeling of the first and second detector number is arbitrary.
1st detector 2nd detector label Npairs
center center Ce-Ce 28
side Ce-Si 192
edge Ce-Ed 192
corner Ce-Co 64
side side Si-Si 276
edge Si-Ed 576
corner Si-Co 192
edge edge Ed-Ed 276
corner Ed-Co 192
corner corner Co-Co 28
total 2016
The combinatorics of the topological detector pairs and the composition with respect
to the total number of possible combinations is presented in Tab. 8.27. The number of
detector pairs Npairs is used as an additional normalization in the subsequent plots of the
M2 coincidence rate for each of the considered combinations. The distributions presented in
Fig. 8.58 correspond to the first two analysis approaches based on all M2 events independently
from their minimum energy deposition and, secondly, to the case of requiring a minimum
energy deposit of Eth “ 320 keV for each detector. All distributions are normalized to the
corresponding experimental half-life results reported in Tab. 8.20. Furthermore, the Ce-Ce
category is taken as a fixed reference and set to unity for the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd into the
ground-state, which is taken as an estimate of the irreducible background in all four cases.
For the 2νββ-decay modes there is a dominance of the g.s. transition for almost all
channels. Only the Co-Co category selects more M2 events for excited states than for the
ground-state. By following the second analysis approach including the threshold condition
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for the single detectors’ energy depositions, also the Ce-Ed, Ce-Co and Si-Co channels fea-
ture a comparable S/B ratio. On the contrary, the improvements with respect to the first
approach are only marginal for all the other categories. Most of them do not benefit from
the introduction of the threshold requirement at all.
A similar trend is observed for the 0νββ-decay modes. While it seems that the background
process is suppressed in all channels with respect to the excited state transitions, which
contradicts the expectation from the predicted half-lives, this is only an artifact of the half-
life scaling based on the experimental results. The deviation between the predicted half-lives
and the current experimental sensitivities (see Tab. 8.20) encompasses more than nine orders
of magnitude, which nullifies the effect to the extreme. However, the overall shape of the
distributions of the relative M2 rates is very similar compared to the 2νββ-decay modes.
Figure 8.58: Distribution of the topological M2 detector pairs for the simulated double beta decay transitions
of 116Cd with the COBRA demonstrator. Left: 2νββ-decay modes for all M2 events (top) and after applying
a threshold of Eth “ 320 keV on the energy deposition of each detector (bottom). Right: 0νββ-decay modes for
the same two cases. It should be noted that the depicted g.s. transitions (green) are the same for all cases and
correspond to the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd, which is taken as an estimate of the irreducible background. Each
decay mode has been scaled with the experimental half-life results of the Aurora experiment according to
Tab. 8.20. Moreover, the Ce-Ce category is chosen as a fixed reference and set to unity. The other categories
have been scaled with respect to this reference.
The respective distributions of the M2 rates for the double beta decay modes of 130Te can
be found in Fig. D.27 of the appendix. While the 130Te distributions feature in general the
same characteristics as discussed for the 116Cd decay modes, there is no topological detector
pair category for which the excited state transitions could compete with the background
process of the 116Cd 2νββ-decay into the ground-state. Because of this, the prospects of
the third analysis procedure are rather poor for the 130Te decay modes, as well as for the
0νββ-decay modes of 116Cd, and are not discussed any further. Instead, the final step of only
selecting M2 events that fulfill the energy restrictions according to the excited states’ ROIs,
as discussed in section 8.6.4, is solely performed for the 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd.
For the final comparison of the M2 coincidence rates an additional classification of the
detector pairs has been developed, which is based on the previous observations and more
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advanced than the presently used categories. The new class only considers detector pairs
that do not have a side wall in direct sight, thus, removes pairs of next neighbors, which is
why it is denoted as the no next neighbor (no-NN) category. Exemplarily, for an edge detector
such as L1-P1, three detector numbers (L1-P2, L1-P5, L2-P1) would be removed from the
set of possible detector pairs (see also the numbering of the detector array in Fig. A.5 of the
appendix). In case of a center detector, all six sides face another detector in direct sight,
hence, would require to exclude six detector pair combinations. Because of the limited size
of the demonstrator array and the corresponding exposure loss, it seems not beneficial to
also remove detector pairs with a diagonal position relation. However, such a measure, which
would be much more restrictive, could be studied in a future campaign.
By following the procedure introduced above, there is either at least one detector in
between the two involved detectors of a M2 event or the pair of detectors is in a diagonal
position relation. Either way, the chance of direct hits gets reduced, which is expected to turn
out beneficially in terms of avoiding bremsstrahlung and M2 events caused by secondary hits
from escaping ββ-electrons. Moreover, such a detector pair selection is also expected to be
of great use regarding an analysis of the demonstrator’s physics data. As pointed out before
in section 8.2.4, one of the dominating M1 background components is caused by the decay
of radon-induced contaminants. Part of the decay series of the radon isotope 222Rn (see also
Fig. D.8 in the appendix) is the 214Bi - 214Po sequence, which could also contribute to the M2
background. However, by removing neighboring detector pairs the chance of observing events
of the 214Bi - 214Po sequence in the M2 channel is expected to be dramatically reduced.
The new detector pair selection no-NN removes 288 pairs from the total number of M2
combinations according to Tab. 8.27. This corresponds to a rather high acceptance of 85.7%
of all pairs compared to the other categories (e.g. for Ce-Ce/Co-Co „ 1.4%). Finally, the
distributions of the relative M2 rates for all combinations of the topological pairs, based on
the ROI restrictions for the 116Cd 2νββ-decay modes, are depicted in Fig. 8.59.
Figure 8.59: Distribution of the topological M2 detector pairs for the 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd using
the ROI restrictions based on the excited states’ γ-lines. Left: ROI restriction according to the 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1
transition with Eγp2`1 q ˘ 2 ¨ FWHMpEγq. As the γ-cascade of the 0`g.s. Ñ 0
`
1 transition involves the same
energy level as for the 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transition, the distributions of the excited states are very similar to each
other (see also the decay scheme in Fig. 8.44 and Tab. 8.20). Right: ROI restriction according to the 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1
transition with Eγp0`1 q ˘ 2 ¨ FWHMpEγq. In both cases, theg.s. transition is again treated as an irreducible
background. The scaling according to the half-lives follows the procedure described before (see Fig. 8.58).
The similarity of the detector pair distributions for the ROI restrictions regarding the
γ-line signature of the 2`1 de-excitation between the two excited state transitions is due to
the fact that the 0`1 decay branch is also able to populate the 2
`
1 state (see Fig. 8.44). On
the contrary, when the unique ROI restriction based on the intermediate de-excitation from
0`1 Ñ 2
`
1 within 116Sn is applied for the 0`g.s. Ñ 2
`
1 transition, the resulting M2 rates turn
out to be even lower than for the ground-state transition in all detector pair categories.
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Again, the Ce-Ce category of the ground-state transition is used as a reference and set
to unity. In agreement with the previous results reported in Fig. 8.58, the Ce-Ed, Ce-Co,
Si-Co and Co-Co detector pairs provide good prospects to improve the S/B ratio in the
signature search for the excited state transitions. However, the statistical uncertainties for
the background process become rather high as the ROI selection leads to a significant fraction
of empty detector pairs in the M2 detector map based on 108 simulated events (see Fig. 8.56).
Fortunately, also the newly introduced detector pair selection (no-NN) provides excellent
prospects and maintains at the same time a high acceptance of the total number of pairs.
Without an actual M2 background projection besides the rough expectation of potential
contributions (e.g. the 214Bi - 214Po sequence), it is reasonable to rely on this detector selection
in order to evaluate the benefits of a detector pair optimization. Consequently, the selection
will be used for a final iteration of the analysis procedure with the aim to distinguish the
excited states’ signatures of the 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd from its ground-state.
Preliminary results of M2 detector pair optimization
In a final iteration of the present excited state study, the previous ROI event selection is
complemented with the no-NN criterion in order to asses the impact on the S/B ratio. The
impact on the M2 detector pair distributions corresponding to the combined event selections
for the 2νββ-decay decay modes of 116Cd is shown in Fig. 8.60.
Figure 8.60: M2 detector pair distributions for the simulated 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd under the ROI
energy restrictions and the optimized detector pair selection no-NN. Left: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. transition with selection
for Eγp2`1 q “ 1294 keV (top) and Eγp0
`
1 q “ 463 keV (bottom). Top right: 0`g.s. Ñ 2
`
1 transition with Eγp2
`
1 q “
1294 keV. Bottom right: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 transition with Eγp0
`
1 q “ 463 keV. The corresponding M2 detector maps
of the 2`1 transition for the different stages of the previous event selections can be found in Fig. 8.56. In
comparison, the main counter diagonals with the highest M2 rates are removed by the optimized detector
pair selection, which rejects pairs of next neighbors. The additional, randomly distributed blank spots in the
representation of the ground-state transitions result from low statistics due to the applied ROI selections.
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In comparison with Fig. 8.56, showing the different steps of the energy restrictions based
on the excited state signature of the 2`1 transition, the main counter diagonal entries are
removed by the no-NN criterion. As already mentioned before, the additional blank spots in
the M2 detector pair maps for the ground-state transitions are simply due to the low statistics
for the ROI selection and are not related to the detector pair optimization. Furthermore,
besides the maximum observed M2 rates, which is almost a factor of two higher for the
2`1 Ñ 0`g.s. de-excitation compared to the 0
`
1 Ñ 2
`
1 decay branch, the same patterns are
observed for both excited state transitions. However, because of the different energy scales
of the corresponding γ-lines, Eγp2`1 q “ 1294 keV and Eγp0
`
1 q “ 463 keV, the maximum M2
rate of the background process turns out to be about twice as high for the lower one.
The final M2s spectra, which are used to extract the number of ROI and SB counts, are
depicted in Fig. 8.61. It should be noted that the three cases are an updated version of the
spectra shown before in Fig. 8.54 and highlight the same ROI and SB regions. The only
difference is the application of the combined ROI selection and the first implementation of
an optimized M2 detector pair selection.
Finally, the M2 signal fractions f sigM2 and the corresponding background fractions f
bg
M2 can
be calculated according to Eqn. (8.55) based on NROI, NSB and NMC. The results of the
evaluation of the excited state signatures are summarized in Tab. 8.28. It is found that the
detector pair optimization reduces the f sigM2 fraction by about 35% compared to the previous
values reported in Tab. 8.24. However, based on f sigM2 and f
bg
M2 it is possible to assess the
S/B ratio, which includes a scaling with respect to the corresponding experimental half-life
results of the Aurora experiment and the predictions following Ref. [PS15] (see Tab. 8.20).
The first scaling option results in pS/Bqexp, which can be compared to the S/B ratio reported
in Tab. 8.24, and the latter based on the predicted T 2ν1{2 in pS/Bqtheo. While the pS/Bqexp
could be improved on average by more than a factor of 2.4 for the three evaluated ROIs, the
potential to observe the 2νββ-decay excited state transition of 116Cd with the current stage
of the experiment is still completely out of reach for the case of the predicted half-lives. Some
concluding remarks and a brief outlook will be given in the subsequent section.
Table 8.28: Updated analysis results for the simulation of the 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd via the first
excited states with the COBRA demonstrator array. The signal and background fractions of M2 events, f sigM2
and fbgM2, have been calculated according to Eqn. (8.55). The S/B ratios, pS/Bqexp and pS/Bqtheo, are based
on the scaling of the M2 fractions according to the experimental T 2ν1{2 results of the Aurora experiment and,
respectively, of the predictions following Ref. [PS15] (see Tab. 8.20).
transition signature Eγ [keV] f sigM2r%s f
bg
M2r%s pS/Bqexp pS/Bqtheo
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 Eγp2
`
1 q 1294 0.574 0.005 3.151 0.001
116Cd
0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 Eγp0
`
1 q 463 1.652 0.024 3.071 0.001
Eγp2`1 q 1294 0.305 0.005 2.781 0.001
8.6.7 Conclusion and outlook
The present feasibility study based on the MC simulations of the first excited state transitions
of the isotopes 116Cd and 130Te for the COBRA demonstrator array reveals that only the
2νββ-decay transitions of 116Cd provide reasonable signatures that might be distinguished
from the irreducible background caused by the ground-state transition of 116Cd. Moreover,
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Figure 8.61: Updated analysis examples for the selection of the 2νββ-decay excited state signatures of 116Cd.
Top: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transition with Eγp2
`
1 q “ 1294 keV. Middle: 0`g.s. Ñ 0
`
1 transition with Eγp2
`
1 q “ 1294 keV.
Bottom: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 transition with Eγp0
`
1 q “ 463 keV. In comparison to the previous results presented in
Fig. 8.54, the ROI selection has been complemented by the optimized M2 detector pair selection.
this statement only holds for the assumed best-case scenario and might turn out less confi-
dently as soon as external background will be considered.
Based on the evaluation of the MC campaigns, the current experimental situation is
comparable to the status of the Aurora experiment. However, the available exposure of the
COBRA demonstrator is much lower. Although there might be some potential to perform
an almost background-free search for excited state transitions by focusing on the M2 data
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set, which is currently under evaluation, the achievement of competitive limits will be rather
challenging. Among the most advisable next steps is the development of a background model.
Here, the combined fit of the M1 and M2 data could provide a better understanding of its
isotopic composition and position dependence within the experiment.
Considering an enrichment of the detector material with respect to the isotope of interest,
there is no improvement expected regarding the results of the performed feasibility study.
An enrichment would not affect the determined S/B ratio as only the irreducible background
has been taken into account for now, which would also scale with the enrichment factor.
Nevertheless, the use of enriched CZT is one of the requirements to improve the overall
sensitivity of the experiment in a future iteration.
One topic completely uncovered in the present study are systematic effects and their
impact on the analysis results such as the determined M2 signal fraction f sigM2. Since f
sig
M2 would
be treated as an efficiency in a potential limit setting analysis, its systematic uncertainty
needs to be known. However, the determination is non-trivial and requires prior knowledge
regarding the active volume of the CZT crystals (e.g. dead layer effects) as well as their
position uncertainty in the real experiment. The monitoring of the intrinsic 113Cd decay rate
could help to provide a measure for the active volume. Furthermore, dedicated laboratory
measurements have been performed for each CZT crystal that has been operated at the LNGS,
prior to its installation. Those measurement could be repeated now that the operation of
the demonstrator array has been stopped to evaluate potential changes over time by e.g. a
growing of the dead layer.
Finally, a potential medium-scale COBRA experiment could be optimized concerning the
search for double beta decays via excited states, without inferring with the prioritized 0νββ-
decay search. In this light, the analysis strategies described in the course of the performed
feasibility study could act as a guideline. For a larger detector array it would also make
sense to look for higher multiplicity events, especially for the transitions involving a cascade
of γ-rays. Opening up to higher multiplicities would also allow to develop more advanced
analysis strategies based on the event topology of the excited state transitions. This could
include the development of a more advanced detector pair optimization or the application of
pulse-shape discrimination. Already in the previously discussed M2 channel, one additional
requirement in the selection of excited state transitions could be that one of the energy
deposits should have single-site character as it is caused by the two emitted electrons, while
the second detector would see a full energy deposition of the γ-ray, which could be either
single- or multi-site.
In the near future, the prospects of the COBRA XDEM array are going to be evaluated.
While the analysis priority is first on the M1 data, the applied detector approach based on
the qCPG concept with its four independent sectors might also turn out suitable for excited
state searches, independently of the actual configuration of the detector array.
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8.7 Update on COBRA’s 0νββ-decay modes
The final analysis section of this thesis is a brief update on the half-life sensitivity for five
neutrinoless β´β´ ground-state-to-ground-state transitions achieved with the full exposure
of the COBRA demonstrator. The first part consists of the determination of the intrinsic
signal efficiencies based on dedicated MC simulations of the double beta decay processes.
Furthermore, the results of the previously discussed analyses of the demonstrator’s physics
data are used to determine the total signal efficiency for each decay mode. Following this,
a conservative estimate of the half-life exclusion sensitivity at 90% C.L. will be discussed,
including the application of the data partitioning developed in the course of the presented
2νββ-decay study of 116Cd in combination with the pA{Eq90% selection. Finally, an outlook
and a sensitivity projection in the light of the COBRA XDEM upgrade will be presented.
8.7.1 Determination of intrinsic efficiency
The intrinsic full-energy detection efficiency εint is a measure for the fraction of 0νββ-decays
that deposit their full Q-value within the initial source crystal. It can be determined by
simulating the detector response for the intrinsically abundant ββ-emitters using the COBRA
simulation toolkit Venom and the Decay0 package to provide the initial kinematics of the
decays (see section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). As εint depends strongly on the crystal geometry and the
related surface-to-volume ratio, it is expected to vary for the different types of CZT detectors
under investigation (see e.g. Fig. 6.1). Moreover, because of the expected non-linearity of
the efficiency scaling with the detector’s volume, respectively mass, and the decay’s Q-value,
it has to be studied for each detector type and decay mode individually.
The results of the performed Monte-Carlo campaign using the standard libraries of Venom
and the shielding physics list are summarized in Tab. 8.29. For each of the considered decay
modes, 106 events were simulated using either the full demonstrator array’s geometry or the
XDEM setup (see section 5.3.3). The number of simulated events is sufficiently large enough
to neglect the statistical contribution compared to the quoted systematic uncertainties.
Table 8.29: Comparison of the intrinsic full-energy detection efficiency εint for several β´β´-decays and
detector geometries investigated by COBRA. The list of isotopes is ordered according to their Q-values
reported in Tab. 4.2 of section 4.2. The CPG-CZT detectors of about 1 cm3 volume are installed in the
demonstrator array. The larger detector geometries with a volume of about 6 cm3 are prototypes for a future
large-scale experiment. The qCPG detector design is applied for the COBRA XDEM module and can be
treated as either four independent sectors, which reduces the overall efficiency, or be combined to form a virtual
single CPG-CZT detector. For each decay mode 106 events have been simulated. The quoted uncertainties
on εint follow from a systematic variation of the crystal size according to their observed xy-variations in the
available detector pool. The parameter fcoin refers to the total fraction of coincidences involving hits between
multiple detectors (or sectors in the case of the qCPG detector design).
CPG (1 cm3) CPG (6 cm3) qCPG (6 cm3)
isotope εint [%] fcoin [%] εint [%] fcoin [%] εint [%] fcoin [%]
114Cd 96.2˘ 0.2 1.15 96.6˘ 0.2 1.46 96.6˘ 0.2 2.91
128Te 91.9˘ 0.3 2.60 92.5˘ 0.3 3.22 92.6˘ 0.3 6.43
70Zn 90.1˘ 0.3 3.21 90.7˘ 0.3 3.97 90.8˘ 0.3 7.94
130Te 66.2˘ 0.5 12.63 75.9˘ 0.6 15.96 67.3˘ 0.5 30.11
116Cd 62.0˘ 0.9 14.43 73.2˘ 0.8 17.22 63.2˘ 0.8 30.45
The higher the Q-value of the initial 0νββ-decay, the smaller εint turns out in the simula-
tion. This matches with the expectation referring to the likelihood to contain an increasing
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amount of energy in a constant volume. The 0νββ-decays with a full energy deposition in
the source crystal have to be single detector events as there is no energy left to be spread
over multiple detectors. On the other hand, the coincidence fraction fcoin is an expression
for the number of expected coincidences caused by multi-detector events. Such events can
occur in cases where an initial 0νββ-decay deposits only part of its Q-value in the source
crystal. However, the dominant process leading to multi-detector hits is not the escape of
the originally emitted electrons, but the creation of bremsstrahlung. Moreover, because of
the heavy copper and lead shield around each of the detector arrays, there is a high chance
for backscattering, increasing the chance for a second crystal hit. While fcoin turns out to
be rather similar for both single CPG setups (1 cm3 versus 6 cm3), it is about twice as high
for the qCPG approach. Because of the segmented approach, it is more likely to detect e.g.
bremsstrahlung in two sectors of the same device. In full anti-coincidence mode, this would
reduce the achievable εint in a way that almost nullifies the beneficial surface-to-volume ratio
of the larger crystals compared to the demonstrator’s detectors. That is why the combination
of the four sectors should be considered as the default reconstruction approach for the search
for the 0νββ-decay. Nevertheless, the internal coincidence veto might be advantageous for
other physics searches involving more exotic decay modes.
The determined 0νββ-decay efficiencies for the large CZT detectors agree well with the
results presented in [Tem19] considering the systematic uncertainties, which have been de-
termined by varying the crystal size in the present work. However, the small deviations
between the two similar approaches might arise from different Q-value definitions in the ap-
plied version of Decay0. A previous iteration of the simulation results obtained for the 1 cm3
detectors of the COBRA demonstrator has been used for the latest 0νββ-peak search based
on a Bayesian analysis approach [COB16a]. In the following section the resulting limits on
the five β´β´ decay modes are compared to the sensitivity achieved with the full exposure
of the COBRA demonstrator.
8.7.2 Half-life sensitivity estimate
Besides the intrinsic efficiency derived in the previous section, additional experimental pa-
rameters are needed to estimate the half-life sensitivity for the full exposure of the COBRA
demonstrator. This includes the energy resolution in terms of FWHM at the respective Qββ
as well as the background index (BI) and the total selection efficiency. The energy resolution
has been determined from the combination of several calibration runs and can be found in
Tab. 8.30. Moreover, Tab. 8.30 contains the nuclid-specific number of source atoms per kilo-
gram mass of CZT, denoted as Nββ , which is calculated according to the procedure outlined
in Eqn. (8.1) of section 8.1.1 for the case of 113Cd.
Table 8.30: List of additional experimental parameters required for the 0νββ-decay half-life sensitivity
estimate. The energy resolution at the corresponding Qββ (see Tab. 4.4 in section 4.2) and the quoted
uncertainties are taken from a combination of several calibration measurements. The number of source atoms
Nββ per mass unit of the detector material CZT contains the natural isotopic abundance according to Tab. 4.4
and the corresponding stoichiometry factor of the element composition of CZT.
nuclide FWHM @ Qββ [keV] Nββ per kg
114Cd 19.2˘ 0.3 6.62 ¨ 1023
128Te 22.4˘ 0.3 2.28 ¨ 1022
70Zn 23.7˘ 0.3 1.56 ¨ 1021
130Te 38.7˘ 0.5 8.72 ¨ 1023
116Cd 41.5˘ 0.6 1.73 ¨ 1023
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The total 0νββ-decay selection efficiency εtot is the product of the intrinsic efficiency
εint and the combined cut efficiency of the PSD selection according to the standard z-cut
(see Tab. 7.2 in section 7.1.2) and the pA{Eq90% criterion. Finally, the background index
for each 0νββ-decay’s ROI is needed. It is calculated for the combined spectrum of all
detectors by applying once more a cut and counting method using the side-band approach
as introduced before. The central SBs cover the energy range of Qββ ˘ 2 ¨ FWHM while the
signal region of Qββ ˘ 1 ¨ FWHM around the Q-value is excluded. Because of the beneficial
results obtained by the data partitioning in the analysis of the 116Cd 2νββ signal region,
the same method is applied for the 0νββ-decay sensitivity estimate. The results of the half-
life exclusion sensitivity approximation according to Eqn. (3.10) at 90% C.L. is shown in
Tab. 8.31, including the values of the determined background indices and total efficiencies.
Furthermore, the same experimental parameters and the results of the Bayesian analysis
reported in Ref. [COB16a] are shown for comparison.
Table 8.31: Half-life sensitivity estimate for five neutrinoless β´β´ g.s. to g.s. transitions and the full exposure
of the COBRA demonstrator after the HRP+MRD partitioning. Besides the selected exposure of 362.4 kg d,
the estimate of the half-life exclusion sensitivity T̃ 0ν1{2 (90% C.L.) according to Eqn. (3.10) depends on the
FWHM at Qββ and the number of source nuclei Nββ (see Tab. 8.30), the BI in units of cts/(keVkg yr) and the
total efficiency εtot as the combination of εint (see Tab. 8.29) and the PSD cut efficiencies (see section 7.1). The
quoted uncertainty on εtot follows from a Gaussian uncertainty propagation of the contributing efficiencies.
For comparison, the parameters of a Bayesian analysis using 216.1 kg d (212.8 kg d in case of 114Cd due to
some high-threshold runs) and the resulting lower limits on T 0ν1{2 at 90% credibility are listed.
full set (HRP+MRD+PSD) COBRA’16 [COB16a]
nuclide BI εtot [%] T̃ 0ν1{2 @ 90% C.L. BI εtot [%] T
0ν
1{2 @ 90% C.L.
114Cd 123.9˘ 1.0 75.8˘ 1.3 „ 3.91ˆ 1021 yr 213.9˘ 1.7 48˘ 7 ą 1.6ˆ 1021 yr
128Te 42.2˘ 1.0 72.4˘ 1.2 „ 7.28ˆ 1021 yr 65.5˘ 1.6 46˘ 7 ą 1.9ˆ 1021 yr
70Zn 28.6˘ 0.6 70.9˘ 1.2 „ 1.62ˆ 1019 yr 45.1˘ 1.0 45˘ 7 ą 6.8ˆ 1018 yr
130Te 1.7˘ 0.1 52.1˘ 1.0 „ 2.13ˆ 1022 yr 3.6˘ 0.3 34˘ 5 ą 6.2ˆ 1021 yr
116Cd 1.3˘ 0.1 48.8˘ 1.1 „ 4.38ˆ 1021 yr 2.7˘ 0.2 33˘ 5 ą 1.1ˆ 1021 yr
Between [COB16a] and the present work, a reduction of the BI of about a factor of two
has been achieved using the advanced PSD cuts and the full data partitioning. Moreover,
a higher total efficiency could be preserved by switching from the LSE cut approach (see
section 7.1.3) to the advantageous A{E criterion with an average signal acceptance of 90%
(see section 7.2.2). The higher value of εtot is also due to the newly evaluated volume selection
efficiency of the standard z-cut, which revealed a higher selection efficiency based on the data
of the dedicated 113Cd low-threshold run (see section 7.1.2). No significant improvement can
be reported for the previously determined values of the intrinsic 0νββ-decay efficiency and
the energy resolution FWHM at Qββ , which are found to be comparable for both approaches
and rely on similar methods. In fact, preliminary values were provided by the author to assist
the accomplishment of the Bayesian analysis at that time. By comparing the achieved lower
half-life limits T 0ν1{2 at 90% credibility with T̃
0ν
1{2 according to Eqn. (3.10), an improvement of
about three to four times can be expected for the results of an updated 0νββ-decay analysis
using the COBRA demonstrator’s full exposure.
The previous 0νββ-decay analysis was done by using the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT)
[CKK09] and driven by T. Quante (TU Dortmund). The software package BAT is based on
Bayes’ theorem (see appendix C.3) and designed to help solve statistical problems encountered
in Bayesian inference. It provides a set of algorithms which enable straightforward parameter
estimation, limit setting and uncertainty propagation. The implementation of BAT is done
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in C++ and features an interface to Root and its related data formats.
In addition to the already discussed efficiencies, there is another correction factor taken
into account in the Bayesian analysis based on the experimentally determined absolute full-
energy detection efficiencies εFEp137Csq as explained in section 6.2.2 and listed in Tab. E.1 –
E.4 of the appendix. Nonetheless, by performing the same estimate of the half-life sensitivity
according to Eqn. (3.10) for the parameters of the Bayesian analysis, about 20% lower values
of T̃ 0ν1{2 are obtained with respect to the actually achieved Bayesian lower half-life limits at
the 90% credibility level. This can be seen as an indication for Eqn. (3.10) being even more
conservative than the conducted Bayesian analysis, for which all considered uncertainties
were already addressed and treated thoughtfully in form of nuisance parameters.
8.7.3 Outlook and future projection
At first, the same concluding remarks as quoted for the potential of observing the 2νββ-
decay of 116Cd in section 8.4.4 can be applied to improve the 0νββ-decay half-life sensitivity
given the data of the COBRA demonstrator. This includes an update of the A{E selection
to make use of the expected dip feature of the difference pulse for NCA-side LSEs, the
offline synchronization of the FADC time stamps to identify multi-detector hits, as well as
the tagging of delayed coincident events caused e.g. by the 214Bi - 214Po series. Moreover, a
Monte-Carlo based background model could improve the previously used Bayesian analysis
procedure. Given a background model, it might be beneficial to perform a reevaluation of
the data partitioning to maximize the overall exposure. An update on the 0νββ-decay search
with the COBRA demonstrator array is expected to appear in the PhD thesis of J. Volkmer.
Furthermore, as already pointed out in previous sections, the knowledge gained during
the operation of the demonstrator setup provided valuable input for the preparation and
construction of the COBRA XDEM setup. Because of the intended universality of COBRA’s
analysis tools, it is expected that all the developed analysis techniques should be rather easily
adaptable for the case of the XDEM qCPG detectors.
A first analysis of the physics data of the XDEM array with about 0.1 kg yr of exposure
has been performed in [Tem19]. The instrumentation of the GR electrode proved to be
very effective and reduced the background level by more than one order of magnitude in the
double beta decay ROI compared to the demonstrator, even without applying any pulse-shape
discrimination other than the standard z-cut. However, the GR instrumentation already
comes with the cost of reducing the fiducial volume to about 85.3% [COB17] and might
affect the energy and depth reconstruction, which is currently still under investigation. In
general, the concept of the qCPG-CZT detector design is still a rather novel approach and
most of the involved efficiencies have not been studied in all details. Moreover, the XDEM
setup suffered from various technical problems since its commissioning in Mar.’18 and has
not yet reached a state of optimum performance. Since the ending of the demonstrator phase
in Nov.’19, the operation of the XDEM setup is one of the collaboration’s priorities and the
efficiency of the physics data-taking is continuously increasing.
Fig. 8.62 illustrates a projection of the half-life sensitivity of COBRA XDEM for the
0νββ-decay of 116Cd. The projection of T̃ 0ν1{2 according to Eqn. (3.10) at 90% C.L. is based
on the experimental parameters determined in [Tem19].
The estimate of the background level results in B « 0.08 ˘ 0.04 cts/(keVkg yr) for an
energy range of Qββ ˘ 300 keV, excluding the signal region defined as Qββ ˘ 3 ¨FWHM. This
background level is about 16 times lower than for the final partition of the demonstrator and
its full pulse-shape discrimination. The average energy resolution at the Q-value, as deduced
from calibration data, yields FWHM “ 26.1 keV and corresponds to 0.93% in relative terms.
This is an improvement of about a factor of 1.6 compared to the demonstrator results listed
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Figure 8.62: Projected half-life sensitivity of COBRA XDEM for the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd. The projection
according to Eqn. (3.10) at 90% C.L. is based on a background index of 0.08 ˘ 0.04 cts/(keVkg yr), a total
0νββ-decay detection efficiency of εtot “ p50 ˘ 3q% and a relative energy resolution of 0.93% in terms of
FWHM at Qββ “ 2.8MeV. For an exposure of about 1 kg yr, the projected sensitivity of the XDEM setup is
expected to reach T̃ 0ν1{2 „ 2.3 ˆ 1022 yr, which surpasses the demonstrator projection (see also Tab. 8.31) by
about a factor of five.
in Tab. 8.30. Furthermore, also the quoted total selection efficiency of εtot “ p50 ˘ 3q% for
the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd turns out to be slightly higher for the XDEM detectors. This results
in an overall increase of the sensitivity rate by about a factor of five. However, it should be
noted that there might still be some unattended efficiency issues as pointed out before, which
could not be addressed so far due to a lack of data, e.g. for the 113Cd β-decay as an universal
monitor of the detector performance.
Because of its superior background level and energy resolution, the projected half-life
sensitivity of the XDEM setup might already surpass the final sensitivity of the demonstrator
array with only about 20 kg d of exposure. However, due to the limited statistics that were
available for the first analysis of the XDEM physics data, the results should be seen as
preliminary. In fact, the SB region contains only two events, whereas an additional event
is found in the excluded signal region close to the Q-value. Ultimately, by reaching the
full demonstrator exposure of about 1 kg yr, the sensitivity of COBRA XDEM might reach
T̃ 0ν1{2 „ 2.3 ˆ 10
22 yr for the 0νββ-decay of 116Cd. This would be an improvement of more
than one order of magnitude compared to the previous Bayesian analysis results presented
in Tab. 8.31. Although this ultimate sensitivity would still one order of magnitude below the
most stringent lower limit set by the Aurora experiment for the same decay – resulting in
T 0ν1{2 ě 2.2 ˆ 10
23 yr at 90% C.L. [Aur18] – it would be a major milestone for the COBRA
experiment. In fact, the Aurora experiment used two CdWO4 crystal scintillators with a
combined mass of 1.162 kg and an isotopic enrichment of 82% in 116Cd, while the XDEM
setup is not only much lighter but relies on non-enriched source materials with a natural
116Cd abundance of only 7.5% (see Tab. 4.4). An enrichment on the level of the Aurora
experiment would directly boost the sensitivity by about one order of magnitude, pushing it
to the level of the world-leading experiment in case of 116Cd, and should be considered as
one of the next steps towards a large-scale COBRA experiment.

Chapter 9
Conclusions
The aim of the COBRA experiment is to search for the existence of the hypothesized
0νββ-decay with room temperature semiconductor CZT detectors. The present work con-
tributed significantly to the progress of the project and can be sectioned into three main
parts – CZT detector characterization, pulse-shape discrimination and physics data analysis.
In the first part, the characterization of the prioritized monolithic CPG-CZT detector
approach has been reviewed. The characterization procedure has been improved substantially
by implementing a new standardized optimization routine for the weighting factor and gain-
balancing correction. This method is not only applied in the determination of the optimal
working point biases and the evaluation of localized γ-ray scanning measurements, but has
been also implemented into the data processing scheme of the LNGS calibration and physics
data. For each of the characterized 1 cm3 CZT crystals that were selected for the COBRA
demonstrator array, the absolute full-energy efficiency at Eγ “ 661.7 keV has been determined
from 137Cs irradiation measurements at different distances. The extracted efficiencies entered
as correction factors into the latest 0νββ-peak search analysis reported in [COB16a].
Furthermore, the entire crystal characterization procedure has been adapted for proto-
type CZT detectors with an increased volume of 6 cm3 that became available in recent years.
The characterization measurements of the first prototypes, including the extensive charac-
terization of an up-scaled version of a conventional CPG detector, provided valuable input
for the decision making process regarding the future orientation of the project. In particular,
the decision to focus on the qCPG-CZT detector approach for the COBRA XDEM upgrade
out of the available design options was made based on the characterization results obtained
in the present work. Moreover, the performed localized γ-ray scanning measurements made
it possible to perform a quantitative validation of the interaction depth reconstruction and
are expected to serve well in ongoing and future studies aiming to improve the event recon-
struction for the novel qCPG-CZT detector approach.
The second part, dedicated to pulse-shape discrimination techniques applicable to conven-
tional CPG-CZT detectors such as deployed in the demonstrator array, contains a review of
past and recent developments focusing on the standard data-cleaning cuts, the depth restric-
tions to veto surface events and the A{E criterion. For all of these, reliable efficiencies have
been derived by making use of physics data of the LNGS setup or dedicated calibration mea-
surements. The determined efficiencies provide the basis for future analyses. Particularly, the
combination of the previous LSE and MSE algorithms in form of the A{E parameter proved to
be beneficial. Moreover, an optimization routine has been developed which results in a unique
cut value of pA{Eq90% for each of the demonstrator detectors after a delicate calibration of
the A{E distribution for signal-like SSEs. The A{E optimization has been complemented by
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performing a dedicated laboratory experiment to create a pulse-shape library of SSEs via the
Compton coincidence technique for different energy regimes. The accumulated data might
be used in future applications involving deep learning techniques or neural networks for the
discrimination between signal-like and background-like event signatures.
Regarding the investigation of high-energy events, multiple long-term laboratory measure-
ments were performed with three different CZT detector types to collect statistical samples of
muon-induced events for varying DAQ settings. The interpretation of the collected data cul-
minated in an analytic reconstruction model for muon-induced events, which was also applied
in the background characterization of the data taken by the COBRA demonstrator. Further-
more, the derived model allows for a qualitative evaluation of the contribution of holes as
secondary charge carriers in CZT detectors. This makes it possible to incorporate the holes’
contribution as second order correction in future iterations of COBRA’s event reconstruction.
In the third and main part of the present thesis, several analysis topics were addressed.
This includes an elaborate characterization of the background of the COBRA demonstrator
using the updated PSD techniques as well as an automatized data partitioning to identify
periods with an increased background index during its operation from Sept.’11 to Nov.’19.
In this time, a total exposure of 1.72 kg yr has been collected, whereas a carefully selected
low-background partition of about 1 kg yr has been used to evaluate the potential of observing
the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd. The developed techniques will serve well in the data analysis of
the COBRA XDEM setup. In general, it could be confirmed that the COBRA design allows
for stable long-term operation under low-background conditions, which has been monitored
with regular calibration measurements and the intrinsic decay rate of the 113Cd β-decay.
The spectrum-shape investigation of the fourfold forbidden non-unique β-decay of 113Cd
with a subset of the best-performing CPG-CZT detectors has been the major analysis project
in the present thesis. Each individual 113Cd β-spectrum was evaluated in the context of
three nuclear models to extract average values of the effective axial-vector coupling gA. The
data support the idea that gA is quenched in the low-momentum-exchange β-decay of 113Cd,
independently of the underlying nuclear model, as published in [COB20]. Moreover, the main
criticism of the applied spectrum-shape method, referring to a severe mismatch between the
predicted spectrum-shape and the 113Cd half-life in dependence on gA, could be resolved by
using updated template calculations based on the CVC hypothesis. The accordingly tuned
NME calculations allow for a consistent determination of the spectral shape and the respective
half-life in agreement with previous literature values.
At higher energy scales, the prominent signature of the α-decay of 190Pt observed with
the COBRA demonstrator has been used to determine the poorly known thickness of the
cathode’s electrode metalization. Furthermore, the accumulated statistics and MC studies
made it possible to determine the half-life of this long-lived α-decay with an uncertainty of
about 15%, which turned out to be compatible with existing literature values. As the uncer-
tainty is dominated by systematic effects, whereas the natural abundance of 190Pt being by
far the largest unknown, the results might be significantly improved in follow-up campaigns.
With the updated Monte-Carlo implementation of the COBRA demonstrator, a feasibility
study regarding the search for excited state transitions of the most promising ββ-candidates
116Cd and 130Te has been performed. The elaborate signal MC study revealed good prospects
for improving the current experimental limits for the 2νββ-decay modes of 116Cd, considering
solely the respective ground-state transitions as an irreducible background.
Finally, an outlook and update on the accessible β´β´ decay modes of several isotopes of
cadmium, zinc, and tellurium based on the newly evaluated efficiencies, background levels and
the available full exposure of the demonstrator array has been presented. The projection of
the half-life sensitivity has been compared to the results achieved in the commissioning phase
of the COBRA XDEM setup and confirmed the excellent prospects of the new prototype
detector module as the potential base unit for a large-scale COBRA experiment.
Appendix A
Impressions of LNGS setup
A.1 COBRA demonstrator setup
Figure A.1: Overview of the COBRA demonstrator setup at the LNGS. The outer shield consists of borated
polyethylen sheets surrounding a steel EMI box with a copper-granulate-filled chute as cable feed-through.
The inner shield is enclosed in an acrylic box that is constantly flushed with evaporated dry nitrogen to prevent
radon from diffusing into the setup. The CPG-CZT detectors are operated in a copper housing in the center
of a multi-layer lead castle. Several sensors on top of the lead castle and inside the EMI shield monitor the
temperature and humidity (see also the schematic drawing in Fig. 4.6).
Figure A.2: Inner parts of the COBRA demonstrator array. The detector array consists of four layers of
4ˆ 4 CPG-CZT detectors with each a volume of 1 cm3 that are placed into a housing made of OFHC copper.
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Figure A.3: Evolution of the detector layer concept (adapted from [Raj13]). Top row: design of L1 (Sept.’11)
and L2 (Apr.’12) with only small differences on the HV side. Bottom row: improved design for L3 (Jul.’13)
and L4 (Nov.’13). Each layer consists of multiple sheets made from POM (see Fig. 4.7 in section 4.3.3).
A.2 Installation of XDEM upgrade
Figure A.4: Impressions of the COBRA XDEM installation at the LNGS in March 2018. Top: POM
holder (left), electrode contacts on HV side (middle), new electro-polished copper nest on top of the original
demonstrator setup (right). Bottom: fully equipped XDEM layer containing 3 ˆ 3 qCPG-CZT detectors of
6 cm3 volume. Left: electrode wiring of the anode side. Right: integration into the inner shield.
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A.3 Detector arrangement
Figure A.5: Overview of the detector arrangement and numbering scheme for the COBRA demonstrator
and the XDEM layer (taken from [Vol18]). Each layer of the demonstrator array consists of 4ˆ4 CZT crystals
of 1 cm3 size. During the crystals’ characterization, it was found that the detectors meant for L4 show a
better performance than the ones already installed at the third layer’s position. Because of this, both layers
were switched during the installation of the fourth layer to increase the performance of the array in potential
coincidence studies. The XDEM layer holds nine qCPG detectors with a size of 6 cm3. Each qCPG is divided
into four sectors that can be treated individually in the event reconstruction. The sectors’ numbering starts
from 1 – 36, while the XDEM detectors are labeled as X1 –X9.
Appendix B
Experimental equipment at TUD
B.1 Localized crystal characterization
Figure B.1: Experimental apparatus for the localized γ-ray irradiation measurements (adapted from [Geh17]
and [Zat14]). Left: two-dimensional scanning table with motorized axis (1), collimated source container (2),
CPG-CZT detector mount (3) and rotable base holder (4). Middle: collimated γ-ray source consisting of
aluminum housing (1), lead shield of 4 – 6 cm thickness (2), active LAA type 137Cs sample (3) and open
collimator channel with d “ 0.5mm and l “ 60mm (4). Right: close-up of the collimator channel pointing to
the empty CPG-CZT detector mount and its needle probes for the electrode contacting.
B.2 Long-term background measurements
Figure B.2: Overview of the long-term background measurement setup. Left: inside view of the EMI box
with a complete lead castle containing the CPG-CZT detector setup. Top right: acrylic box around the
CPG-CZT detector mount that is flushed with evaporated nitrogen from the dewar vessel of the nearby HPGe
detector system. Bottom right: test assembly of the lead castle around the acrylic box.
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B.3 Compton scattering experiment
Figure B.3: Overview of the Compton scattering experiment’s shielding and electronics. Left: readout
electronics and EMI box containing the CPG-CZT detector setup (see Fig. B.4). Right: multi-layer shield of
the HPGe detector system made of copper and lead.
Figure B.4: Details of the CPG-CZT detector setup of the Compton scattering experiment. Left: inside
view of EMI box. Top right: contacting of CPG-CZT detector using needle probes. Bottom right: front view
of the source container pointing to the pivot position of the goniometer table.
Appendix C
Statistics and limits
C.1 Basic equations
• Gaussian normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ
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• Propagation of Gaussian uncertainties for fpx, y, zq without correlations
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• Combination of standard deviations
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• Probability density function of χ2 distribution with n degrees of freedom and x ą 0
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• Gamma function Γpn2 q appearing in Eqn. (C.4)
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For high degrees of freedom n ą 100, the χ2 distribution converges to a normal Gaussian
distribution with mean µ “ n and σ “
?
2n.
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C.2 Coverage factor for sensitivity and limit setting
In section 3.3.1, an approximation formula to estimate the half-life sensitivity of a 0νββ-decay
experiment according to Eqn. (3.10) has been introduced. This formula has been applied to
project the sensitivity for a future large-scale COBRA experiment (see Fig. 4.11) and the
XDEM setup (see Fig. 8.62), which is currently under operation at the LNGS.
The first part of Eqn. (3.10), the so-called coverage factor kα, results from the underlying
statistics and is also referred to as the quantile of the corresponding distribution. Assuming a
Gaussian normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ according to Eqn. (C.1),
the probability to measure a variable with value x can be derived by integrating P pxq within
a certain range based on the standard deviation. In case of µ “ 0 and σ “ 1, the total integral
of the Gaussian distribution is normalized to unity. This makes it possible to directly access
the probability P as shown in the following examples in Eqn. (C.6) – (C.8).
|µ´ x| ď 1σ ÝÑ P “ 0.6827, (C.6)
|µ´ x| ď 2σ ÝÑ P “ 0.9545, (C.7)
|µ´ x| ď 3σ ÝÑ P “ 0.9973. (C.8)
On the other hand, a so-called confidence interval can be obtained by fixing the probability
to a certain value and determining the respective σ-range. As an example, the interval
corresponding to the probability P pxq “ 0.9 to measure the value x is found for
|µ´ x| ď 1.645σ (C.9)
and referred to as the 90% confidence interval. It should be noted that this is a so-called
central confidence interval. However, the analysis techniques applied to extract lower limits
in 0νββ-decay searches or upper limits in case of radioactive impurities, such as reported in
section 8.3.7, are based on one-sided upper, respectively lower, confidence intervals. Fig. C.1
illustrates the difference between a central and an one-sided confidence interval for the ex-
ample of a normalized Gaussian distribution and the case of the 90% confidence level (C.L.).
Figure C.1: Example for a central (left) and one-sided (right) confidence interval for a normalized Gaussian
distribution (taken from [Zat14]). In both cases, the corresponding σ-ranges for the 90% C.L. are indicated,
which means that the filled areas cover the exact same 90% fraction of the total integrals.
The one-sided confidence interval corresponds to
´8 ă µ´ x ď 1.282σ @ 90% C.L. (C.10)
with an upper limit of 1.282σ of the integration. The upper integration limit in units of σ
yields the quantile or coverage factor kα. Usually, a coverage factor of kα “ 1.282 enters
Eqn. (3.10) to estimate the experimental half-life exclusion sensitivity at 90% C.L.
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C.3 Bayes’ theorem and Bayesian statistics
Bayes’ theorem can be expressed mathematically as the following
P pA|Bq “
P pB|Aq ¨ P pAq
P pBq
, (C.11)
relating the probabilities P pAq and P pBq ‰ 0 of observing the events A and B with the
conditional probabilities P pA|Bq and P pB|Aq, respectively. More explicitly, the conditional
probability P pA|Bq refers to the likelihood of event A occurring given that B is true and vice
versa for P pB|Aq. The probabilities P pAq and P pBq are denoted as the marginal probabilities
of observing A and B.
One of the key applications of Bayes’s theorem is Bayesian inference, e.g. to infer the
conditional probability P pA|Bq from the knowledge or estimates of the probabilities on the
right-hand side of Eqn. (C.11). Following the Bayesian interpretation of Eqn. (C.11), P pAq
can be interpreted as the initial degree of belief to observe the event A, which is denoted as
the prior probability. The result of Bayes’ theorem, the term P pA|Bq, is referred to as the
posterior probability and can be seen as the degree of belief in A having accounted for B. In
this sense the quotient P pB|Aq{P pBq represents the support B provides for A. Moreover,
Bayes’ theorem states that it is usually not possible to conclude P pA|Bq from P pB|Aq without
any knowledge about the a-priori probability P pAq. Such a statement would only hold, if
P pAq and P pBq would be about the same.
In Bayesian statistics, the concept of Bayes’ theorem is used to convert an estimate of
the a-priori probability distribution into an a-posteriori probability distribution. Usually,
previous experimental results enter as so-called prior knowledge into a Bayesian analysis to
construct the posterior distribution based on the observed data and the prior. The resulting
posterior probability distribution provides new insights and could be used as an updated
prior for following experiments. An example case is shown in Fig. C.2.
Figure C.2: Example for the application of Bayes’ theorem in Bayesian statistics (adapted from Ref. [Wikb]).
Left: prior probability distribution around µ “ 0.5. Middle: pseudo-data following from a binomial distribu-
tion. The data can be described by a standard Likelihood. Right: posterior probability distribution as result
of a Bayesian interpretation of the pseudo-data and the prior distribution. The posterior provides new insights
about the distribution of µ and could be used as an updated prior in a follow-up observation.
Appendix D
Supplementary material
D.1 Pulse-shape discrimination
D.1.1 Lateral surface events
Figure D.1: Illustration of the definitions of the LSE identification quantities (taken from [COB14]). Both
of the criteria are based on the shape of the difference pulse for interactions near the lateral detector walls.
Left: the early rise time (ERT) is defined as the number of samples between the points, where the pulse-height
reaches 3%, respectively 50%, of its nominal amplitude. One sample unit is equal to 10 ns. Right: the DIP
criterion is defined as the minimum amplitude below the pre-baseline in a 30-sample-wide window with the
right edge at the 50% point of the full amplitude.
Figure D.2: Distribution of the LSE identification quantities for γ-ray interactions in an energy range of
1.7 – 2.0MeV using calibration data of the COBRA demonstrator from the two-layer period and a laboratory
measurement (taken from [COB14]). Left: ERT distribution. Right: DIP distribution. The broader curves
correspond to the LNGS data which are split into 30 high-resolution (green) and two lower-resolution detectors
(magenta), namely Det24 (L2-P08) and Det28 (L2-P12). While the two curves agree rather well for the DIP
criterion, there are deviations due to the crystals’ performance in case of the ERT quantity. The widths of the
curves indicate the full range of values for the included detectors. In comparison, the laboratory measurement
(blue) uses the same detector design as applied in the demonstrator array, but a lower quality crystal from a
different batch. This is why the distributions of the LSE parameters turn out to be different.
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D.1.2 A/E criterion
Figure D.3: Illustration of the definition of the A{E parameter (adapted from [Küt19]). Left: pulse-shapes
of a single-site (top) and a multi-site event (bottom). The reconstructed energy deposition based on the pulse-
height of the difference pulse is about E “ 2MeV in both examples. Right: corresponding current pulses as
the derivatives of the difference pulses. The maximum amplitude A of the current pulse is significantly lower
for the MSE compared to the SSE example, which is why MSEs are expected to feature lower A{E values.
Figure D.4: Comparison of different A{E definitions and the influence of the smoothing window size in the
construction of the current pulse (taken from [Küt19]). The distributions of A{E values are based on the
calibration data of Det23 (L2-P07) with an energy restriction to the 208Tl double-escape peak, which is taken
as a proxy for single-site interactions (see section 7.2.3). Left: the three depicted options are based on different
definitions of the involved parameters. The indices diff and adiff refer to the difference signal with and without
the usage of an optimized weighting factor in the construction of the A{E parameter. Furthermore, the ecal
option includes the actual energy calibration for the pulse-height of the difference pulse, which is why the
distribution is shifted to lower values. All three options apply a smoothing window of nsm “ 8. By comparing
all detectors of the demonstrator array, the pA{Eqdiff definition is found to be the most robust option. Right:
effect of the smoothing window size nsm on the parameter distribution for the standard pA{Eqdiff definition.
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D.1.3 Muon-induced events
Figure D.5: Typical pulse-shape examples of muon-induced events (taken from [Zat14]). The selected events
are from the laboratory background measurement of Det65 with a linear amplification setting of LA(99)
(see Fig. 7.31 in section 7.4.3). The selection is based on the area of nearly vertically incoming muons with
Eµ ą 6MeV and zµ « 0.5. The corresponding derivatives of the difference pulse can be found in Fig. D.6.
Figure D.6: Derivatives of the difference pulse for muon-induced events (taken from [Zat14]). The examples
correspond to the pulse-shapes depicted in Fig. D.5, which were collected by Det65 in a laboratory background
measurement. The varying number of peaks results from the delayed collection of the extended charge cloud
by different rails of the CPG electrode. About 3% of all investigated events show single-site character with only
a single peak in the derivative. The plots show the derivative as defined for the PSA method (see section 7.2).
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Figure D.7: Results of a detector simulation for a traversing muon with a highly non-vertical incident angle
for a 1 cm3 CPG-CZT detector (taken from [Zat14]). Left: pulse-shapes of the CA, NCA and difference signal.
Right: derivative of the difference pulse based on the PSA method (see section 7.2). The muon interaction
process was simulated with COBRA’s Venom toolkit, while the charge propagation is done via a simple toy
Monte-Carlo tool developed by M. Fritts. In comparison to the real detector signals depicted in Fig. D.5 and
Fig. D.6 the same features are observed in the detector simulation.
D.2 LNGS data evaluation
D.2.1 Natural decay chains
Long-lived nuclides are the starting point of series of radioactive decays, which are naturally
present since the forming of the Earth and the entire solar system. There are three main
decay chains observed in nature, referred to as the uranium series, the actinium series and the
thorium series. A fourth decay chain, denoted as the neptunium series, is already extinct on
Earth due to the relatively short half-life of 2.14ˆ 106 yr of its initial isotope 237Np [NDS20].
As only the α-decay changes the atomic mass number A, considering the most common radio-
active decay modes, the natural decay chains are closely related to their starting nuclides.
From those starting nuclides, an α-decay decreases A by ∆A “ 4, therefore, all nuclides
within a chain share the same residue mod 4. Because of this, the natural decay chains are
also labeled as A “ 4n (232Th), A “ 4n`1 (237Np), A “ 4n`2 (238U) and A “ 4n`3 (235U).
The last one is referred to as the actinium series. All of the decay chains end with one of the
stable isotopes of lead. An overview of the involved radionuclides, the most probable decay
modes as well as their half-lives can be found in Fig. D.8.
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Figure D.8: Illustration of the natural decay chains (adapted from [Tan16], originally referring to [Wikd]).
The fourth series related to 237Np is already extinct on Earth, which is why it does not play a role in low-
background experiments and the search for rare events.
D.2.2 Failure of nitrogen flushing at LNGS
Figure D.9: Correlation of the COBRA demonstrator’s total count rate and the relative humidity level as
monitored on top of the lead castle inside the air-sealed radon enclosure (taken from [Küt19]). The humidity
is a clear indication for the nitrogen flow and provides an indirect measure of the radon concentration. The
data of the demonstrator array refers to the energy range of 350 ă E ă 2800 keV as the ROI of the 2νββ-decay
of 116Cd. The data-taking suffered from multiple failures of the nitrogen flushing during the presented six
month period in 2015. There is a clear correlation between the humidity level and the observed count rate.
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D.2.3 Overview of the demonstrator’s LNGS calibrations
Table D.1: Overview of calibrations runs of the COBRA demonstrator at LNGS between 2011 – 2013. The
labels pre and post indicate whether the calibration measurement indicates the start or the end of a physics
period. If there was no hardware change in between, a calibration run is taken as both. The third column
contains the detector numbers (1–64) that have been either disabled during the data-taking or could not to
be calibrated sufficiently. A normal calibration is based on 22Na and 228Th (high + low threshold).
date label missing/removed detectors notes
2011-09-29 pre 9 start of 1-layer period
2011-11-07 post 9
2011-11-11 pre 9
2011-12-06 post/pre 9
2012-02-09 post/pre 9
2012-03-06 post/pre 9
2012-03-23 post 9 end of 1-layer period
2012-04-04 pre - first 2-layer calibration
2012-07-19 post -
2012-07-23 pre 17-32 missing 22Na + 228Th for L2
2012-08-14 post/pre -
2012-09-11 post/pre -
2012-12-02 post -
2012-12-13 pre 23 missing 228Th low-thresh for L1
2013-01-20 post - missing 228Th low-thresh for
ADC1, ADC2, ADC7
2013-01-25 pre 25
2013-02-03 post/pre 23, 25
2013-04-09 post/pre 23, 25
2013-06-17 post 25 end of 2-layer period
2013-07-05 pre 3, 36, 37, 48 first 3-layer calibration
2013-07-10 post/pre 3, 37, 48
2013-07-31 post/pre 3, 37, 48
2013-08-09 post/pre 3, 36, 37, 48
2013-08-26 post/pre 3, 37, 48
2013-09-04 post/pre 3, 37, 48
2013-10-08 post/pre 3, 28, 37, 48
2013-10-28 post/pre 3, 28, 31, 37, 48
2013-11-07 post 3, 28, 31, 37, 48 end of 3-layer period
2013-11-20 pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 28, 31, 36 first 4-layer calibration
2013-11-28 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 28, 31, 48
2013-12-05 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 28, 31, 48 missing 22Na for L4
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Table D.2: Overview of calibrations runs of the COBRA demonstrator at LNGS between 2014 – 2019. The
labels pre and post indicate whether the calibration measurement indicates the start or the end of a physics
period. If there was no hardware change in between, a calibration run is taken as both. The third column
contains the detector numbers (1–64) that have been either disabled during the data-taking or could not to
be calibrated sufficiently. A normal calibration is based on 22Na and 228Th (high + low threshold).
date label missing/removed detectors notes
2014-01-09 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 28, 31, 48 missing 22Na for L4, missing
228Th for ADC7 and ADC12
2014-01-22 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 28, 31, 38, 39, 48 missing 228Th for ADC7 and
ADC12
2014-03-05 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 16, 38, 39
2014-04-02 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 38, 39
2014-04-24 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 16, 38, 39
2014-06-18 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 16, 38, 39, 47
2014-09-04 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 16, 38, 39, 47
2014-10-01 post/pre 3, 4, 9, 10, 36, 47
2015-02-08 post 3, 4, 9, 10
2015-02-23 pre 4, 9, 10, 32, 46
2015-05-04 post/pre 4, 9, 10, 46, 62
2015-10-28 post/pre 4, 9, 10, 32, 45, 46
2016-02-19 post/pre 4, 9, 10, 32, 36, 45
2016-06-13 post 4, 9-12, 32, 36, 45, 54-56 missing 22Na for all layers
2016-06-17 pre 9-11, 32
2016-09-29 post/pre 4, 9-12, 32, 49
2017-04-05 post/pre 1-4, 9-12, 32, 36, 41, 48, 49,
52, 56
preparation of 113Cd run
2017-07-28 post/pre 1, 2, 4, 8-10, 16, 17, 28, 31-33,
36, 42, 48, 49, 51, 59, 63
start of 113Cd run, additional
152Eu low-energy calibration
2018-03-05 post 1, 2, 4, 8-10, 12, 16, 17, 28,
31-33, 36, 38-40, 42, 43, 48,
49, 51, 59, 63
end of 113Cd run, additional
152Eu low-energy calibration
2018-07-19 pre 9, 32, 36 red. calib. factors for ADC1,
ADC3, ADC13 and ADC16 due
to FADC exchange
2018-10-25 post 4, 12, 28, 31, 32, 36, 48, 57 red. calib. factors for ADC1,
ADC3, ADC13 and ADC16 due
to FADC exchange
2018-10-30 pre 4, 12, 28, 31, 32, 36, 43, 48 exchanged L2’s FADCs to
compensate red. calib. factors
by higher signal amplification
2019-05-13 post 4, 12, 28, 32, 36, 43, 48, 49
2019-05-22 pre 4, 12, 28, 32, 36, 48, 49
2019-11-04 post 4, 12, 28, 32-34, 36, 48, 49 end of 4-layer period
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D.3 Characterization of qCPG-CZT prototype detector
The following plots illustrate the single sector results of the working point characterization
of one of the very first qCPG-CZT prototype detectors labeled as Redlen-33556. The global
working point has been chosen as BV{GB “ 1300{100V (see Fig. 6.5 in section 6.2.1).
Besides the energy resolution in terms of FWHM at 661.7 keV and the integral count rate in
the full-energy peak (FEP), the asymmetry of the FEP is taken into account.
A “
σL ´ σR
σL ` σR
(D.1)
The parameters σL and σR are part of the two-sided Gaussian fit in Eqn. (5.7). The single
sector results turn out to be very similar to each other, whereas the higher asymmetry for
low GB values is an indication for charge sharing. The observed drop of the FEP count rate
for BV “ 1700V is due to the occurrence of leakage currents that cause a higher fraction of
events to be flagged by the standard data-cleaning cuts.
Figure D.10: Results of the working point measurements for sector 1 of one of the first qCPG-CZT prototype
detectors (Redlen-33556). The global working point has been determined to BV{GB “ 1300{100V.
Figure D.11: Results of the working point measurements for sector 2 of one of the first qCPG-CZT prototype
detectors (Redlen-33556). The global working point has been determined to BV{GB “ 1300{100V.
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Figure D.12: Results of the working point measurements for sector 3 of one of the first qCPG-CZT prototype
detectors (Redlen-33556). The global working point has been determined to BV{GB “ 1300{100V.
Figure D.13: Results of the working point measurements for sector 4 of one of the first qCPG-CZT prototype
detectors (Redlen-33556). The global working point has been determined to BV{GB “ 1300{100V.
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D.4 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis
D.4.1 Run method example
Originally, the so-called run method was meant as an additional control for the χ2 test in
order to compare the COBRA data with predicted 113Cd template spectra for varying effective
values of the weak axial-vector coupling gA. The complete analysis procedure is presented in
section 8.3 including a reference to the run method in section 8.3.9. The following example
is taken from the Master thesis of A. Heimbold [Hei18].
Figure D.14: Example case to illustrate the ability of expressing a model preference based on the run method
(taken from [Hei18]). In the present example, ten pseudo data points are compared to two models: a straight
line (green) and a parabola (red).
As a reminder, the run method relies on a specific labeling of the data points to classify
the relation between the data and a model prediction. If the data exceeds the prediction in a
certain data point, it is labeled as category A. In the other case, where the prediction is larger
than the value of the data, the corresponding data point is labeled as category B. According
to this procedure, the example shown in Fig. D.14 results in the following sequences for the
two model predictions
straight line: AABBBBBAAA, (D.2)
parabola: BABAABBAAB. (D.3)
The number of runs r is referred to as the number of label changes in the complete
sequences and results in r “ 3 for the straight line model and in r “ 7 assuming the parabola
as the true distribution. In general, a large value of r indicates that the data fluctuate
statistically around the prediction, which would mean on average a good agreement between
the data and the compared model. However, this is only a qualitative statement and more or
less a rule of thumb. A more accurate statement follows from the number of expected runs
xry according to Eqn. (8.20) in section 8.3.9 and Ref. [Bar89]. The same reference quotes the
following expression for the expected variance of r
V prq “
2NANB ¨ p2NANB ´Nq
N2 ¨ pN ´ 1q (D.4)
using the number of data points NA and NB with the respective labels. For the sequences
in Eqn. (D.2) and Eqn. (D.3) it follows NA “ NB “ 5 for both models. This corresponds
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in both cases to xry “ 6 with a variance of V prq « 2.22. The square root of the variance
leads to a standard deviation of σ “
a
V prq « 1.49. The observed number of runs can
now be interpreted as more than 2σ deviation in case of the straight line model (r “ 3),
while the parabola is compatible with the data within 1σ. However, in case of the 113Cd
spectrum-shape analysis a more accurate statement could be achieved by using the χ2 test.
D.4.2 Single detector spectra
Figure D.15: Compilation of the experimental 113Cd spectra measured with (Det3 – Det15) of the COBRA
demonstrator (taken from [COB20]). Each spectrum is normalized by the integral from the respective threshold
to the Q-value of 113Cd. The combination of all detectors is shown for comparison (red solid histogram).
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Figure D.16: Compilation of the experimental 113Cd spectra measured with (Det18 – Det26) of the COBRA
demonstrator (taken from [COB20]). Each spectrum is normalized by the integral from the respective threshold
to the Q-value of 113Cd. The combination of all detectors is shown for comparison (red solid histogram).
Figure D.17: Compilation of the experimental 113Cd spectra measured with (Det27– Det40) of the COBRA
demonstrator (taken from [COB20]). Each spectrum is normalized by the integral from the respective threshold
to the Q-value of 113Cd. The combination of all detectors is shown for comparison (red solid histogram).
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Figure D.18: Compilation of the experimental 113Cd spectra measured with (Det41 – Det53) of the COBRA
demonstrator (taken from [COB20]). Each spectrum is normalized by the integral from the respective threshold
to the Q-value of 113Cd. The combination of all detectors is shown for comparison (red solid histogram)..
Figure D.19: Compilation of the experimental 113Cd spectra measured with (Det54 – Det64) of the COBRA
demonstrator (taken from [COB20]). Each spectrum is normalized by the integral from the respective threshold
to the Q-value of 113Cd. The combination of all detectors is shown for comparison (red solid histogram).
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D.4.3 Interaction depth distribution for 113Cd
The following plot compilation contains some examples of the single detector’s z-distribution
recorded during the dedicated 113Cd data-taking period from Jul.’17 till Feb.’18. The energy
range has been limited to the 113Cd region of interest. An explanation of the characteristic
z-features is given in section 7.1.2 and section 8.3.5.
Figure D.20: Compilation of examples for the 113Cd depth distribution. The vertical red lines indicate the
default cut on the interaction depth: 0.2 ă z ď 0.97. Top left: expected shape of the z-distribution according
to the homogeneously distributed source decays. The example is shown for Det50 (L4-P02). Top right: Det3
(L1-P03) featuring a prominent low-z peak for z ă 0, which assumed to be caused by unflagged noise. The
peak is removed by the standard z-cut. Bottom: both examples, Det52 (L4-P04) (left) and Det60 (L4-P12)
(right), feature a high-z peak for z ą 1, which is also assumed to be caused by unflagged noise. In the first
case the peak is sufficiently removed by the standard z-cut. For Det60 a stricter upper z-cut of z ă 0.8 has
been used in the 113Cd spectrum-shape analysis, which is indicated by the vertical dashed blue line.
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D.4.4 Analytic low-energy background model
As a crosscheck of the Monte-Carlo based low-energy background model developed for the
113Cd spectrum-shape analysis in section 8.3.7, two analytic alternatives have been inves-
tigated. Both are based solely on the combined experimental spectrum of the 45 selected
detectors and are depicted in Fig. D.21. The S/B ratio turns out to be slightly higher for
both alternatives, but is on the same order as for the much more advanced MC model.
Figure D.21: Analytic models for the low-energy background description of the 113Cd energy range. Two
scenarios are investigated: a constant approximation based on the background level at the 113Cd Q-value
(dotted line) and an exponential fit over 400–600 keV (solid line), which avoids the prominent γ-lines of 214Pb
(351.9 keV) and 214Bi (609.3 keV). The S/B ratio is determined for the energy range of Eth “ 84 keV to the
Q-value of 320 keV and leads to S/B « 60 assuming a constant background of 2 cts/(kg keVd) and S/B « 52
in case of the exponential background fit.
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D.4.5 Prediction under the CVC hypothesis
Figure D.22: Nuclear model predictions for the 113Cd spectrum-shape dependence on gA under the CVC
hypothesis. Top: interacting shell model (ISM). Middle: microscopic quasiparticle-phonon model (MQPM).
Bottom: interacting boson-fermion model (IBFM-2). The predicted gA dependency is quite similar for all
three nuclear models and differs significantly from the previous results depicted in Fig 8.11 of section 8.3.1.
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D.5 Double beta decays into excited states
D.5.1 Detector pair distributions
Figure D.23: M2 detector pair distributions for simulated double beta transitions of 116Cd with the COBRA
demonstrator. Top: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. transitions via 2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-decay (right). Middle: 0`g.s. Ñ 2`1
transitions via 2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-decay (right). Bottom: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 transitions via 2νββ-decay (left)
and 0νββ-decay (right). The grid lines highlight the structure of the detector array consisting of four layers
with 4 ˆ 4 detectors. The counter diagonal elements are empty as they would correspond to coincidences
between the same detector numbers.
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Figure D.24: M2 detector pair distributions for simulated double beta transitions of 130Te with the COBRA
demonstrator. Top: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`g.s. transitions via 2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-decay (right). Upper middle:
0`g.s. Ñ 2`1 transitions via 2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-decay (right). Lower middle: 0`g.s. Ñ 2
`
2 transitions via
2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-decay (right). Bottom: 0`g.s. Ñ 0`1 transitions via 2νββ-decay (left) and 0νββ-
decay (right). The grid lines highlight the structure of the detector array consisting of four layers with 4ˆ 4
detectors. The counter diagonal elements are empty as they would correspond to coincidences between the
same detector numbers.
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D.5.2 Normalized Monte-Carlo spectra
Figure D.25: Comparison of normalized MC spectra for the investigated double beta transitions of 116Cd.
Left: 2νββ-decay modes. Right: 0νββ-decay modes. The three rows correspond to the M1 spectra (top), the
M2s spectra (middle) and the M2Σ spectra (bottom). The normalization according to Eqn. (8.54) is based on
the predicted half-lives taken from Ref. [PS15] (see Tab. 8.20).
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Figure D.26: Comparison of normalized MC spectra for the investigated double beta transitions of 130Te.
Left: 2νββ-decay modes. Right: 0νββ-decay modes. The three rows correspond to the M1 spectra (top), the
M2s spectra (middle) and the M2Σ spectra (bottom). The normalization according to Eqn. (8.54) is based on
the predicted half-lives taken from Ref. [PS15] (see Tab. 8.20).
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D.5.3 Detector pair optimization
Figure D.27: Distribution of the topological M2 detector pairs for the simulated double beta decay transitions
of 130Te with the COBRA demonstrator. Left: 2νββ-decay modes for all M2 events (top) and after applying
a threshold of Eth “ 320 keV on the energy deposition of each detector (bottom). Right: 0νββ-decay modes
for the same two cases. It should be noted that the depicted g.s. transitions (green) are the same for all cases
and correspond to the 2νββ-decay of 116Cd, which is taken as an estimate of the irreducible background.
Each decay mode has been scaled with the experimental half-life results listed in Tab. 8.20. In case of the
excited state transitions, all decay modes have been scaled with the latest CUORE limits obtained for the
0`1 state. Moreover, the Ce-Ce category of the background process is chosen as a fixed reference and set to
unity. The other categories have been scaled with respect to this reference. The improvements achieved by
introducing a threshold are only marginal. In fact, the 116Cd background process dominates the 2νββ-decay
modes via excited state transitions for all categories. For the 0νββ-decay modes the situation seems to be
more beneficial, which is only an artifact of the half-life scaling based on the current experimental sensitivities.
Given the latest predictions according to Ref. [PS15] (see also Tab. 8.20), there is at least a deviation of five
orders of magnitude with respect to the current experimental sensitivities.
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